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Preface 

The English Prose Brut is preserved in over 140 MSS. 

and appeared in 13 printed editions between 1480 and 1528. 

It was probably the most popular secular work of the 

Middle Ages in England and is the earliest of the medieval 

prose chronicles in English. Its influence on later his- 

tories was widespread; Jean Waurin took it as his major 

source for his Recueil des Cronigues d'EnEleterre, and 
it was used by all the great chronicle writers of the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries such as Hall, Stow, 

and Holinshed. For many years the Brut has required a 
fresh examination, and it is my hope that the present 

edition and study will go some way towards fulfilling 

that need. 
I must record my deep gratitude to Professor Michael 

L. Samuels, who initially suggested the Brut as a poten- 
tially fruitful field of research and whose advice and 

criticism have been invaluable throughout the preparation 

of this edition. I further thank Professor Samuels for 

the dialect maps of 'it' and 'through' in Essex and for 

permission to reproduce these and the unpublished maps of 
'neither' and 'but', I am obliged to Dr. A. I. Doyle for 

expert advice on the present locations of a number of 
MSS. that were formerly in private ownership, and I ex- 

press my thanks to the authorities and staff of those 

libraries and institutions in which I consulted MSS. of 
the Brut. I also wish to thank Miss Patricia Pecoy of 
the University of Michigan for her patient and accurate 
typing of a long and difficult text. Finally, I must 
mention my debt to Dr. Elpis Mitropoulou, whose example 
and encouragement were of great help at those times when 
my self-imposed task appeared without end. 

L. M. M. 
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Summary 

The basis of the present edition of the English Prose 
Brut is two manuscripts from the Hunterian collection of 
the University of Glasgowq MSS, T@3912 and V-5*13. These 
stand at some remove from one another textuallyt and are 
presented as parallel texts with a full textual apparatus. 
Two short sections of text are presented which are not 
printed by F*W*Do Brie in his editiong The Brut gr__th2 
-Chronicles-. of Englondt EETS OeSe 1319 136, l9o6. lqo8. 
The firstg the Cadwallader episode, is based on Geoffrey 
of Monmouth's Histgria. Regnm Brit J1 the second pur- 
ports to be a letter sent by Queen Isabellas the wife of 
Edward IIt to the mayor and citizenry of London* A set 
of notes for each manuscript forms a commentary; that for 
Hunterian MS@ T-3*12 encompasses general as well as lin- 
guistic points of interest, while that for Hunterian 14S, 
V-5-13 deals mainly with the scribal errors and corrup- 
tions with which the text abounds. 

The Introduction falls into three major parts. A 
short first section surveys previous study of the Brut and 
outlines the purpose of the present study and some out- 
standing problems and areas in which further work would 
be profitablee 

The second section presents a classification of manu- 
scripts of the BrMtq based on an examination of some one 
hundred and ten manuscripts held in the United Kingdom 
and Frances They were found to fall into three main ver- 
sions# the Common Version, the Extended Versiong and the 
Abbreviated Version; a further category is composed of 
'peculiar' texts and versions, often consisting of no 
more than one text which is a reworking of a text of 
another version. 

Each of the main versions can be subdivided into a 
number of groupse and for the Common Version a figure was 
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constructed showing the interrelationships between the 

groups, based on a number of criteria of content and 
textual alteration. The groups of the Abbreviated Ver- 

sion, previously thought to be simple abbreviations of 

corresponding groups in the Extended Version, are shown 

to be the result of complex scribal crossing of groups. 

A list of manuscripts containing texts of the Brut and 

their present location, including some hitherto unrecog- 

nized texts, is also giver. 

The third section of the Introduction deals with 

topics specifically related to the Hunterian manuscripts 

used in. the edition. The dialects of the three main hands 

of Hunterian MS. T. 3.12 (North-West Essex, Central South 

Essex, and South-East Suffolk) and of the single hand of 

Hunterian MS. V. 5.13 (Central Surrey) were localized 

according to the system of dialect analysis proposed by 

Professors A. McIntosh and M. L. Samuels. Extralinguistic 

confirmation of the localizations of Hunterian MS. T. 3.12 

is suggested by the use in this manuscript of the coat of 

arms of the Wauton family, which had strong Essex connec- 

tions. 

The punctuation systems employed by Hands A and C of 

Hunterian MS. T. 3.12 are studied in depth, and are shown 

to be complex and consistent systems used in a wide 

variety of grammatical positions. Both systems are 

composite, and combine elocutionary and expository 
(structural) purposes. 
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I. Previous Study of the Brut 

Modern study of the Brut began in 1856 with the 

appearance of Frederic Madden's article entitled 'Prose 

Chronicles of England called the Brute'. ' His conclu- 

sions were based on a limited number of texts (I estimate 
he saw c. 36,5 of which were Anglo-Norman), and are 
largely erroneous. He assumed, correctly, that 'the 

original text was compiled in French [i. e. Anglo-Norman]', 

although he left open the possibility of a Latin original 
2 

and he was further correct in recognizing two principal 

redactions of the Anglo-Norman rut, the second of which 
formed the basis of the English translation. His recon- 

struction of the development is highly simflified= he 

deduced that the original translation ended with the 

Battle of Halidon Hill3, to which a 

added, taking the narrative to 13379 

tinuation took the text to the siege 

noticed the inclusion of a long poem 
MSS., and printed it in archae2logia 
of MSS. Harl. 2256 and Harl. 753. 

continuation was 
A subsequent con- 

of Rouen. Madden 

on the siege in some 
XXII from the texts 

1F. Madden, 'Prose Chronicles of England called the Brute', 
Notes-and Querjgs 2nd Ser., I (1856). pp. 1-4. This 
article is an amplification of remarks made by Madden in 
his edition of Havelok the Dane for the Roxburghe Club 
(1828). For earlier notes and references to the rut by 
the antiquarian Thomas Hearne see Brie, G. u. Q. pp. 6-7. 
2He knew of no Latin texts* iOn the basis of the words 
ßg-q exac-las often found at this point, and on the evidence 
pf a MS. ending in "1332' sold in 1829 (unseen by Madden? ), 

He printed only the second part of the poem, to comple- 
ment a fragment in Balliol Coll. Oxf. MS. 354, printed by 
J. J. Conybeare in Archaeologia XXI. The complete poem 
has been printed in its original form by J. Gairdner in 

1 Ln Century, Camden Society, (1876); and by H. Huscher 
(see below )e A fragment was printed by Hearne in his 
edition of Hobert of G1oucgster"s Cironic1e, Vol. It 
pp. lxxxiii ff. 
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Madden also remarked the exordium that some MSS" 

possess, but he did not realise that this was a secondary 

development, and he simply included such MSS, with those 

which I call the Common Version. ' Similarly, he did not 

ascertain the true relationship between certain shortened 

texts (e. g. MSS. Harl. 1337 and Harl. 6251, texts of my 

Abbreviated Version2). Instead, he suggested that these 

MSS, represent 'a first translation, which was afterwards 

revised and augmented'. 
Another error is made in regard to Caxton's edition 

of the Brut under the title The Chronicles of England, for 

Madden took the view that the printer was also the author 

of the text from the reign of Henry VI to the beginning 

of the reign-of Edward IV (1460). MSS, containing this 

portion of text are, in Madden's view, 'evidently only 

transcripts from the printed edition, with some altera- 

tions made by the transcribers'. In fact, Caxton took 

this portion of text from a MSo original3" 

Madden also believed that he had discovered the 

identity of the English translator of the Brut, in the 

lines appended to the text of BM MS. Harl. 2279 naming Sir 

John Maundevyle. He did not realise, however, that these4 

, lines apply to a second translation from the Anglo-Norman 

an unfortunate error on Madden's part, since he had 

examined a MS, of this later translation, BM Harl. 4690. 

The misunderstanding is compounded by the fact that Madden 

explicitly rejected the idea that there were two transla- 

tions in the introduction to his edition of Havelok the 

Dn. 

Madden's pioneering foray into the wilderness of 

Brut MSS. led him to conclusions which have been disproved; 

the importance of his work lies in its very existence, 
that it brought attention to the But, an edition of 

1See 
p. 18.2See pp. 18,100.3See pp. 82-8.4See pp" 

212-8. 
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which 'would be a volume well worthy the attention of one 

of our wealthy bibliographical clubs'. Almost half a cen- 

tury later, Friedrich Brie produced such an edition for 

the. Early English Text Society. 

Before dealing with Brie's work on the Brut, mention 

must be made of an article by Paul Meyer, entitled 'De 

quelques Chroniques Anglo-Normandes qui ont porte le nom 
de Brut'"l Again working from a strictly limited number 

of MSS., Meyer attempted to classify the Anglo-Norman 

texts, and although he made no detailed analysis of the 

relationships between his resulting groups, Meyer's 

descriptive classification, as far as it goes, seems 
fairly accurate. A commendable feature of this paper 
is the number of illustrative passages from various MSS. 

The work of Friedrich Brie, however, superseded that 

of Madden and Meyer. Before Brie's edition appeared for 

the EETS2, an abstractýof his intended introduction 

appeared under the title Qgschichteund Quellende 

mittelengli scheu Prosachronik The Brute of-England odej: 

The Chronicles of England03 Since Brie's final volume 

for the SETS containing introduction and notes never 

appeared, this abstract has remained the single previous 

attempt at a definitive study of they ut. 
Brie lists 167 MSS. of the Brut , in Anglo-Norman, 

English and Latin, 147 of which he examined personally. 

1P. Meyer, 'De quelques Chroniques Anglo-Normandes qui 
ont Porte le nom de Brut' , Bulletin de t des 
anciens_ textes frann aig, (1878), pp. 104-45, F. W. D. 
Brie, The Brut hho England, EETS 131, 
136, (1906, ---19084* F. W. D. Brie, Geschichte und Quellen, 
Marburg, 1905. Brie's list is now out of date, and is 
superseded-for the English MSS. by my list. Many MSS, 
in private hands in 1905 have since been sold. Many 
such sales are remarked in J. E. Wells, A Manual of the 
Writings in Middle-English. 1050-1400, New aven, 9 6, 
with periodic supplements. A list of Anglo-Norman MSS* 
is given in J. Vising, Anglo-Norman Language and Litera 
ture, London and Oxford, 1923= this list differs in some 
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On-this basis, he attempted to classify the MSS, and to 
identify the sources of the continuations. Although 
founded on Meyer's work, Brie's modified classification 

of the Anglo-Norman MSS* is based on considerably more 
texts than the earlier scholar knew of, and it has never 
been seriously criticized or altered ii toto. Individual 

areas have, however, been criticized. In the introduc- 

tion to her edition of the poem that prefaces a number of 
the Anglo-Norman texts, G. E. Brereton finds her views on 
the relationships of the MSS9 with which she is concerned 
to be 'diametrically opposed to those of Brie'. 

' Similarly, 

Brie's ascription of the authorship of part of the Long 

Version of the Anglo-Norman Brut to William Pakington has 

been refuted, in my opinion successfully, by John Taylor. 
2 

Little study has been made of the Anglo-Norman work, and 
it seems likely that in the light of future research, 
Brie's conclusions will require to be questioned, and a 
number of them will doubtless be modified. 

In regard to Brie's treatment of the English Brut 

several adverse criticisms can be made. 
3 Some mistakes 

are made in the description of MSS* by Brie's correspon- 
dents, e. g. of the Hunterian MSS* in Glasgow, and where 

respects from that given by Brie. G. E. Brereton lists 
MSS, containing the metrical prologue in DesGra untz 
Geanzq Medium Aevum Monographs II, Oxford, 1937" Three 
hitherto unlisted MSS, are described by M. D. Legge and 
G. E. Brereton in Medium Aevum vii (1938). C. L. Kingsford 
(see below) gives on p. 310 of his book an English MS, un- 
listed by Bries on p. 310 he lists 9 MSSe of the Latin 

ut unmentioned by Brie. I have identified several 
hitherto unknown or unrecognized MSSv of the English, 
Anglo-Norman and Latin Brut, and it is possible that a 
number of MSS., catalogued wrongly, exist in libraries 
that are dependent on old catalogues. I have noted that 
BM MSS. Addit. 39758 and Egerton 2885 are Latin uts. 
Brie's reference to Lambeth MS. 751 as an English Brut is 
incorrect. 1Brereton, ops cit., pe xviii. 4J. Taylor, 
'The French "Brut" and the Reign of Edward II', English 
Historical Review 72 (1957), pp. 1+23-37.3Many of which can 
be applied to his treatment of the Anglo-Norman texts also. 
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Brie had to rely on printed descriptionsg e, g, of Peter- 
house Coll. Cambe MS. 190 (Warkworth's Chronicle). 1 

Errors are occasionally made in transcription, eeg, 
1) Fort Ilustres choses.. (P, 31), reads Plusures choseso* 
2) Fort Pe henderenteeýe forý end*agettsewhan. -owryte in 
ýere in voyde lyne.. (p. 92)9 reads ýe henderendsoýe 
forý= end*egettr,. s,, whea.. wryte in ýeis iij voyde lyns.. 
3) Fort in rule 7 governaunceo (po 83P final words of BM 
Harle24)v reads in Ruele and good gouggrnaunce. V Deo 
gracias 

I have silently corrected such errors and misreadings 
whenever the relevant passage occurs in the body of my 
study* 

A more serious criticism can be made of Brie's methods 
of classifying MSSe simply by the type of continuations 
found to constitute the texto By itself this method is 
too fixedi Brie seldom takes into account textual differ- 
ences between MSS9 that possess what are basically similar 
continuations. Occasionally he mentions 'Stilanderungen 
und Kurzungenlg but only on one occasion 2 does he make 
different lWortlaut und Still a primary factor in dis- 
tinguishing a separate group among Common Version MSS* 
It is typical of Briets reaction to textual and stylistic 
differences that he goes on to say of the MSS, of this 
group3s 'Dass sie fu"r die Textkritik v'o'llig unbrauchbar 
sind, braucht wohl kaum erw;. hnt zu werdenle 

It must be continually borne in mind when reading 
Brie's descriptions that the phrases *die gew; hnliche 
Fortsetzung', 'Prolog und Text stimmen genau zum Vorigen* 
and 'der Text stimmt von Anfang bis zu Ende In jeder 
Beziehung mit dem vorigen Übereinlu do not refer to exact 
verbal likeness but to a similarity of contento The lack 
'Brie did not see this MS. -because during his stay in 
Qambridge the key to the manuscript cupboard was lost* 

p. 65.3of which Hunt. MS. T. 3.12 is a member. 
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of detailed textual analyses or comparisons deprives Brie 

of a certain delicacy in differentiating between groups 
of MSS., and leads to over-simplification in determining 

the relationships. 'Good' MSS9 are for Brie those that 

possess the same contents and that do not diverge stylis- 
tically from the norm, unless they present historically 
interesting details in their narrative. Thus the inclu- 

sion of the Cadwallader episode is simply the mark of a 
'bad' textl=- whereas the presence or absence of this 

episode can be made a telling factor in classification, 
Brie discounts it. Although he recognizes the existence 

of an Extended Version and of associated abbreviated 
texts, Brie dismisses such MSS* as worthlesss 'Was die 

Handschriften der erweiterten Fassung'betrifft, so haben 

sie für die Textkritik nicht die den geringsten Wert. 

Die ältesten und besten MSS@ zeigen nur einen leidlichen 

Text, die späteren einen schrecklich zugerichteten... 
2 

Der Inhalt der verkürzten Handschriften ist auf das 

Aeusserste entstellt. Auslassungen, Namensverdrehungen, 

Verstümmelungen undIrrtümer berauben sie eines jeden 

Interesses, so dass wir uns mit einer blossen Aufzählung 

der Handschriften begnügen können. '3 Some of the sting, 
however, is taken out of Brie's condemnation when he 

admits that he cannot decide whether some MSS. belong to 

the Extended Version or 'zur gewöhnliche Klasse' because 

they are incomplete at the beginning. Furthermore, he 

classifies several MSS& wrongly as Common Version texts 
that are in fact members of this 'worthless' group. 

It is often those aspects that Brie sees as failings 
that give the abbreviated texts their unique. interest. 

lp" 56, 'Im Allgemeinen repräsentieren die Handschriften, 
welche die Cadwalader Episode enthalten, einen weniger 
guten Text als die anderen. ' Brie is not consistent in 
his declared intention ýo note the presence or absence of 
this episode in a MS. p. 83.3p. 84. 
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Dialectal or linguistic interest, as in Hunt. MS9 V, 5,13, 
is not consideredt and Brie's linguistic comments are 
limited to two short passagess 'Weder ist eine Handschrift 
to alter als ca. 1400, noch zeigt eine von ihnen ausgeprigte 
Spuren von Dialekte Vor allem entstammt keine dem-nýrd- 
liehen England* So habe Ich ungern# aber notgedrungen Im 
Allgemein auf sprachliche ErGrterungen verzichten müssen-, ei 
'Die Utesten Handschriften zeigen Amtlich den Sprachstand 
des Ostmittellandischen um 1400, weshalb wir für das 
Original gleichfalls ostmittellandischen Ursprung voraus- 
setzen du"rfent@ 2 

Despite its shortcomings, Brie's abstract is a laud- 
able achievementg bringing some order to a vast number of 
MSS., and this work has been a valuable aid to the present 
study, although I question and disprove a number of its 
conclusions and attempt to place due emphasis on areas 
that Brie dismissed* A second achievementp a work of 
considerable labour as my own experience has testified* 
is Brie's edition of the Brutv which confirmed him as the 
major authority on the chronicleg on whom all subsequent 
study has been based. 

Brie's choice of MSS. for his edition is largely 
based on his classification according to continuation 
outlined in his earlier work, only one complete text is 
presenteds from Bodle MS. Rawle B 17,30 and since this 
MS, represents the earliest stage in the development of 
the English textv it does not include either the Cad- 
wallader episode or Queen Isabella's letter to the citizens 
of London; accordingly, neither of these portions of text 
is printed by Brie* In all, 26 MSS. are used by Briel 16 
MSS* provide sections of continuous text# and 11 MSS& are 

1P" 51" 2p" 54.3The second part of this MS., written in a later hand, is not printed. 
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used for purposes of collation. 
1 The following points of 

detail should be noted regarding the texts used by Brie: 

1) BM Addit. MS. 24859 (lettered 'T' by Brie), used to 

collate the text 1333-1377,1377-1419, is not a text of 

the Common Version as Brie thought, but belongs to an 

Extended Version group, the EV/1419: B (see p. 119 below). 

2) Appendix C (Brie, pp. 392-393), from Bodl. MS. Rawl. 

B 173, is not found uniquely in this MS., as Brie believed; 

for example, it is found in Hunt. MS. T. 3.12, which is 

printed here. 2 

3) The latter part of BM MS. Harl. 3730, used to collate 

BM Addit. MS. 10099, is derived from Caxton's edition of 

the Polvchronicon (1482)3, which was based in this part 

on Caxton's edition of the Brut (1480)" It should be 

further noted that the lacunae noted by Brie in this 

latter work 
4, 

which he collated with BM MS. Addit. 10099, 

represent leaves missing only in the particular volume 

that he used. The gaps are not found in other copies of 

the same edition, such as that held in the Hunterian 

Collection of the University of Glasgow. 
In 1913, the eminent historical scholar, C. L. Kings- 

ford, treated certain aspects and texts of the Brut in 

chapter 5 of his English Historica Literature in the 

Fifteenth Centurv. 
5 Kingsford's primary interest was 

historical, and he acknowledges his debt to Brie's ab- 

stract (following which he wrongly ascribes the author- 

ship of the Longer Anglo-Norman Version to William 

Pakington). He is concerned with the continuations of 

the text that take 1377 as their starting-point, pointing 

out the close relationships between these and the London 

'Lambeth MS. 6 appears in both functions, as continuous 
text and as collation, 2Vo1. III pp. 396-402.3See 
further, pp" 93 Brie, pp. 524 and 531.5C. L. 
Kingsford, English Historical Literature in the-Fifteenth 
Century, oxford, 1913. 
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Chronicles. From such comparisonst and on the evidence 
of internal historical details, Kingsford attempts to date 
approximately the composition of the continuations, and 
there seems little reason to doubt his conclusions in 
this respect. His comments on the relationships of the 
texts9 however, are more open to argumentp since they are 
principally based only on that selection o*f texts printed 
by Brie* The assertion (pa 119) that 'the version of 
1430 is notq even for the early part of the reign of 
Henry Ve derived from the other version' [i. e. that 
ending in 1419 with the words j_q rule and. governance] is 
contradicted by the evidence of texts like Hunt, T-3-12, 
which includes textual characteristics of both versions. 
Speaking of the peculiar versions of the Brut contained 
in DISS, Harl*53 and Lambeth 84, and inDavies's Chronicle 2 
and of their relationships both to the Latin Brut and to 
the main Brut traditionp Kingsford remarks that 'the over- 
lapping and interlacing of these Chronicles [isee in their 
contents] makes the history of their development a diffi- 
cult problem' (pe 128). 3 Further investigation of the 
Latin Brut is required 4p but the present classification 
makes unlikely Kingsford's suggestiont based on his com- 
parison of content between texts9 that there were *earlier 
recensions of the English Brut than that great one which 
ended in 1419 at the fall of Rouen. eeone perhaps ending 
in November 1415 or in October 1416p and others more 
certainly in July 1417 and November 1417' (Po 133)e 

1See further, pp. 64-6.2J. S. Davies, English Chronicle, 
1377-14619 Camden Society, 1st. Ser., 1856. J'Develop- 
ment , relationship' and 'derived from' are terms loosely 
used by Kingsford: on occasion they seem to be used of 
the historical content of the text, whereas elsewhere 
they appear to refer to textual matters (e. g. on pp. 
299-302) " 'Kingsford edits extracts from the Latin Brut 
and from the 1430 English Version in an appendix. 
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Kingsford re-established the importance of the Brut - 
"the most popular and widely diffused history of the time' 
for the study of the sources of English history in the 
fifteenth century. A less successful attempt to assess 
the literary value of the Brut was made by Fritz-Joachim 
Starke in his study Pgoul'gre-Englischq--Qhronik: n-des--15. 
Jahrhunder1j# 1 For all points concerning the development 
of the texts Starke is dependent on Brie's Geschichte-und 
Quellen and on Kingsford's works and for his texts he 
uses Brie's edition, Most of the conclusions reached are 
undoubtedly truep but they only serve to show that the 
Brut is representative of the values of its, age, It is 
not surprising that 'die christlich-kirchlichen ZUgell 
and knightly values are highly esteemed in kings, or that 
there is a strong moralizing tendency in the work, or 
that 9Wunderg Prophezeiungen, Visionen und Tra'ume spielen 
eine grosse Rolle' (Ps 103), Possibly it is because the 
Brut is fairly simple in purpose that Starke's study 
appears unsatisfactory; few of his comments are not im- 
medivately obvious in reading the work*' on the form of 
the Brutv Starke makes some interesting remarks, e. ge he 
makes a valid distinction between what Kingsford called 
'the more set and artistic continuations j2 s, and the con- 
tinuations represented by Ds E and F in Brie's edition, 
on the grounds that the latter are based on the mayoral 
years while the former transform the same materials ioes 
civic chronicles, into continuous narrative in which the 
chapter is the basic formal unit (although traces of an- 
nalistic form are preserved). 3 A second important dis- 
tinction is that the former continuations are not 'open- 
ended' like civic chronicles, for they end at important 
1F. 

-J. Starke, Populäre Englische Chroniken des 15. Jahr- 
hunderts, Neue Deutsche Forschungen 3, Berlin, 19359 
Chapter 4 and Appendices 1 and 2 deal with the Brut. 
2Kingsford, op. cit., p. 115.3Starke, oPo cit., pp. 107-8. 
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historical junctures. Further points made by Starke and 

worthy of note concern the presentation of war and the 

dramatic quality of a number of scenes. That poetic 

originals underlie certain campaigns and battles was 

recognized by Brie and Kingsford; the Brut's description 

of the battle of Agincourt is associated with the ballad 

Battaile of Agincourt1. John Page's poem The Siege--of 

Rouen is paraphrased in prose in many Brut MSS* and sur- 

vives in verse in others 
20 

a poem on the battle of Halidon 

Hill appears as the conclusion of the second translation 

of the Brut3, Lambeth MS. 6 ends with a ballad on the 

siege of Calais. 
4 

Starke ascribes the use of poetic 

originals to the desire of the public to have exciting 

and imaginative battle-scenes, and he compares poetic 

and prose versions of the battle of Halidon Hill (pp. 

120-121), the battle of Agincourt (pp. 122-123), and the 

siege of Rouen (pp. 136-138). As a result of these com- 

parisons Starke finds slightly more parallels between 

poetry and prose than Brie did. 
5 

He further remarks on the use of direct speech in 

the Brut, which gives an immediacy of experience and a 

decidedly dramatic quality to a number of scenes, e. g. 

the well-constructed interview between King John and the 

papal legate Pandolf, and the trials of Thomas of Lan- 

caster and of Edmund of Woodstock (pp. 126-129). More- 

over, such use of dialogue is not restricted to any 

single part of the Brut j it is found even in relatively 

unimportant scenes in peculiar versions such as contained 
in MSS. Harl. 539 Lambeth 6, Lambeth 81+ and Davies's 

Chronicle (pp. 161-164). Dramatisation can therefore be 

seen as an accepted literary method in prose well before 

1Kingsford, 
op. cit., pp. 

3See p. 213 2ýnd Brie, pp. 
PP" 582-4. SCf. P. 72" 

238-40.2See pp. 62-81. 
287-9. 'Printed in Brie, 
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Thomas More's use of it in the History of King ichard IIIl, 

wherein it was admired by R. W. Chambers. 
On linguistic points relating to style, Starke says 

little in detail although he mentions a number of valid 
points concerning 'die Schwächen einer frühen Prosa', e. g., 
repetition of principal verbs, superfluous relative 
clauses, a lack of balance in sentence structure, the 

continual use of the linker Wd, and the prevalent use of 
coordination, instead of subordination, associated with 
and@ 

A full edition of the poem the Siege-of Rouen was 

made by H. Huscher and appeared in 1927.2 In this the 

Brut MSS. containing the poem are described physically 

and their relationship one to another, and to the full 

poem is discussed at length. Although he did not examine 

or discuss the prose ut text, Huscher's genealogy of 
the MSS., based on textual comparisons of the poem, agrees 
in general terms with that reached independently by the 

present investigation, as the following simplified dia- 

gram of Huscher's stemma shows3s 

lox 

OC. ß 

Har1.2256 Cotton 
Galba EVIII Yk 

pia rl. 266 

TCC 0 9.1 Lamb. 331-- -Har1.753 
CULHh. 6.9 

1R. W. Chambers, 'On the Continuity of English Prose', in 
E. V. Hitchcock and R. W. Chambers, eds., Nicholas-Harns- 
field- The ifde th of Sr. Thomgs More, EETS O. S. 186-, 
1932. LWritten c. 1513? H. Huscher, John Page's Siege of 

ouen, Kölner Anglistische Arbeiten 1, Leipzig, 1927 
Cf. pp. 62-81 and Figs. 1 and 2. 
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In 1947 Virginia Univ, MS, 1 (which once belonged to 
E, von Scherlingg see below) was the subject of an unpub- 
lished Ph. De thesis by George H, Reese. 1 Basically it 
consists of a diplomatic transcript of the MS., a recap- 
itulation of Brie's classification of the MSS. and of 
the sources of the textg a general comparison of the MSe 
with Brie's texts in terms of contents and chapter 
divisions, and a comparison of the Cadwallader episode 
with Geoffrey of Monmouth's accounto 

Other works dealing with various aspects of the Brut 
can be listed, with comment, as followst 
1) Editiona of-Decialiar versions. 
a) J. Se Daviesq An English Chronicle 1'377-1461, Camden 
Societyq 1856, The earlier part of the MS-t which is now 
Bodle MSe Lyell 34, has not been printed* 
b) J, Gairdner, Three Fifteenth Century Chronicles, Camden 
Societyr 1880. The extremely abbreviated text of Lambeth 
MS. 3o6, 
2) Extracts from NSS* 
a) Ke Buoddekers 'Die Geschichte des K'onigs Arthurto Archiv 
52 (1874), pp. 10-299 An extract from BM MSo Harl*249 
compared with short extracts from BM NISo Harl*539 Waces 
and Robert of Gloucestero An adequate description of the 
MS, punctuation and orthography is also giveno 
b) Eo ve Scherlingp 'History of King Lear in an Early 
15th Century Manuscript'r Rgtulus 4 (1937)t PP* 1-5* 
The Lear story from a manuscript that belonged to 
Scherlingr and that is now Univ. of Virginia MS# 19 is 
printed without commento 
c) E90* Powellp 'From The Brute of the Chronicle of 
Englandle Folklore 48 (1937)t pp* 91-39 An extract from 
Jesus Coll# Oxfo MS* 59 containing-part of the Vortiger 
story* 
lI have not seen the thesis, but the University of Vir- 
ginia provided me with a photocopy of Reese's abstract. 
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d) VH9 Galbraithp 'Extracts from the Historia Aurea and 
a French "Brut", English 1jigtorical Revigw 43 (1928), 
pp* 203-179 An extract from the unique continuation to 
the Anglo-Norman text found in Corpus Christi Coll# Camb, 
MS. 78, 
3) Pgriph2ral works- touching- on the -BZ: ut, 
a) R&He Fletcherl The-ArthUrian Material-in the-Chronicleg 
esRecially those-of-Great Britain =d Franga, Studies and 
Notes in Philology and Literature, Vol* Xg Boston# 1906; 
chapter 8.2p 'The Large Brut and its English Translation' 
mentions the main differences from other recorded Arthurian 
legends shownby the French [i. e. Anglo-Norman] Brute 
Fletcher is largely dependent on Madden and Meyer, and 
calls the English translation "a fine example of sturdy 

, English'. 
b) Jo Taylorg The 'Univergal-Chronicle'of Ranulf 1jigden, 
Oxford, 1966. Chapter 2,1, 'The Brut and the Polychronicon' 
describes in outline the development of the Brut, based 
on Briep Qeschichte Und GuglIen (which is wrongly described 
as 'his introduction# which was published separately'). 
Unfortunatelyr Taylor here and in his earlier article 
'The French "Brut" and the Reign of Edward III' appears 
to confuse the Anglo-Norman and the English texts 2# al- 
though the argument of his article was little affected by 
his c, onfusion. 
c) Be Cottler The TriumDh-S2f English-1350-1400p Londong 
1969* The aim of Cottle's book 'is to let the England of 
1350-1400 speak for itself' and extracts of historical 
and social interest are given from 'nearly sixty pages' 
of the second part of Brie's edition. Interesting cross 
references to reports of events given by literary authors 
are givenj and with due recognition I have used Cottle's 
'See 

p. 4 and note 2.2E. g. on p. 15, text, and foot- 
note 6. 
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book in my notes on the text for the appropriate sections. 
In retrospect, the paucity of works devoted to the 

Brut is obvious. The most popular secular work of the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries has been sadly neglec- 
ted by scholarship, with the honourable exception of the 
few writers discussed above, whose conclusions however 

have remained unchallenged for many years. With this in 

mind, let us turn to the'purpose of the present edition. 

The Purpose of the Present Edition and Outstanding Problems 

The aim of this study is to remedy partially the 

neglect into which study of the Brut has fallen by pre- 

senting a full edition of two MSS* of the Brut represent- 
ing groups of MSS. in the English translation which differ 

stylistically from the groups that Brie chose to constitute 
the texts of his edition. Both groups from which I have 

taken my texts were dismissed by Brie as textually worth- 
less; however, there is nothing inherently 'bad' about the 

texts, and it is hoped that the unnecessary impoverishment 

caused by rejecting such MSS, will be obvious. The scope 

of the study is widened by an attempt to modernise, cor- 

rect and extend the classification of the English MSS., 

anda checklist of MSS., is given that supersedes that 

given by Brie. 
The large corpus of Brut MSS, offers a potentially 

rich field for future researchers, both on general and on 

specialised topics, e. g., a study of the punctuation- 

systems of Hunt. MS. T. 3.12 is presented here. Some areas 
in which further study would be profitable are: 
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a) An edition of the Anglo-Norman ut is sorely over- 
due , possibly on the lines of the present edition of the 
English text, presenting the parallel texts of the Short 

and Long Versionse 

b) A more precise classification of the Anglo-Norman MSS* 

could be made, taking as its starting-point the work of 
Meyer and Brie. 

c) Further study could be made of the MSS* of the Latin 

Brut and of their relationships to the English texts, 

especially in some of the peculiar versions* 
d) Further study could be made of the peculiar versions 

of the English Brut that use additional sources@ 

e) An interesting project, which the present editor hopes 

to investigate, has been suggested by Professor A. L. Brown 

of the University of Glasgow, to attempt to establish the 

social standing of the original Brut audience and reader- 

ship from MS. notes, mediaeval willst, early catalogues3, 

etc. Although we speak of the Brut as the most popular 

chronicle of its day, we know little about the social 
identity of its readership. 

4 

1Professor M. Dominica Legge informs me that the late G. E. 
Brereton had been preparing an edition for some time, and 
that this prevented anyone else starting work on the task, 
but unfortunately she died before she had made any pro- 
gress. 2For example, R. M. Wilson notes possible or prob- 
able ruts in the wills of John Hamundson of York (1472), 
Thomas Chaworth (1458) and John Fell of York (1506); see 
R. M. Wilson, The Logt-literature of Medieval ; Enalandq 2nd ed., London, 1970, pp. 144p 150-1, and references 
therein. 3For example, a French ut is. found listed in 
the inventory of the books of Simon Burley, knight of the 
royal household, made after 1388; see M. V. Clarke, Four- 
teenth Century Studies, Oxford, 1937, pp. 120-1. Sir 
John Fastolf had a French Cronicles d'Annleterre; see H. S. Bennett, The'Pastons and their Enland, 2nd ed., 
Cambridge, 1932 (repr. 1970), p. /ll. 45ee further the Ik 
Appendix to this section. 
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Appendix: Ownershit of MSS" by Relizious Foundations 

A number of MSS, p of both the Anglo-Norman and English 
texts, have been assigned to various religious houses by 
N. R. Ker in his book Medieval Libraries-2f Great_-Britaing 
2nd edo, Londonp 1964t 

Chicago Univ. Lib. DA9130. B@9 (254)p an English texts 
belonged to Battle Abbeys Ker po 89 It belonged in-fact 
to the priors John Nutont about 1460o 

BM Harl. 6369 a French text, belonged to the cathedral 
priory of Holy Trinity or Christ Church at Canterbury: Ker 
P, 36. 

TO 490t an English text, belonged to the priory of 
the BoVoM, and St. Margaret at Dartfordq Kenti Ker P. 57o 

BM Cotton Vito A xv a French text# belonged to Foun- 
tains Abbeys Ker p. 88. 

BM Royal 17 D XXIv an English text, belonged to the 
priory of Ste Bartholomewq Londont Ker p. 123* Cfe Po 
50 below. 

TCD 5009 a French text, belonged to the priory of 
the Knights Hospitallers of Ste John, Londons Ker po 126. 

To these can be added Princeton Unive Lib* Garrett 
150, an English text, which belonged to IT. Bourgchier' 
(Thomas Bourchierg Archbishop of Canterburyt d. 1486). 
Many other texts contain early names which cannot be 
immediately identifiedo but which testify to the wide 
appeal of the Brut across the social spectrume, For an 
analysis of the most promising sections of the potential 
reading public for medieval booksellerss amongst most of 
which we can find instances of ownership of the Bgutt 
see E-Pho Goldschmidtt &dievaj TeAgs and theil: First 
ADDearaD_ce-in Print# Londont 1943, pp, 14-59 
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II. Clgssification of the MSS. of the English Brut 

My classification and discussion of the relation- 
ships of the English Brut MSS9 are based on personal 
examination of the MSS, contained in the list that fol- 
lows which are held in libraries and institutions in the 
United Kingdomp apart from those in Lincoln Cathedral 
Library and the Royal College of Arms, London* The 
check-list of MSS* is not exhaustivet as references to 
subsequently untraced MSS. in saleroom catalogues and 
records show; at presento howevers it represents the 
most up-to-date and complete list of MSS* and their loca- 
tions in existencee I have also added a list of the early 
printed editions of the Brute 

The relationships between texts are obscured by the 
undoubtedly large number of MSS@ that have not survived, 
and by scribal 'crossing', i. e. where a scribe has used 
texts of different types to produce a composite text, 
Certain signs of this practice can be detected in the I extant MSS, Rarely can an immediate, direct link be 
established between two or more MSS*; accordingly the 
following argument is concerned primarily with connections 
and relationships between types of text rather than be- 
tween individual MSS@ Figure 1 shows in diagrammatic 
form the development of the Common Version (see below) 
of the English Brutt and the 'shorthand' designations 
used therein are explained in the sub-section headings 
and in the body of the discussion. 

Broadly speakingt there are three major versions of 
the Brut text in English, which I have called the Common 
Version (the CV), the Extended Version (the EV)t and the 
Abbreviated Version (the AV)* This nomenclature refers 
primarily to the contents of the texts rather than to 
1See, for example, pp. 55,61-2,72-3,75,89-95. 
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the verbal form that they take. For example, the EV adds 

an exordium and has some extra details in the prologue, 
but a number of its verbal readings are in fact shorter 
than the corresponding details in the CV. Similarly, 

the AV can possess on occasion readings that are more 

expanded than the corresponding readings in the CV9 al- 
though it omits long sections of text found in the latter 

group. 

Appendix 1 to the CV section gives the physical and 
textual test factors used in the examination of MSS. 

1Cf. 
the corresponding readings of the CV, EV, and AV, 

pp. 166-9. 
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List of MSS. of the English Prose Brut. 

England 

British Museum. London 

Hart. 24. Harl. 1568 

Harl. 53 Harl. 2182 
Harl. 63 Harl. 22+8 
Harl. 266 Harl. 2256 
Harl. 753 Harl. 2279 
Har].. 1337 Harl. 3730 

Royal l?. D"XXI Royal 18. B. III 
Royal 18. A. IX Royal 18. B. IV 

vý Stowj 68 Stow 70 
Stow 69 Stow 71 

Har1.39+5 
Harl. 4690 

Harl. 4827 

Harl. 4930 

Harl. 6251 

Harl. 7333 

Cotton Claudius A"VIII Cotton Galba E"VIII 

Egerton 650 

Sloane 2027 

Addit. 10099 

Addit. 12030 
Addit. 24859 

Addit. 26746 
Addit. 33242 

Lambeth Palace Library. Londonl 
Lambeth 6 Lambeth 264 

Lambeth 84 Lambeth 306 
Lambeth 259 Lambeth 331 

Lambeth 491 

Lambeth 738 

1Lambeth 
751, listed by Brie, G. u. Q., p. 3, is not a Brut. 

(Possibly he confused it in his notes with Laud 571). 
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College-of Arms. London 
Coll. of Arms 8 Coil* of Arms L. 8 Coll, of Arms 

Vincent 421 

Society of Antiquaarries. London 

Soc, of Antiquaries 93 Soc, of Antiquaries 223 

Inner Temple Libra: 

Inner Temple Petyt 

Sion College Libra: 

Sion Coll. L. l0.2/; 

Bodleian Library. 

Bodl. 231 

rv. London 
511, Vol. II 

ry London 

E. 42 (42) 

Oxford 
1 

Bodl. 840 Bodl. 7514 

Rawl. B. 166 Rawl. Be 187 Rawl. Be 205 

Rawl, B. 171 Rawl, B B. 190 Rawl. B. 216 

Rawl. Be 173 Rawl. Be 196 Rawl. C. 155 

Rawl. poet. 32 

Laud Misc. 550 Laud Misc. 571 Laud Misc. 733 

Douce 290 Douce 323 

Ashm. 791 Ashm. 793 

Digby 185 Hatton 50 Tanner 188 

Lyell 34 e Mus. 39 

Trine Coll. Oxf. 5 Univ. Coll. Oxf. 154 Jesus Coll. Oxf. 5 

1The 
college MSS, are held in the Bodleian Library. 
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University Library. Cambridge1 
CUL Ee. 1.31 CUL Hh. 6.9 

CUL Ee, 4932 CUL Kk. 1.3 

CUL Ff. 2.26 CUL Kk. 1.12 

Peterhouse Coll. Camb. 190 

Trinity College Library. Cambridge 

Trin. Coll. Trine Coll. 
Camb. 0.9. l Camb. 0.10.34 

Corpus Christi Co,., ee Library. Cambridge 

C. C. C. Catnb. 174 C. C. C. Camb. 182 

John Rylands Library. Manchester 

Rylands Eng. 102 Rylands Eng. 10$ 

Rylands Eng. 103 Rylands Eng. 206 

Rylands Eng. 104 Rylands Eng. 207 

Lincoln Cathedral Charter Librarv. Lincoln 

Lincoln Cath. 70 Lincoln Cath. 98 
(C. 5.12) (A. 4.6) 

Scotland 

University Library. Glaggow 
Hunterian T. 2.19 Hunterian U. 3.1 

Hunterian T. 3.12 Hunterian U. 3.3 

Hunterian T. 3.21 Hunterian V. 5.13 

University Library. Edinburgh 

Edin. Univ. Lib. 184 Edin. Univ. Lib. 185 

CUL L1.2.1J 
CUL Addit. 2775 

Trin. Coll. 
Canmb. R"5.43 

1 
The Peterhouse Coll. MS* is on permanent loan to the 

University Library, Cambridge. 
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National Library of Scotlond. Edinburgh 

NLS 6128 

Wale 

National Library of Wales, Aberystwyji 

NLW Peniarth 343A NLW Peniarth 398D 

NLW Peniarth 396D NLW Peniarth 397C 

NLW Addit. 442D 

Ireland 

Trinity College Library. Dublin 

Trin. Coll. Trin. Coll. 
Dublin 490 Dublin 505 

Trin. Coll. Trin. Coll. 
Dublin 506 Dublin 489 

Trin. Coll. 
Dublin 5895 

France 
B bliotheoue Nationale. Paris 

Bibl. Nat. Fonds anglais 30 

Belgium 

Bibliotheaue Royale. Brussels 
Bibl. Royale IV. 461 

1See 
A. J. Perry, Dialogus inter Milite_ et Clericum, 

EFTS, O. S. 167,1925, pe lxxviii, for a description of 
the contents. 
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Germany 

S -aa -- -, und Universitätsbibliothek Hambu '&1 

Hamburg Cod. 98 in scrip. 

Australia 

University Library. Sydney 

Univ. Lib. Sydney 111 

Geelong Church of England Grammar School 

Geelong 185 

United States of America 

Chicago University Library. Chicago. Illinois 

Chicago Univ. 253 Chicago Univ. 254 
(DA. 130. B. 89) (DA"l30. B. 9) 

Columbia University Library. Columbia. South Carolina 

Columbia Univ. Columbia Univ. 
Plimpton 261 Plimpton 262 

Fo1ger ShakesteareLibrary. Washington. D. C. 

Folger Lib. 725.2 

P. G. and J. D. Gordan. New York 
ms. 63 

'Kindly 
confirmed by the library authorities. See T. 

Brandis, Die Codices--in scrinio der Staats- und, Universi- 
ta"tsbibliothek HamburE. 1-110, Hamburg, 1972, pp. 167-8. 
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1favard College Libra v Cambria. Massachusetts 

Harvard Eng. 530 Harvard Eng. 750 

(AR 5)E 
Harvard Eng. 587 Harvard Richardson 35 

Hunti d'on Library. San Marino. California 

HM 113 HM 133 

HM 131 HM 136 

'University of Illinois 

Illinois 82 

Lehigh University 

Three fragments from one MS. 
2 

Michigan University 

Michigan Univ. 2253 

Princeton University Library 

Garrett 150 Garrett 142 

Virginia-University-Library. Charlottesville Viii is 

Virginia Univ. Lib. 1 

1Written by John Shirley; see H. N. MacCracken, The Minor 
Poems of John Lvdga: tg, Part It SETS, E. S. 107, 

. 
19119 

repr. 1961, p, xii. 2See J. C. Hirsh, Western MSS. -.. a 

guide t th exhibition, Bethlehem, Pasadena, 1970, 
pp. 11- An AVsB text= see my forthcoming article on 
this MS. 
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Early Printed Editions-ofthe Brut 

The Brut appeared in 13 printed editions between 

1480 and 1528, and as a product of the early printers it 

is usually known and catalogued as the Chronicles of 
England. Caxton added to his edition of 1480 a 'Descrip- 

tion of Britain', culled from a chapter of Trevisa's 

translation of the Polvchronicon, and a number of sub- 

sequent editions included this. The Saint Albans edition 

added much material on religious history and of a legendary 

nature, and again subsequent editions included this. 

Date ir Place of Publication 

1480 William Caxton 

1482 William Caxton 
1485 Schoolmaster-Printer 
[1486] William de Machlinia 

1493 Gerard Leeu 
1497/8 Wynkyn de Worde 

1502 Wynkyn de Worde 

1504 Julyan Notary 
1510 Richard Pynson 
1515 Wynkyn de Worde 

1515 Julyan Notary 
1520 Wynkyn de Worde 
1528 Wynkyn de Worde 

London 

London 

St. Albans 

London 

Antwerp 

London 

London 

London 

London 

London 

London 

London 

London 

Examples of all the above editions are in the British 
Museum, London, except for de Worde 1520, the unique frag- 

mentary example of which is in the Bodleian Library, 
Oxford, bound in with Pynson 1510. 
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(i) The Anglo-Norman source 

The prose Brut was originally an Anglo-Norman compo- 
sitiong the MSS* of which remain largely unpublished 10 
and their classification lies outside the scope of the 
present study, remaining in general a matter for future 
research. 2 Of the two main versions of the Anglo-Norman 
workj called by Brie the Short and the Long Versionsq 
only the Long Version is of present significance@ Two 
English translations were made from this versiont the 
first, and earlier, translation# with which we are con- 
cerned, exists in various forms in over 140 extant MSS., 
whereas the second translationg probably made in 1435 
and ascribed to John Maundevylev exists in only two known 
MSS, 3 MSS* of the Anglo-Norman Long Version are BM 
MS*Royal 19*C, IX; BM MS. Royal 20. A. IIII BM MS* Royal 
App, 85; BM MS*Cleopatra D, III; BM Addite MS. 18462al 
Lincoln's Inn MS. 881 Bodl. MS. Ashmolean 18041 CUL MS* 
Ji. 6.81 TCD Mse 501; Bible Genevigve MS9 935; Bible 
nationale frangaise MS9 12155; Bible Mazarine MS* 1860. 
Brie sub-divides these MSS* into several groups# and 
deduces that the MS* that formed the basis of the first 
English translation must have stood in close relationship 
to MSS9 Bible nate 12155, BM Royal 19, CoIXg Bible Gene- 
vie"ve 935* 4 For purposes of comparison I have used a 
microfilm of BM MS9 Cleopatra D. III. which is one of 
1Extracts 

are printed by P. Meyer, 'De Quelques Chroniques 
i Anglo-Normandes qui ont ports le nom de Brut', Bullet 

de-la societe des anciens texts ; Era 1878, p. 10 ff. 
Meyer's list of MSSe has been superseded by those given 
in Brie, G. u. Q.; J. Vising, Anglo-Norman Language and 
Literature, Oxford, 1923; G. E. Brereton, ges Grauntz 
Geanz, Medium Aevum Monographs II9 Oxford, 1937" Three 
further MSS* are described by M. D. Legge and G. E. Brere- 
ton, Medium Aevum, VII (1938). 2A beginning has been made 
ýy the scholars cited in note 1= but see p. 16 and note 1. 

For John Maundevyle's translation, see pp. 212-8. Brie, 
G. u. Q., p. 75. 
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the best MSS. of the Long Version. The basis of the 

second English translation, according to Brie, was either 
Bibl. Mazarine MS. 1860 or a MSe very close to it. How- 

ever, the Anglo-Norman MSS. that formed the bases of the 

two English translations 'stehen einander so fern als es 
innerhalb der Langen Version möglich ist'. ' Like the 

English texts, the Anglo-Norman chronicle is an accretion 

of material, and the authors of the compilation are anony- 

mous. 

(ii) Stages of development of the English Brut 

The complexities of the interrelationships of the 

MSS, make it necessary to explain the methodology used in 

the construction of Figs. 1 and 2. It is largely that of 

a logical progression, based on a combination of features 

and contents of each MS. The starting-point was the texts 

of the Anglo-Norman Long Version of the Brut, and the 

primary translations thereof into English. Crucial cri- 

teria have been lettered A. B, C. etc., the primary 

translation, ending in 1333, being denoted by A. The 

presence or absence of one criterion or another results 
in a tree of the following type: 

1Briet 
G. u. Q., p. 75" 
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The possibility does exist that an apparent addition 
need not necessarily be a later accretion* In theory at 
least, an early type of text might have contained an extra 
feature whiche in the normal course of scribal trans- 
mission, was omitted from a stage of the processy and was 
then naturally absent from all MSS* descending from that 
stage. An argument of this kind is, in factp used to 
describe the development of certain groups where the 
evidence of omission of a criterion is particularly 
obvious. 

The strictures made by Professor EsJo Dobson on this 
method in his treatment of the interrelationships of the 
Ancreng Wisse MSS9 should be borne in mind. Dobson writes 
thatg 'when the case is one of additions to a basic text 
see it must be apparent that the author of the additions 
may well have taken steps to circulate them to the known 
owners of copiest and scribes or owners who became aware 
that additions were in existence would be likely to seek 
to acquire copies. In the result the same additions 
might be inserted into manuscripts that were otherwise 
not at all closely related; and the affiliations of the 
manuscripts in the added portions may be quite different 
from those in the basic text-" I have tried to exercise 
sufficient caution by using textual collation of selected 
portions of text as a double-checko especially in the 
case of doubtful or complex relationships in which 
scribal cross-collation has apparently taken placee 

In general however, in the case of the absence of a 
recognized later accretion to the basic text. where there 
is no contrary or conflicting evidencep it is methodolog- 
icallyproper to assume that the additional matter was not 
1E. J. Dobson, 'The Affiliations of the Manuscripts of 
"Ancrene Wisse"', in N. Davis and C. L. Wrenn (eds. ) s English and Medieval studies Presented, to J. R. . Tolkien, 
London, 1962, p. 129. 
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present in the exemplar of a specified group of MSS. 

Appendix 2 describes briefly the crucial lettered 

criteria for the Common Version, and each letter is 

parenthesized in square brackets at an appropriate point 
in the main body of the discussion. Fig. 2 presents the 

relationships and interrelationships between the groups 

of MSS, shown in Fig. 1 in diagrammatic form in terms of 

these letters, and the combination of criteria and fea- 

tures found in each MS* is appended within square brackets 

to each MS, description in the text. 

Where the evidence is insufficient or inconclusive, 

the letters are parenthesized in round brackets; thus H 

represents the extra lines found in a text containing the 

full normal continuation to 1419, and (H) means that the 

MSe is now incomplete, but that it probably or possibly 

contained these lines in its original form. 

(iii) The-MSS. of the English Brut 

(a) The ommon Version 

Common Version to 1333 (CV/1333) 

The earliest stage in the development of the English 

Brut, containing the basic text to 1333 [A], is represented 
by MSS. Bodl. Rawlinson B171(l)11 Bodl.. Douce 323; TCD 
490(1); Rylands Enge 103(1); Society of Antiquaries 93; 

BM Harl. 3945; Rylands Eng" 206; NLW Peniarth 398. 

B odl. MS. Rawlinson 8171(1) 

. 
The MS, is now incomplete at the beginning and the 

1Where 
a MSe can be sub-divided into distinct sections of 

text, e. g. from the evidence of the hands, the appropriate 
section under discussion is indicated by (1), (2), etc. 
It follows that different sections of one MS9 can appear in different groups in Fig. 1. 
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text opens: 
disport. And po come Lotryn and Camber ... 

[Brie, p. 13 

1.4] The first hand takes the narrative to the end of 
the Battle of Halidon Hill, and ends with the words: 

wipout eny chalange of eny man. Deo gracias. 
The text of this MS* forms the basic text printed by Brie 
in his edition, and he was of the opinion that it was the 

physically oldest extant MS, of the English Brut, although 
I see no obvious reason to accept this view on the evi- 
dence of the hand. The dialect of the text is that of 
South-west Herefordshire*' [A] 

Bodl. MS. Douce-3 3_ 

The text has no heading, and begins: 

IN the noble lande of Surrye ... 
Brie used this MS* for purposes of collation in his edi- 
tion, where it is designated by the letter 0. The last 

words of the text are: 
with oute eny Chalange of eny man Amen deo gracias [A] 

TCD MS. 490(1) (not personally examined) 
Like some Anglo-Norman MSS., this MS* prefixes a 

table of contents3, and has a headings 
Her may a man hure How Engelande was ferst callede Albyon 

and through whome it hade the name. 
4 

This MSo was also used by Brie for purposes of collation, 
and is designated by the letter D. The text ends with 
the same words as Bodl. MS. Rawlinson B171(1)9 [A] 

II 
am indebted for this, and other dialectal information, 

to Professor M. L. Samuels. 2See G. Kane, Piers Plowman: 
he V sion, London, p. 31 for a physical description 

of the MS. E. g. MSS. Bibl, nat. 12155(1), BM Royal 

'Ci 
BM Addit. 18462a. 'Cf. BM MS. Royal 20. A"IIIe 

Ci poet hom oir Coment Engletere Tust primes home albion 7 par qi la tere receust cel noun. 
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Ryland s Eng. MS, 101(l) 

Like the preceding MS., this MSe prefaces the text 
by a table of contents taken by chapter to chapter 223, 

and is headed by the words: 
Here may a man hure Engeland was first called Albyon and 
poru3 wham it hadde pe name. 

IN the nobele lande of Syrrye ... 
The MS* is physically imperfect and several folios are 

missing. The first hand ends on fol. 126b with the words: 

withoute eny chalaunge of eny man [A] 

Society of Antiguari%§. M. S. 23 

The text begins: 

Here may aman here how Engelonde was ferst callede Albyon 

and poru3 wham hit had ferste at name. 
IN Pe noble lande of Surrie ... 
The text ends: 

wipoute chalange of eny mauer man. Deo gracias 
This MS., although retaining the normal contents of the 

text, must be considered as secondary, for in phraseology 
it shows a number of differences from the original wording 

of the text. [A] 

B odl . MS ., awl in son C,, _ 5 

This MSo contains extracts from a text of the CV/1333 

on fols. 89a-93b A heading reads: 
Extracts from an old English Chronicle MS. coming down to 
6 Ed. III 1332. 

The text begins: 

And this bataile, between K. Harold & Wm the bastard ... 
[Brie, p. 136, c. 1.26], and ends, 
in the yer of Incarnacioun of oure Jesus crist mccc& xxxti. 
[Brie, p. 272,11.5-6] 

At the end occur the name of the transcriber and the date 

of his transcriptions 'A. D. 1606 ab Henrico Spelmanno 
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conscriptus. 
'[A] 

The following MSS. belong conceivably to this ear- 
liest stage of the English Brut, as their contents 

attest, although the MSS, are now incomplete. 

BM_ Mg. Harl 194 5 

The text begins without heading: 

IN the noble lande of Surre ... 
A number of folios are missing after the beginning 

of the prologue, but the text is of normal CV type and 
both the Cadwallader episode and Queen Isabella's letter 

are absent. The fragmentary last folio ends during the 

chapter recounting the deposition of Edward II. [(A)] 

NLW Peniarth_ MS. 398(olim Hgngwrt 32Q] 

The text begins: 

lete call hyt Loundres ... 
[Brie, p. 31,11.23-24] 

A number of folios are missing in the Arthurian section, 

and the relevant folios are missing for the Cadwallader 

episode, although if we are correct in taking the text 

as a CV/1333, then this would not have been present. 
Queen Isabella's letter to the citizens of London is not 

present, and the text ends: 
Tho was the quene so wroth towarde sib Edmunde Erle of 
kente 7 cessed never to praye vn to hur sone that he 

scholde [Brie, p. 265 1.33-p. 266 l. l] [(A)] 

Roll and s Ena . MS. 2o6 

The text begins with the headings 
(h) ere may a man heren howe that Englonde was first 

called Albion and thurgh whom, it had the name 
(I) Nfthe noble londe of Surrey ... 
Both the Cadwallader episode and Queen Isabella's letter 

are absent and the text breaks off during the prophecy of 
Merlin concerning Edward Ills 
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and seid that the goote shuld lese moch of his londe til 
that shame shuld hym ouercome And then shuld he cloo//then 
hym. in A [Briep p, 2449 11.16-18]. C(A)] 

Like the Anglo-Norman textv the CV/1333 does not con- 
tain the Cadwallader episode (for whicho se *e Vol, IIg pp, 
249-53 and MS. B folo 53 note d) or Queen Isabella's 
letter. The heading found in some MSS. g and the practice 
of prefixing a table of contents, are paralleled in cer- 
tain of the Anglo-Norman MSS, 

None of the MSS. is the original translation, for 
like the majority of extant MSS* of the Brutp they repre- 
sent copies written some time after the presumed date of 
composition of any portion of text* None of the three 
MSS* that form the basis of Briel's edition preserves an 
exact copy of the original translation, as a comparison 
of readings with the Anglo-Norman text showst although 
Dr. Brie was of the opinion that the wording was preserved 
most faithfully in Bodl, MSe Rawl. B171(l), Howevert no 
one MS* has a monopoly of readings which correspond 
exactly to those found in the Anglo-Norman# as the textual 
variants printed by Brie attest. The following extract 
serves the double purpose of showing the closeness of 
the translation to the original, as well as the variant 
readings that show that none of the English MSS* is the 
original translatione The MS* designations are Briels: 
How Engist and xj MI men 

come into }gis lande, to 

whom Vortiggr 3af a place 
pat is callede 
Thongecastell. CaPttulo 
lvj to. 

Coment Engist 7 xj Mill 

homes viendrent en ceste 
terre a Vortiger av queux 
vortiger dona un place nosme 
Thowgcastell C sic] Capitulo 
ivjto. 

And sone after pis sorw, En toute ceste anguise nouel 
tidynges (sorwe tydyng: Dz luy vient qe g junt navie de 
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tydynge: 0) come to Vortiggr, 

pat a grete nauye(menysD; 

meyne: 0) of straungers 

were arryuede in(in the 

contre ofsD; in Pe Cuntre 

of: 0) Kent; but pai wist 
nou3t whens(what: D) pai 

were, ne wherfore pai were 
comen. The Kyng sent anone 
messagers (a, messangg s D; a 
messanger: 0) eider, pat 

sotme of hall shulde come 

and speke wie him, forto 

wete what folc pai Werne, 

and what pai axede, and 
into what contre pai wolde 
gone. ¶P =e were ij 

brep=ne, Prynces and 
maistres of pat straunge 
company: pat on me callede 
Engist, and pat opge 
Horn. Engist went Po to 
be kyng, 7 tolde to him 

encheson wher-fore Jai 

were pgre arryuede in his 
(pis: 0) lande, and saide: 
"sire! we beth of a 

contre bat is callede 
Saxoyne, pat is, Pe Lande 

of Germayn, wherin is so 
(so om.: 0) miche sores, 
'at(pay yftO) Pe peple is 
(be: 0) so myche pat Pe 

lande may nou3t haa(hem 

not: 0) sustene ne suffice. 

estrangers furent ariuez en 
la Pais de kent Mais ne 

sauoit qils furent ne pur 

quoi ils furent venuz le Roi 

maunda illorgs vn Messanger 

qe ascun de eux venist a luy 

pgrler pur sauoir qe la gent 

ceo furent 7 quoi ils 

demandassent 7 en quele 

parte ils vousissent [sic] 

aler. ils y auoient deux 

freres Maistrg 7 Prince de 

eux gent z estrang=s lun ont 

noun Engest 7 lauter Horne 

Engist ala al Roy 7 luy dist 

lenchesoun pur quele ils 

furent ariues en sa terre 

Sire fait il nous sumez de 

vne Pais qest appellee 
Saxsoine qest en le terre 

de Germaine ou il y ad vne 

ciel custume qg si le poeple 

soit si grunt que la terre 

ne poet suffrir a eux 

sustenir les PL nces qe 

ount la srsuie (? )- 7 le 

Pais a gouernir ferroit 

venir deuaqnt eux hommes 7 

femmes les plus. hardi za 

combatre qe meux purrount 

. 
trauailler en diuerses 

terres si lour dorrount [sic] 

chiuaux armes 7 quirgsge 
mister(? ) lour sgra et 
puis dirrount a eux gils 
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¶ The maystres 7 Prynces pat 

haue)' Pe lande to goue ne 

and rewele, shul done come 
bifore ham men and wym_pen, 
p e(that bene: D) boldest pat 

bene amonges ham and best 

mowen(boldest amonges ham 

forto fiat pat best mow: D; 

boldest pat ben among hem 

for-to fight pat best mows 0) 

trauaile into diugrse3 

(diuerse: D; diugrs: 0) 

londess and so pai shal ham 

3eue Horse and harneyse, 

armure, and al ping pat ham 

nedep= and after pai(pai 

shut: D= pey schul: 0) say to 

ham pat pai go into anopgr 

contre, wher pat()at m.: D) 

pai mowen leue, as here 

auncestres deden biforne 

ham. [Brie, p. 50 11.7-29] 

se augent purchacer terre 

en autre pass ou ils 

purrount viure si come 
lour Auncestres firent 

deu&unt [BM MS. Cleopatra 

D. III, fol. 92b] 

An examination of a specific point in chapter 223 

(the Battle of Halidon Hill) provides physical evidence 

of the genesis of a reading which I have used as a sup- 

plementary factor in determining the group to which a MS, 

belongs. During the description of the Scottish army, 

MSS. Rawl. B171(1), Douce 323, Rylands Eng. 103, and Soce 

of Antiquaries 93 agree with the Anglo-Norman text in 

prefacing four divisions ('wards') of the Scottish army 
by a heading, e. g.: 
In pe bridde ward of pe bataile of Scotland were pise 

Lordes. 

After the names of the lords in the fourth ward and the 
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numbers of the soldiery, the above MSS, continue the text 

of the chapter, whereas TCD MS. 490(1) introduces a sub- 
heading, i. e., 

... William Landy, Thomas de Boys, Rogue de Mortymer, 

with xxx bachilers, ix C men of Armes, and xviij MI 

communese [In Pe v te warde of Pe bataile of Scotlolld were these 
lordis (TCD 490(1))] 
T The Erl of Dunbarrgt keper of Pe castel of Berwikt 
halpe ýe Scottis wiý 1. men of Armes@ [Rawl* B171(1)t 
after Brieg p. 284 11.26-303 

Rylands Enge MS* 103 perhaps represents an inter- 
mediate*stagel it has no headingl but leaves a space*' 
The 19 of Bodle MS@ Rawls 171(l) is omitted in Soc. of 
Antiquaries MSe 93t but 21 g. Ll gf is written in red ink. 
The reason for the introduction of this heading (here- 
after referred to as the '5wt heading) can be deduced if 
we look at the visual presentation'of the passage in the 
Anglo-Norman text of BM MS. Cleopatra DIII# The lay-out 
takes the form of three contiguous rectangles; the left 
one contains the appropriate ward headingg the central 
one contains the names of the lords arranged as a list, 
and the right-hand one contains the phrase enumerating 
the lesser soldiery: 
En le quarte garde Robert de Lawether 

del batailes descoce Williwm de Vipount 

furent ceux sirs Will_ijkm de Lonstoun 
[ etc. ] 
Willi gm Landy 

Thomas de Boys 

Roger de Mortimer 

ouesisz xxx 
bachilers ix C 

hommes darmes 

xviij Mill 

7 iiij C des 

comunes 

lA 
modern hand has supplied the heading from 'MS. B. ' 
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Luy Counte de Dunbarre gardein del Chastel, de Berwik aida 
les Escotz one . ls hones darmes ... 

[BM MS. Cleopatra 

DIII, fol. 182x] . 

I believe a similar lay-out was employed in the 
original MSP -of the English translations We find it 
again in Inner Temple MS@ PetYt 53.1 Vols IIv which con- 
tains a peculiar text-which I later argue to be a compila- 
tion, in which the first sectiont to 1333, is based on a 
CV11333ol If we accept that the original MS. possessed 
this lay-out# then it is clear that the wards would be 
distinctly differentiated from the body of the texts In 
MSS* Rawl* B171(1)9 Douce 3239 and Soo, of Antiquaries 93 
the lay-out has merged the wards into the body of the 
textp and in an attempt to mark off the resumption of the 
narrative, firstly a space' has been left (as in Rylands 
Eng. MS. 103) in order to insert a headingo and a heading 
has been inserted (as in TO ms. 490(1))* The heading is 
in fact erroneous, for there were originally only four 
wards$ and the new lay-out of MSs Rawl* B171(l) et also 
integrating the previous wards into the body of the nar- 
rativep probably confused subsequently the correct reading 
of the text@ In later MSSe we meet the types shown in the 
CV11333P i9e., the heading is not presentt a space is 
left; a substitute heading is introduceds either because 
an exemplar possessed a spacep or because it was noticed 
that the '5w' heading is wrongi the '5w' heading is 
present, 

The name of the translator-is not known* (A note in 
BM MS9 Harle 2279 mentioning John Maundevyle refers to 
the second translations) The date of the translation 
must be after 1333* and before the date of writing of 
the earliest CV/1333 MSS, t which is . 2.1400. From the 
1See 

pp. 209-11. 
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evidence above, it is clear that there were MSS" in exis- 

tence before the extant MSS., and accordingly one. can 

accept Brie's suggestion that the translation was probably 

made at some time between 1350 and 1380. The dialects of 

the early MSS., and traces in later MSS., suggest a 

Herefordshire origin. 
1 

Common Version-to 1127 

To the text ending in 1333 a continuation was added, 

bringing to a close the reign of Edward III and ending 

with his death in 1377. It appears in two versions, the 

longer of which forms the basis of the majority of suc- 

ceeding texts, and which can be further sub-divided into 

two stages. 

Cgmmon Version to 1377 with full--continuation. Stage, 1 

(CV/1377 f. c. StaEe 1) 

The full continuation [B] is found in its entirety 
in CCC Camb. MS. 174 and Rylands Eng. MS. 102. 

CCCC amb . ? 4S. 174 

The MS9 begins with the headings 

Here may aman hure Engelande was fferst callede Albyon 

IT and poru3 wham hit had pe name. 
IN the noble lande of Syrrie ... 
The text contains neither the Cadwallader episode nor 

Queen Isabella's letter. The '5w' heading is also not 

present. In the chapter on Halidon Hill, the ending of 

the 1333 section and the beginning of the continuation 

to 1377 reads 

The standardised language of many later Brut texts may 
suggest that London and the surrounding area became a 
main centre for the production of Brut MSS., especially 
when London City Chronicles became the major source for 
continuations to the basic original text. See pp. 76-81. 
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wipoute eny chalaunge of eny man#% Ande so aftgr pis 

gracious victorye Pe King turnyd him a3en unto Pe same 

seege of Berwyk ... 
From this point to the end of the MS., the text is printed 
by Brie, who designates it by the letter C. The text endsi 
he deide att Shene and is beried worshipfully at 
westmynster on whos soule god haue mercy.. Amen. CAB] 

Rylands Enz. MS. 102 

Some folios are wanting at the beginning of the MS. 

and the text begins: 

and our soueraiegne his daughter Gennogen to his wiff 
[Brie, p. 7 11.2L+-253 

As in the preceding MS. the Cadwallader episode and Queen 

Isabella's letter are not present, and there is no '5w' 

heading. The end of the 1333 section and the start of 
the 1377 continuation read: 

with oute calenge of any man Deo gracias dicaznus omnes 
Amen I And so after this gracious victorie ... 
The text ends: 
1e xj kalendes of Iune he deyde at shene and is buryed 

wirschip fully at westminster / vppon whos soule god haue 

mercy Amen. [AB] 

The following MSS. conceivably belong to this stage 
although they are incomplete in their conclusions. 

Rolands Eng, MS. 103(2) 

The first part of this MS. has been treated under 
the CV/1333" A second hand continues the text on fol. 
126b, with the words: 
And so after thys gracius victorye ... 
It breaks off during chapter 227 with the words: 
Therfor Pe xxvj day of August kyng Edeward in a feld fast 
by Crescy [Brie, p. 298 11.23-24] [(B)] 
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BM MS. Harl. 2229 
The text beginst 

Here may aman here how Engelond was first called Albyon 
and thurgh whom hit had the name-Os/ 
(I) N the noble lande of Syrrye eee 
The Cadwallader episode and Queen Isabella's letter are 
not found. A space is left for the '5w' headingg but it 
is not inserted. The text ends just over two-thirds down 
fol. 146a . which suggests that the MSe is complete as the 
scribe left it, with the wordst 
wherfore if I shal knoweliche ýe verrey treuth [Bries 
pe 293 11*33-34] 

A sixteenth-century hand (which also supplies the 
verse ascribing the second translation of the Brut- to John 
Maundevyle: see pp. 214-5) has added several lines to com- 
plete the sentencep ending: 'the coaen people weare stronge 
ley igreued / 7c" CA(B)] 

BM MS. Stow 68 
The text beginst 

Here may aman here hou Engelond was ferst called Albioun 

and thurgh wham hit hadde the name. 
IN the noble lond of Sirrie .. 
The details of the MS. resemble those of the preceding 
MS.; both the Cadwallader episode and Queen Isabella's 

letter are lacking, and an unfilled space is left for 

the '5w' heading. The text ends during the chapter on 
the Battle of Wynchilsea: 
hit was told and certified to [Brie, p. 305 11.12-13] 
[A(B)] 

The method by which many of the Brut MSS. developed 
is shown in this first group that possesses a continua- 
tion. The continuation was probably added to a MS. of 
the CV/1333, as in Rylands Eng. MS. 103, and the complete 
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text was then copied, the result being that MSS* in a 

single hand were produced. No changes have been made to 

the CV/1333 text, apart from the inevitable minutiae of 

scribal practice. 

Common Version to 1'377 with shortened continuation 
(CV/1377 s. c. ) 

The shortened continuation [C], based on the longer 

continuation described above, is found in Bodl. MS. Rawl. 

B171(2) and Lambeth MS. k91. 

Bodl. MS. Rawl. B171(2) 

The first section of this MS. has been dealt with 
under the CV/13339 A second hand takes up the narrative 

on fol. 171bI 

a nd eftrg is gracius victorie pe kyng turnyd ageyn to 

Pe siege of Berwyk// 

On fol. 201a the text closes: 

and was rially and worthely buryed at Westmynstre. on whos 

soule gode haue mercy Amen. 
This second hand appears to belong to the time shortly 

after 1450.1 [C] 

Lambeth MS. 4912 

The MS. is incomplete at the beginning (many folios 

are missing throughout the MS. ), and starts with the words: 
the qwene a none toke gold and sylvir [Brie, p. 19 11.29-303 

It is highly unlikely that the Cadwallader episode 

was originally present, for although the relevant folio 
is missing, the amount of text which is omitted would fit 

1So Falconer Madan, olim Bodleian Library, quoted by Brie, 
G. u. Q., p. 56.2See K. D. Bulbring, 'Über die Handschrift 
Nr. 491 der Lambeth-Bibliothek', ch v LXXXVI (1891), 
PP* 383-92; R. Hanna III, The Awntyrs off Arthure at the 
Terne Wathelyn, Manchester, 1974, pp. 4-6. 
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into one folio if the Cadwallader episode were not included. 
Neither the Queen Isabella letter nor the '5w' heading is 

contained, and the continuation beyond 1333 is introduced 
thus: 

wib out eny chalangyng of any mane Aftir which wyctorie 

'e kyng turnyd a Sen in to Englond and ordeynid sir Edward 

Bayllol with othir worthy lordis for to kepe Scotland 

How kyng Edward went a3en in to Scotland - of pe bataiil 

of Scluys ... 4 

The seveneýe 3eer of kyng Edward in the wyntir tyme 9*o 
After th e death of Edward IlIt with which MS. Rawl, B171(2) 
endsq Lambeth MS. 491 has as its conclusion a chapter 
describing the character of the dead king. This MS* be- 
longs therefore to the earliest stage of the Brut to 
contain the 'Description of Edward IIII [D]e It Is linked 
to the end of the 1377 section thusi 
deyd at his man=e of Shene exj kgXgn_d of Iuyn and is 
buried atte westminstere Pe descripcion of kyng Edward* 
CapjLu_jo CCxxix 0 
The end of the text and a colophon read# 
and Pe more harme is continuyd longe tyme aftir* 
Explicit quidam tractatal Anglicus de gestis Anglor= 
Brute vulgarit= nuncupatuso [ACD] 
Common Version to 1122 with full continuation. Stage 2 
(CV/1377 f. c. Stage 2). 

The CV/1377 s. c. lies outside the major tradition of 
Brut MSS, which passed from the CV/1377 f. c. Stage 1 
through a stage exemplified by a single extant MS9 that 
I have found and which was unknown to Brie* 
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National Library of--Scotland MS. 6128 
The first page of the text has been supplied at a 

later date, and beginst 
Here begynneth ýe Cronycks of this Lande Engelonde ýat 
first was callede Albyon ýorug whom hit hadde the Name - 
In Pe noble Lande of Syrrie op ** 

This beginning has probably been taken from another 
text at some time after the opening folio of the original 
text had been loste The text proper beginst 
but heo and hire sustres yfere / ýo /sayde Pis Albyne My 
fair sustres ful wel we knowep ... [Briet Po 3 11.14-153 

The text is that of a Common Version, and includes 
both the Cadwallader episode and Queen Isabella's letters' 
In the Halidon Hill chapter there is a sub-heading: 
How ýe Scottis comen in iij batailles a3ens Pe too kynges 
of Engelonde and of Scotlande In ýe vaunt warde of 
Scotlande [and] were ýese lordes. Capitulo Ceo // xxiiijtooo 

The '5w' heading is not presentp but a space has been 
leftq presumably for its insertion, The text continues 
normally and ends with the death of Edward IIIt 
Pe whiche kyng Edwarde whan he had regned. lj 3eer and 
more Pe xj kalend of Iuyfi he deide atte Shene and is 
beried worchipfully at westmynestre on whos soule god 
haue mercy AmeN *. CABEF] 
The MS# is complete as we have it, for a double red line 
which appears to be contemporary encloses the last page 
of the texts 
Common Version to 1419. endingi and Manfully countered 

with our English men. (CV/1419(men)) 

The main line of Brut development is through this 

last described group, which is the first to use the 

Cadwallader episode and Queen Isabella's letter. To 

some text of this type a further continuation was added, 

1For 
the source see Vol. III pp. 585-8. 
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taking the narrative to the Siege of Rouen, during which 
it ends with the words and manf lly countered with 29M 

English men. Among texts ending at this point, two 

groups can be 'distinguished, one of which is an off- 
shoot from the main tradition. I have designated these 

groups A and B. 

CV/1412(men) sA 
This group, which carries the primary line of develop- 

ment, is represented by Sion Coll. MS. LL0.2/E 42; Peter- 

house Coll. Camb. MS. 190(1); Lambeth MS. 264(l), and 
Lambeth' MS. 738. 

Peterhouse Coil. Carnb. MS. 190(1) 

The text has the normal heading: 

Here may a man here how Engelonde was first callid Albyon 

And thorough whame hit hade pe name. 

Following the preceding stage, it contains both the 
Cadwallader episode and Queen Isabella's letter. In the 
Halidon Hill chapter the '5w' heading is presents 'In Pe 

v. werde of pe batayle of Scotlande wer pese lordes' 
The first hand ends on fol. 198b 

and manfully countred wjt i our Englyssh men [ABEFG] 

Sion Coil . Ms. L40.2/E-42 

The text begins with the heading: 
Here may a man hure hou Englonde was ferst called Albion 

and thurgh wham hit hadde that name 
IN the noble lande of Surrye eee 

Although a number of folios are missing throughout 
the MS. 1 the Cadwallader episode and Queen Isabella's 
letter are present, and in the chapter on the battle of 

1See N. R. Ker, Medieval Manuscripts in British Libraries 
Is London, Oxford, 1969, pp. 289-90. 
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Halidon Hill the '5w' heading is found. The last com- 
plete folio, fol. 183, ends: 
And when pe ffrenssh men sigh bat oure men kylled down 
her p , loners ... 

[Brie, p. 379 11.13-14] 
However, sufficient remains of the fragmentary 

fol. 184 to read the last letters of the original text: 

... oure en[glischmen] 
This shows that the text is a CV/1k19(men): A" [ABEFG] 

Lambeth MS. 
The beginning is imperfect, and the opening words 

are: 
vj yer And After hym regnyd Bledhaghe ... 

[Brie, p. 31 

1.51 
The Cadwallader episode, Queen Isabella's letter, and the 
'5w' heading are all present. The first hand ends: 

and manly Countrid with our Englisshmen. [ABEFG] 

Lambeth MS*- 
The beginning of the MS. lacks a couple of folios, 

and the text beginst 
Geaunte PgLt was maystjr, off ham all P&t men called 
Gogmagog *. o [Briev Ps 11 le7l 
It contains the Cadwallader episode, Queen Isabella's 
letter, but unlike the other MSS* in this group, it 
does not have the 15w1 heading* Furthermorep the MS* 
stands apart from the others in that it contains the 
chapter describing the character of Edward III already 
noted in Lambeth Ms. 491, Although of different groups, 
these two MSSe must therefore be connectede The simplest 
explanation of this crossing is that an attentive scribe 
noticed-the extra material in a MS* of the type of 
Lambeth MS. 491 and simply incorporated it into the copy 
that he was executingg either Lambeth MS* 738 or a lost 
precursor. 
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The Brut section of the MS* ends: 
7 manfully countred wjth our Englesh men [ABDEFG] 

After a break of three blank folios, the hand which 
has completed the Brut text re-commences. (Two hands 

write the Brut, but the change-over between them occurs 

at a point of no significance. ) On fol. 232a the second 
hand writes: 
H yt is to wytte 7 to be had in mynde the Monday in the 

fest of Seint Mychell in be 3ere of the Regne of kyng 

Rychard the Second xxiij o7 the yer of our lord MI CCC 

iii ixx ix ... 
This continuation, which ends on fol. 243b, is a hitherto 

unnoticed extract from the London City Chronicle preserved 
in BM MS. Cotton Julius BII. l Presumably the scribe felt 

a need to continue the account of English history beyond 

the conclusion of his Brut exemplar, and fulfilled this 

by the not uncommon expedient of resorting to city chron- 
icles of London. 2 

CV/1419(men): B 

A small off-shoot group that uses the 1419(men) con- 

tinuation is represented by BM MSS. Stow 69 and Addit. 
33242. 

BM MS. Stow 
The text begins with the normal headingo The Cad- 

wallader episode is not presento but on folso 123a-126a 
we find Queen Isabella's lettero The insertion of chap- 
ter rubrics is discontinued after chapter 201 a space 
exists for the 15w1 heading but one cannot tell whether 
it was in the scribe's exemplar. The Prut text ends# 
'Printed in C. L. Kingsford, Chronicles of London, Oxford, 
1905.2Cf. pp. 76-81. Another method of fulfilling this 
desire was to add text from other MSSe of the Brut that 
ended at a later date, i. e. the production of a composite 
text. 
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And man; fully countred wItIl ouer Englisch men CABFG] 
After a blank folio the same hand writes"*a series of 

historical notesv of the typical city chronicle form, 
'Thys same yere ... I On folso 196a and 196 b (now frag- 
mentary) the same scribe has written Lydgate's popular 
verses on the kings of England. ' 

BM MS. Addit. 33242 
Although this MS9 is imperfect at both beginning 

and ende a comparison of readings and of content show 
it to agree with the preceding text. It begins: 
Gracyan was aryved and all hys oste ... [Brie, p. 45 
11.14-153 

The Cadwallader episode is not presentp but Queen 
Isabella's letter ise The '5w' heading is present in a 
slightly truncated formq 'In The vt Bateille of scotlond 
wer thes lord. P,. s*q althoughq since the chapter numeration 
has become confusedq it appears in chapter 243* The text 
ends on fole 164 bta few lines after the start of the 
chapter on the uprising at Ratcote Bridge* CABF(G)] 

Neither MS. presents a good text compared with the 
early Ust and one must assume that the original of this 
group was a text of either the CV/1333 or of. the CV1377 
f-ce Stage lp to which the 1419(men) continuation has 
been addedg probably from the CV/1419(men)tA* This means 
that we must suppose a not particularly satisfactory 
explanation of the presence of Queen Isabella's letter, 
that it was noticed by the compiler of the group to be 
present In the CV/1419(men)sA text with which he was 
workingo One cannot suppose that the compiler would have 
consciously omitted the popular Cadwallader episode had 
it been present in his exemplar, especially as this tale 
'See 

H. N. MacCracken, The yM norPoems of John Lvd ate, 
Part II, EETS O. S. 192,1934 (repro 1961), pp. 710-6. 
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was considered historical and not simply fictional. l 

Common Version to 1419. endinat in-rule and governl%nce 
(CV/1419(r7a)) 

A number of MSS. take the narrative a few lines 
further than the cV/1419(men)p to the end of the Siege 
of Rouen, concluding with the words in rule and 
governancC CH]e Classification is made more complicated 
by scribal crossingg for the same continuation can appear 
appended to MSS,, which are of different types up to a 
given point, e. g. to 1377. The conclusion ist that in 
several cases the continuation to 1419 was added to an 
already existing MS., which was then copied as a wholep 
producing composite texts ending in 1419 which must be 
assigned to separater though connectedp groupse 2 

CV/1419(r7a)sA 
The main tradition of the Common Version is carried 

on in those MSSs, that possess both the Cadwallader epi- 
sode and Queen Isabella's letters By this stage of 
development the '5w' heading is generals, Group A com- 
prises CUL MS. Kk. 1*12; Trins, Colle Cambs, MS9 OslO934, 
BM MS9 Harlo 2248; BM MS* Royal 17 D XXI# Bodle, MS. 
Rawl* B216. 

QRL MS. -Kk. l.. 12 
The MS. has a table of contents listed by chapter 

and the normal CV heading* Its text from 1377 to 1419 
is printed by Brie, and ends'i lyn rewle and gouernawncel 
The dialect# according to Professor MeL. Samuels, is that 
of Central Herefordshire, 3 This may indicate that there 
IA NHS, which does consciously omit this episode is Bodl. 
3S. Rawl. B205, for which see p. 56.2See Fig. 1. 

Personal communication. 
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was a continuing interest in this area in the production 

of Brut MSS. [ABEFGH] 

u'r'n. Coll. Camb. MS. 0.10.4 

The MS, has the normal heading, and ends: 'in rewie 

and in gouernaunce'. [ABEFGH] 

BM MS. Harl. 2248 

The MS. has a table of contents and a normal heading. 

The text endsi 'in good Rule 7 good you=nance Deo 

gracias' [ABEFGH] 

BM MS. Royal-17 D XXI 
The MS. has a normal headingi 

HEre may Aman here how Engelonde was first callede Albion 
And thorowgh wham yt hadde Pe name =w 

N#R9 Ker ascribes the early ownership of the MS. to 
the Augustinian Priory of Ste Bartholomewt Smithfield, 
London, from the evidence of obits9 scribblesl etce# and 
in this connection it Is interesting to note an addition 
made in the same hand as the text which suggests that the 
MS, was in fact written in this priorye The following 
note is in a lower margin and is marked for insertion in 
the Brut text at Brie, Pe 369, between 11910 and lli 
And In Pe same ex. seer of kyng henries regne Pe iiijet 
on Candilmasse day s=. Raynold Colyer Priour of ýe 
Priorye of seynt Bartylmewes In westsmythfeld of londoR 
was schorfi Chanonebeeng of aage xviij. 3er full on 
shrofe sonday next foloeng. And ýe xxxo day of Ianvere 
ýan mondayope xiiij. t 3er of kyng henry Pe ovjote 
ýe said sgr Raynold was choseR priour of Pe saide 
pryorye, and vpoR shrofe sonday next foloenge ýe oxix. t day of ffeuer3ere. ýe said sgr Raynold was scalled. and so 
Conteneweth Pryour vnto ýe 

The text endsi 'in rewle and gouernauncet CABEFGH] 
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Bodl. Ma. - Rawl. B216 
The beginning is incompleteg and the text beginso 

scomfited thise Geauntes Aboueseid [Brieq p. 4 11*33-34] 
The text must be assigned to the CV/1419(r7g)tAl it 

has the Cadwallader episode and Queen Isabella's letter, 
and endsi 'in rewle and in governaunceel At the same timeq 
it shows none of the characteristic signs of the Extended 
Version. 1 In the chapter on the Battle of Halidon Hill# 
the '5w' heading has been substituted by the rubricated 
headingi If The batayle T Capituloxxiiii to'# which sug- 
gests either that the '5w' heading was not present in 
the scribe's exemplar (which is unlikely at this stage of 
development)t or that the scribe was attentive enough to 
notice the inconsistency of naming five wards. 2 CABEFGH] 

Hunterian MS. U. 3.1(1) 
The first folio of the MS. is fragmentary and beginst 

done moche harme and sorow in many diugrse placgA oeo [Briet p, 6 11*2-33 
The text shows no EV signs in the prologue and early 

chapterst and both the Cadwallader episode and Queen 
Isabella's letter are present* The first hand ends with 
the wordst 'in rewle. and in gouernaunce*1 CABEFGH] 

Doubtful MS5, * 
MSS* that are incomplete at either beginning or end, 

yet contain the Cadwallader episode and Queen Isabella's 
letter, prove difficult to classify with absolute certainty, 
Those that are incomplete at the end could belong either 
to the CV/1419(men)sA or to the CV/1419(r7g)iAo A few 
MSS., containing similar contents, have lost sufficient 

1 For these signst see ppe 100 ff, 2 The variety of-appar- ently individual headings used in this position suggests that not all scribes copied mechanically with no thought 
as to sense* 
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folios at the beginning to remove any EV signsp and end 
with the words in rule and aovCrnanc29 These could belong 
either to the EV or to the CV/1419(r7g)iA* 1 Such MSS, 
are BM MS, Royal 18 B III; BM Addit. MS, 267461 Bodl, MS* 
231; Rylands Engo MS* 104; Hunterian MS* T. 2.19; Sion 
Coll, MS. L4o. 2/E 42; Hunterian MS, U, 3el(l); Bodl* MS* 
Douce 290* 

BM MS. Royal 18-B III 
The text begins during the Albanak storyi 

the lande wele and wysely for he was A good maR and 
wounder welbeloued of all his lande CBrie, p. 12 11.22-233 

It shows no EV signs, e. g. in the chapter on the 33 
kings of Britain and in the description of Engist's 
heptarchyp iand breaks off during the Siege of Rouent 
And with him laye the Erle of Southfolke and the lorde 
of Burgevenye wyth all here Retenue oes [Brie# Pe 389 
lls20-21] 

Since both the Cadwallader episode and Queen Isa- 
bella's letter are presentp the text could therefore 
belong either to the CV/1419(men)sA or to the cV/1419 
(r7g)3A# CABEF (G/H)] 

RM-Addit. MS. 26746 
The text beginss 

them He saide*thatt if thei wolde nought be chastisede 
thei schulde lese his loue for euermoree CBrieq Pe 3 
11*7-914, 
The single hand of the MS9 appears to be early fifteenth- 
century (soon after 1419? )t and the text shows no EV signs* 
1--* 
A detailed textual comparison might be of use in classi- fying difficult MSS, The exigencies of time preclude this approach for all but a team of researcherst and its poten- tial value is doubtful, Cf# Go Kane, Piers Plowmans tha A Version, London, 1960, PP* 53ff * 
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It endst 
forto entere on the Northside [Bries P'@ 389 11.31-32] 

It could belong either to, the cv/14lq(men)oA or to 
the CV/1419(r7g)tA, [ABEF(G/H)] 

Bodl. MS. -231 The text begins with the normal heading: 
Here may a man here howe Engelond was first callid Albyon 
and thorough whame hit hade Pe name* 

It ends during the Siege of Rouen with the wordst 
to rescue the Citee of Rone with a [Brieg P, 389 1*303 

It could belong either to the CV/1419(men): A or to 
the CV1419(r7g): Ao CABEF(G/H)] 

R-vlands Eng, 14S. 104 
Fol, a is illegible and fole 1b beginp during the 

Cadwallader episode: 
Thanne kyng Aleyn did sende for the Clergie of his 
londe eo4. 

The text endst 
our king and his lordis atte ýe dise 7 An oeo [Brieg Po 378 11913-14] 

This MS. could belong either to the CV/1419(men): A 
or the CV/1419(r7g)sA# or the EV* C(A)BEF(G/H)] 

Hunterian-MS. T*2,12 
The heading differs from the normal ones 

Here begynneth Pe cronnycles of Pis lande Engelonde that 
first was callede Albyon Poru3 whom hit hadde Pe name- 
This is reminiscent of the heading of BM MS. Royal 19 C IX9 
a text of the Anglo-Norman Long Versions 
Cy commencent, les croniqez dangleterre et premierement 
comment elle eut nom albe et dont lui vint ce nomo 
It is also reminiscent of the heading of certain EV MSS*q 
and it is possible that these were originally influenced 
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by the Anglo-Norman heading. 1 The text ends during the 
Siege of Rouen with the words 'And grAunt Iackes a worýyl 
[Briet P, 390 lol7lo and could belong either to the 
CV/1419(men)iA or to the CV/1419(r7g)tAo CABEF(G/H)] 

Bodl. MS. -; Qouce-290 
This MSe contains an extensive fragment of a Brut 

MS, on folso 157 a-280 b9 It beginst 
Howe William Bastarde Duke of Normandye come into 

XN Englonde and quelled kynge Harolde* Capituloo vj. iijd 
The Queen Isabella letter Is presento and Brie is 

wrong in saying that it lbricht ab unter Eduard dem 
Dritten im Jahr 1332'o2, In fact the text ends with the 
words Ilondes 7 lordshypes PILt Pay helde in Pe reame of' 
[Brie, pe 291 11,17-1819 i. e. several lines beyond the 
1333 conclusion, Brie's suggestion that 'Es ist sehr 

Jý; ý waihscheinlichg dass nur einige wenige Bla"tter dieses IIC; guten Textes zu Ende verloren gegangen sindq und er 
somit im Jahre 1333 schloss' is therefore erroneous* 
The text can only have come from a MS. ending in 1419, 
either of the CV or of the EV* C(AB(E))F(G/H)] 

QV/1419(r7g), B 
A second group of MSS# that uses the continuation to 

1419, ending in rule &Ud. governance, but which reflects 
in its text to 1333 or 1377 an earlier stage than that 
found in MSS, of the preceding group, is represented by 
Bodl. MS, 84o; Bodl, MS. Rawle B2051 BM MS. Harle 1568; 
CUL MS* Ee 4*32; Trin, Coll, Cambo MS, R-5.43. 
Bodl. MS. 840 

The MS. begins: 

'Such headings aret however, fairl conventional and could all have been independent* 4rie, GeueQov Pe 58e 
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Here may a man hure Engelande was fyrst callid Albyon and 
thorw wham hit hadde the name. 
In the noble land of Syrrie **. 

The Cadwallader episode and Queen Isabella's letter 
are not present; likewise the '5w' heading is not founds, 
On fol, *117 a the text to 1333 ends and the MS. continues 
without any breaks 
wythoute any chalange of any man, 19 Deo gracias. And so 
aftyr Pis gracius victorye see The ink used for this continuation, however, is 
blacker, and this fact suggests that a change In exemplar 
may have taken place at this point# and that the first 
part of the text was copied from a text of the CV11333, 
to which the 1419 continuation has been added. The text 
endst 'in revle and gouernaunces' According to Professor 
MeL. Samuels the dialect is Essex* CABGH] 
Bodl. MS. Rawl. B205 

The text beginss 
Here men may hiren how Engelond first was called Albio: R 
and thurgh whome it hadde the name. 
In the noble land of Sirrie ee 

Brie is wrong in saying that the text includes the 
Cadwallader episode. 1 The scribe has begun to write the 
heading of the first chapter of this episode, but has 
then changed his mind about including its and has stroked 
it outt 
How king Cadwaladre that was Cadwaleynes sone regned after 
his fader and was the laste kynge of the britouns CHow, ** britounst stroked out] T How kyng offa was sou=aigne 
aboue all (the k-ynges of engelond 7 how eu2ry kyng werred 
vpon 0ý= Capitulum CentegLimum ij Mi in margin) 

Many folios are missing in the middle of the MS*t 
k 

1 Brie, G. u. Q., p. 64. 
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including those relevant for the Queen Isabella letter. 
The '5w' heading is not presentt and the text to 1333 
endso Ideo graclas dicamus omnes' (cfo Rylands Enge MSe 
102, of the CV/1377 f. c. Stage 1)e The text continues 
inýthe same hand, and endsi 
and Sir John T Cheyny knyght weren brou3t [Brie, pe 354 
11925-26] 

The text does not show the changes described in MSS, 
CUL Ee 4-32 and Trin. Coll. Camb, R-5.439 (for which see 
below)* I believe that this MS. is the result of a com- 
bination of a CV/1377 f, ce Stage 1 text with a text ending 
in 1419 in which the Cadwallader episode was presento 
The scribe noticed that thi ,s episode was present in his 
1419 text, and decided initially to include it in the 
copy which he was making from the 1377 text* Thenp pos- 
sibly because he thought that the 1377 text was more 
reliable than the later texto he decided not to include 
it, and stroked out that part of the heading which he had 
already written. ' CAB(E)(F)(G/H)] (Although not copied, 
E was present in one of the. scribels exemplars. ) 

BM MS, Harl, 1.568 
The text has a normal heading$ and both the Cad- 

wallader episode and Queen Isabella's letter are absente 
Instead of the '5w' headingg there is a heading 'How the 
felde of Barwyke was discomfetede ? ýe toua delyuerd', 
which suggests that the scribe's exemplar had no heading 
at this point@ The text endsi 'in rewle ? gud 
gouernauncel, CABGH1 

CUL MS, Ee 4.32 
The MS9 has a normal headings The Cadwallader epi- 

sodep Queen Isabella's letter, and the '5w' heading are 
not found* There are some differences in the later por- 
tion of the text from the normal 1419 continuation, 
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consisting mainly of slight abbreviation, e. g., 

And in this same yer dyed 
Syr Iohn of Gaunte the 
kynges vncle And duke of 
lancastyr And he lyth Att 
Seynt powlys in london. 
Besydes dame blaunch hys 
wyfe. How ýe erle of Derby 
And the duke of Norffolk 
wer exiled And how the erle 
of Derby putt down kyng 
Richard (rubric) And in 
that same yer ther f elle a 
discenc; Lon Betwyn the duke 
of hertford And the duke of 
Norfolk CCUL Ee 4#32] 

11 And yn ýe same yere deyed 
S= lohn of Gaunt 9 Pe Kinge3 
vnclep 7 Duke of Lancastre, 
yn the bischoppe3 In yn 
Holborn, and was brout fro 
Penne3 to Saint Poule3 and 
P=e Pe King made 7 hilde 
his terement welle 7 
worthily witbL all his 
lorde3v and ý=e he was 
beryed besyde Dame Blaunch 
his wiff, Pat was dou3tur 
7 heyre to Pe gode Henryl 
Pat was Duke of Lancastree 
19 And yn. the same yere Per 
fil a discenyon and a 
debate betuene Pe Duk of 
Herford 7 Pe Duke of 
Norfolke CCUL MS, Kk le129 
after Brie, pe 3ý5 11*15-22] 

CUL Me Ee 4*32 has added a rubricated headingg but 
has cut the text to the bare facts# at least in this 
instance@ This is commensurate with what one might 
expect in a text compiled from two textsi the first text 
is copied wellt but the continuation taken from the second 
text has been shortened In places* The text endso 
And on the xije evyn come the duke of Almayn vn to Pe 
[Brieg Pe 360 11*28-29] CAB(G/H)] 

Trin, Coll, _CgMbe MS*-Rv 
The text beginst 

bygan leyr ayen wepe 7 made mych sorow see [Briet ps 19 
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llel-2] 
The Cadwallader episode and Queen Isabella's letter 

are not present. The folios relevant to the *5w' heading 
_are missing. Like the previous MS*t this MS* shows 
peculiar changes in the 1419 continuation# eege Brie, 
Ps 353 1.16 - Po 356 1.26, which includes the passage 
quoted from CUL MS* Ee 402 above, is omitted* Even in 
the text to 1333, Trine Colle Cambe MS* R-5.43 shows a 
number of changes from the normal textp e9ge in the trial 
of Edmund of Woodstocki 

Tho answerid the goodman 
and seide forsoth s= 
vndirstondeth wele that I 
was neugr tr&tour to my 
king Ne to the Reme / And 
that I do me on god and on 
all the world And 
ferthermore by my kyngg_s_ 
leve I shall it prave and 
defende as aman ought to 
do / Tho seide the 
Mortym=e s. Qr Edmonde hit 
is so ferforth I knowe that 
it may nat wele be ageyn 
seide And in prasence of 
all that her bene it shall 
well be Iprovid Nowe had 
this false Mortym=e the 
same lettre that ser 
Edmond had take to str Iohn 
Deuerell in the castell of 
Corff. Qs [Ric . _] for to take 
vn to kyng Edward his 
brothir that ser Edmond 

IT Po ansuerede ýe gode man 
and saides"For-sope Sirg 
vnderstandeP wel Pat y was 
neuer assenting forto 
enpeir Pe state of our 
Lorde Pe Kyngp ne of his 
crounel and ýat y put me 
to ben demede oppon my 
pireso" T And wip Pat wordt 
Sir Rog= Pe Mortymer 
shewede hiRL Pe Erles 
12_t__tre 7 his seal# and 
saide Pos"Sir Edmufideq 
knowe Se nou3t Pe prynt of 
pis lpt1re ýat he hade 
take vnto Sir Iohn 
Dauaull? " and he saw ýe 
print of his sealq but he 
saw nou3t what was 
contenede PMin; and Pe 
Erl him-self wende Pat hit 
hade bene on of his lgttres 
Pa, t hade bene of no 
Ccharge]e CBodls MS* Rawls 
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wist not ne supposid no 
. Iohn thing that sgr 

Daverell had be so false to 
deliuMe his lettre'in 
Suche a wise to the 
Mortym=e and Poght no 
man=e thing of ý&t 
ljt_=e CTrin. Coll. Cambe 
R-5.431 

B171, after Brie, 

11.21-30] 

I 

p. 266 

The text of Trins Coll* Cambe MS. R. 5.43 appears to 
have interpreted the normal 1333 text in this passage; 
this scene is a major dramatic incident in the Bruts and 
this may have encouraged secondary attempts at embellish- 
ment and explication. The text endst 
Salyn Cheyne Mongomau 7 [Brie# pe 384t note 173 CAB(G/H)] 

Clearly the MSSe of this group are the result of cross- 
ing of texts; however, they need not be directly related 
one to another. We saw that Bodle Me 840 is possibly a 
combination of the CV/1333 with a 1419 continuationt and 
that Bodl, MS* Rawl* B205 appears to be a primary composite 
text, and it is possible that the MSS9 of this group repre- 
sent independent combinations of texts from different 
groups. 1 

QV/1419j. C 
The third group of MSSe ending in 1419 to be considered 

here is that which includes Hunterian MS* T-3,12, which 
forms a principal text in the present edition@ Verbal dif- 
ferences from the main tradition of CV texts (such as those 
printed by Brie) are a major distinguishing feature of this 
group [I]o '-They are most marked in the early chapters of 

1A detailed textual study would be necessary to investi- 
gate this possibilitye ti 
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the text of Hunterilan T93,12 which is printed in Vol, Ije 
The changes consist mainly of the substitution of one word 
by a synonymous word or term, and in alterations (generally 
simplifications) of the grammatical structure of some sen- 
tences. The full group is composed of Hunterian MS, 
T*3*12(l); Lambeth MS@ 259; BM MS* Harle 49301 Bodle MS& 
Rawl. B196; and Bodle MS* Laud Misco 733a 

Hunter, ian-MS. -T-1-12 The text beginss 
Here may a man here how engelond was first Called Albyon 
And afterwarde Whan it hadde first Pe names 
In the noble londe of Sirrye *so 

The Cadwallader episode Is not presentj but Queen 
Isabella's letter is founds In the chapter on the Battle 
of Halidon Hillp the '5w' heading'is omittedg but a break 
Is indicated by the use of a large coloured initialt 
xviij Pousande and iiij hundred of Comuneres 
T Cblue initialt red ornament] he Orle of dunbarr keper. 
of the Castelle of Berewike *so 

Hand C ends: 97 manfully counterd wjtjj owre englisshe 
men, 1 Hand D9 an inferior and later handq continuess and 
takes the narrative past the 1419(r7g) ending: 'in rulle 
7 in gouernaunceoll [ABFGI] 

L=beth MS, -_ M 
The text has the ýeading: 

T Here may a man here how Engelond was first Called Albyon 
and aftirward whanne hit hadde fyrst name T Incipit 
praloguse 

The Cadwallader episode is lackingg but Queen Isa- 
bella's letter is present* There is no 15w1 heading, and 
the text endst 
1For this portion by Hand D, see p. 83. 
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And so whan all Pinge was redy Pe kynge hastyd hym to ýe 
Sege ward ?c [Brie, P. 306 11.28-29] CABF(G/H)I] 

BM MS * Ijarl * 4930 
The text has a heading similar to that of the pre- 

ceding MS*q which also agrees in content with Harl. 4930* 
The text endso 
Court of Rome on boýe sydes [Brie, Pe 304 1*321 
CABF(G/H)I] 

Bodl. 14S. RaEl, B1 
The heading of the text iss 

Here may a man here how Engelonde was first called Albyofi 
and afft=ward whanne hit had first Names// 
The Cadwallader episode is not presentg but Queen Isa- 
bella's letter is found* The text endst lyn rewle 7 In 
gou. ernaunces' CABFGHI] 

Bodl. MS. Laud Misc. 733 
The text beginsp without heading# 'In the noble lande 

of Surrie's and has a peculiar combination of features 
(see below)* The Cadwallader episode is present, but 
Queen Isabella*s letter is'not founde The '5w' heading 
is presentg and the text endso 'in rule and gouernauncel 
CABEGHI] 

The development of this group from the main tradition 
presents some problems# as scribal crossing of groups has 
definitely taken place# most evidently in Bodlo MS* Laud 
Misc, 733, which will therefore be considered separately* 
The contents of the other MSS* agree with those of the 
CV/1419(men)tBt although it must be assumed that at least 
one of the MSS& of the latter group did not possess the 
'5w' heading. (BM MS9 Stow 69 does not include it, but 
since other chapter headings are also omittedt this 
evidence is not conclusive, ) In addition# that Hand C 
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of Hunterian MS, T93*12 endst '7 manfully counterd witbL 
oure englisshe men't suggests that Hand D's contribution 
is a later addition made from another text of the Brut, 
to an already completed texts A similar addition would 
account for the ending of Bodle MS* Rawl, B196s lyn rewle 
7 in gou=naunge. 0 Such an addition could have been made 
in the MS, itself, by the scribep or it may have already 
been present in the exemplar. BM MS& Harl. 4930 and 
Lambeth MSs 259 are Incomplete at the end and could thus 
have ended originally at either pointp although it is 
possible that for some reason Lambeth MS* 259 was not 
taken beyond its present ending, which is at the end of 
the chapter on the Battle of Wynchilseao 

Bodl, MS* Laud Misc. 733 must be the result of the 
crossing of groups# for the combination of features it 
exhibits is unique. It is a handsomely illuminated MS, g 
and this may be indicative of a desire to produce a 
'presentation' copy with a carefully selected texts 

Co=on vprsion &o- 14,30, includ inig-- john. Bagels- Doem 
(cv/143o. a) 

There are two primary groups of MSS* to be distin- 
guished among those that carry the narrative beyond 1419* 

It The first of these two groups is comprised of those MS, S* 
that contain a long poem on the Siege of Rouen [J]p 
ascribed to John Pages 1 In turnp this group can be sub- 
divided into three secondary groups, partly according to 
the provenance of the text up to the continuation con- 
taining the poem, and partly according to the continuation 
itself@ 

1 The author's name is not found in any of the Brut MSSes but is found in BM MS* Egerton 1995, which has the com- Plete text of the poem# and which was edited by Jo Gairdnere in Historical goll2otions of-a-Citizen of London* Camden Society, 1876. Quotations from the poem are taken from this 
edition, For the lines containing the author's name, see P. 71. 
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gv/143o a, A 
This group is composed of BM MS, Cotton Galba E*VIII; 

BM MS, Harl, 22561 and CUL MS. Ee 4.31, 

BM MS, Qotton Galba E*VIU 
The text has a headingi 

Here may a mon here and knowe how Engelonde was first 
callud Albion and whom thorough hyt hadde hys furst name 
as ye shull fynde in thys boke wyth many othyr thyngess 

There are some differences In the text from the 
normal CV wording, mainly in the addition of superfluous 
words and phrases, e. g.: 

and whanne he be ganne to 
Regne he bycome so meruelous 
and so lythyr of condicionys 
that yt wondyr to wete TAnd 
thanne anon he went ouyr the 
see yn to normandye [Cotton 
Galba EoVIII] 

IU And when he biganne forto 
regnep he bicome so 
mervaillous a maas and went 
ou. qM into Normandye CBodl., 
Rawle B171t after Brie, 
P, 154 11,16-18] 

Both the Cadwallader episode and Queen Isabella's 
letter are present, Instead of the '5w' headingg there 
is a heading: 
T How kynge Edward reskewyd the toune of Berewyke and how 
the kynge of Scotlond did hys homage to the kynge of 
Engelond /// 

From the Siege of Rouen (1418) to the end of the text 
is printed by Brie* The text ends: land Scomfiture of all 
her enemyes blessid be god. * CABEFGJ] 

BY-MS. Harl, 2256 
The text begins with a heading similar to that of the 

Preceding MS99 with whose contents it agrees entirely* It 
ends at the same point. and it is probable that one MS. is 
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a copy of the other. [ABEFGJ] 

cuL ms. Ee. 4.31 
The later part of the Brut is used as a continuation 

of the M2trical Chronicle of Robert of Gloucesterv and 
begins: 
How after kyng henre Regnyd hys sone Edward the worthiest 
knyght of alle the worlde And of kyng Alisaundyr of 
Scotlond 
a. nd after this kyng henry Regnyd hys sone Edward CBrie. 
Pe 179 llel-31 
The text agrees with that of BM MS* Cotton Galba E*VIII# 
and endst Itille he come a3efil [Brie, p. 432 ls6] 
CAB(E)FGJ] 

There is no precise onset of the 1430 continuation; 
rather there is a gradual change-over from the normal 1419 
continuation to the new continuationo The relevant chap- 
ters are those that begin the reign of Henry Ve The 
stylistic additions made in the earlier part of the text 
have already been noticedo and in the first chapter on 
the reign of Henry V these additions become more signifi- 
cant, and some extra material details begin to be incor- 
porated*' The second chapter (printed in Kingsford)t and 
the third chapter (printed in Brie, who does not notice 
any previous differences 2) give progressively more infor- 
mation# and differ in wording to some extent from the 
1419 continuation@ It is my opinion that the 1419 con- 
tinuation known to the compiler of the 1430 continuation 
belonged to the CV/1419(men)tA rather than to the CV/1419 
(r7g)tA; the evidence of the substitute heading for the 
#5w' heading supports this view, on the ground that the 
'Cf, Kingsfordt ppe 299-300o 2 Brie, Gou@Qop P, 87s fEr beginnt abzuweichen an dem Punkte, wo Heinrich V. seinen Onkel Thomas Beauford gegen Rouen schickt. ' The chapters are In Kingsford, PPe 302-gg Brieg pp, )94-427v 
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CV/1419(men): A would be more likely to possess a text 
which omitted this heading. In additiong a number of 
readings in Hunterian MS, T*3,12 agree with the CV/1430 
JPsA, and I have argued that this MS. was based on a con- 
tinuation ending land manfully countered with our English 
men', Kingsford seems to have been familiar with only 
the CV/1419(r7g), and his argument cannot be accepted 
that there were versions of the Brut ending earlier than 
1419. He assumes 'one perhaps ending in November 1415 
or in October 1416p and others more certainly in July 
1417 and November 1417'. to which the continuation to 
1430 was added. However, unlike the case of previous 
developments, where a new continuation is simply appended 
to an existing text, the compiler of the cv/1430 JPtA has 
reworked his original, and has grafted on his continua- 
tiong blending it into the existing text of his exemplar 
before finally forsaking his exemplar to strike out on 
his own. The verbal similarities between the 1419 con- 
tinuation and the 1430 continuation-make it clear that 
the same sources were used# although the compiler of the 
1430 version probably had some additional sources of 
inf ormat ion. 

The following passages, taken from Kingsford (1430 
version), Brie (1419(r7g) version)p and Hunterian MS* 
T93.12 (1419(men) version)p illustrate the development 
of the 1430 continuation as I view it. In the first chap- 
ter on the reign of Henry V. the 1430 compiler follows a 
1419 text, and the two versions are very alikes Although 
the 'tennis-ball' story is related more brieflyp as 
Kingsford remarks, the 1430 version has some fuller 
readings and some extra material detailst eoget 

ýis worthi Prynce 7 King And the kynget the worthi 
toke his leve, 7 went hym prynceg that god saue and 
to Caleys warde by londee kepe, wold fro thens to 
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19 And Pe Frensch men herde 
[Brie, p. 377 11.11-133 

Caleis so stronge thorough 
the londet and the 
ffrensshemen herd [Cotton 
Galba E*VIllp after Kings- 
ford, pe 2981 

Since the 1430 version was written after the death 
of Henry V, the phrase that Rod saue and ke2eg must indi- 
Cate that the 1430 compiler was using a source written 
while Henry was still livings 

7 ýere ýay welcomyd hym, 
and brou3t hym to London 
with moche honour and grete 
reuerences And atte Seint 
Thoma, s watryng ý=e mette 
with hym the King and alle 
his lorde3 yn gode araye 
And ý9_re was a worthi 
metyng betwene ýe EmpQ_rour 
and Pe King; 7 ýgre thay 
kussid togadres, 7 braced 
ech othir [Brieg Po 380 
1931-Pe 381 le4] 

And there thei welcomyd hym 
with alle honoure and 
reuerences and so the meyre 
and the aldrement with the 
Comminalteg brought hym to 
seint Thomas Wateryng 
withoute Southewerkes and 
there the Kynge met with 
hym, with alle his lordis 
in good and riall araye, 
and ther was a worthi and 
a solempne metynge betwix 
the Emperoure and our Kyngj 
ther kyssid togederis and 
myche obeysaunce yche 
shewid to othir and 
thankynge [Kingsford# ppe 
299-3001 

There is little new material here, but the effect is 
more graphic and immediates and the use of 2M Kyng, in 
the 1430 version suggests that Kingsford's opinion is cor- 
rect, 'that we have here a record drawn up at the timelp 
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ioee a return to the common original source. 1 This is 
borne out further by the insertion of two passages which 
are not found in the 1419 continuations 2 

In the second chapter the same processes are seen at 
work; the 1430 compiler has longer readings, and is his- 
torically fuller in some respects. He is still using the 
Brut frame-work for chapter headings and for the general 
ordering of his materials 

How kinge henry the , v? 
p=osyd and ordeynyd him 
oulre the See in to ffrýLunce 
and Normandie by the 
counceyle of alle his lordis 
and Comons of the Reame of 
englond. 

And in Pe -iiii! 3ere of 
kyng henries Regne Pe eve 
he helde his p=lement at 
westmynst. p, r in Pe begynnyng 
of Pe Monthe of Octobur 7 
lasted vnto Pe purificacioun 
of oure lady Pan nexte 
folowynge 7 P=e was 
graunted vnto Pe king to 
mayntene his werres bothe 
of spiretualte 7 temp=alte 
a hole taxte 7a dyme in 
sustenynge of hys werres 7 
Pan a none Pe kyng pXAyed 
al hys lordis to make hem 

How Kynge Hei 
purposid and 
ouyr the see 
ffraunce and 
counseill of 
and cominnes 
Rewme. 

nry the V 
ordeynyd hym 
ayen in to 
normandye by 
hys lordis 
off the 

And in the iii jte yere of 

kynge henryis Regne the V. 
the kynge holdynge his 
parlement at Westem! in the 
bygynnynge of the monythe 
of Octobreq the whiche 
parlement endid aboute the 
puryfication of oure lady 
thanne next, by comen assent 
of alle the clergye and 
temperalte ther was grauntid 
to the kynge bothe dymes and 
tallagis to fulfille the 
kyngis purpos in holdynge 
and sustenynge of chalenge 

i 

1A secondt similar example is given by Kingsfords Pe 3009 2They are quoted by Kingsfordg- Po 300* 
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redy to strengthe hyM in 
hys ry3th 7a none he letw 
make a newe retenew 7 
charged all men to be redy 
at hampton in whitsonweke 
Pan nexte folowyng wt 
outen any delay 
[Hunterian T-3.12] 

and right that he had to 
normandye and Guyanev his 
trew titull and right 
heritage, Wherfore the 
kynge chargid dukis, erlis, 
Baronysp knyghtis and 
squyeris to make hem redy 
in the beste and moste 
worthy aray that thei coude 
or myghtq with all the 
strengthe of men of armys 
and archeris to helpe and 
strengthe hym yn his werris 
for the right of Engelondt 
and that thei alle be redy 
to Moustur at Hampton in 
the Witsonweke thanne nexte 
comynge in alle her aray 
as they ought to werree 
CKingsford, P, 302] 

The chapter-heading# not found in Brie, suggests 
again that a 1419(men) continuation was used by the 1430 
compilers The continual use of the phrase oure kynge is 
noticeable in the 1430 version in this chapter, and the 
addition of details and of, distinct additional passages 
that can be paralleled in other works# e9ge the account 
of Huntingdon's sea-fight and the murder of John of Bur- 
gundy in some London chronicles', shows that ýhe 1430 
compiler is using the common source more and mores 

In the third chapter (printed by Brie)g both the 1419 
and 1430 versions are based on John Page's poem The Siege 
2f_ Rouln .9 and the 1430 version includes the second half 
1See Kingsford, p. 301. 
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9 of the poem in verses However, it is clear that the 1430 
compiler had the poem as reference from the beginning of 
the chapter, as the following passage shows: 
How king henre Pe ffythe. 
leyde A Sege vnto ýe Cete 
of Rone, And how he gat Pe 
Cetee wt strenthe 7 manhodes 

How kynge henry the vo leide 
sege to the Cite of Ronep 
and how he gate the Cite 
with strengthe and manhode 
well and worthily. 

And in ýe vi? 3ere of kyng 
henries Regne ýe v? he 
sente his vnele Sere Thomas 
Beauford duke of Excestre 
wta fayre Meyne of men of 
Armys 7 archers to fore Pe 
Cetee of Rone / And ý=e 
displayed here BangZes 7 
sente herodes vnto ýe towne 
And bad hem 3eld ýjt Cetee 
vnto here king 7 here lege 
lord 7 ýey seyde he toke hem 
non to kepe ne none he 
sholde haue Pgre but 3if hit 
were ry3t dere Ibou3th 7 
meved wt here handis for 
op=e answere wolde ýey 
none 3eve but out go Gonnes 
/7 P2re Pe duke toke good 
a vysement of Pe Grounde all 
a bowte, / [HunterianT-3*12] 

And in the vie yere of 
Kynge Henryis Regne [Regnydi 
MS] the vt the Kynge sent 
his vnele Sir Thomas 
Beaufordp Duke of Exeter, 
with othir lordis and 
knyghtisq men of armys and 
archerisl to the Cite of 
Rone, and there displayid 
her baneris opynly byfore 
the cite of Rone, and sent 
herodis to hem that were 
withynne the Cite, and bade 
hem yolde vp the cite in 
alle haste, that was the 
kyngis righteg or ellis 
thei shuld deiý an harde 
and sharpe dethe, and 
withoute eny mercy or 
grace, And there he be-hilde 
the g[r]ounde aboute the 
Cite# how thei myght beste 
sette her sege to gete that 
Cite. % And ansuere wold 
thei none yeue, but meuyd 
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with her hondis ouyr the 
wallist as who seyth 
Ivoydith the grounte and 
the place that ye ben on'; 
and shotte tho many gunnys 
to hem. [Briet Pe 394 
11.1-16] 

The extra details of the 1430 version are paralleled 
in the poern, proving that the 1430 compiler had resorted 
to it even before he decided to give the unparaphrased 
poem in verse: 

Howe the V, Harry our lege, 
With hys ryalte he sette a sege 
By fore Ronel that ryche cytteg 
And endyd hyt at hys owne voluntes [11.11-141] 

Whenne Pountlarge with sege was wonne, 
And ovyr Sayne then enter was be gunne. 
The Duke of Exceter that [lord so] hendep 
To Ronev yn sotheq oure kynge hym sendes 
Herrowdys with hym unto that cyttes 
To loke yf that they yoldyn wolde be, 
And alle soo for to se that grounde 
That was a boute the cytte roundel 
Howe our kyng myght lay Per at a sege, 
If they wolde not obey to oure lege. 
When Pe Duke of Exceter with grete renowne 
Was come by fore the ryalle towneg 
He splayyd hys baners on a bent, 
And herrowdys unto pe cytte were sentp 
To meke hem to oure kyngys mertheg 

1 There is no lineation in Gaird nerl the line numbering is 
mine@ 
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Chargyd them uppon payne of dethe, 
Not withstondyng hym of hys ryghtt 
But delyvyr the cytte to hys syghto 
For he dyd them to wytte with owtyn badev 
He wolde not goo er he hyt haddeq 
But or he paste farre in space, 
Wynne hys ryght thoroughe Goddys grace* 
To that the cytte gaf non answeret 
But prayde oure herrowdys furthe to faree 
They made a maner skorne with hyr honde 
That they there shulde not longer stondes 
Gonnys they schott with grete envyet 
And many were smytte pyttyfully. [11,25-521 

The same poem has'been used by both versions, but the 
1430 version gives a much fuller paraphrase of the poem, 
following it very closely until the poem itself is repro- 
duced in verse, It is a more polished version than John 
Page's rough original in BM MS, Egerton 1995; presumably 
Page lived long enough to fulfil the promise made at the 
end of the original poemi 

With owtyn fabylle or fage 
Thys procesce made John Page, 
Alle in raffe and not in rymes 
By cause of space he hadde no tymee 
But whenne thys werre ys at a nende, 
And he have lyffe and space he wylle hit a mendee 

Finally the 1430 compiler brings the narrative'to 
1430, using material which was probably not available to 
the compiler of the 1419 continuations, 

Why the 1419(men) compiler did not proceed further 
with his loose paraphrase of the poem is uncertain, unless 
he did not have the full text of the poem to work with. 
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The unsatisfactory conclusions ending in the middle of the 
siege, is rectified in the 1419(r7g) continuation by the 
addition of a few lines of prose to bring the siege to an 
end* Brie believed that these lines were not connected 
with the poemi *Diese letzten Zeilen, welche die Geschichte 
der Belagerung in einer abgerissenen Weise zu Ende bringen, 
haben nichts mit dem Gedichte zu tun. ' 1 The phraseology 
of the last lines, however, can be paralleled in the poem# 
and I believe it was known to their writers eegot 

Bothe govnnys and quarellys 
went so thrylle, 

Trypget and spryggalde and 
grete ingyne, 

They wrought oure men fulle 
moche pyne 

7 moche pople slayne dyug_r_s 
tyme3 with Gune3s quarells 
7 op2r ordynaunce3 [Briet 
Pe 390 11.29-301 

They etete doggys, they ete 
cattys; 

They ete mysse, horse and 
rattyse 

[Gairdner, p. 18] 

And the chyldryn sokyng in 
ther pappe 

With yn a dede woman lappe 
[Gairdner, Ps 351 

for Pay had ete al her horsp 
doggis and catteS [Brie, 
Ps 390 1-34-ps 391 loll 

and also saue yonge 
childryn lye 7 sowke her 
modir pappis ýat weryn 
ded [Brie', Ps 391 lle7-83 

BM Ma. 11arl. 266 
This late fifteenth-century MS* must be considered 

within the CV/1430 JP3Ag but it presents a composite text, 
taken from MSSe of more than one group. It begins with 
Edwa2Zd It 'After ýe death of kyng henrl' [cfe Briev pe 179 
'Briep G, u, Q, t p, 72o 
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1-3], and may originally have begun at this points The 
Queen Isabella letter is present, and the chapter describ- 
ing the character of Edward III is also found@ After the 
concluding words of this chapter, 1ýat hit contynued so 
longe tyme aftgr9q there is a break over fols. 91 b, 92a, 
and 92 b and then the text continues: 
And after kynge Edoward the Aiij? [Mic] that was borne 
att Wyndesoreeregned Richarde of Burdeux CBrie, Ps 335 
11*5-61 

The text then agrees with the cv/1430 JPsAt except 
that John Page's poem ends eight lines sooners a deficit 
that is supplied by a prose paraphrasee Although it seems 
best to regard the MS* as composites there is evidence to 
suggest that the basis of the text to 1430 was an early 
copy of the CV/1430 JPiA# for a number of its readings 
are superior to those preserved in the extant cy/1430 
JPtA texts* 1 CABD(E)FGJ] 

CV/1410 JPtB 
This group is composed of two MSS*q BM MSe Harle 753 

and Lambeth MS@ 33le The MSSe stand in close relation- 
ship, and the group is again of a composite nature* 

BM MS. Harl. 753 
The text beginst 

Here begynneth the prologe of Brut 
Svm tyme in ýe noble land of Surre oes 

The Cadwallader episode is presentj but the Queen 
Isabella letter' is lacking. In the chapter on the Battle 
of. Halidon Hill the '5w' heading is lackingo and the chap- 
ter is followed by the shoýrtened continuation to 1377 (see 
under Lambeth MS* 331P which follows)* The chapter 
describing the character of Edward III is also founde 
I 
See Kingsfordp P, 302o 
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The narrative continues with a normal 1419 continuation 
to almost the end of the second chapter on the reign of 
Henry V, when the text changes to a cV/1430 J`PtA contin- 
uation, (The change-over is described under the next MS, ) 
The text ends during the capture of Joan of-Arco, probably 
with the same words as the CV/1430 JPsAj although the last 
lines of the IAS* are illegible# EACDEGJ] 

Lambeth-M5. -. 311- 
The text beginst 

Her be gynned Pe prologe of Brutee 
Sum tyme in the noble land of Sirrye see 

The contents resemble those of the preceding MS,; the 
Cadwallader episode is present, but the Queen Isabella 
letter and the '5w' heading are lackinge At the end of 
the chapter on the Battle of Halidon Hillp, the shortened 
1377 continuation is introduced thus: 
wt out eny chalange of eny man aft= whych victory Pe kyng 
turned ayen into englond 7 ordeyned s= Edward bayllol. wt 
op= wordy lord= to kepe Scotlond 

How Pat Pe kyng Edward went ayene into Scotlond 7 of Pe 
batayle of cluys .,, 
The vij yere of kyng Edward in ýe wynt= tyme he went into 
scotlond et Ccfe Lambeth Ms. 491] 

After a normal 1419 continuation, the change-over to 
the 1430 continuation occurs in the second chapter on the 
reign of Henry V. in the middle of the account of Sir 
John Oldcastles 
7 so ýe lord poweys meyne brought hym out of wales to londoR 
in a whircole 7 so in- Pe same whircole brought to westmynst= 
halle byfore Pe kyng= Iustice oes [cf. 1419 continuations 
land so Pe Lorde Powys meyne brou3t hym. out of Walis into 
engelond, and so to london in a Whirlecolep and so he was 
brou3t to Westmynstrel [Brie, pe 386 11.19-21]; 1430 JP: A 
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continuations land so he was take there and arestid by 
the lord powis and his meynes and brought out of Walis 
into engelond, and so to london in a Whirlecole, and so 
in the same whirlicole brought to Westem's hall to the 
parlement# and byforn the kyngis Justicis-1 [Kingsfordq 
Ps 308] ] The text endst 
ýe bastard of clarance 7 s= Iohn Kyghle [Brie, p. 437 
1.11] CACDEGJ] 

This group is a patch-work of texts from other 
groups. The heading to the text is reminiscent of the 
EV1, but all the other distinctive features of the EV are 
lacking, To 1377 the text is based on the CV/1377 sees# 
of the type of Lambeth MS. 491, which also includes the 
description of Edward III. Unlike the earlier group# 
howevery the text possesses the Cadwallader episode# and 
the popular nature of this story probably accounts for 
its inclusion* The text that-the compiler was using for 
the 1430 continuation would certainly possess its and the 
text that served for the 1419 continuation might have 
included its, The Queen Isabella letter might not have 
been In his 1419 text# but it must have been in his 1430 
texts It is of no great lengthg however, and could 
easily have escaped the compiler's notice* 

MSS, - containing thp, - John Pagg- Daem i Grgup C-- (311! 1 C)-- rK] 
Two further MSS, contain part of John Page's poem, 

but they are not derived from either the cV/1430 JPtA or 
the cv/1430 JPiBe These MSSo are CUL MS9 Hh, 6*9(2), and 
Trins Colle Camb* MS* Oegel(2), 

CUL MS, -Hh. 6.9(2) 
The first part of the text belongs to Group D of 

the Abbreviated Version 29 and endsi 'in goulrnaunce and 
1 
See pp, 104-5o - 

2See ppe 149-50o i 
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reule and cried his peace among= the Citezeins 7c" 
The same hand continues with the John Page continuations 
And more they shulde vndertake 
A castell, for our kyng doo make [Briet p. 418 11932-333 

Extracts from the text are given by Brie as Appendix 
Dp pp. 44o-443# and he uses the text for purposes of col- 
lation with Trine Colle Cambe MS# 099*1 In Continuation Ft 
pp* 456-467 (where cuL Hh,, 6,9 ends)-490* The text ends 
in 1434t 'which was grete hevynesse to all people' [K] 

Trin. Coll. Camb. MS, _O. q. l(2) 
The first part of the text is treated under the 

Extended Versions Group Clo and ends on fole 195a with 
the words 'in rewle and goug_rnauncel, About one-third of 
this page is blanks and the same hand recommences on 
fol- 195 bI 
And more thei shall vndertake 
A Castell for oure kyng to make 

The text ends in 1445 with the wordsi 
Johannes Derby 
Galfrid ffeldyng vic! Anno,.,, 

xxiiij"'ej [K] 
The relationship between these two MSS9q and between 

them and the 1419(men) and the 1430 continuations is 
puzzling, P CUL Mo. Hh. 6*9 and Trin. Coll. Camb. MS. 099ol 
stand closer in form to the source materialt preserving 
the annalistic structure of the City Chronicles. Yet they 
continue the narrative much further than the more literary 
continuationsg and we must suppose that had this extra 
information been available to the compilers of the 1419 
and 1430 continuations* then they would have used it* We 
have already come to the conclusion that the 1419 and the 
1430 continuations, although based on a common source, 
were largely independent adaptations of the source material, 
1See 

pp. 124-5. 
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and a similar conclusion must be reached in regard to the 
JPsC texts. The common sources are clearly to be sought 
in the London, City Chronicless although the original 
source does not seem to have survivedl there are suffi- 
cient agreements and disagreements in the extant civic 
chronicles to show that there once existed chronicles 
that provided the raw material for the Brut continuations. 
A hypothetical reconstruction can be attempted to illus- 
trate the developing relationship. 

The 1419(men) continuation was principally taken 
from a City Chronicle and from John Page's poem&3 To 
the primary chronicle source, a continuation to 1430 was 
added 4, and the compiler of the cV/1430 JPtA reverted to 
it for his material, which he converted into a form 
analogous to the customary Brut texto Thus he omitted 
the names of sheriffs and mayors, and presented his con- 
tinuation in chaptersq with headings taken from existing 
1419 continuations as far as possible. 5 

A further addition to the primary source chronicle, 
in one copy or another, appears to have brought it to 1434, 
and this stage is represented by CUL MS# Hh. 6.9o The con- 
tinuation is less an adaptation to Brut form than a mere 
transcription, Inserted primarily to bring the narrative 

For problems connected with the London City Chronicles# 
see Kingsford, ppe 70-112,2There is some evidence that 
chronicles ended at 1417 and 14191 Kingsford, ppo 76,292* 31t is a possibility that John Page's poem# in its revised formt was included in the lost primary City Chronicle source, for three Brut continuations using the original sources, all include the poem in some formq whether prose paraphrase or verse, However, Kingsford points out in Chrgniclgs of Londont ppe xxv-vig the lack of poems in the extant chronicles. The inclusion of the John Page poem in the cv/1430 JPiA may have influenced the compilers ýf CUL MS, Hh. 6.9 and Trin, Coll* Camb. MS. 0.9.1. There is strong evidence that one recension of a major London City Chronicle ended in 14301 see Kingsfordt ppe 77s 80,82-6.5See pp. 67,68. 
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up to date without any artistic or literary pretensions* 
There are some attempts to regularise the form, in the 
context of the Brutg by introducing some chapter headings# 
but the civic provenance is betrayed by the names of the 
mayors, and sheriffs, and by the typical chronicle opening- 
phrase 'And in this same yerelp which opens a great number 
of notices of individual events. 1 

The closeness, if not identityq of the chronicle 
sources of the 1430 continuation and of the continuation 
in CUL MS9 Hh. 6-9 is seen in the following extractst 

If And also in the same yerep 
betwene Cristemesse and 
Candilmasse, the toune of 
Milon was yolden to the 
Kynge; and all the 
cheueteynys, with the 
soudiourys, were taken; 
and led to the Cite of 
Paris in the croke of the 
monet they myght sey; for 
of hem ther scapid thens 
but a fewe on lyue. [1430 
conts: Bries p. 427 lle24- 
28] 

And in this same yerep And 
in ýe yere of grape aM 
IIII c xx ti . by-twene 
Cristemesse and Candilmasse. 
the Towne of Milloyne was 
yolden vp to the Kynge; And 
all Pe Chiftainst wj_th Pe 
Souldeoursq were take and 
ledde to Pe Cite of Parys, 
'in Pe Croke of Pe moneIg 
Pei may say for themet ffor 
Per escapede fro thens of 
Peme but a fewe on Iyuet 
for Pei of Paris did theme 
to dethe. CCUL Hh. 6. gi 
Brie, p. 44o 11,10-151 

T And also in this same yere 
fro the begynnynge of the 
monythe of Appryell into 
the feste of All-Haloue, 

How that there ffill grete 
habundaunce off Rayn; And 
how dyu=s sowdio-urz went 
ou= the see. 

'It is also foundg though more sparingly, in the more literary continuationse 
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was so grete haboundance of 
Reyneq where-thorough not 
only heigh was distroyidt 
but also all maner of 
cornys, for it reynyd 
almoste euyry othir dayp 
more or lesset durynge the 
tyme aforeseid, C1430 
cont. i Brie, p. 435 11.6- 
10] 

And in this same yeret 7 in 
ýe yere of gr&ce M1 1111 c 
XXVII g from Pe begynnyng 
of ýe moneth of Aprile 
vnto the feste of All 
Halowen. was so abundaunce 
of Rayn thatj not only hay 
was distroiedo but Also 
all maner of Cornes; for 
it Raynede all-moste eup_ry 
day# more or lesse. duryng 
this terme a-for-saids 
CcUL Hh. 6.9i Brie, p. 442 
1198-143 

Since he believed that the common source of CUL MS* 
Hh. 6.9 and of Trin, Coll* Camb. MS* 0*9,1 was a City 
Chronicle ending in 1445, Brie was unable to explain why 
the latter MS, should end eleven years later than the 
former* II offer two possible explanationsq both of 
which depend on the same premise, namely that the source 
chronicle received a further addition to 1445- 1 suggest 
that the text of CUL MS, Hh. 6.9 was written soon after 
the year 1434# before the source had received any further 
additions, whereas the text of Trine Coll, Cambe MS, 0#9ol 
was written soon after 14459 Since the latter MS* cannot 
be directly derived from the former# I offer two possi- 
bilities* Either the compiler of Trine Coll* Cambe MS# 
Osq. 1 used the source chronicle to correct the readings 
of CUL MS, Hhe6eq when he was compiling his copy, or he 
used another IAS9, that is now lostj for his text to 1434, 
1 t4 
Brie, Gou«Q� pp, 90-ls fEine Erkla"rung dafurg. dass MS* Un. Libr. Camb. Hh VI 9 bereits im Jahre 1434 abbricht, vermag ich nicht zu bieten, ' 
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to which he simply appended the additional chronicle 
material to 1445, There is a significant reading in the 
last words of the notice for 1432-1433 which suggests 
that my dating of the composition of the texts is 
corrects 

Off a genall Cli:. c] counsell 
hold by3ond the see ffor to 
destroie. Eretikes 7 lollardes., 
I Canitulo ij' iiii xx xiijo 
And in Pi's same yer anone 
aftir cristemesse Pe grete 
convocation 7 consaill of 
all ýe landes of Cristeiance 
of all Pe spiX. Itualte 7 
temp=allte and of all 
seculer lordes and clerkils 
ý&t is to say Bisshoppis 7 
other, /was holden 7 begonne 
in ýe Citie of basile in 
Ducheland for to make peace 
7 vnite betwix all cristen 
peple 7 for to destroie 
heretikes 7 heresie ýat now 
reigneth amonge the peple 
CCUL Hh, 6,9] 

And in this same yere, anon 
after Cristmassev the grete 
conuocacion and consayle of 
all the landes in Cristendom, 
and also of all oýer seculer 
lordess and Clerkpj#-Pjt 'is 
to say, Bisshoppis and other 
[other whichs Me] consayle 
began in the Cite of Basyle 
in Duchelandeq for to make 
vnite and peas emong all 
Cristen peplev and for to 
destroye heretik= and 
erresye ý&t then reigned 
emong the peple. [Trin. 
Coll* Cambe Oegels Brie, 
pe 466 11*3-8] 

The parallel readings show the closeness of the two 
texts* Two points deserve separate comment* Firstlyp 
the heading of CUL MSe Hh. 6.9 indicates a primitive 
attempt at assimilation to the normal grut formatj 
secondlys the use of no_w_ in CUL MS* Hh. 6.9 suggests that 
the text was written around that date, ioee 1434-5, but 
the use of then in Trino Coll. Cambe MS* 0@9*1 is 
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consonant with a suggested date of composition eleven 
years later, ise, 1445-6. 

Common Version to--1461. including Qgxton's 'The Chronicles 
of-Englandls. (Cy/1461) 

The last group of texts to be considered in the main 
tradition of the Common Version is that which takes the 
narrative from the end of the Siege of Rouen in 1419 to 
the year 1461 [L]o It was used by Caxton for his printed 
edition of the Drut in 1480 under the title 'The Chronicles 
of England's and received a wide circulation in this and 
subsequent printed editionse It was once assumed that at 
least the continuation from 1419 to 1461 was Caxton's 
original work, and that MS, copies of all# or parts of 
this continuation were merely copied from Caxton's printed 
text, 1 Brie argued against this view, and concluded that 
before 1480 there already existed the 1461 continuation, 
Idass es schon vor dem Jahre 1480 eine Reihe von Hand- 
schriften mit einer Fortsetzung bis zum Jahre 1461 gab@ 92 
In other wordst Caxton did not write the 1461 continuation, 
This conclusion I hold to be corrects although I dispute 
that leine Reihe von Handschriften' existed with this 
portion of texts Moreovert although Brie reaches what I 
consider the correct conclusion, he uses the wrong argu- 
ments to do so, for the points that he makes are not 
incontrovertibles A supporter of Caxton's authorship 
could reply thus to Brilet the argument that it is im- 
probable for a number of MSS, to have been copied from a 
printed edition is weakened by two factse Firstlyp there 

E. g. Maddent 'In the Me Add. 10099 and MS, Lambeth 264, the Chronicle is also continued to the reign of Edward IV: but these are evidently only transcripts from the printed edition, with some alterations made by the transcribers. ' The Caxton continuation is printed in J. R. Lumbyt 1! 21Y7 chronicon-Ranulphi Iii, &den, 1882, Vol, IIIt PP, 522-87* 2Brieq G. u, Qot P, 113* 
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is usually a change of hand where the continuation to 
1461 beginst and it can be found appended to texts which, 
in their first partq belong to the most varied of groups. 
It would not be improbable, the Caxtonian would say, to 
see these continuations as copies of the printed edition, 
for they are of no great length* The second fact isg 
that three MSS, can be proved to have used Caxton's edi- 
tion of the Polychronicon as a source for their continua- 
tions to 1461. In additiont none of the MSS9 containing 
the 1461 continuation can be physically assigned with any 
certainty to a date previous to 14809 However# these 
replies to Brie's argument do not show that Caxton wrote 
the 1461 continuation; all they show is that Brie's argu- 
ment is inconclusive* The method is indictedp but the 
conclusion is not necessarily invalidated. True proof of 
an original MS. version ending in 1461 is based primarily 
on the internal evidence afforded by examination and com- 
parison of the MSS@ and of their textual contents with 
the text ending in 1419 and with Caxton's edition* 

The Chronicle-s of England, Caxton, -1480 The Prut text is preceded by a full table of con- 
tentsp based on the chapter headings, and is headeds 
How the lande of Englonde was fyrst namd Albyon And by 
what encheson it was so namd. 

The Cadwallader episode and Queen Isabella's letter 
are presentq but the '5w' heading is lacking, The chap- 
ter describing the character of Edward III is found, but 
like Lambeth MS9 738 there is no heading* The text from 
1419 to 1461 was used by Brie for collation with the text 
of the following MS*, and endsl 
* to And that after this present 7 short lyfe we may come 
to the euerlasting lyfe in the blisse of heuen Amen 

I Thus endeth this present booke of the cronicles of 
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englond enprinted by me William Caxton In thabbey of 
Westmynstre by london ffynysshid and accomplisshid, the xe 
day of luyn the yere of thincarnacion of our lord god 
M, CCCC*lxxxo And in the xx: * yere of the regne of kyng 
Edward the fourth. CABDEFGHL] 

BM-Addit, -MS, 10029 
The text of this MS., which is written in a single 

hand throughout, is prefaced by a table of contentsp 
taken by chapter. The text is headed: 
How Pe land of England was first named Albion // and by 
what encheson it was so named* 

In content# it agrees with Caxton's edition; the 
Cadwallader episode, Queen Isabella's letterg and the 
description of Edward III (with no heading) are found, 
but the '5w' heading is not presents The last words of 
the text ares 
And Pgt aft= Pis present 7 short life we may comq_ to Pe 
euer lastyng life. Amen. Explicit. C ABDEFGHL] 

Hunterjan MS*_T91.12(2) 
Hand D of this MS* takes the narrative from '7 

manfully counterd wt owre englisshe mene I to the end of 
the Siege of Rouen, and continues# after a space left 
blank for the chapter heading, with the 1461 continuation. 
A second space is left for the heading of the second chap- 
ter, during which the text breaks off with the wordsi 
for to entre in to such matters 7 Pen [Briet p. 495 1.12] 
CL] 

BM MS. -C2tton Claudius A. VIII 
On fols, 7 a. 18a of this MS. is found an extract from 

a Brut text. The beginning of the extract, with its 
headingo reads: 
The cronycle of kyng henry the eV& that was kyng henries 
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sone. 

And after the deth of kyng Henry the iiijth 9e* [cfe Briet 
Pe 373 11*1-31 

The text contains the reign of Henry Vp isee the last 
chapters of the 1419(r7g) continuation and the first chap- 
ters of the 1: 461 continuation, and ends with Henry's 
death: 
on whos soule god haue mercy A-M-E-N- [Brie, p. 496 
1102-331 

That it is an extract from a full text is clearly 
shown by the heading of the first chapter of the 1461 con- 
tinuation: 
How the kyng of England was made hertierese Ca CCxlv CGHL] 

Hunterian MS. U. 3, 
The first part of the text is treated under the 

CV/1419(r7g): A, The second hand of the MS, continues 
from the 1419(r7g) ending with the chapter-heading: 
How the kyng of englond was made heritur [MS. orig. 
herityer] and regent of frauace .,. [Brie# pe 491 llel-2] 

The text ends during the second chapter of the 1461 
continuation at the foot of fol. 151 b: 
Vltima conseptam denunciat esse mariam - [Brie, pe 495 
1-32] CL] 

Bodl. -MS, o Rawl* Doet, 32(3) 
The first part of the text is described under the 

EV/141giB. and the second part is described under the 
PV: 1436a 1 During the latter part a change of hand occurso 
but it Is clear that the same exemplar is being used* This 
hand takes the extract from the peculiar 1436 continuation 
to the death of Henry Ve and the same hand then changes 
over to the normal 1461 continuation with the chapter 

See pp. 207-8o 
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headingi 
T How kyng henry the vj, regned beyng a childe not one 
yere of Age and of the bataill of Vernoill in perche 

Affter kyng henry the v, regned henry. his sone but a 
childe and not fully a yere old [Brie, po 497 
11*1-53 

The 1461 continuation endsi 
And that after this present 7 short lyfe we may come to 
the euerlastyng lyfe in the blisse of heuen Amens [Bries, 
P9 533 11@30-31 and note 10] [L] 

As is noted under the description of the first part 
of the Brut textg the whole MS. is a compilation of var- 
lous piecesig and it appears that the Brut text is also 
a compilation made up from a number of exemplars of 
various groups* The 1461 continuation is almost identi- 
cal to Caxton's text and could well be a copy taken from 
the printed editions 

Lambp, th MS, 264(2) 
The first part of the text is described under the 

CV/1419(men): A and endst land manly Countrid wjtb6 our 

Englisshmen. 1 Some leaves have then been torn out# and 
the continuation begins in a new hand with the third 
chapter of the 1461 continuation: 
How kyng Henry the vj th regned oes After kyng henre ýe v regned henry his sone but a Childe 
7 not fully A yere olde CBrieq p. 497 llel-53 

The text ends with the prayer for Edward IVv and Is 
followed by a postscript giving the writer's name and the 
date of copyings 
And that after ýis prasent 7 short lyf he may come to Pe 
euerlastyng lyf in Pe blisse of heuen Amen* 
'See pp, 121-3- 
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Thus endeth ýis present booke of cronicles of Englond 
wryten by me Thomas Rydyng Pe iiij day of Novembre Pe 
yere of our lord MCCCCCX CL] 

This is clearly a copy of Caxton's textq with which 
the text agrees well. The postscript is composed on the 
analogy of the colophon to Caxton's 1480 edition (see 
above), 

A similar judgement can be made of Hunterian MS* 
U*3*1, for with the exception of scribal errorsp the text 
corresponds well to Caxton* I The evidence of Hunterian 
MS9 T*3*120 however, suggests that it is not a copy of 
Caxton in this section, Although in general the text 
of the continuation is closer to Caxton than to BM Addit, 
MS* 10099, there are some agreements and semi-agreements 
with the latter, in addition to a number of readings 
that are original and agree with neither* There are 3 
(semi-) agreements with BM MS. Addit, 10099 against 
Caxtont 26 agreements with Caxton against BM Addit, 14S, 
10099; and approximately 61 readings that are peculiar 
to Hunterian MS@ T*3.12 and in agreement with neither 
Caxton nor BM Addite MS9 10099,, 2 

Some examples of each type aret 

A, Hunt. 1.3,12 agzregs with. or- is closer-tg. -BN-Addit, -100991i BM Addijte 10099 Hunt, T. 3.12 
1) which was made at Pe wych was made at the coste 
cost (Pe: omo Caxton) 
2) our holy fad= Pope (the owr holy fadLr The pope 
pope our holy fadres Caxton) 
3) Pei doubted sore ýat he they doubted sore as Pat 
wold haue had (Patg Om* he wolde haue hade 
Caxton) 
1 It is Just possible that the text is a good copy of the MS* text that was the basis of Caxtonq but this is less likely. 2These figures excludeq as far as possible, scribal errors* 
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B, Hunt, T. 3.12 agreps- with, o; C- is closer, - to, Ca2gton, j 
4) In ýe viii yere of his In the -viij yere 
regn (of his regnt ome 
Caxton) 
5) pe quene come thid= the quene come 
(thiders om. Caxton) 
6) a P=1ement at a p=lement at westmynster 

. at which (which atte whiche parlement, Westmynst= 
pgrlement: Caxton) 
7) on whose soul (soule And vpon whose soule 7 All 
all cristen soulest Caxton) crystyn sowlles god haue 
god have mercy (mgrey Ament m. Qrcy Amen 
Caxton) 
8) his soul may (may euers hys sowlle may euer be 
Caxton) be remet1bred remelIbLed p 
Ce Hunt. T. 3,12 differg froM BM Addits 10099-and Qaxtons 
9) vpon our Lord= body on god= body 
10) Pe kinges of Englond 7 the kyng off fraunce 7 the 
of Fraunce (kynges of kyng of engeland 
fraunce 7 of Englonds 
Caxton) 
11) Pe Kyng of Fraunce the doughtt= off the 
Dought= (the kynges kyng= off fraunce 
doughter of fraunces 
Caxton) 
12) And fro thens he wlth 7 frome thens he went wt 
his lordes 7 Pe Duke of hys lord= 7 the duke of 
Burgoyn*7 many other lordes Burgoyne 7 many othere 
of Fraun_ce laid seige to lordes of fraunce And layde 
diu=se townes syege to dyuerse townnes 
13) 7 al was because Pei 7 all was by caus they wold 
wold not take Archers witb6 not take none archers wt 
Pam (take with hem Archerst them but thought to haue 
Caxton) bot thought to haue ower come the fransshmelL 
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do w; Ltjj Pe Frenshmen Per 
(themi Caxton) self wIthout 
thame 
14) of silu= 7 gYlt 15) which al. this thinges 
p=formed Pis noble Kynge 
for his fader (fadre for: 
Caxton) King Henry Pe Fowrt 
seth he (iiij. his fadres 
Caxton) pgýr_formed it nat 
duryng his life whom as it 
is seyd god towched 7 was 
A lepre er he died 
16) to Pend to sett hym A 
werk Pgr 

them selfe (slefet MSo) 
wt owt archers 

off sylu= and golde 
wych all this thynges, 
performed thys noble kynge 
for hys fader kynge henry 
the fourthe hys fadgr 
performed it not durynge 
hys lyfe of whome as it 
ys sayd Pat god dyde touch 
hym 7 was lepre or Pat he 
deyed 
to the in tent to set hym 
an warke there 

Taken individually these textual variants are not very 
significant, but their cumulative effect is to give an 
impression that in this section Hunterian MS* T93,12 was 
taken from a MS9 and not from Caxton's textq although the 
number of examples in (B) shows that the text of the MSe 
was closer to that used by Caxton than to BM Addite MS* 
10099* BM MS. Cotton Claudius A*VIII provides similar 
evidence; it resembles Caxtonp but not exactly, and has 
agreements with BM Addite MS. 10099o Even the variant 
readings between Caxton and BM Addito MS@ 10099 suggest 
that the latter was not copied from the former, as they 
are typical of a MS* transmission. Although the evidence 
for a MS* tradition taking the Brut to 1461 before Caxton 
is not abundant# there are sufficiently suggestive traces 
to allow the assumption that the 1461 continuation made 
its first appearance in MS* Internal evidence is limited 
to the observation that the concluding prayer for EdwardIV 
would appearg from its optimistic tone, more likely to 
have been written at the beginning of the reign than in 
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1480, Little can be evinced from the stylel the 1461 
continuation is typical 'Drut continuation' material, 
based on civic chronicles# and showing clear traces of 
annalist composition, e-ge'This same yere; Also Pis same 
yeeriletce 

M5S, _gontaininz the Pglychl: onicon 1461 col2tinugtion rMj 
and agsociated with "WarjMorth's'_Chrgnicje rNI (I! oly* 
1461 w. c. ) 

Three MSS, containing a continuation similar to that 
described in the CV/1461 form a special, closely-connected 
group that illustrates in a. striking way the methods open 
to a mediaeval scribe who wished to assemble a composite 
texto The MSS, are Peterhouse Coll* Cambe MS* 190; 
Hunterian MSo T@3*21; and BM MS, Harle 37309 But before 
we turn to themo we must remark the further use to which 
Caxton put the Brut text. In 1482 he printed Higden's 
translation of the Polychronlogng ands as he saysp he was 
advised to add a section to Higden's text to bring it up 
to dates 
t Henne folowyng this fore wreton booke of Prolicronycon 
[Lic] J haue emprysed to ordeyne this newe booke by the 
suffraunce of Almyghty god to contynue the sayd werk 
bryefly / And to sette in hystoriall thynges / suche as 
J haue conne gete / from the tyme that he lefte / that 
was in the yere of oure lord a thousand thre honderde and 
seuen and fyfty vnto the yere of our sayd lord thousand 
four honderd and syxty and to the fyrst yere of the regne 
of kynge Edward the fourth / 

This new book Caxton called 'Liber vltimuslp and for 
his material he returned to the Brut, By now Caxton seems 
to have had access to further MSSe of the Drutj for some 
extra details are added which can be paralleled in dif- 
ferent groups of the Brute A number of shortenings are 
also madel for examples the whole story of the Siege of 
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Rouen is summarised thusl 
In the syxthe yere the kyng besyeged the Cyte of Roan 
whiche endured half yere and more And atte laste the Cyte 
beyng in grete famyne putte oute moche peple as women and 
children whiche deyde for hongeremoo than thyrtty 
thousand /7 also seyng that noo rescowse cam appoynted 
with the kyng 7 gaf ouer the toun vnto hym which he 
receyued And anone after that Roan was goten 

The last sentence is the beginning of the 1461 con- 
tinuation that Caxton had used in the edition of 1480. 
Henceforth some minor details are addedq and some minor 
details are omitteds and the text ends in 14619 The chap- 
ters of the Liber vltimus are numbered from 1 (Capitulum 
Primum)p to 33 (Capitulum Trisesimum Tercium), and there 
are no chapter headings CM]o Let us now return to the 
MSS, listed above, 1 

Peterhouse Coll. Camb, --LqS_. _190(2) The first part of this MS, has been treated under 
the CV/1419(men)tA. A second hand takes up the narrativeg 
bringing it to the end of the Siege of Rouen and beyonds 
see in reule and gouernawnce I 

How the kynge of-Englond was made herytier and Regent of 
ffraunce and he wedde quene kateryne- 

(a) nd a none after that Rone was getyR *** For several chapters the continuation is based on a 
normal 1461 continuationp but then it changes to that 
found in Caxton's edition of the Eolvehronicon, even using 
the chapter numeration of this work. Conclusive proof of 
1 As the Poly* 1461 WoCs designation refers to the contin- uationg and the first parts of these MSSo belong to other recognised Brut groupst the sections of the MSSe are differentiated in Figo 1 by (1), (2). 
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the provenance of the major part of the 1461 continuation 
comes in the lines following the prayer for Edward IVI 
And her I make an ende of this lytell werke as myche as 
I can fynde after the forme of the werke by fore made by 
Ranulpd C Monke of Chester And where ther is ony 
faught I beseche them that schal rede it to correcte it 
ffor yf I cowed haue founde moo storyes I wold haue sett 
in itt moo but the substaunce that I can fynde and knowe 
I haue schortely seett them in this boke to the entent 
that suche thynges as haue be don sith deyth or ende of 
the same booke of polycronycofi be hade in remembgraunce 
and not putt i1a oblyuioR ne for getynge Prayenge alle 
them that schall see this simple werke to pardon my symple 
and rude wrytynge. Ended the secunde day of Iulij the xxij 
yer of the regne of kynge Edward the fourt-and of the 
incarnacyoR of our lorde Mi. CCCC*iiij score and tweynee-74- 

ffinysched and ended after the Copey 
of Caxtofiýthen in westmynstero--/- 

Except for the words Iffinysched ... westmynsterlt 
this is the colophon to Caxton's 1482 edition of the 
Polychronicone 

The same hand continues with 'Warkworth's' Chronicle'$ 
which is Introduced thust 
(a) s for alle thynges that folowe referre them to my copey 
in whyche is wretyn a remanente, lyke to this forseyd werke 
That is to wytt that at the coronacyon of the forseyde 
Edward he create and made Dukes his two brythir too The text ends 'by ther owne foly 709' CLMN] 

Edited by J. 0. Halliwellp A Qhrgnl2l I 
Warkwoj: th, 9 Camden Society, 1839* The ascription of authorship to Warkworth is doubtfull it may simply have belonged to him, or it may have been written at his request* 
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Hunteria]2 MS@ T, 3. 
The main Brut text in this MS* is treated under 

Group A (A) of the Abbreviated Versions 1 The text breaks 
off at the foot of a page 'the Armed men drew owte Pe 
beggers 7 Pe povyr peplelq and on the next page a new hand 
continues lwt oute Pe gates ffor spendyng off PIZ vitalel 
This hand takes the narrative to the end of the Siege of 
Rouen and beyonds 
in rewell and gou=naunce 

How the kyng off Englond was made heritier and regent off 
ffraunce 7 how he wedded quene katerine T Cae 

As in the previous MS, q the 1461 continuation begins 
as a copy of a normal 1461 text, but changes to the text 
of Caxton's P21ychroniggae The same chapter numeration 
is usedq and many of the pages have the superscript 
IS Liber ultimust* The final pages of the MS, contain a 
hitherto unnoticed text of 'Warkworth's' Chroniclet Un- 
fortunately the vital page linking the 1461 Polychronicon 
continuation with 'Warkworth'st Chronicle is missinge The 
text ends 'by ther oune folY*7c'ell' CLMN] 

A further interesting feature of this MS. is that the 
same hand that wrote the continuations and 'Warkworth's' 
Chronicle has prefixed a prologue to the ýrut textp taken 
from the Saint Albans edition of the Brut, printed in 
1483o It is important to note that the binding of the MSe 
has not been tampered with; the MS* is a compilation made 
by a mediaeval scribee Considerable care and intelligent 
selection has gone into the compilation of the texts of 
this MS., e. g. an additional sentence at the end of the 
Saint Albans prologues 
T And as tochyng EmpeLrours and Popes I speke not off theme 
ffor this boke folowyng only tretys off the Brute and 
1 
See pp, 128-30o 
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kynges off This realme which succedyd hym And ý= for the 
tabyll folowyng is a breuiate aft= the same 

In addition, th4 hand that has added to the basic 
Brut text appears to have inserted chapter headings 
throughout the MS99 and has made a number of notes on the 
textt in Latin and English, in the margins* 

BM MS. Harl, 1710(2), 
The first part of the text is described under the 

2 AVsA(A), It belongs to the same group as the preceding 
text, The entire MS9 is written in one hand throughout*3 
The 1461 continuation was used by Brie for collation pur- 
poses in his edition$ where the MS9 is designated He A 
textual comparison, however, reveals that the text is the 
same as that contained in the continuations of the two 
preceding MSSot ioee for the first chapters it is based 
on a normal 1461 continuationg although some details 
from the Polychronicorl text are used# and then the Egja- 
chronicon version of the 1461 continuation is used, and 
again the chapter numeration of this work is employed* 
The following are examples of details found in Caxton's 
Pglychronicon and in BM MSe Harle 3730j but not in Caxton's 
Chronicles of-England or BM MS# Addito 100991 

BM Addit., 10092. collated 
with CaZtgnl: u Chronicleg_gl 
Eneland and B Harle 1710(H 

C, axton's Polychronicon (14821 

ýe world (wordei H) was nat 
worthy to haue his pUsence 

the worlde was not worthy 
to haue hys presence / Jn 

The Saint Albans edition adds superfluous notices of 
emperors and popes to the Brut texto and they are in- 
cluded in the table of contentse 2See pp, 130-le 3Brieg G. u. Q,, p, 1119 detects two hands, but I feel he 
was misled by a change to lighter ink which occurs on fol. 98a, 
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(hys pr1pence. In Pis yere 
was Pe Kynge of Scottes 
murthered in his chambgr by 
night pytously which king 
had ben prisson= xv yere 
in Englond And thei Pat 
slew hym werD- takyn 
afttrward and hade cruel 
lustices H) This same 
(sames om. H) yerep one 
Owayn CBrie, po 5o6 1.27- 
P, 507 loll 

this yere was the kynge of 
scottys murthred in his 
chambre by nyght pytously 
whiche kynge had be 
prysoner xv yere in 
englonde / And they that 
slewe hym were taken 
afterward 7 had cruel 
iustyce / this yere one 
owayn 

Also Pis yere (yere the 
lord talbott leyd f eire to 
Deype, But Pp Dolphyn 
rescowed it And wan ýe 
Bastell P&t Englishman 
hade made. Also Pis yere: 
H) was A gret Affray in 
Flet Strete [Brie# Po 509 
1.16] 

Also this yere the lord 
Talbotte had leyde syege 
to dyepe / but the Dolphyn 
rescowed it / and wan the 
bastyle that Englysshmen 
had made Also this yere 
was a greete effraye-in 
fletestrete 

Corresponding omissions of details also occur in BM 
DiSe Harlo 3730 and Caxton's Polychronicone 

The text breaks off before the end of the 1461 con- 
tinuationg and thus one cannot tell whether a copy of 
'Warkworth's' Chronicle formed part of the original MS*p 
the closing words of which arel hys sone was comyng with [cf, Brieg Pe 590 llo29-303 CLM(N)] 

The precise relationship between these three MSS9 is 
not yet definite. ' My present view is that Hunterian MS* 
11 hope to present a more detailed study of this small group at a later date# 
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To3o2l is the original compilation, possibly made by 
Warkworth himself, The direction to the scribe in Peter- 
house MS. could apply to the Hunterian MS*q which could 
with justice be described as 'a remanenteelyke to this 
forseyd werke's A preliminary analysis of the language 
of the main Drut text in the Hunterian MS9 shows it to 
be Northerno and Warkworth was from the North of England* 
BM MS. Harl. 3730 appears from its contents and language 
to be a copy of Hunterian M. Se T, 3*21; whether it once 
contained 'Warkworth's" Chronicle is impossible to saye 

UnclasSifigd Texts 

CUL MS. Kk. 1, 
The fragmentary text of 20 folios contained in this 

IdSo cannot be assigned definitely to a precise group of 
the CV or EV* The first section begins shortly before 
the coronation of Uther Pendragons 
after ý&t bataill Vter tooke his weye toward wynchestre 99* [Brie, p. 64 1.29] 

Those textual details that I have examined do not 
suggest that the text is identical to the very earliest 
CV groups, but the fragmentary state of the text makes it 
difficult to say more than thise Fragments are preserved 
up to a point in the reign of Edward I, the last piece 
ending with the wordst 
And he sente be fore in to scotlonde s= Aymer de val&unce 
Erl of pembrook ... [Brie# p. 200 11.14-151 

NLW-Peniarth MS,, --39-6 Dtl) (olllm Henzwrt 42c)) 
The first 8 folios of this MS* have been copied from 

a CV text, but one cannot identify the specific group 
since it occupies such little spaces The text has the 
normal CV heading, partially damaged$ and then begins with 
the wordst 
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In the noble londe of Surrey ,# 
It continues as far as chapter four, when it breaks 

off with the words 'But oofi Geauntel (the last word is a 
catchword) [Bries pe 11 1@73 

The text then goes back to the third chapter, and is 
ther'eafter a copy of the AVtBe 1 

1 
See pp, 141-2o 
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AD; )endix 1 

lext factors 3ased in the examinatioli-of NS9. 

For purposes of comparisong Brie's edition was used 
extensivelys The principal test factors for the Common 
Version weret 
1) -The presence or absence of a heading at the beginning 
of the text, 
2) A comparison of the prologue and the Lear story with 
Hunterian MS* T93el2e 
3) The presence or absence of the Cadwallader episode* 
4) The presence or absence of Queen Isabella's letter to 
the citizens of London, See Vol. III pp. 585-8- 
5) An examination of the chdpter on the Battle of Halidon 
Hille 
6) The presence or absence of the chapter describing the 
character of Edward III* 
7) If the text continued beyond 1419, the presence or ab- 
sence of John Page's poem on the Siege of Rouen was noted. 
If the poem was absent# the type of continuation was noted* 
8) The final words of the text@ 
9) The presence of any unique contributions or other dis- 
tinguishing textual features. 
10) The sample selection of passages of text for compar- 
ison. 
11) Any changes of hand at significant points in the text 
were noted* 
12) Any suggestive and potentially significant physical 
attributes of the MS. were noted, e, g, change of ink, 
blank pages, or missing foliose 

The principal test factors (see also ppo 185-6) for 
the Extended Version and the Abbreviated Version weret 1) The type of exordium and prologue, and details from 
both. 
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2) The first lines of the text proper* 
3) Details from Diana's prophecy and from Coryn's fight 
with the giant Gogmagog, 
4) The type of linkage and the presence or absence of 
the Latin tag in the chapter listing the 33 kings of 
England@ 
5) The presence of the Cadwallader episode. 
6) The presence of Queen Isabella's letter. 
7) An examination of the chapter on the Battle of Halidon, 
Hill and of ensuing chapters. 
8) If the text continued beyond 1419, the type of contin- 
uation was noted. 
9) The final words of the text. 
10) The presence of any unique contributions or other 
distinguishing features. 
11) A comparison of specific passages, and also of other 
sample passages of text. 
12) Any changes of hand at significant points in the text 
were noted* 
13) Any suggestive and potentially important physical 
attributes of the MS9 were notedp e9ge change of ink, 
blank pages, or missing fol3. os* 
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AD'Pendix 2 

Lettered criteria---f oX: the- Qommon Version 

AI contains text to 1333, 
B contains full continuation to 1377o 
C contains shortened continuation to 13779 
D contains description of Edward III, 
EI contains Cadwallader episode. 
F contains Queen Isabella's letter to the citizens of 

London. 
G ends in 1419: and manfully counter_P,. d. _ with 9M Enelish 

men 
HI contains extra lines to 14191 in rule and governgnce. 
I contains phraseological changes of Hunt, MSs T-3912 

etc. 
J contains 1430 continuation with John Page's poeme 
K contains continuation from 1419 to 1434 or 1445 (JPeC)* 
L contains continuation from 1419 to 1461. 
A contains 1461 Polychronicon continuation. 
N contains 'Warkworth's' Chronicles 
On occasiont a lettered criterion can refer to the feature 
Der se* 
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(b) The Extended. Version-MI and the-Abbreviated Ver- 
sio 
The primary distinguishing feature of all groups of 

MSS. of the Extended Version and of the related groups 
that constitute the Abbreviated Version are an exordiumq 
the words 'Some time . *, ' at the beginning of the pro- 
loguet and a lengthened prologue. 1 Other featuresg such 
as textual differences and differences of contentv are 
described below. 

Individual groups can be differentiatedt but they are 
far less internally coherent than those of the Common Ver- 
sion, and the precise relationships between the individual 
groups of the Extended and Abbreviated Versions unfor- 
tunately remaind unclear. As will be seen, much scribal 
crossing has occurred (apparently between texts from a 
variety of groups) and the resulting array of corresPon- 
dences and divergences has prevented the setting-up of a 
model like that possible in Fig, 1 for the groups of the 
Common Version. Accordingly, the following lay-out has 
been adopted for this sections 

1) description of the individual groupst firstly, of 
the EV and secondly of the AV9 with a short description 
and preliminary discussion of the internal correspondences, 
divergences, and, where these can be ascertainedg rela- 
tionships between particular MSS* of the individual group 
under examination. Since these MSS. have hitherto remained 
inadequately and sketchily describedt in the main in often 
unreliable library catalogues, a full description, primarily 

'Brie treats 'Abbreviated Version' MSS, under the Extended 
Version ('die erweiterte Fassung')P calling them leiDe 
umfangreiche Klasse von MSS �sq die nichts als verkurzte Wiedergaben jener sind' (Brieg Gou@Qop Pe 84), This is 
an over-simplification, and the type of conscious change found in the abbreviated MSS* makes it preferable to 
class such MSSe under the general title of the 'Abbre- 
viated Version', 
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in terms of contentp is given of at least one representa- 
tive text of each group. 

2) description and general discussion of the corres- 
pondences and divergences between the individual groups. 

The--Extended Vgrsion to-1172 (EV/1177. ) 
From remarks found in the exordia of MSSe of the 

Extended Version and in most of the Abbreviated Version 
MSS,, one can assume a MS. or group of MSSe in which an 
exordium was first used and which ended in 1377: 
And pis booke made 7 compiled men of Religioun-7 oýer 
good clerkgs, pat wreten Pat bifell in her tymes. and made 
Piz of grete bokeseand remembraunce to men Pat comen aftir 
hem to heere and to see what bifell in Pe londe afore 
tyme, /And callid hem cronycles. And in Pis londe haue been 
from Brute to kynge Edward Pe thridde-aftir Pe conquest 
, C. xxxij. kynges-whos lyues and Actes ben compiled shortly 
in Pis boke. pe whiche conteyneth CCoxxxviijo chapiterse 
wiP oute Pe prothogoll or prolog [Harle 4827; cfo the 
wording of the texts on ppo 154-6 belowo] 

The finishing point of the textp i. e. the death of 
King Edward IIIg and the number of chapters stated to have 
comprised the work both point to an original text ending 
in 1377, and it seems likely that this 1377 group was an 
embryonic EV rather than an AV for the following reasons: 
1) it is unlikely that an exordium would be added to a 
projected abbreviation of the text, especially in view 
of the truncated state of the extant AV textse 
(ii) the use of literary sources found in the prologues 
and elsewhere in the extant EV and AV texts suggests a 
conscious attempt to produce a 'show' text* It is even 
possible that the Cadwallader episode and Queen Isabella's 
letter were first introduced into the Brut canon in this 
group. 
(iii) the relationships between the groups of the EV and 
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AVg although unclearg suggest a prototype EV9 
I have named this group the EV/1377* The description 

given above points to a text of the CV/1377 full continua- 
tion as having been its basis@ There ares howevert two 
stages of the CV/1377 fec, t the first does not contain the 
Cadwallader episode nor Queen Isabella's letter, whereas 
the second does, and this presents three possibilities for 
the constitution and early history of the EV/13771 
(i) the EV/1377 was based on the CV/1377 f, ce Stage lt and 
contained neither the Cadwallader episode nor Queen Isa- 
bella' s letter. 
(ii) the EV/1377 was based on the CV/1377 f, c, Stage 19 
and first introduced the Cadwallader episode and Queen 
Isabella's letter. These were then borrowed during the 
compilation of the CV/1377 fece Stage 2 and thus intro- 
duced into the development of the Common Version* 
(iii) the EV/1377 was based on the CV/1377 fec, Stage 29 
which had first incorporated the Cadwallader episode and 
Queen Isabella's letter. 

Little weight can be put on the evidence that the 
EV/1377 contained exactly 238 chapters. for in MSS9 of the 
Brut# chapter numbering - where found at all - tends to 
vary, 1 Howeverg I believe that possibility (i) can be 
discounted, for all comDlep& texts of the extant EV and 
AV groups contain the Cadwallader episode and Queen Isa- 
bella's letter, which suggests that these were found in 
the early stages of the EV/AV development* 

The Cadwallader episode in the Brut is taken from 
Book XII of Geoffrey of Monmouth's Historia Regum Britan- 
nia2, and incorporates a Latin quotation from this worki 
'Dedisti nos domine tanquam oues escarum et in gentibus 

'Esg, CCC Cambe MS. 174v a text of the CV/1377 f9ce 
Stage 1, has 239 chapterst and does not include the Cad- 
wallader episode, which adds a chapter to those texts 
that possess its 
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dispersisti nos'* Geoffrey's Histo"& readso 'Dedisti 
nos deus tanquam oues escarume& in gentibus dispersisti 
nos'. ' 

Turning to the chapter listing 33 kings of Britaing 
we find that certain EV groups and an AV group contain a 
Latin tag that occurs after the name of Blegabreds 
'Quiquidem omnes regi cantatores in modulis et musicis 
instrumentis superabantle This quotation is also based 
on some text of Geoffrey's HistoriAt and the corresponding 
phrase in CUL MS. 1706 readst 'hie omnes cantares quos 
retro etas habuerat. & in modulis & in omnibus musicis 
instrumentis', Stadtbibliothek Bern MS. 568 adds 'super- 
abat' after linstrumentis'. 2 Since the Latin tag is not 
found in CV MSS., this shows that a compiler involved in 
the EV knew Geoffrey's HigtoriA, but whether it was the 
compiler of the EV/1377 is not definite# for the distri- 
bution of the tag is random, and certain groups of the EV 
and AV do not include it. Either it is an independent 
addition made at some stage of the EV/AV development after 
the EV/1377 or it has dropped out of those EV/AV groups 
that do not possess it in the course of scribal trans- 
mission or by deliberate omission. 

Possibilities (ii) and (iii) remain opens although 
in view of the general character of the extant EV textst 
which use details from literary sources3t possibility (ii) 
allows a plausible and attractive hypothesis concerning 
the genesis and early development of the EV/1377* We can 
suppose that the compiler was faced by a text of the 
CV/1377 f-c, Stage 1, i. e. that contained neither the 
Cadwallader episode nor the Queen Isabella letter, His 
1 A. Griscom, The Historia Regum Britanniae of-Geoffrev of Mormouthq Londong 19299 Pe 531, Griscom's division into twelve books has been followed here, 2Griscom, opo cit,, P- 300.3See below pp. 108-11 for details from the AnonyMoug -Shoj: t-Bnglish--MetricaI Chronicle, # 
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intention was to improve upon the text of his exemplar, 
and to this end he added an exordiump and some details 
from the Anonmous-5hort-Enplish Chronicle to the pro- 
logue* For purposes of collation, the compiler was using 
a text of the Ilistoria RCe Britanniae, (upon which the 
Brut is ultimately based in its earlier text), and from 
this he possibly inserted the Latin tag into the catalogue 
of British kings# and a translation of the Cadwallader 
episode (possibly on account of its connection with the 
Havelock tale). From some other source (probably a Short 
Anglo-Norman Brut; see Vol. III PP. 385-8), he incorpor- 
ated Queen Isabella's letter to the citizenry of Londone 
In a subsequent recension of the CV/1377v the Cadwallader 
episode and the letter were introduced into the main 
development of the Common Version. 

No MS, of the EV/1377 appears to have survived* 
Extant EV and AV MSSO carry the text to 1419, or, where 
incomplete, are assumed to have once carried the text at 
least beyond 13779 and it is to the extant MSS* that we 
now turn, 
EXtended Version to-141c)s Grout) A (Ev/1419, A) 

This group is made up of five MSS. v and is primarily 
distinguished by its exordium and certain textual addi- 
tions in the prologue, 

Rylands Eng. MS. 105 
We can discount the evidence of a b th 46 1 'This chronicle was mayde the x* 

of kynge Henry the viiith by the right 
myghtyl [breaks off]# The MS, hand is 

The exordium 1 beginsi 
HEre begynneth a boke in Englysshe tunj 

MS. note on tol. 
yere of the reynge 
renouned and 
fifteenth-century@ 

ge called Brutee 
1 
For details from this and from other EV/AV exordia, see 

PP- 153-6. 
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whiche entreteth of the first begynnyng of the lond ... After the exordium, the heading of the prologue and the opening words of the text ares 
The prolog of this booke declareth how this lond was first 
called Albyon after the eldest doughter see SOme tyme in the noble lond of Surry see There is a gap in the prologue - unfortunately as we 
shall see - due to a missing page; folo )b ends: 'And 
horribly repreved theym of theire evell. tacches and 
governaunces #**'; fol. 4a beginst Ishuld comen6to much 
honour and worship see' In the chapter listing the kings of Britain, the 
linkage between the kings is of the normal 'after him' 
type# and the Latin tag discussed above does not appear* 

Constantine reigns after Arthurt as in the CVq and in common with all EV MSSs the Cadwallader episode and 
Queen Isabella's letter are found* 

The text of the chapter on the Battle of Halidon 
Hill is peculiar insofar as a redistribution of the num- 
bering of the wards of the Scottish army has occurredt 
presenting only four, and not five wardsi 
In the fourth warde of the Scottes were theis lordese 
therl of Dunbarre the keper of the Castell of Berewik see The text ends at the beginning of the reign of 
Henry V with the rubrict 
Of kinge Henri the v th borne at Monmouth in Wales son to 
king he[nri] the iiijth 

BM MS. Haj: 1.24 
This text adds a heading to the exordiumi 

HEre begynnyth the kalendare of Brute in Englyssh tungee 
HEr be gynnyth a Booke in Englyssh tung that is called 
Brute of Englande which Declarith and tretith of the furste 
beginnyng of the lande of Englande eee The prologe of this Booke declareth howe this lande was 
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furste callede Albyon after ýe eldest doughter ... 
Sume tyme in the noble lande of ssurrey *so 

Certain textual additions and changes found in the 
prologue are treated below* The linkage in the British 
kings chapter is of the 'after him* type, but the Latin 
tag is included. The Halidon Hill chapter is 'normal' 
and has a '5wO headingo 'In the eve warde of the Bataile 
of Scotlande were thes lordes's The text ends in 1419 
with the wordst 'in Ruele and good gourLmaunce. T Deo 
gracias' 

BM-Addit. MS. 12010 
This text is similar to the preceding# It is headeds 

HEre be gynnyth the Kalendare of Brute in Englyssh as 
here after ye shall here 
HEre begynnyth a Book in Englyssh tunge that ys called 
Brute of England which declareth and tretethe of the furst 
bygynnyng of the lande of Englande oo* 

In its details the text resembles the precedingt and 
although it breaks off in 1346 with the words 'the Brede 
of xx myles he wastede alle @so$, this MS. can be linked 
with BM MS, Harle 24, 

Bodl-- MS, Rawl .- B18Z 
Although the first folio of the text is fragmentary* 

sufficient phrases remain to show that it is an Ev/141giA. 
eego t 
wy1dyrnesse 7 no thyng o, And thys booke ys calledde 
Brute aftyr soe the lond whos name was Brute the see 
opynly ys declared yn dyu=s chapyty [this phrase is not 
contained in Rylands Eng. 105, but is found in BM Harle 24 
and Hunto To3*21] *, o good clerkys and namely meZL of e* 

Further proof is afforded by internal details, e, g-t 
also the Geawntys lyvefi be dyu=s frwtys growyng ther and 
be fowlys vyld and tame and othyr grett bestys and yn 
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specyalle be flesche of schepe, grett as hors the whyche 
weryn wolle as the her of a goote ther of they makyn hem 
slawyns and that lond to yow ys ordeynyd be destanye and 
to yowr pepyll [cf. the texts of Rylands Eng. 105 and 
Harl. 24 below] 

Unfortunately the folios that once contained the 
names of the extra giants are lost. The form of Coryn's 
paramour's name is interesting in comparison with the 
form given in other groupsp and has a direct parallel in 
the form given in the related groups the AVtA(B)i 
yef Erneborowe ýi paramo= my3th wete that on man only 
ferde thus witil Pe sche wold neugZ love Peo 

The linkage between the British kings is of the 
normal types and the Latin tag is foundo Constantine 
reigns after Arthur, and the text breaks off during the 
Halidon Hill chapters though this cannot be taken as an 
indication that it did not originally end in 1419 in 
view of the fact that other EV texts are closer to the CV 
in many verbal respectse The closing words arej 'the 
Scottes vnderstoode Pafi P&t the' [Brie# pe 280 le5l 

Bodl. --MS4, Ta=er 188 
The MS. in incomplete at both beginning and endo but 

can be included in the EV1419sA from the evidence of the 
Lud and Engist, passagese It startst 
with here strength yche one of hem toke a certayne Contrey 
and eugry man in his lande lete calle hym kynge, Ccf, Briet 
po 22 11*30-32] 

The linkage In the British kings chapter is of the 
normal typev and includes the Latin tag* The '5w' heading 
is present# and the text breaks off during the chapter 
recounting the rising of the five lords at Ratcot Bridge 
with the catchwords 
to here Iustesexxiiii eso [Brieg Po 343 11.14-15] 

In discussing the internal relationships of this 
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group we will leave aside Bodl, Tanner 188, and group 
together BM MSS, Harl. 24 and Addit* 12030 against 
Rylands Engl. MS- 105. (Bodl. MS. Rawl. B187 appears to 
stand apart again. ) A number of details differentiate 
them and serve to suggest that the Rylands text repre- 
sents in the main an earlier stage of the EV text than 
the BM MSS, The title given in the latter MSS, must be 
a secondary development; it occurs in no other EV groups 
The significance of the Latin tag is doubtful since we 
do not know if it was given in the EV/1377o 

In the prologue and opening chapters# additional 
details are found in the EVg taken from the AnonyMous 
Short Enzlish_Chr_onjcJ1. l In this work, a description 
of Gogmagog and of the giants' mode of existence is found 
after Brutus's arrival in England and just prior to the 
giants' attacki 

He was of swyPe gret strengPe 
Fourty fot he was In lenPe 
7 xij. fro his elbow to his hond 
7 xx. iD_ brede men hyM fond 
In gret hulles Pei woned here 
7 lyued by erbis Cand] wilde dere 
Melc 7 water Pei dronk2 n03t ellis 
As Pe Brut hit seis 7 tellis 2 
Schep Pei hadde as hors gret 
Pgrof [Pei] maden hom sclaueyns 
So palmers weryn 7 painim(s) [Zettl, p. 2 11925-36] 
Details from this passage are added at two points in 

the EV text, firstly at the end of the prologue relating 
lEd. E. Zettlp EETS O. S. 196, Londont 1935* 2 Probably an Anglo-Norman chroniclet possibly Le Brut UnRlet= 
abr= or some source common to both the Short Enzli_sh Chronicle and the Anglo-Norman workp which is printed in 
Zettlo OP, Cit, v PP, 92-107, But cf, Me Dominica Legge, 'The Brut Abridgeds a Query'# Medium Aev-um, XVI (1947)9 
PP- 32-3. 
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the Albyne storyp which is given thus in the M 
& they conceiued, and after Pei broughten forth Geauntest 
of Pe which on me called Gogmagogp and anoPer Laugherigang 
& so Pei were nompned by diueMs names; & in Pis mangMe 
they comen. fortho and weren boren horrible Geauntes in 
Albiofi; & Pey dwellyd in Cauys & in hulles at here will, 
& had Pe lond of AlbyoR as hem likedp vn-to pe tyme PgLt 
Brut Arryved & come to Tottenessep Pat was in e Ile of 
AlbyoTi. and Pere Pis Brut conqueryd & scomfyted these 
geaunte3 aboueseyde [Briet p. 4 11.26-34] 

The corresponding passage in BM MS, Harl. 24 readst 
and they conceyued and brought forthe Gyauntes of the 
which men callede one Gogmagog kyng of Peq alle and he 
was , xl. foote in lenght and oXU, in brede T anothir 
hight kyng wydy and dwellede vppon an hygh hille with in 
shropshire that ys callede the wreken T one othir 0 newen 
le-fort One othir Bonde at the Brugge ende Brothir to 0 
newyn le fforte T One othir laugherygo Bondes sonne whome 
Q newens Eme slough after in a Bataile assignede by twyxt 
theme vn wryting to theme bothe and grete multitude moo 
of Giauntes that weren callede many dyug_rs names and in 
this same man= there came forthe and wereil borne horible 
GYaunt= in albyon and ther dwellede in Caues and in 
hilles at there luste and had the lande of albion as theme 
lykede vn to the tyme that Brute came and arryued at 
Totennesse that was in the Ile of albyoun and ther this 
Brute conquerede and scomefited the Glauntes a. boueseyde 
and slough the moste p, =tye of them as othir Bookes 
opynly de clarythe. CBM Harlo 24] 

Unfortunatelyq as we noted abovet the revelant folio 
in Rylands Enge MS, 105 is missing, but from a comparison 
with the corresponding passage in other EV and AV groupsi 
the extra giants and folklorish details of the BM MSS* 
1 See below, pe 158 p especially the EViCe 
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can be seen as secondary additionst possibly not having 
occurred in the Rylands MS,, at least in such extended 
form* 

The remainder of the lines from the Short-Chronicle 
quoted above are incorporated into Diana's prophecy to 
Brutus, BM MS. Harl. 24 readst 
Also the Giauntes lyuen by dyu=es frutes growyng there 
and by foules wylde and tame and other grete Bestra and 
enspeciall flesshe of shepe grete as hors the wiche 
weren wollen as heyere of Goote where of they made theme 
slauyns and that lande to you ys ordeynede by destanye 
and to youre peple. 

The corresponding section in Rylands Enge MS, 105 
ist 
And thies Giaunt3 live by diuers frutID. And rotes of the 
Erth And foules wilde and tame And other grete best= And 
in speciall, bi grete shepe as grete as hors which weren 
wolle as herre wherof thei make hem slavyns And that lond 
to you is ordeyned by destany And to your peuple, 

The erbig of the ýhort Chronicle appear to have be- 
come rooteg Qf the Erth in the Rylands MS*j which omits 
the Short Chronicle qualifying phrase . 9, f_ = which appears 
in BM Harl, 24, i. e. each MS. preserves details from the 
sourcep although each is close to the others 

A further detail that can help us to distinguish the 
EV/1419tA is the name of Coryn's paramour in chapter 4. 
which is not given in the CVs 
Thanne seyde Brute to Coryn if Eneburgh thy p=amoure 
myght witte that one man ferde thus foule with the she 
wolde neuir loue the CBM Harl, 24] 

This detail is also taken from the Short Chrol2icleg 
where the relevant lines readt 

& if Pe worde of ýe spronge 
Pat o man Pe stod so longe 
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4 
Geant or champion 
Al ýi honour were ileide adon 
& nameliche to Pi lem W 
Pat is so fair a womman 
Whenne Coryneus hurde ýat 
Pat Brut of his lemman spak 
Of Erneborw Cvrre ernebourweg Erneburh, erneburgh] 
ýat maide hende 
To Gogmagog he gan wende [Zettlo p. 4 11*71-80; var- 

iants from M, C, Carroll and R, Tuve, 'Two Manuscripts of 
the Middle English "Anonymous Riming Chronicle"'. PMLA 
46 (1931)t Pe 122; J* Ritson, Ancient Englejsh Metrical 
Romancees, London, 1802, Volt II p, 2731 CUL MS, Dd. 14,29 
fol. 261 bI see also Zettle pp, 1-lie] 

In the listing of the kingdoms of Engest's heptarchyp 
the Rylands MS. preserves a reading that is closer to that 
of the CV and the other EV/AV texts than that of BM MSSe 
Harl, 24 and Addits 12030: 
T The vij hade Oxenfordt GloucestrIt Wynchestret Warwik 
and Darby-shire, [CVq Bodl, Rawl* B171; Brie, po 55 
llol3-14] th the vij . had Oxfordshire Gloucestreshire Winchestre 
WariCk] And Derby shire CRylands Eng* 1051 
and the vij., had Oxenforde shire gloucester shire 
worcester warwyke and derbyshire [BM Harls 24] 

Thus a"number of details suggest that BM MSS., Harlo 24 
and Addits 12030 can be considered as slightly apart from 
Rylands Engo MS* 105t which appears to have preserved a 
closer relationship to the ultimate source in the CV and 
to have points of agreement with other EV and AV groups 
that the other two MSS, do not haveo 1 

1 
See pp. 153P 154-5.157-8. 
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The-E, xtended-Version to-14121-Grout) B CEM/1419tB) 
The second group of EV MSS. has an. altered exordium 

and presents a number of lexical changes from the CV and 
Ev/1419sA. I The group comprises ten MSS. (including one 
anomalous textr that of Bodle MS* Rawl, poet, 32(l)). 

BM. -MS. Harl. 4822 
The heading and the first words of the exordium arei 

Here bigynneth. a booke whiche is callid Brute the 
Cronicles of Englond S Capitulo PK-imoe 
This boke treteth and tellep of Pe kyng=. 7 principal 
lordes -** The heading of the prologue and the first words of 
the text ares 
The prolog of Pis book declareth hou this lande was callid. 
Albiouzj aftre Pe eldest doughtre of Pe Riall kyng 
Dioclisian of Surry @9* 
SOmtyme in Pe noble land of Surry so* 

The d9tails from the Short--Engligh Metrical---Chronielp, 
appear thus: 
and so Pei conceyued-and brouSt forth grete*Gyaunt= of 
Pe whiche oon was callid, Gogmagogeand he was xl, feet-of 
length. and xij. of breed. And Pese GeauntgZ duelleden in 
diu=s places in Pis lande Albion. in kaues and in Mounteyns 
in to the tyme Pat Brute came in to Pis landesarrived. at 
Toteneys in Devenshireoand pan Pis*Brute scomfited and 
conquerid, alle pese-Geauntesoand slough hem alle- 

The giants' mode of existence is given as followsi 
In Pe whiche Geaunt= lyuen P=e bi herbes and bi Root=. 7 

Brie calls this group 'Gruppe BI and recognizes that it has a new headingo but says that its exordium leine Verkürzung von dem der Gruppe A darstellt' (Brieg Gou*Qp 
Pe 83). His cursory examination led him to believe that 'Prolog und Text stimmen genau zum Vorigen' Ei. e. 'Gruppe At r my EV/141gsA]e As we shall see, this is inaccuratee 
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Pere been sheep as grete as horstand Pat lande is ordeyned 
for 3ousand for 3oure peple. and Pere shull See duelle. 

The name of Coryn's paramour is given as in the 
EV/1419: As 
Pan said Brute vn to Coryn. if Eneburgh Pi paramour mi3t 
witte Pat oo man ferde so foule wip Pee. she wolde neuglr: e 
loue Pee. 

In the chapter listing the kings of Britain, the 
Latin tag after Blegabred's name is presents but the type 
of linkage between the kings differs from the usual 'after 
him' type in that the kings are enumerateds 
Pe xiije kyng was *Andrage, 7 he regned xiiij? Sere Pe 
xiiije kyng was callid Eldegan 7 he regned xv Sere Pe oxv. kyng was callid PBledagon. Qui quidem omnes regni* cantores 
in modulis 7 musicis instrumentis supera - and he regned 
" iii? 3ere* The xvje kyng was callid Caph, and he regned 
but oon Sere ese Further changes are found in the passage describing 
Engest's heptarchy, as can be seen in a comparison with 
the text of the EV/141giA, which is closer by far to the 
CV texts 

EyZ1419 tB 
and toke Pe name of Pis 
londe 7. callid aftir his 
owne, Engest= londe and 
Pat no mafi so hardy to calle 
Pis lande Bretayne T And Pan 
Engest departid all Pis 
londe bitween hym 7 his 
men. and made vij. 
kyng= in Pis londe in 
strengthyng of Pe londe, so 

EV/1419 iA 
And made chaunge the name 
of the land that noman of 
his were so hardi After 
that tyme to calle this 
Iond Britaine but to calle 
it Engislond / And nowe by 
correpciou'a of tunge it 
is called Englond And he 
departed all the lond 
emonyst his iie'n-And mad 

BM Harls 24 and Addits 12030 agree in reading To=eDcoii, 
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Pat Pe Bretons shuld come 
no more Perin, The first 
kyng was of kent-7 Pere 
Engest hym self regned 7 he 
was lorde 7 maistre of all 
Pe oPgr kyng= / Pe second 
was kyng of Southsex. Pe 
Prid was kyng of Westsex. 
Peefourpe was kyng of te Essexe Pe ev * was kyng of 
Estangleopat is now callid. 
Northfolk 7 Southfolk/. and te ýe vj e was ýe kyng of 
Leicestrt shire*Northgmpton. 
Hertford and Huntyngdoufi*/ te Pe vij e was kyng of 
Oxenford. Gloucestrp,. 
wynchestrp, warvik. and 
Derby shire. CBM Harl. 48271 

therin -vij. kyngessforto 
strenythe the lond that the 
Britains hereafter shuld 
neu= come into it Ayefie 
The first kyngdome was 
kent their Engist hymsilf 
reigned And was lord And 
Maister ouer all other. / 
Ane other kyng had Sussex 
where nowe is Chichester* 
The thrid had Westsex the th fourth had Essex the v* 
hadde Estangle that nowe 
is called Norfolk 7 Suffolk 
Marcheneriche that nowe is 
called the Erledom of th Nicoll The vj hadde 
Leicestreshire 
Northampshire Hertfordshire 
and Hunt shireethe th vij * had Oxfordshire 
Gloucestreshire Wincestre 
Warrik and Derby shire 
[Rylands Eng, 105; cfe 
Briet Pe 55 11#2-14] 

In respect of the phrase And. noWe by. correD Of 
tunge it J_Z cg1jed Englonjo the EV/141giB is closer to the 
CV. where such a phrase does not occure Howeverv the 
EV/141giB consistently changes the formula 'the third, 
fourth, fifthp etc* had xxxxl to *the secondo thirdq 
fourth, fifthq etc. was king of xxxxl, which is a dis- 
tinct alteration from the CV formula used in the EV/141giA. 
1 The BM MSS. read correctly 'Northamptonshire'. 
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In the chapter on the Battle of Halidon Hillq BM MS, 
Harl. 4827 has the '5w' heading, and the text ends in 1419 
with the words 'in reule 7 in goug_rnauncel. 

BDJ MS. Earl, 2182 
The beginning of the text is similar to that of the 

preceding MS, t 
Here begynnep a boke which is callid Brute ýe cronycles 
of Englondes Ca? 1, 
This booke tretep techeý and tellip of kingis and of 
principalle lordis ,o 
The prolog of Pis boke declareý how Pis londe was callid 
Albyon after Pe eldist doughter ... 
Sometyme in Pe noble londe of Surreye 

With due consideration of the normal minor scribal 
changes and other vagaries, the internal details of the 
text resemble closely those of the preceding text, and 
there is nothing of especial note that differs from BM 
MS, Harl. 4827# which we will use as a representative 
text of the EV/1419sBe The text endst Iia reule and in 
gode gouernaunce'. A number of EV texts have the word 
good inserted into this conventional formula* 

EUL MS. 18 5 
The text beginst 

Here begynneth a boke to . ]alled Brute the cronyculis 
of England capo primo 
This book Ctretith 7 telliý of ýe kingis and 
pUncepall lordis 9 to 
SVmtyme in ýe noble lond of Surry .. * Againj the internal details do not differ to any 
appreciable extent from those exhibited by the preceding 
textsv and the text endst 
in good Rule and gou=naunce 

Dgo--gracias 
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Glasp: ow--Hunterian-MS. U. 3.3 
The original text of the MSo begins during the pro- 

logue, although the text up to this point has been supplied 
at a later date in a later hand from Hunterian MS. - T. 3.12j 
his lettris patent vnto these xxxiijt' kingis oes 

The internal details are as above, and the text ends: 
in good rule F gouernaunce. // T Deo graciass/ 

CUL Addit. MS. -D2775 This MS# may be closely associated with the preceding 
MS-9 for both beqin at the same point: 
his lgj =s patent vnto these xxxiilt' kingis eme 
I The first folio of the MS. is now a fragmentv but was 
once completep and possibly Hunt. MS* U-3-3 was copied from 
it at some time after this folio was damageds The internal 
details are again as abovep and the text ends with the 
same words as Hunt. MSe U*3-3: 
in good rule 7 gou=naunce. 

Deo'gracias 

CUL MS. Ff 2.26(olim More 611) 
This MS, presented some initial difficulty in classi- 

ficatione Speaking of the Drut in generalt Madden (1856). 
statedt 'The Chronicle was subsequently continued to the 
end of the reign of Edward 111*9 in 1377; as attested by 
several manuscripts (MSS. Corp. Collov Cambr, t 1741 Pubs 
Libr, Cambr. r More, 611.; Lambeth, 491. )l see' (ppe 2-3) 

Since the MS# was incomplete at both beginning and 
end when Brie examined itv he relied on Madden's descrip- 
tion, to assume that the MSo was a text of the Common Ver- 
s ions ending in 1377.1 An examination of the fragmentary 

'Briep GouoQoo pe 56* 
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opening folios shows, however, that the text corresponds 
to that of Group B of the Extended Versiong as the follow- 
ing extract from the heading of the prologue, commencing 
with the first complete line of the text, attestse 
t he prolog of Pis book declarith how ýis lond was callid 
albiouD aftir Pe eldist doughtir of Pe rial king 
. Dioclisian of Surry Pe which dou3t= was callid Albyne 
and she wip hir xxxij. sist=s were exilid out of her 
owne lond for grete trespac= Pat Pey hadde doon. and 
arryued in this lond casuely wheryn was no lyuyng creature 
but wilde berstis [2: 1c] and how vnelene spiritis lay by 
hem and Pey broughten forth horrible Gyaujitis and Brute 
killide hem 1 

The internal details, insofar as they remain, agree 
with those of other EV/141goB textso and the text finally 
breaks off a few lined after the'beginning of the chapter 
on the beheading of Edmund of Woodstocks 
many grete myracles to many mea 7 womea that [Brie, p. 263 
11@7-83 
1 If we accepted Madden's terminal date of 1377, then 

we would have an Extended Version ending in 1377, for 
which we have already posited a hypothetical EV/1377* 
However, as we have seen 2t Madden's evidence cannot be 
regarded as reliablet and for several reasons we can reject 
it in this instance* It is likely that Madden did not 
examine the MSe personally, for elsewhere in-the same 
article he sayst 'None of the copies I have examined are 

0 

lBM Harl. 4827 readst 'The prolog of ýis book declarethehou this lande was callid Albiouneaftre ýe eldest doughtre of ýe Riall, kyng , Dioclisian of Surry the which doughtre was callid*Albynetand she wip hir exxxij* sustres weren exiled oute of her owne londe for grete trespaces ýat Pei had doon and arrived in this londe casuelly where in was no lyuyng creature but wilde beestes And hou vnelene spirites lay bi hemeand ýel brouSt forth horrible Geaunt3 And Brute killid hem. ' See pp. 1-2@ 
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olderg howevert than the fifteenth centuryl and it would 
be desirable to know if those referred to at Cambridge 
are coeval with the period at which they conclude'. 

More important is the evidence of the catalogue of 
Cambridge University MSSeq published in 1856, which says 
that Ff. 2.26 possesses 104 leaves and breaks off at "cap, 
ccxvil 9, o It is printed with numerous variations in 
Caxton's Cronycles of England (1480), the MSo reaching to 
'cap, ccxxi-I of the published work'. This description 
corresponds to the present state of the MS@q and shows 
that the text was no more complete in 1856 than it is 
nowe As we shall see laterle the Ev/141giB shows many' 
secondary features belonging to this group alone. and it 
is highly improbable that the EV/1377 reflected in its 
details the texts of this group* Accordinglyt CUL 
Ffe2e26 can be assigned not to the EV/1377 but to the 
EV/141goB, as an incomplete representative thereof@ 2 

Trin. Coll. Qxf - MS. 5 
The text beginss 

Here begynneth a boke the whiche is callyd Brute* the 
Cronycler [lie] of Inglond Capo pr-!. mo 
This book tretyth F tellyth ,9 

The internal details are those already familiar in 
EV/1419: B texts# and the text finally breaks off during 
the Siege of Rouen: 
7 the. Dolfyn 7 the Duke of Burgoyne eoe [Brie, Po 389 
1, P29] 

I See DD@ 170-7o 2 The dialect of the text is that of the 
Central Midland literary standards see M-L, Samuels# 'Some Applications of Middle English Dialectology'# English Studies XLIV (1968). repr. in Lass, p. 407 and note 5@ 
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BM Addit. MS. 24852 
This text was thought by Brie to belong to the 

CV/14191, and indeed he used it for purposes of collation 
for his texts for 1333-1337 and 1377-1419, describing it 
in his edition as: IT, = MS* Br, Mus, Add* 24,859, a late 
but accurate transcript from a Me of the second half of 
the 15th century which closes with the capture of Rouen 
in 14191,2 

However, as we shall see, the text belongs. to the 
Ev/1419: Bp although Brie's error indicates how little. 
difference exists between CV and EV texts in their later 
sectionst although minor scribal variations occur. 

The text begins during the story of Engisti 
and so withinne a litil while he bicame of so greet power 
that men wilste not whiche were the kyngis men ne whiche 
were Engistis men / [Brieg Po 52 1,31-Pe 53 loll 

A comparison of the section of text describing the 
naming of the kingdoms of Engist's heptarchy with the 
corresponding, text in BM 14S, Harlo 4827 given above shows 
conclusively that the MSo must be assigned to the EV/1419: Bo 
The first kyng was of kent and there Engist him silf 
regnydo and he was lord and maistir of the oý=e kyngiso/ 
Pe secund was kyng of Southsexe / ýe eiij? was kyng of 
westsexe. / ýe -iiii? was kyng of Essexe / pe v? was 
kyng of Estangle that is callid Northfolk and Southfolke/ 
and the vj! was kyng of leicestre schireoNorthampton 
hertford and Huntyngdoup / Pe ovij? was kyng of Oxenford* 
Gloucestreowynchestre. warwik and Derbi schire 

The Cadwallader episodet Queen Isabella's letter, 
and the '5w' heading (unrubricated)o are all present, and 
the text ends in 1419 with the wordst 'in reule and 
gouernauncet 

lBrieq G*u*Q-, p. 63# 2 Brie$ Preface to Part III pe vie 
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Two further MSS, remain to be described, that differ 
to some extent from the preceding MSS* at a point in the 
text that will be significant in our later consideration 
of the relationship of the EV to the AV groups. These MSS* 
are NLW Addits MS. 442D and Bodle MS* Rawl* poete 32. 

NLW Addit. -MS. 442D 
The text beginsi 

Here begynneth a bookeewhiche is called, Bruteethe 
Cronycles of Englondeo Capitulo primo/ 
This booke treteth and telleth of Pe kynges and prLincipal 
lordes Pat euer were in Pis londe ... The prolog of Pis booke declareth. hou Pis was callyd 
Albyon aftre Pe eldest doughtre o, e Somtyme in Pe noble londe of Surry ... The internal features are those of the preceding 
texts until we come to the end of the chapter on the 
Battle of Halidon Hill, i. e. the point where the CV text 
to 1333 continues with the 1377 continuation@ The con- 
cluding section of the Halidon Hill chapter and the first 
section of the chapter 'How king Edward made a duchy of 
the Earldom of Cornwall *eel are omitted, and the text 
readst 
And Pis victorie bifelle to Pe englissh men in sent 
Margaret. qs euen* In Pe yere of oure lorde Ih=ug. crist 
IM 19 CCC, xxxij T And while Pis doyng lastepe englissh 
knaues nomen Pe pilfre of Pe scottes Pat were queld eupXy 
man Pat he my3t.. of Pe kyng= frendes of Englondowip 
tovnes 7 castellese7 meny op=e of h6r lordships and meny 
harmeseshamesoand despitesedede vnto Pe queenewherforeope 
kyng whanne he herde of Pese tidyng= he was strongliche 
moued, and plrwip-an angred. and sent dyug_rs 11ttres ougre 
see, to Pe queen, and to oP=e. pat were his frendes gladyng 
hemeand certefiyng Pat he wolde be Pere him self. in alle 
Pe haste pat he. /mightT 
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Thereafter the text becomes normal againg and ends 
in 14191 'in reule-and in gougrnaunce -1 

Bodl. ME. Rawl. Doet.. 32LU 
At the risk of partially duplicating some of the fea- 

tures mentioned under other texts of the EV/1419: Bg this 
text deserves a close examinationo The MS* is a compila- 
tion of pieces in verse and prose, which must have been 
compiled at an early date as on fole 2aa list of contents 
is given in a fifteenth-centur'y hand, including 'The olde 
Cornecles CaLe-I and the newel against which a later hand 
has written 'Brute'. On fols. 33 b -56 b there is a list of 
the kings of England from Brute to Henry VI and the 
length of their reigns., The B;: ut-text occupies folse 
57 a -168a of the MS. and beginsi 
HEre begynneth a boke which is called Brute the Cronacle 
of England Cap 0 7c'-- 
This boke treteth techeth and telleth of kyngis and of 
pryncipall lordis 9ee 
The pLo_logg of this boke Declareth how this lande was 
called Albioun after the eldest doughtgr 
Sum tyme in the noble Lande of Surrey ., * 

The extra details in the prologue and opening chap- 
ters are much as in the other EV/1419iB texts (although 
minor verbal differences lead me to consider the text as 
standing at one further remove)# but in the chapter 
listing the kings of Britaing although the kings are 
enumeratedp the Latin tag does not appear@ 

The naming of Engist's heptarchy is slightly shorter 
than in either the CV or the EVO but the introductory 
wording is closer to the CV or EV/1419sA than to the other 
EV/14190 textst whereas the remainder corresponds in 
general to that of the Ev/14190 11 

Cf. the texts given on pp, 113-4* 
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And then thai chaunged the name of this land. And callid 
hit after the name off Enge'st and that no man. 'y'n no wyse 
wer so hardy to call hitt Bretaigne And theii Engeist 
dep=tyd the lond be twene hym_ and his men, and made vij 
kyng= for the mor strengýe of hya self so that the 
bretons shuld cum no mor among ha4l The first kyng was of 
kent ther that Engeist hya self raigned a bove all the 
opLr kyng= The ij d was of Sowpesex the iij d of Westsex 
the iijjýe of Estsex The v th of Esthangele which ys now 
Northfolke and sowthfolke# The vj. was of laic'c- tr lat -er? i ýJ Northam]2ton-hertefford and huntyngdon, The vij ýe kyng was 
off Oxfford Glowcý46. ttLe__ Wynchester Warwyke and Derby sher 

Constantyne reigns after Arthur's death* b On fol, 115 there occurs a headingi 'Here endeth 
the Cronacles from Brute vn till William Conquero=l 

Since this is not found in other texts# we can sup- 
pose that it is a secondary developments probably restricted 
to this particular MS. 

The chapter relating the death of Edmund of Woodstock# 
the following chapter relating the death of Mortimer# and 
the following chapter describing the Battle of Halidon 
Hill are highly abbreviatedp and are condensed into one 
chapter entitledi 
Off Roger Mortim= And how therle of kent s= Edmund of 
Godstok Caji-cl was slayfi 

The following extract from the end of this chapter 
shows to what extent the text has been shorteneds 
Then went thei to ýe Constable of ýe Castell And he lad 
them in a prevy wey vndgZ ýerth 7 so thpi, come in 7 token 
Mortim. er and led him to ýe king and by ýe king2s 
cop-mandemennt he was lade to Londoft and ýgr he was examyned 
of mony fals tresdons ý&t he had do: R 7 of ýe sleyng of 
king Edward of Carnarvaii and P. Qrof was atteynt/ And for 
his tresoup_ he was drawe and honged. And oFi seint Andrew 

C-t dl aft= this king Edward went into Scotland and beseged ay 
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ýe toune of Berwik and had a gret batell w; Ltb, the Scottes 
oR Halydoune Hull be sides ýe Touil of Berwik at wich 
batell were Slayfip of ýe Scottj_q exxxv Ml vijC xij And 
this was on Seint MpX . geret= eve / in the yer of our lord 
Ml CCCxxxiij And in the morwe aft= the batell was' dofi the 
Scottgs deliu=ed the toune of Berwik, to king Edward And 
in the xj yere of his reigH was seeTI 7 apered in the 
fyrmament a lemyng stere P&t was called stella comata And 
Pat stere was seyR in diugrs p=ties of Pe ffirmament 
wherfore anoil aftar_ ffolwed in England god Chep 7 wondip-r- 
gret pleynte of Chaffre vitaill 7 Merch&undisse And ýp_r_. 
ayenest hong= ChastesY 7 nede of money in so much ýat a 
qg, art= of wete at londoFi sold at ijs a fat qxe for vi 7 
viijd//// [cf* Brie, p, 270 1.2-p. 286 1.9, p. 291 
1.1-p. 292 1,251 

The next chapter) flHow king Edward made a Duchie of 
the Erledome of Cornewall and of Pe first Chalenge of Pe 
reme of ffrauncel is also shortened to some extent, 

The last chapter of the 1419 texts relating the story 
of Henry V's invasion of France and the siege of Rouen. 
is somewhat abbreviatedq and includes in the text the 
words 'in rewle and gou=nance's although the same hand 
continues without a break with a continuation, which is 
certainly taken from another exemplar$ and which itself 
gives way to a further continuation taken from yet another 
exemplar 01 

With the exception of the two last described MSSeq 
NLW Addite 442D and Bodl. Rawl. poets 32(1)p the texts 
of this group are consistents I feel that no great sig- 
nificance can be attached to the omission in the former 
exceptional DIS, 99 which I believe to be simply scribal 
oversight and not a conscious change, for the text does 
not make good sense as it stands@ 

See pp. 84-5,207-89 
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The Extended Versiont-Grou]2 C (EV/14121. gi 
This group consists of four MSS., three of which con- 

tain a new version of the exordium, (the fourth MS. omits 
it). 1 

C, C. Coll. Camb. - MS - 182 
The text beginst 

Here begynneth a booke in Englissh tonge called Brute of 
Englonde or the cronicles of Englonde compilinge and 
treatynge of the saide lande *9* 
The prloge of this booke declareth and tellith 
Sum tyme in the noble londe of Surrg ,* 

The extra giant details are found as described after 
the descriptions of ýhe following texts; the name of 
Coryn's paramour is not given, and she is called his 

. leman (see below). In the chapter on the kings of 
Britain, the linkage is of the 'after him' typet and the 
Latin tag is not found. 

Constantine reigns after Arthur; and in the chapter 
on Halidon Hill the '5w' heading occurs. The text ends: 
'in Rule and Goueranase Cs,. ic] Explicit usquam ad annum 
, 7T Henrici quintil [This colophon is in a sixteenth- 
century hande] 

Trin. Coll. Camb-o-Mas 09991(j) 
The exordium begins: 

Here begynneth a booke in englisshAtonge called Brute of 
Englond or the cronicles of Englond compilyng and tretyng 
of the seid lande es* 

The internal details are similar to those of the pre- 
ceding textq and the name of Coryn's paramour is omittedt 
And then seid Brute vnto Coryfi / yf thy lemmafi wyste ý&t 
oofi maR fared so fowle with the / she wold never love the 
'See PP., 153# 155,160 for details from the C exordiume 
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af ter 
The 1419 continuation ends on fol. 195 a, 'in rewle 

and gouernauncele About one-third of a page is left 
blank, before the same hand continues on fol. 195 b with 
the JPsC continuation&' 

B-Odl. MS - Laud- Misc. 571 
The text of this MS was wrongly ascribed by Brie to 

what would be the AVoA in my terminology: 'Aus Hand- 
schriften der Gruppe A sind hervorgegangen MS- Harl, 37309 2 Digby 1939 Land Cgic] 371# [etc. ]I ,A comparison of 
textual details shows that it belongs to the EV1419%C. 
There is a table of the kings of England and of the chap- 
ters of the work up to Henry Vt and the text beginst 
Here begynneth a boke yn Englyssh tonge called Brute of 
Engelond or the Cronycler of Engelond compyled and 
tretyng of the sayd londe, Cin red ink] 

The exordiumg which omits some phrases from the text 
found in the other MSSs of the groupt is divided into 
sub-sections, with parts of the text being laid out as 
red headings, e. g. t 
Thys boke ys called Brute aft= Brute the whyche ffyrst 
5jonquered thy[s] lande ... 

The text proper beginsi 
SOme tyme in the Nobbe [lie] lande of Surrey 

The textual details describing the extra giants and 
their mode of existence show that the text belongs to the 
EV/1419: Cp and the other internal details correspond with 
those found in the other texts of this groups The text 
is incomplete, and ends soon after the commencement of 
the re lign of Henry V: 
And yn ýe firste yere of his reigne f or grete [Brie, 
P- 373 11-5-6] 
1 
See PP. 76-81.2 Brie, Gou. Q., p. 84. 
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This is followed by an early note indicating the 
ownership and early location of the MS, 9 which beginsi 
'This boke is gevyfi to Esabell Alen of the bequest of 
her hunkull sjr_ William Trouthe Vicary in the close of 
Salisbury 

Sge. of-Antiquaries MS, 221 
The text begins without the exordium or headings 

Som tyme In the noble lande of Surry *so 
It is of a type similar to the preceding texts in 

its detailsq and ends about two-thirds down fol. 45 bI 
And whenne she came vnto age // she see 

The hand appears to belong to the late fifteenth 
century or to the beginning of the sixteenth centuryt 
and becomes progressively m ore of a hurried scribble 
and the text is most probably complete as the scribe 
left it, The MS. is written on paper, and I doubt if it 
was the work of a professional scribeg intended to be a 
saleable copyl more probably it was the work of an amateur 
copyist who grew tired of his self-imposed task* 

The texts of the four MSS9 form a homogeneous group# 
though one must regard MSS9 CoC, C*Cambe 182 and ToCoCambe 
0,9.1 as more important for purposes of classification 
than the Socs of Antiquaries MS, The late date of this 
latter MS. is probably sufficient to explain the omission 
of the exordium and heading, 

The additional details that we have noted in other 
groups of the EV occur in the following form. Speaking 
of the giants this group calls themi 
grete giauntes / of the which men called ooR of hem 
Gogmagog chief of hem all / xl foote of lenght / and xij 

Three examples of the development of the hand are given by M*B* Parkest English Cursive Rook Ilands--1250-1500, Oxford, 1969, Plo 21 and pe 21, 
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foote of brede / And a nother Wydy and duelled vpofi an 
high hille in Shropshire called the Wrekeii / And a nother 
OnoveR / And a nother Bounde / And many other ther were 
and called dyugrs names / and dwelled / in depe caves 

. And somme vpoR high hilles / And mounteyns / Gogmagog 
the which Giauntgs i theire modres more giauntes gate vpoF 
to multiplie ther peple /[Gogmagog / the which so, peple: 
om. C. C. C. Camb. 182] At their owne lust and wille / vnto 
the tyme Pgt Brute come / and slough many of hem / And 
conquered the lande 70 CTsCoCambs 099ol] 

Speaking of the giants' mode of existenceg the text 
reads: 
And there ye shall fynde an Ile called Albioun / And that 
Ile is compassed all about with the See / And no man may 
come there / bot all by shippes / And in that lande were 
wont to be many Giauntes / bot now there been bot fewe 
'And so that is bot wildernesse / nor noon erth tilled 
nor no seede is sowe of no maner graynes Also the 
Giauntes lyvefi by dyu2rs frewtys growyng And by fowles 
wilde / and tame / and other grete bestes / And in 
specially / by flessh of grete shepe / as grete as 
horses / which bereil wolle as it were here of gootes 
Wherof they makeR sklavens And that lande is to you 
ordeyned by desteny / and to your peple 

The Abbreviated Versiono Group A (AVtA) 
I have divided this group into two'sub-grOuPso the 

AViA(A) and the AVsA(B)j rather than propose two separate 
groups, for they share the exordium noted in the EV/1419tA 
above, The lettering of groups of the AV does not auto- 
matically presuppose, however, any linear connection 
between the AV and EV groups in-their relationships@ 

AVtA(A) 
The first AV group that we deal with is made up of 
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MSS, Hunt, Te3@21, BM Harls 3730, Bodl, Digby 1859 and 
BM Royal 18 B IVe 

H-unterian-MS, T., 3.21(l) 
The first words of the exordium, heading to the pro- 

logue# and of the text aret 
HEre bpg=yth A boke in Engleshe tgnize callyd Brute--of 
Enzlond_ qwyche declarethe and tretethe of the ferst 
begynnyng of England oee I 
The pj: ologe of Pis boke tellethe how Pis land was first 
callid albion eftgr Pe eldest doochttr of Pe Roiall, King 
Dioclicionlof Surrey 9*o SVm tyme in the noble land of Surre 

The extra details found in the prologue and opening 
chapters are as follows: 
7 thei concewed 7 broght furth gyante/ of Pe qwiche men 
called oon. Gogmagog chefe of Paim all /7 he was fyfty fote 
in lenght 7 xii in brede And Pe othrg. wer called diutrs 
names 7 duellyd in hye hilles 7 mountanes 7 in this mangr 
thei come forthe and wer born horible giantes in albion 
7 dwelled sum of them in coves Cg_ia] and in hilles and 
thare lifte Eliste? ] and had Pe land of Albion vnto the 
tyme that Brute come and arrwed at Tottnese in Pe Ile of 
Albion /7 ther this brute coilquered and scomfeid this 
giantes above sayd and slogh Pe moste parte of theim as 
bokis oppynly declares 

0000000a0000 
V Also Pe giantrrL liffe be diu=s frutes grewyng there 
and be fowles wyld'7 tame and other grete bestes / and in 
a speciale by flesche of sheip grete as hors wc weren 
woll as here of grete C/ qware off ýai mak ýaim 
slowens and Pat land Is ordaned to you 7 be destyne and 
to yhor_ peple 

See pp. 153-4,156 for details from this exordiumo 
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The name of Coryn's paramour is omittedt and it is 
significant that she is called his lemant 
And than said Brute vnto Coryn And yff thy leman wist Pg6t 

ooil man farde so fowle wt ýe scho wald neuer love the 
efter this 

In the chapter listing the thirty-three kings of 
Britain in the CV and EVP the text is drastically abbre- 
viat4dg and the chapter readso 
How xxxiij kinglq Regnede in peass 
And efter the deith of Esidure xxxiij kingga Regnede in 
this land eugrichoH eft= othere / And Pe last of Paim at 
Regned was callid =/ and he had ii jj sonel CMS -i song] 
lude / Cassibalane and Enemyefi/ 

After the death of Arthur, four chapters are omittedt 
recounting the reigns of Constantine and his war with 
Mordred's sons# Adelbright and Edelfg the story of Conan 
and Argentil, and the reign of Curan. The text of the end 
of the chapter on Arthur's death and the beginning of 
Conan's reign reads therefores 
Bot this is ýe profasy of M=lyn he said that his dethe 
schuld be dowtous / and he said sothe/ for meR P2. r of 3ytt 
haue dowte / and sall for eu. Lrmore / MeF1 slayfi and wote 
nott wheplr he lyfe or is dede/ Arthure was borfi into 
AvyouR Pe xxij ti yere of his Regne aftgr ýe incarnacioua 
of oure lord Ihgaug crifste/ Ve C7 X1 yere 
Aa ft= this Regned Pat was a wondrX prowd knyght 
Ande Regned so that he couth haue no manCE of love / bot 
eu= he was Medlyng with his awn peple and tooke his vnkill 
w; Lth werr And killid his ij childern 

The text is in many places abbreviated, e. g. the chap- 
ters on and around the reign of King John (see belowq pp. 
163-4). In the chapter on the Battle of Halidon Hill, the 
parts of the Scottish army are enumerated in the text with- 
out any rubricated headingst and only three wards of the 
army are givent 
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T And in ýe thyrd ward was theis lord= IaMeg steward 
of Coldefi gteward WillIAM habrahafli william Morne C and Many oper / with vij mefi of Armes / and xvTJ Ml of 
commons / so that ý= was iij batailles wele arrayed in 
Armes to mete oure kyng Mtenyng in ýe nowmbre lxiij Ml 
7 iv / grete-lord. Qg lede ý= meR so arrayed in thre 
batailles 

The first hand of the Brut text in this MSe breaks 
off near the end of the siege of Rouen with the catchword 
Iýe povyr I Hand B's additions to the text have 
been discussed above under the CV/14619 1 

BM MS. Harl, --3Z30(: L) 
The, text beginst 

HEre begynnythe a boke in englysch tonge called Brute of 
Englond which declareth And treyat6th of ýe fyrst begynnyng 
000 
The prolog of ýis boke telleth 
Suffi tyme in the noble land of Surrye 

The internal details are, identical to those of the 
preceding text, with which it agrees well in its physicalq 
textualt and linguistic aspects, The relationship of the 
post-1419 texts (including the 'Liber Vltimus' continua- 
tion) has been discussed under the CV/1461.2 

Dodl, Ma. Digby. -18 The text beginsi 
HEr begynnyth a booke in Englisch tong called Brute of 
Englond which declareth and treteth of the first 
begynnyng #so 
The pralog of this boke tellith so, 
1 As noted above (pt 94), 1 hope to present a more de- tailed 2tudy of this and the following MS, at a later date. See pp. 93-5o 1 
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SVm tyme in the noble lond of Surrey e.. 

In all its internal details, it agrees with the pre- 
ceding texts and ends in 1419 with the wordsi 'in Revoll 
and governaunce Explicit' 

This MS* also has Northern connections, for incor- 
porated in the decoration of IHErl (the first word of the 
exordium) are the arms of the Swillington family# said in 
a modern MS. note to be 'of York sh. 11 

BM-MS- Royal 18-. B IV 
The MS. is incomplete at the beginningt and starts 

during the Albine-prologues 
of him had skorne and dispite And wolle not doo his 
wille so, 

Brie assigned this MS, wrongly to the group derived 
from 'Gruppe BI of the EV2i however, the extra giants 
passage corresponds well, to that found in Hunt, MS, 
T-3,21, esg,: 
of the whiche men called one Gogmagog chief king of hem 
all And he was x1 foote in lenghe And #j in breede And 
all that othre was called q diu=s names And duelled in 
high hilles 7 mountains And in this man=e thei come 
furthe And were borne horrible Giaunts in albion and 
duelled some of hem in Caves and in hilles at there 
luste and had the lande of Albion vnto the tyme that 
Brute come and arryved at Totnes in the Ile of Albion, 
And there this Brute conquered and scomfit thes Giants 
abouesaide and slogh the moste parte of hem As bookes 
openly declareth 

000000000000 

1 See F@J* Matherg 'King Ponthus and the Fair Sidonelo PMLA 12 (1897)v PP. xxiv-xxvit 'the MS* was written for 
a Yorkshire family residing nearLeedsle 2Brieq G*u*Q9p 
p. 84. 
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Also the Giauntes lyven be diu=s frutes grewing there 
And by wilde foule 7 tame And othre grete bestes And in 
espl. c_iall by flesshe of shepe grete as hors whiche weren 
wolle as heire of gotes wherof thei maken hem slavyns And 
that lande to you is ordeyned by desteyne And to your 
peple I 

Coryn's paramour is named as followss 
Than saide Brute to Cory: R yf Erneburgh thin p=amoure 
might wit that one man onely ferde thus foull with the 
she wolde neuir love the 

In the chapter on the kings of Britain* the text is 
greatly abbreviatedt but not quite as much as in the pre- 
ceding MSS*t 
Aftre the dethe of Esydoure reigned xxx iii kynges in 
Britaine ichon aftre othre in peace And the laste of hem 
was called Ely %And he reigned bot vij monethes And had 
iij sonz lud Cassibilan, And Enemioup_ 

A comparison of the naming of Engist's heptarchy in 
this MS* and in Hunts Me T*3.21 shows that the latter 
preserves details that are closer to the ultimate CV 
sourcet 

ITAnd Engeste selsed all the 
lande into his hande 

the v, kyng had Estangle, 
nowe called Norff2jX And 
Suffolk 

warwyk Iff And Davenshir 
CBM Royal 18 B IV] 

And Engest went throwgh Pe 
land /and seised all Pe 
land= wltb6 all Pe 
frauncheseis in to his hand 
The v king had estangle Pat 
now is callid northefolk 7 
suffolk Marchnri-che PDt now 
is to say Pe Erldome of 
nicholl. 
warwik 7 darby schir [Hunts T*3*21] 
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As in the preceding textst Conan follows Arthur. 

Unlike them, howeverp the chapter on Halidon Hill is 
given in full (although the MS* has been wrongly bound 
about this part of the text)q including the full array 
of the Scottish army and the '5w' heading. The text 
breaks off during the Siege of Rouenilthafi com. the 
Erle of warwik ... '[Brie# Pe 389 1.6] 

This text stands apart from the other members of 
the group, prima , rily in giving the full array of the 
Scottish army@ It cannotq however, represent an inter- 
mediate stage preceding the other members of the group 
because it is more abbreviated in some respects, as in 
the naming of Engist's heptarchy. 

AVs 
A MS. that appears to have been derived fairly 

closely from the EV/1419: A is BM MS, Royal 18 A IX, The 
Brut text begins on fol. 81 with the heading used in the 
EV/1419: A texts of BM MSS* Harl, 24 and Addit, 120301 
Here begynneth the kalendre of BrutC in Englesshe, 
Here begynneth a booke in Englesshe Tung called Brute of 
Englonde the whiche declareth of the furste begynnyng of 
the lande ... 
The prolog of this Boke declareth oot SVme tyme In the noble lande of Surre 

The extra giants noted under the EV/141giA occur 
again, with minor textual variants that suggest that the 
text must be at a further remove from the EV/141gtA: 
a gete vpon grete Gyaunt=e Wherof one was called Gomairog 
the king of theym All the whiche was x1 fote of lenght, 
xij of breedd. and one was called owvdve the whiche 
This is another lepmpilation' MS*q for the Brut is pre- faced on fols, 2a -7 D by an extract from another work that begins and endst 'Primus liber Cronicorum IVlius Cesar A 

wysemanne desyryng forto haue ., * in the whiche Regioune 
was firste the people of Gotelande whos' 
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duelled vpon an highe hille in Shropshire called the 
Wreken One othrg. was called Ongwe le fort. one othrp, 
Bounde and othrp, ther weren called diu=s namess And 
thus was the Gyauntgs brought forthe in thys lande. and 
duelled in Caves and hylles And Montanes T And Inhabitte 
the lande vnto Brutg come and conqatrpd theym and sloughe 
of theym and drove many of theym owte of Pe lande 

And thowe shall fynde one Ile called Albioua, compassed 
witb6 the See. S And no manne may come therto, Bot in -Shippes 
wher was wonnte to be many *Gygunteje and 3t ys all 
Mtldernes and none corne sawe ne none greynes T And the 
Glauntes that been ther lyve with Rotes and grete Best2s 
and ffowles. and myghti Shepe wherof they maken theym 
slavyns and Clothes 

The name of Coryn's paramour is givent 
Thanne saide Brute in scorne vnto Coryne yf sErneborowe thine paXamour knewe that one man fared thus by Pe, she 
wolde neu= loue the after this, 

In the chapter on the British kings# a full list of 
the kings is given with the normal 'after him' linkage, 
but the Latin tag is not founds 

The naming of the kingdoms of Engist's heptarchy, 
although extensively abbreviatedp appears capable of 
derivation from the corresponding passage in the EV/141goAt 
although the mistake of confusing 'Worchesterl with 
'Winchester' found in BM MSS* Harls 24 and Addit. 12030 
is not made, i. e. the text readso twynchestrr, warwyk And 
Darby shire' 

Unlike other AV textst the normal succession of 
Constantine after Arthur is found, 

In the Halidon Hill chapter there is a partial agree- 
ment with Rylands Enge MS. 105 rather than BM Harl* MS* 
24, insofar as the Scottish army is divided into four 
divisionst 
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and in the laste parte of the Bataill of Scotlande wer 
thes lordes the Erle of Dunbar keper of the Castel of 
Berwyk *,, 

The text breaks off during the Siege of Rouem Ither 
was noumbre in the Citte by Haraldes *,, ' [Brieg P, 390 
11.22-231 

J%e Abbreviated-Versiolls Group ]5(AVtB) 
This group includes Hunterian MS@ V, 5*13v which 

forms one of the primary texts of the present edition, 
and is one of the largest single groups of Brut texts, 

Hunt. MS. V. 5.1*3 
The text begins with an exordium similar to, that of 

the EV/1419 3 B: 
Her beeMnyth A Bok! g Wyche that ys callyd-Brute-of the 
Crongelis of Engelonde 
[T] be wych bookC tretyth 7 lellyth Cjj_c] of Pe kyngys 
and princypall lordys ,* CT] the prolog of týjs boke declaryth bgw MU lond was 
callyd ZAlbione aftyr ýe heldest douBter 
Some tyme in Pe nobyll lond of Surre ... 

The details concerning Gogmagog and his fellows are 
given as followst 
and ýey conseyvyd and browthe forthe gret geauntys of ýe 
wyche oon was callid Zaogmaua 7 he was xl foot of length 
and xii fott of bred and thes Ieantys dwellyd in dyu=s 
places in ýis lond and in othyr londys Also in Cauis and 
in mountayns in to ýe tyme ýVt brute come and areyuyd at 
Tottenez, Pat was in Pe Ile of Albyone And ther thys 
Arut/scomfetyt and conquered this Ieauntys eche chone 
and slow hyme all // 

00*0e000e400 
ýe wyche geauntys leuyne wyt Erbys and rotys and wyt 
flesche of shepe as gret as ony horsse and ýat londe ys 
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hordynyd for 3our pepyll and for Bou 
The name of Coryn' s paramour is givens 

Thane sayd brut to Coryne 3if ymborne Pi paramor vyst 
ý&t 0 man ferd so fowll wyt the Sche wold neu= louf dee 

In the chapter listing the kings of Britain the 
normal type of linkage is found, and the Latin tag is 
not found in this MS, (it 11 found in other texts of this 
group! )s 
Aftyr hya Reignyd xx 3er aftyr hyme Reygnyd 
hAdrag. t xviii 3er aftyr Reignyd V*__3er aft= hyme 
Reignid Elyne ij 3er aftyr hyme Reignyd I 3er too The naming of Engist's heptarchy is discussed at 
some length belowp and Conan follows Arthur. 

Although thisq among other abbreviatory changest 
will be discussed in the general discussion of the wider 
connections between groupsg we can note here that the 
chapters around the reign of King John are abbreviated 
quite heavily* 

The text breaks off during the chapter preceding the 
chapter on the Battle of Halidon Hill with the words 'from 
Stanhopp in Scotlond wyt oute the *, ol No folios are 
missing, and after a blank page (excepting scribbles), 
the teýt recommences with the headingi 
Howe kyng Edward had a grete bataill of the spaynardis 
in the se fast by Wynchelse 7 mony oýyr Pingis Capit-g-lo 
CC xxix ti 

It should be noted that chapter numbers are hitherto 
omitted# and this could (though not necessarily) be an 
indication of a change of exemplarp perhaps to one from 
a different group. 

There is a second lacuna between fole 165 b. which 
ends: 'here hedysse weryn sett vpp ofi hye and here 
Quarters so*' CBrie, Pe 361 llol3-14]9 and fole 168a, 
which begins with the chapter-heading: 'And aftir ýis 
kynge harry Pe eiiij, regned harry kyng of Englonde Pe 
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. v. a worthy conquerourel [Briep Pe 373 llel-2] At the 
top of fol. 168a there is an erased guide chapter-heading 
that ends with part of a chapter number lxliijl 0 The text breaks off finally with the words '7 Bawayis 
7 ýe othyr ... 1. though the rest of the line and a partial- ly decipherable catchword have been erased# showing that 
the text or its exemplar once continued beyond this point* 

B-M Mg. Harls 13371- 
The exordium beginss 

Here begynnyth a book callyd the Cronyculis of Englond 
In the chapter naming the kings of Britain# the Latin 

tag'is includedq although the linkage is the same as that 
found in the preceding MS, q with which this text agrees 
well in textual details# The text is highly abbreviated in the Halidon Hill chapter. and the next chapter (which 
normally occurs-after six intervening chapters in the 
Common Version) begins with the headingi 
Howe kynge Edward revokid the stapill of wollis oute 
fflaundris in to Englonde 9*e And in the xxix yeer *,, The text ends in 1419 with the siege of Rouenp and is followed by a short colophon based on the text pre- 
sented in the exordium of Hunto MS9 V95s13 and other EV 
and AV texts, Accordingly, this portion of text does not 
appear in the exordium of BM Harlo 13371 
in rewle and 5 govern&unce 
Here endith a book callyd the Croniclis of Englonde made 
7 compilid by notabil Clerkis of Aventuris of kyngis-Pat 
were in Pis londe And howe Pey Died 

B. Qdl, ---MS, -Hatton__50 This well-written MS. beginal 
Here begynnyth a book callyd Brute of Pe Croniculys of 
Englonde 
This book tretith 7 tellith see 
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Som tyme see 
The giant details are as in Hunt* MS* Vo5el3s and 

the name of Coryn's paramour is givent 'Embron thy 
paramourel 

The chapter on the kings of Britain has the normal 
#after him' linkage, and the Latin tag is present. 

Conan reigns after Arthurg and the treatment of the 
text around the chapter on the Battle of Halidon Hill is 
typical of its treatment in the AV#Bq i*eo materials 
including the whole of the Scottish campaign, is simply 
omitteds 
And in that same tyme kyng Edward of Englond held his 
p=1ement atte Castell oppon tyne for grete wrongis Pat 
wer doon in that contre // And sgr Edward Bailloll kyng 
of Scotlond com Pidir to hYm 7 did to hym homage 7 fealte 
for the Reme of Scotlond // And in this maner kyng Edward 
of Englonde gadrid ageyn the homagees 7 Pe fealtees of 
Scotlond wherof he was put out Purh Pe fals counsell of 
Quene Isabell his modir 7 Pe fals Roger Mortemer Erle 
of Pe marche 
How kyng Edward chaungit his mony ýe peny 7 ýe halfpeny 
the grote ýe valow of iiijd ýe half grote for ijd but it 
was les with in the old sterlyng by vs' in Pe pound 

And in the xxviij yeer of kyng Edwardis regR he held his 
p=1ement at westmynst= 7 Per s= Harry of lancastrI was 
made Duke of lancastr. % // And pen was ther covenaunte made 
7 grauntid betwen the kynge of ffro6unce 7 Pe kyng of 
Englonde That he shuld have all his londis 7 lordshippis 
Pat longit to the Duche of Guyen Pe wich diugrs kyngis of 
ffraunce had wrongfully withholden to have 7 to hold to 
kyng Edward 7 to his heirs 7 to his successours for eugr 
more oppon that covenaunte o9o [cf, Brieg p, 280 1le17-26, 
Pe 3o4 11.7-29; the intervening matter is omitted] 
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The text ends in 1419 with the Siege of Rouen and, 
like BM Harl, 1337, is followed by a short colophon, 
slightly altered from that found in the BM Me 
in rewle and governaunce - 
Here endith a book callyd Brute of the Croniculis of 
Englonde made 7 compiled by notabill clerkis of all the 
actis 7 dedis of kyngis ýat evir wer in this londe to 
take exsa=pill what fil to fore our Dayes 

I 
BM MS - Harl,. 62 51 

The exordium beginst 
Here begynnyth a book call. d [Brute] e4pe 

The giant details are as described aboveo The Latin 
tag and the normal type of linkage are found in the chap- 
ter dealing with the kings of Britain, As in the preceding 
MS. s the chapter on Halidon Hill and the six succeeding 
chapters are reduced to one chapters and the next chapter 
begins at the same point as BM MS. Harl. 13379 but with 
a different heading: 
Of Pe covenaunte betwene kyng Edward of Englond 7 Pe kyng 
of ffraunce 

In ýe xxix year , 
The text ends during the Siege of Rouen with the 

words 'to his successours for All manere of customs *&*I Since the number of chapters contained in the work is 
not mentioned in the exordium, presumably there was a 
short colophon like that of the two preceding texts* 
BM MS. -Stow 71 

The exordium begins with the wordst 
Here bigynneth the Boke of the Cronycules of the king= 
of Englond ... 

The additional details in the prologue and opening 
chapters are as described abovet and in the chapter of 
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British kings the normal type of linkage and the Latin 
tag are found, The chapter on Halidon Hill and the fol- 
lowing chapters are compressed into one chapterv the end 
of which and the beginning of the next reads 
0 so whare of he was putte oute by the ffals CouRsell of 
Quene Isabell and the fals Mortymer 

How king Edward chaunged his mony And of the Covenaunt 
made by twen the king of Englond 7 king of ffrAunce 

a nd the next yere folowing the 
made his newe Mony. the peny. the 
the halff grote value ijd. o9o The text breaks off during 
Side of the host whiche was byfi 
[Cfe Brier Pe 390 1192-31 

king throwe his CouRsell 
grote Value of iiijd, And 

the Siege of Rouent 'North 
: )re the forest of leone3,1 

Jesus Coll. Oxf. MS. _5 The text beginsi 
Here begynneth the boke called Brute of the Cronicle of 
englond The whiche boke tretith and tellith ... The internal details are similar in character to 
those of the other members of the groupi Coryn"s paramour 
is named 'Embron thy Paramour'l the Latin tag is presentl 
Conan reigns after Arthur* In the portions of the text 
examinedq the content appears more abbreviated than in 
Hunt. MS, V*5*139 eeg. the Cadwallader episode is 
included, but he is mistakenly called Cadwalyn. son of 
Oswyn, and the real Cadwalyrr is omitted* A comparison 
of the Merlin/Vortiger story 1 with the text of the 
Hunterian MS@ also suggests that the wording is later than 
that of the Glasgow MS., not necessarily in absolute chron- 
ological time, but in terms of the hierarchy of texts 
1 Transcribed by E*O* Powell (see p, 13 and Dibliography)* 
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within the groups 
On the other hand# the change-over at the end of the 

truncated Halidon. Hill chapter occurs at the same point 
as in Bodl, MS* Hatton 501 
thorugh the ffalse counseill of Quene Isabell his moder 
And the Mortymere e090 

How kynge Edwarde lete chaunge his money And of the 
Couenaunte made bitwene Englonde and ffraunces 

9 a nd in the xxvj yere of kyng Edwarde thurgh hys wise 
counseill he lete chaunge his money the peny the grote 
the valu of iiijd And the peny of ij pens but it was of 
lesse wight with in olde sterlyng by ves' in the pounde 
And the next yere foluyng syr harry of lancastyr was made 
duke of lancastir And in the next yere foluyng was so 
grete a droughte that all felde workes were left vndoon 
And after that fill gret derth of Corn And Pe xxix yere 
of his regne there was couengunt grauntid And sworn soo 

The text ends with the words 'in reule And 
gouernaunces'of 

The number of chapters included in the Brut is men- 
tioned neither in the exordium. nor at the end of the textj 
presumably the scribe omitted the colophon found in most 
other AV: B texts* 

NLW MS. Ppnimrth 196D(2) (olim jjengiýT 
The scribe makes a false start from a copy of the 

CVl, and after copying the first three and part of the 
fourth chapters of this CV textq the scribe goes back to 
the middle of chapter 3t using as his new exemplar an 
AVtB text, It beginss 
And Brute and his men hea manly defendid 

See pp, 95-6. 
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Coryn's paramour is named 'Emboron ý1 paramourlt and 
in the chapter on the British kings, the linkage is of the 
'after him' type and the Latin tag Is present, The rele- 
vant folýo*is missing that would tell us who reigned after 
Arthur in this text'l unfortunately the relevant folios 
containing the Halidon HiM material are also loste 2 

The text breaks off finally before the Siege of 
Rouen: 
to skeme ýe se Costes ý= rose soche *so [cfe Brie, P- 385; 
11,11-12] 

BM-MS. Harl. -7333 Although this MS, is more famed for containing a text 
of the Canterbury Tales3, a fragment of a Brut text takes - 
up the first twenty-four folios of the MS# It begins 
during Earl Godwin's preliminary plotting to kill Alureds 
hiffi prgvelyche vnto, Southamptoun so [Briet p. 126 11.26-271 

Many folios are missing after this first folio, and 
fol, 2a beginst 'A Nd aftir mas he was led *to' [cf, Briep 
Po 133 11*28-29] 

The chapter on the Battle of Halidon Hill is greatly 
abbreviated and there is a typical AViB omission of mater- 
ial, The break occurs at the following point in the texti 

'Fol. 67 b ends with the catchword: 'And brou3t w; Ltb6hyml CBriet p. 89 1.113, and fol. 69a begins: 'Pe Saxons 
errid v )n hym oftyi! tymes' [Brie* pe 93 11.1-2] Fol ; 17&9 ends with the catchwords I whiles Pis good Erle [Briep pe 259.1*301, and fol. 175a beginst 'was ded 

And at Iohn his son was crowned kynge *,, ' [Brie# Pe 305 1*14ý, i. e. after the point that the other AVtB texts (with the exception of Bodle Rawls B190) recommence after their omission. 3See JoMe Manly and Ee Rickertq TeXt of thg-Canterbury Tales, Chicago, 1940, Vol, I ppe 207-18s Douce printed the Lear story from this MS. in Illustra- tions of Shakespearg, Vol* II PPo 172 ffe On John Shirley's connection with the MS*$ see A. Brusendorff, The Chaucer Ira London and Copenhagenj 1925P 
pp. 219-21* 
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T The wiche quene Isabell 7 Rogere Mortemgr toke away 
thorow hir fals Counseilloo [Set out as a chapter-heading; 
cfe Brie$ pe 280 llo24-26] 

And in the xxxti yer of his Reigne Aboute Witsontide*oo 
[Brie# p, 305 loll] 

The Brut text breaks off on folo 24b with the catch- 
word 17 dred ýat wengeans shold coi sone so' 

Dodl, MS, Rawl. ]5120 
The text is incomplete at the beginning, which has 

been supplied in a modern hand from a MSe in Cambridge 
University Library. The original text begins at a point 
in the middle of the Albine-prologues 
shamyd and abassyd and sayde so. [cf. Brie, Ps 3 1*101 

Coryn's paramour is named 'Embron thi paramowrl, and 
in the chapter listing the kings of Britain the normal 
type of 'after him$ linkage and the Latin tag are found* 
Conan reigns after Arthure - 

The text stands apart from the other AVtB texts in 
that it does not abbreviate the chapters around the Battle 
of Halidon Hillp and the chapter on the battle is given 
in full, including a '5w' heading* 

The text endsi 'in rewle And gouernaunsel 
Leaving the last described MSo, Bodle Rawls, B190t we 

can see that the remaining MSSo of the AVsB form a homo- 
geneous groups Although they appear closely connected# 
one cannot show that a MSo A is directly derived or de- 
rivable from a MS. Bp and one must assume that a number 
of intervening MSS, have been losto Certain conclusions 
can however be drawn about the likely development of the 
text. 

Since the other EV and AV groups state in the exordium. 
the number of chapters contained, we can infer-that Hunte 
MS* V*5el3P which does likewise, represents a more original 
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state of the text at this point than the remaining (com- 
plete) MSS, dog for they extract this small piece of 
information and use it as a colophon. 

The omissions around the Battle of Halidon Hill are 
also suggestive of the chronological development of 1 the 
group, and are presented in graphic form in Fig* 39 
Bodl, MS9 Rawl* B190, of course# omits no material at 
this points and could therefore represent the earliest 
stage of the internal development of the AVsB group* In 
textual details, howeverg this MS9 is further removed 
from the CV or the EV/1419tB thang for example# Hunt* Me 
V@5,13* Accordingly, it cannot be the precursor of the 
group, from which the other texts have derived. It is 
possible that Rawl, B190 is a coDv of an exemplar which 
was closer to the original CV and EV wordings but it is 
equally possible, if the medial omission is an original 
feature of the AVsBt that the scribe of Rawl. B190, finding 
a gap in his AVsB exemplar# changed to a CV exemplar for 
the remainder of his texts The interpretation of Figs 3 
suggests that MSSe Stow 71 and Jess Coll* Oxfo 5 repre- 
sent an earlier stage in the group than the other MSS* 
since they omit the least amount of material and the 
omissions found in the other MSSo (with the exception of 
. Hunt, MS, V, 5*13) can be contained within the scope of 
their omissions. However. as we have already suggested 2 
Hunts Vo5oU is probably based on exemplars from two 
groupsp and since it contains the phrase noting the number 
of chapters contained in the work9 it can therefore be 
considered as indicative of (though not identical with) 
the earliest development of the group. None of the other 
extant MSS, tells how many chapters were in the original 
text# but Harl, 1337 and Hatton 50 append a short colophon 

NLW Peniarth 326D lacks the relevant folios and is there- 
fore omitted. See p. 136o 
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based on phrases taken from the exordium, I suggest that 
this represents a stage following on that represented by 
Hunt. Vo5*13. The lack of colophon in Jes. Coll- Oxf- 5 
may be an individual peculiarity, since in respect of the 
medial omission the text appears earlier than that of 
Hatton 50, From this point of viewe Harle 1337 must repre- 
sent an earlier stage of the text insofar as it continues 
the text farther than the other MSS. at the onset of the 
omission, but at the same time it does not restart the 
text until a later point than the other MSS9 Ideally we 
would like'to suppose a text that broke off at the same 
point as Harl. 1337 and Harl. 6251 (Briet po 280 1931) and 
that recommenced at the same point as Stow 71 and Jes. 
Coll* Oxfo 5 (Brie, P. 304 1-7), and that contained the 
full exordium of Hunt. V@5913t i. e, that would not have 
appended the colophon6 The extant MSSo divide into recog- 
nizable sub-groupso 
a) Hunto V. 5,13 
b) BM Harl, 1337 and Harl. 6251 (break off at same point 
as d) and e)j restart at same point) 
0 Stow 71 and Jeso Coll, Oxf, 5 (break off at same point 
as d) and e); restart at same point) 
d) Hatton 50 (breaks off at same point as C) and e)) 
e) Harl. 7333 (breaks off at same point as c) and d)) 

A further highly suggestive similarity must be noted, 
between the hands in which a number of the MSS. of this 
group are written, MSS9 Hunts Vs5#13, BM Harle 1337, BM 
Harl. 62519 and NLW Peniarth 396D, are all written in an 
extremely similar cursive handq with similar chapter 
rubrication and decoration and colouring of chapter ini- 
tials. Jesus Coll- 5 is written in a hand similar to those 
of the corrector and rubricator in Hunterian Vo5@13, and 
Bodle Hatton 50 and Bodle Rawl. B190 are written in similar 
hands which have some similarity in style to the hands of 
the other MSS. of the group. An attractive possibility 
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is that these MSS, are the product of one scriptorium or 
'school' of writing (in the London area? ) 1# and are in 
fact representatives of a primitive type of 'mass- 
productiont of quickly executed texts to meet public 
demand for what was an extremely popular work. That a 
number of Brut MSS, were produced in'such a manner would 
partially account for composite texts or texts that appear 
to have anomalous features within a particular groupe 

Abbreviated Vgrsion, GrOuD C (AvIC) 
The'sole representative of this group from among the 

texts that I. have examined is Ashm. MS* 793* The text 
begins similarly to the EV/Ct 
HEre begynneth a booke in Englishe tong callid Brute of 
Englond or the Cronycles of Englond compilyng and tretyng 
of the said Land see 
SOme tyme in the noble Lande of Surre ... 

The extra giants are givens 
see grete Gyauntes-Of the which men callid one of theym 
Gogmagog chief of hem all xl. foote of length and xij, 
fote of brede And An other widy. and he dwellid vpofi an 
hiegh hill in Shropshire called ýCe] wrekefi. and an othir 
OneweR an other Bounde 7 many other ther were called 
diuerse names And dwellid in depe Caves And some vpo: R hiegh 
hilles and montaynes atte ther oweR luste and wille vn to 
the tyme that Brute come and slough many of hem@And 
conquered the lande 

An abbreviated form of the text describing the giants' 
mode of existence is founds 
T And in that lande beeil many Gyauntes/ and it is all 
wildrenes And the Gyauntes lyven with fruytes and herbes 

'See C. Jonesp Introduction-to Middle English, 1972, p. 22, 
and references in HaSe Bennett# Chaucer, and the-Fifteenth Centuryg Oxford, 1947, pp. 253-4. 
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and flessh of shepe grete as Gootes wherof they maken hem 
slavyns, T And that lande is ordeyned to you by desteyne 
and to your people 

The name of Coryn's paramour is given (unlike in the 
EVC) t 
Than said Brute-ý if Erneborowe thi lemman wiste that one 
man had putte the to such a Rebuke / she wolde neuer love 
the / 

- The linkage between the kings in the chapter listing 
the kings of Britain is dropped after one Instance of the 
'after him' 'type, and is followed by a simple list of king 
and the length of his reigns 
ffirst Gordobian and he reigned xij, yere e and aftir him 
reigned Morgan Aj. yere Enchenaus vj. yere sIdwailer 
viij. yere Rogugo xj. yeres, Voghan xiij yere, Cetcs] 

The Latin tag does not appears 
Conan reigns after Arthur, as in the majority of AV 

texts, but an intriguing situation is found in the later 
texts The chapters around the Battle of Halidon Hill are 
given in fullt and the '5w' heading is absents, The text 
ends at a surprising pointg unparalleled among other EV 
and AV texts: 
and manfully countred with our Englisshe men. / 
Heere endeth the Booke of Cronyculese: * 

This point of conclusion raises many questionse It 
could be seen as an indication that an AV was originally 
made from the EV/13779 to which a 1419imen continuation 
had been added. or it is possible that the AV: C was 
influenced by the AVtB, and that the scribe, finding the 
medial omission in the AVsBq changed to another text for 
the conclusion of the narrative, i. e. a text with the full 
Halidon Hill chapter and ending in 1419: mens Thirdlyt it 
is possible that the scribe's exemplar was incomplete, but 
contained no gap in the Halidon Hill chapter, and that the 
scribe simply took the last few pages from a CV text that 
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ended with the 1419imen continuation. 

The Abbreviated Versiont-Group D_(AVtD) 
This group, which does not have a corresponding EV 

of any kind# as far as the exordium goess consists of 
MSS, BM Stow 70, CUL Hh 6.9(1)p and Univ Coll* Oxf- 154. 

BM M2. Stow 70 
This group presents a new exordium and the text 

beginst 
(T) he first inhabityng of Pis lande hou women first in 
habit it and aftir Pat Brute inhabit it 7 conquered Pe 
gyauntes so (T) he prologe of Pis boke declareth hou this lande was 
callid Albyon ... (S) Ome tyme in Pe lande of Surrr, so o 

The details concerning the giants are as in the fol- 
lowing textq and the name of Coryn's paramour is giveni 
and Po saide Brute In skorne of him if'Erneburgh thy 
lem_man wist Pat oon man dide so vnto thee Corynes' she 
wolde neu=e loue Pees 

In the chapter on the kings of Britaing the linkage 
is of the normal type and the Latin tag is absent. 

Unlike most other AV texts (but cfe AVtA(B))p Con- 
stantyne reigns after Arthur. In the Halidon Hill chaptert 
much of the text is abbreviatedg and the battle itself is 
highly abbreviatedl and the nobles comprising the wards 
of the Scottish army are not named, the relevant sections 
being totally omitted (see the following text)o The 
remainder of the chapter, although shortenedq has no major 
omissions of materialg and the next chapter beginst 
Hou kinge Edwarde made a Duchie of Pe Erledoffie of 
Cornewaill and of the furste chalange of ffraunceo Ccf. 
Briet p, 292 11,26-28] 
'See pp, 154v 156 for details from this exordiume 
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The text ends in 1419: 'in goueMnaunce and reulesand 
cried his peace amonges the Cite3eins 7col 

C11L MS. Hh 6. -9(1) The text begins with the new exordiums 'The first 
inhabytynge 

In its internal details# the text agrees with the 
preceding* The giant details are as followsi 
Of ýe which. oon was callid Gogmagog ýe which was maist= 
of theme all-And he was fourty foote of lengh 7 xiJ of 
brede And an other was callid WidY 7 thes Geauntes 
duelleden in diugrs contreis 7 Montayns 7 hilles 7 lyued 
of rutes and with herbes 7 wilde bestYs 7 wild foules And 
thei regned in ýis lande vn to ýe tyme ýat Brute come 
and conquered them 7 inhabit it and made townes 7 cites 

a*00000009 
Po shalt fynd an Ile callid Albion compassid with Pe see ZU 
So Pat no maner thyng may com vn to it bot foules Pe 
which is wildernes 7 inhabited witbL grete Geauntes the 
which lyven dyu=sly witll herbis 7 rutes 7 flesh of grete 
shepe 7 Pis lands is-ordenyd for the 7 Pi me4e 

We can also use this text to illustrate the omission 
of material concerning the Battle of Halidon Hills 
And than vpon Seint Margaret= even Pe yere of our lords 
Ml UjC xxxii the Scottes come fersely in thre batailles 
wells arraied in here wyng= at evensongtyme and at Pat 
tyme was floode at Berewike Pat no man myght wende ou= 
neither. on hors ne vpon foote And Pe water was betwixe 
the two kyngia 7 Englande so PgLt they must nedp& fight 
or be drownede And than kyng Edwards of Englande 7 kyng 
Edwards of Scotlande maid P=e batailles redy 7 P= 
wynges of Pe prisest 7 Pe best archers that Pei myght 
fynd in all Pe hooste And Pe Scottes were nombrede vijxx 
thousandp, g. and whanne the Englishmen mett Pe ScottrrLPour 
Archers shot sharply 7 sore vn to Pe Scottes and ou= 
threwe thousandes of theme 7 shote so faste that the 
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Scottes myght nott helpe theme self so Pet many of theme 
were killid 7 slayn there And oure Englishmen pages toke 
Pe Scottes mennes hors whan their maistern weren dede 
And Pan kyng Edwarde of Englande 7 kyng Edwarde of 
Scotlande Pankede all myghty god of PILt glorious victorie 
ffor ýe Scottes hadden no more strength agains ýe 
Englishmen than fyue shepe agains a woulfe And Pis 
bataill was doon. vpon hollydoune hille wher were slayn 
xxxvM 1 VC 7 xx Scottes And of Englishmen but vij [cfe 
Brieq pe 283 1.14-pe 286 1.4; pe 286 11.4-9 are omitted] 

The text to 14191 endsi 'in goug_rnaunce and reule 
and cried his peace amongp& the Cite3eins 7c" 

Mniv- Coll. Oxf. MS. 154 
The text begins: 'The furste inhabityng 
The internal details correspond to those described 

above for this groups, and the text ends: 'in goug_rnaunce 
and rule and cried hys peace among= ýe Cite3eins 7c' 
Explicit, 

The three texts correspond well in contentp but can- 
not be directly derived one from another, as. on a simple 
level, the respective headings of the chapter following 
that on the Battle of Halidon Hill shows 
Hou kinge Edwarde made a Duchie of ýe ErledoFae of 
Cornewaill. [BM Stow 701 
How that kyng Edward made meny lordis And how he was mevid 
off the title off ffraunce CCUL Hh 603 
Howe king Edwarde made one Erle duchie of ýe Erledome of 
Cornewayll and of ýe furste chalange of ffraunce [Univ. 
Coll- Oxf- 154] 

Each preserves something of the wording of the original 
CV headings 

For the continuation, taken from the poem on the Siege of Rouenp see PP, 75-6. 
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Hov King Edwarde made a Duchye of Pe Erldom of Cor[n]waile; 
& also of vj. oý&re erles ýat were newe made; & of Pe 
ferste Chalangyng of ýe reaume of Frguncee [Corp,, Christi 
Coll, Camb. 174; Brie, p, 292 11,26-28] 

The three texts are very close, however, and could 
easily have derived from a common original. 
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Correspgndgn I-Divergences-b2tyfg2n--the EV and-, &V grouDs 

Brie assumed a simple relationship between the groups 
of the EV; that the EV/1419iA as typified by BM MS* Harle 
24 was the earliest stage after the EV/1377t the erstwhile, 
existence of which Brie recognized; that the EV/141giB 
was derived directly from the EV/141giAl and that the EV/C 
was very close to the EV/141giA, He further assumed a 
simple one-to-one relationship between the EV and AV textsi 
that the AViA derived from the EV/141gtA; the AViB from 
the EV/1419sBI the AVsC from the MCI and the AVsD from 
a suppos6d lost groupg the EViD, However, a comparison 
of-texts from different groups shows that the relation- 
ships are far more complex on account of the discrepancies 
between the 'corresponding' EV and AV groups and the simi- 
larities between supposedly unrelated groups* As a stan- 
dard of comparison we can take the CV/1333 and other CV 
texts containing later continuations. The relationships 
between the groups are difficultp and the evidence is 
often capable of more than one interpretation, but the 
following discussion represents the development that 
seems to me most plausible at the present, It presents 
a working hypothesis, although as further texts such as 
those held in the U*S, As are examined in greater detail# 
modifications will doubtless be requirede 

Thg Exordia of the EY and_Ay 
The exordium of the hypothetical EV/1377 was partly 

based on the expansion of two short passages in the body 
of the CV text that describe chronicles written in English 
during the reign of king Ossa and a chronicle made by (or 
at the instigation of) king Alfred# The details from the 
CV and the corresponding passages in the EV and AV are as 
follows$ 
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1) & on boke he made of Englisshe, of Auentures of kynges 
and of batailes ýat hade bene done in ýe landee CBriep 
pe 102 11,14-153 

EV/1419 iA 
And it telleth of alle the kynges and principall, lordes 
that euer were in this lond. And what aventures thinges 
as batailles conquestes and other thinges fell in this 
lond and by whome and by what manere CRylands Enge 105] 

11 And also hit tellith of the kyngUl and principall 
thingIM and also of lordis that euir were and Reyghnede 
in the seyde lande frome the furste vn to Pe laste and 
what a výnturs and wonderfull thingUl as Batailles warres 
conquestus and othir meruelous myracles and thingU 
notables ýat be felle in the same lande and by whome and 
by what maner CBM Harl, 24] 

EV/1419 iB 
This boke treteth and telleP of Pe kyng=*7 prjncipal 
lordes Pat euer were in Pis londe, 7 of auentures*7 
wondreful Pinggleand batailles#7 oýer notable actes. 
werres. conquestes Pat bifelle in Pis same londes 
CBM Harl. 48273 

Ev/1419i c 
and theR of alle the kynges / and grete lordes / and 

principall actes ýat haue beeR doo: R in the same lande / 
as of batellys werres / and other aventures and conquest&j 
of the seid lande / CTCC 0.9-1] 

AVs A (A) 
And also it tellethe of all the king= 7 principall lord= 
ýat euer werr and in ýe same lond fro the first vnto ýe 
laste /7 qwat aventurs and wondgrfull thing= werres 
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batails 7 conquest= 7 other thinges notable that fell in 
Pe londe / [Hunte T. 3,21] 

LVUB 
ýe wych book e tretyth 7 lellyth [Mic] of ýe kyngys and 
princypall lordys ý&t eu= was in ýis londe and of aventur 
and wonderdyrfull thyngis and batayll and oýir notabyll 
actys warres conquestys ýat be fyll in ýis Same lande // 
[Hunt. V-5-, 131 

LX-I. C And than of all the kynges and grete Lordes and princilpall 
actes that hath be done in the said Lande as of batailles 
werres 7 other aventures 7 conquestes of the said land 
[Ashm. 7931 

AYQ 
And Pis chapitour maketh mencioun of alle the Kyng= Pat 
haue regned in this lande and of the pLincipall act= 7 
dedes Pat were doon wiP in Pe lande and hou longe Pei 
regned. [Stow 701 

2) But Abbotess priourest &men of religiouR, writen Pe 
lifes and dedes of kynges. & how longe euUyche hade 
regnedeq & in what contrel & in what man= eu=che kyng 
deideg and of bisshoppis alsot and P=pf made grete 
bokes, & lete calle ham Pe Cronicles. [Brie, p. 102 
1932-po 103 101 

Ev/1412 ,A 
And after'this hit declareth of diuers thinges compiled 
and drawen by dyvers holy meneand namely by meil of 
Religioup_ as in Abbeis and Priories of Englond the whiche 
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wrote and Cronicled as it fell and happed in the londe 
and made grete bokes and remembraunces of suche as bifell 
in theire tyme And lete calle hem the Cronicles. [Rylands 
Eng, 1051 

0" . the wiche gestis and Romayns as it folowith here 
after mani dyuers goode men and grete clerkes and namely 
men of relygion as in Abbais Priourees of Englande haue 
Compilede and wretone that befelle in here tyme and made 
ther of grete Bookes and Remembrances to alle men that 
come after hem to hire and to see what by felle a for 
and'was doone in this lande and lette calle hem Cronicles 
and seye the sothe in this lande, [BM Harl, 24] 

ELrZ1419 iB 
And ýis boke made 7 compiled men of Religiouu*7 oýer 
good clerk=. Pat wreten Pat bifell in her tymes, and made 
Piz of grete bokes. and remembraunce to men Pat comen aftir 
hem to heere and to see what bifell in Pe londe afore 
tyme#/ And callid hem cronyclese CBM Harl. 48273 

. rl Ev/1419,, 
The whiche boke mCany] goode men as abbottys priorus 7 
many other men compiled 7 wreten all Coo*] auentures P&t 
be fell yn ther tyme 7 made ther of grete bookes 7 
remeC. o]aunce 7 lete call them Cronicles [Bodle Laud 
Misc. 571 (the right-hand edge of the leaf is damaged)] 

A-VA A (A) 
soo Pis boke / Pe qwiche many diu=se good meR and grete 
clerke-S 7 namely mefi of Religeoun as in abbais and priores 
of Englan4e hathe compilid 7 writeii qwat befell in paire 
tyme and made P=of grete bok= 7 remez1brance till all meR 
that come aft= theii to here and to see qwat befell afore 
7 was done ill this lond /7 lete call ýaiq cronycles 
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[Hunt, T-3@213 

, &VtB 
And ýis boke made and compilid men of religione and oýir 
good clerkys ýat wryttyne what be ffyll in thre C tyme 
and mad ý= of grett bokys and remembrance to men ý&t 
comen aftyr hyme to her and See watt be fyll in Pe lond 
afor tyme // And callyd heme cronycle [Hunt* V*5*131 

A-VA-C- 
The which booke ma ny goodemen as abbotes Priours and manY 
other men. compiled 7 writen all maner of aventures that 
bifell in there tyme and made therof grete Bokes 7 
remembraunces And lete calle hem Cronicles CAshme 7931 

ky-ID 
And ýis boke compyled grete 
and meil of Religioun ýe whi 
and ýe actes of eugZ: y kynge 
Hh 6.91 ý=qf] grete bookes 
[Stow 703 

clerk= as Abbottes prioures. 
ch writen and engroced ýe lyues 
as Pey regnedeand made CCUL 
and called Pem pe cronicless 

Comparison of these passages has a largely negative 
conclusion, which is borne out by the further textual 
comparisons above and below, Lee that there is a highly 
complex textual history underlying the extant MSS9 and 
groups* The erstwhile existence of a number of lost 
groups or complicated crossing between groups must be 
posited to account for the readings of the extant groups@ 
Thus in the first detail the EV/141giA and the Ev/141giB 
keep the words ladventuresp things [surely a corruption 
of 'kings' in the CV], battles' in the same order as the 
CV, but the Ev/1419: C has the phrase hgLL hau2 dooft 
in the same land2 which is found in the CV9 There is a 
cross-group correspondence between the EV/141giB and 
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the AV: B on one hand and the AV: A(A) in the use of the 
words 'wonderful' and 'notable', The AViD retains the 
phrase ha3L MLCre doon Nil. in hj land2t as does also the 
AViCq and the former group also adds a phrase taken from 
the second detail in the CVt hou lgnge hgi regngd. 

Indeed, in the second detail the AVtD preserves best 
the wording of the original CV sourcep which must indicate 
the one-time existence of earlier groups since the AViD 
cannot underlie the EV textso Yet the EV/141giA text of 
Rylands Eng, Me 105 retains the last phrase. And letq 
calle hem the Croniclese 

The-EV grouDs 
Brie does not explicitly state that the EVtC is 

based on the EV/141giAg but he Implies this when he says 
of the former thatt 'Diese Gruppe steht A sehr nahe* Der 
Hauptunterschied besteht In einer grossen Reihe abweichender 
Lesarten, die sich durch den ganzen Text verstreut finden# 
Ausserdem sind die lateinischen Worte in Kap* 34 fortge- 
fallen. " It is, however# clear that the A and C groups 
must have developed separately out of the EV1377, and 
that they cannot be directly connected* This is shown by 
the following: 
1) Of the three extant EV groups, only the A group contaIns 
the original CV giantse although I believe that lost MSS@ 
of A (and possibly Rylands Enge MSo 105) contained a list 
of giants more like that surviving in the C group and that 
the extra details of BM MSSo Harle 24 and Addito 12030 are 
peculiar additionst 

1 
Brie# GuoQ., po 84. 
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Gogmagog. -Laugherigan.. (& so 
Pei were nompned by diu=s 
names) [Brie, p. 4] 

Gogmagog (kyng of PecL alle), - 
wydye, oO newen le-fort,. Bonde 
at the Brugge endeo * laugherygooo(grete multitude 
moo of Giauntes that weren 
callede many dyuers names) 
[Harl, 24] 

B 
Gogmagog [Harl. 48273 IQ Gogmagog (chief of hem all)., 

Wydy, . Oneveil .9B ound e, (And 
many other ther were and 
called dyujrs names) CTCC 09 .9 1] 

Similarly, the addition of details from the Short 
English Metrical Chronic12 (see pp* 108-11) shows clearly 
that the A texts have preserved more closely the wording 
of the original text. 
2) On the other hand, the C group preserves more closely 
the wording of the CV in a number of instances# e9ge in 
the account of the eponymous naming of London by Lud, 
The CV text readst 
T This Lud louede more to duelle at Troye pan at eny oP=e 
place of Pe lande; Wherfore Pe name of Troye was lafte, 
and Po was callede Pe citee of Ludstan; but now Pat name 
is chaungede Prou3 variance of lgUrest and now is callede 
Londoil. T and Pis kyng made in the citee a faire gate, and 
callede it Ludgate, after his namel and ýe folc of Pe 
citee lete hight Loundres. [Briet Ps 31 11.18-24] 

The C groupt. although it evinces some changes, mainly 
of a minor nature, is close to this, and is certainly 
much closer to it than the corresponding section in the A 
group, The reading of the C group is given firsto 
This Lud loued more to dwell at Troye / theR in any other 
place of the lande / Wherfore the name of newe Troye was 
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loste / And thefi was the Cite called luscafi 

CPJ6-c / And 
that name is chaunged thurgh variance of letter / and now 
is callid LondoR / And this kyng made in the Cite a feyre 
gate / and called it Ludgate / after his name / And folk 
of the Cite let calle hit Loundrys / CTCC 0.991] 

. this kyng . Lud, loved more to dwell at newe troye pen in 
Any oP= place of Pe land wherfor he coLamaundid that Pat 
Cite shuld not no lenger be called Newe Troy but Ludentoufi 
or Ludestoun As sum bokes seyen aft= his name Lud. for 
in Pat Cite he mad most cost of byldyng And ther he mad 
A gate Al oute of Pe ground And lat hit to be called 
Ludgate after his name And he lat walle Pe toune and dike 
hit also but afterwardis Pe name of Pis Cite was chaunged 
wi6tb- Saxons tonge and by variaunce of 111tres And was 
called London And Normandis and frenchemen and oP= 
Alyauntes callit loundris And these clerkes callit in 
latyfi Ciuitas londinarILm. [Rawl. B1871 in Bodle MS* Tanner 
188 the last words are omitted, ioeo the2t clerkes see 
londin=um] 

We note also that the Latin tag is not found in the 
C group, as it is not found in Rylands Eng. MS. 1059 which 
I have argued above (ppolO8-11) to represent an earlier 
form of the A group than BM MSS9 Harle 24 and Addito 12030# 
and this correspondence may suggest that the tag was Ut- 
found in the EV1377@ 

Similarly, the name of Coryn's paramour is omitted 
in both Rylands Eng, MS. 105 and in the C group@ 

The EV/1419iBv however, does appear to have been 
based on some early form of A texts although it cannot be 
directly derived from any of the extant MSS* The exordium 
of the B group is closer to that of the A group's although 
in the first quoted example of the following additional 

See the details on pp. 153-5., 
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selected details there is a probably (? ) fortuitous echo 
of the C groupt 

a) Ls Here begynneth a 
Brute CRyle Enge 

DI Here bigynneth a 
Cronicles of Eng: 
Here begynneth a 
Brute of Englond 
CTCC Oe9ell 

boke in Englysshe tunge called 
1051 
book whiche is callid Brute the 

lond [Harl. 48271 
booke in englissh tonge called 
or the cronicles of Englond 

b) &s howe it was first wildernesse [Ryl, Enge 1053 
D-3 ----------- [omitted] 
Qi how it was first a wildernesse and forletteil 

CTCC 0.9-1] 

c) &i And this boke is called Brute after hym, that made 
the boke and inhabite this lond whos name was Brute 
the which lete calle the lond Bretayne after his 
owne names CRyle Eng, 1053 

D-1 And this lande is callid Bretaigne aftir him ýat 
first enhabited it. whos name was callid sBrutee CHarl. 48271 

. QI This booke is called Brute after Brute ýat first 
conquered this lande / and let calle this lande 
Bretayfi after his name CTCC Oo9ol] 

We see again In the Lud passage that the B group is 
close to the A textsi 
this king L_uA6 lovede more forto dwelle at newe Troye ýQne 
at any oPIL place of Pe londe wherfore he coLmaundid ýat 
the Cite of newe Troyd be callid noo more ýMt name but 
calle it Ludst 'I-7 soame bookes sey aftir his name lude 
for in ý&t Cite he made most byeldynge ? ý=e he made a 
gate out of Pe grourlde 7 callid it Luddis gate aftir his 
owne name he dede doo make Cite wallid ? dyke it al 
aboute, 9 But aftirwarde the name of this Cite was 
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chaungid by sownyng of tungis F by varyaunce of igttris 
and callid it Tiondofio F sit opir naciouas callith it sit 
into this day londofio 7 Clerkes callith it Ciuitas 
-LondoFi ./ [Hunts U*M] 

Further points supporting the view that these groups 
are to be connected ares 
1) Except for Rawl@ poet* 32p the B group texts give the 
name of Coryn's paramour, as do the majority of A texts* 
2) Similarly, the B texts contain the Latin tago as the 

J majority of A texts do, 
3) Like BM Me Harl. 24, the majority (though not all) of 
the B texts insert agodAnto the phrase ending the text 
to 1419, and sometimes add Dgo graciasp eoget 
in Ruele and good goulrnaunce V Deo gracias CHarlo 24] 
in good rule 7 gouernaunceoT Deo graciase [Hunts U01133 
izi reule and in gode gouernaunce [Harls 2182] 

The B group shows a number of details that prove that 
it is a derivative, and not the direct line from the 
EV/1377 through which the other EV groups are connected 
to the original EV groups The enumeration of the British 
kings and of the kingdoms of Hengist's heptarchy are both 
farther from the original CV text than the corresponding 
A and C textse In addition, there are numerous verbal 
differences and alterationsg some of which we shall see 
under the discussion of the relationship oý the EV/1419oB 
and the AV: B9 

The AV Rrou]2s 
The single text of the AVtA(B)p that of BM MS@ Royal 

18 A IX, can be derived from a text of the EV/141giAt 
although once more we must assume one or more lost texts 
that united features now found only in separate texts of 
the A groupe Thus we note the following correspondences 
between BM Royal 18 A IX and features presented in the 
A group textst 
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1) The heading of the text is paralleled in BM MSS, Harl. 
24 and Addite 12030t the only EV texts to have this head- 
ing. 
2) The exordium is that of the A group* 
3) The extra giants resemble those in the MC and to 
some extent those in BM Harle 24 and Addit, 12030t and 
Possibly-approximate more closely to those I believe were 
once contained in Rylands Eng, 1059 although 'Laugherigan't 
one of the original CV giants# is not found* 
4) The name of Coryn's paramour is paralleled exactly in 
Rawle B 187 (although it is also paralleled in the 
EV/1419: B)o 
5) The lack of the Latin tag is paralleled in Rylands 
Eng, 105, 
6) The chapter on the kings of Britain is not abbreviated 
as it is in the AVtA(A), and therefore accords with the 
normal text found in the EV/1419iAe 

We have treated this group first among the AVs because 
it does not partake of the striking agreements between the 
rest of the AV groups that lead us to the inevitable con- 
clusion that there is a far more complex relationship 
between them than a simple one-to-one relationship with 
the EV groups, 

The formal textual feature that is most immediately 
striking is the omission of several chapters after the 
death of King Arthur, so that Conan succeeds to the throne 
instead of Constantines This feature occurs in the AVsA(A), 
the AVsB, and the AVtC, but is not paralleled in the EV9 
It is not found in the AVtD, 

Equally significant is the close verbal agreement 
between the AViA(A) and the AVsB in those chapters that 
occur after the opening sections of the text and which 
can be seen well in the narrative recounting the reign 
of King Johne The texts of both AV groups agree against 
the texts of the EV and CVg and must therefore be related. 
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The following extract from Hunte Me T*392lp a text of 
the AV: A(A)q should be compared with the corresponding 
text in the AV: B given in Vole No PPs 373-5# and with 
the CV as presented by Brie (pp, 155-6)1 
S How king Iohn was Rebell agans ýe pope 

A-a nd att Pe last Pe pope sentt by hys autorite 7 
enIoyned two bischops of England Pat yff king IohR wold 
nott cesse of his persecucioun Pat he did to holy chirch 
ne vnd=fong maist= StRyeR jangtoun ne the prioure 7 
his monk= / Pat thei suld do Pe gen=ale ent2rdyting 
yff it wer nede / and e1lionede iiij bischopes to fulfill 
itt / Pe first was Pe bigchoD of / Pe ije Pe 
bischop of =/ Pe iije bigchoD Wauter_ and Pe iiije 
bischop Gilgs 5 And Pes foure come to Pe king / knelyng 
vpoil there kneys full sore wepyng / besechyng Pe king 
to dooll Pe popes comman4ement= and schewed him Pe bulles 
of Pe ent=dyting / bott for no pWer Pe king wald nott 
consent Pgrto T And thafi thes iiij bischopes seyng this 
on Pe morow after Pe annunciacioull of oure lady 
pr-o-nounsed ýe entgZdyting through oute England / so PgLt 
all chirch dores wer schut 7 closid through england 11 
And king Iohii, seyng this / toke in to his handgs all Pe 
possessiouns of holy chirche throute Pe Reali and 
ordenyd meR for to kepe heii Iff And thaR Pe bischopes 
accursed all hem Pat medeled witb6 holy chirch good= 
ayenst P, e will of hem T And when Pe king wold nott cess 
of his malace Pe iiij bischopes went hem oure Pe see to 
Pe Archgbischop of Canterbury / and take hym all Pe doing 
T And Pe Archeb heryng hereof bad thaffi goo agayfi to 
CanterbMy and he wold come thedgr to Paii or send suche 
as suld do asmuche as him self there 10 And thei come 
agayfi to cantgZbury And than come tithingr& to Pe king 
that P. % [? ] iiij bischopes wer comen, agayfi / and for as 
mich as he micht nott come him self he sentt thed= 
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lordes both tempLrell and spWtuell / And so the king 
was entrered [ to vndlrfong the &chgbischoiD and ýe 
prioure also and his monk= and that he suld neuqr aft= 
that tyme tak no thing of holy chirch ayenst the will of 
hem Pat awed Pe goodes 9 And also that ýe king suld mak 
full amep_dqp to hem of whom he had take any goodil And 
Pat holy chirch suld have all ffraunches in likewis as 
itt'was in king edwardes tyme Pe confessour [Hunts T@3*21] 

Howeverp despite this correspondences we cannot 
simply assume that the AVtA(A) and the AVtB are the same 
text to which the exordia of different EV groups have 
been added. The earlier portions of the AViB are inex- 
tricably linýed-to the EV/1419IBt not only on account of 
the exordium but also on the verbal levels The composi- 
tion of the opening chapters of the AViB is demonstrated 
by the following dissection of the text in which the EV 
group is represented by BM MS, Harl. 4182 and the AV 
group by Hunt. MS, Ve5el3s References are given to the 
corresponding text in the CV printed by Brie* The evi- 
dence for connecting the EV/1419: B and the AViB consists 
oft 
(i) similar omissions in both groups vis-a-vis the CV/1333P 
e. g., i 
1) so Pgt he conquered alle Pe landes abowte hym Cps 1 
11.8-9] 
2) 7 Pere Pey lyved in ioy and merthe y-nowv that it was 
wonder to wete Cps 1 11*21-22] 
3) Pat it was wonder to wete Cps 2 11@10-11] 
4) 7 byhestes, 7 also for 3iftesp and warnyd hem in fayr 
mangr vpon all loue and frenschipe PgLt Pei scholde Amende 
hir lithir condicions Cps ý 11e13-16] 
5) wherfore Po xxxiij kyngest vpon A tymet and often-tymesg 
beten here wyfesg for Pey wende that Pei wolde haue Amended 
here tacches and here wykkyd thewes; but of such condicjLons 
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Pei were Pgtp for fayr speche 7 warnyng. Pei deden the 
wors, 7 for betynges eft-sone mych worse Cps 2 11*17-22] 
6) 7 Po made voide al. P&t were P=inq so PILt no lyf was 
among hem but sche 7 here sustres y-fere CPO 3 11-13-14] 
7) seth P&t I am come of a more hyere kynges blod Pan my 
housband. is CPO 3 11,18-193 
8) ful wel y wot, fayr sustres, P&t oure housbandes haue 
playned vnto owre fadir vpon vss wherfore he hath Pus vs 
foul reproued 7 dispised Cps 3 11*20-23] 
9) Pat was here fadir Cps 3 1*36-p. 4 1.1] 
10) Tbe-toke alle her frendes to Appolyng Pat was her 
god Cps 4 11,3-4] 
11) w; Ltb6 al his mayn CPO 5 1.8] 
12) and hym withhelde CPO 5 1.14] 
13) 7a worthy of body and of his dedes CPO 5 11-15-16] 
14) in his werrei 7 schortly for-to telle, so weel 7 
worthyly he dedq P&t he CPO 5 11,17-181 both groups replace 
this by one word an! j] 
15) all here lyvys tyme CPO 5 1,22] 
16) as God wolde Cps 5 1,231 
17) vnwetyng his fadirs 7 azens his wyl Cps 5 1,28] 
18) whan god wolde Cps 6 11*4-53 
19) ýat was Sylveynes sone Cps 6 1.71 
20) 7 Cso] schul mep- of Pat Cuntre be called for eu=more 
CPO 11 1*20] 
(ii) similar readings in the EV/1419eB and the AVoB that 
disagree with the CV/1333 readings See Fig. 4 on follow- 
ing pages, 
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The conclusion to be drawn from the examples is that 
the EV/141giB and the AV: B are closely connected, for 
they agree in making the same omissions from the CV/1333 
textv and they further agree in possessing similar readings 
which disagree with the CV/1333 text, However, a further 
set of readingsp taken from the same extracts as the above 
examplesg show that the two groups cannot be directly 
relatedg i, eo the AV: B cannot be derived simply from the 
EV/1419: B because the readings of the AV: B correspond to, 
or are closer to, the readings of the CV/1333# which we 
can take as the ultimate normi 

(Iii) dissimilar readings in the EV/1419: B and the AVsBv 
where the AViB reading corresponds too or is closer to# 
the CV1333 reading in some respects* See Fig* 5 on the 
following pages. In a number of the examples the AVsB. 
presents a blend of CV and EV/141giB readingse 
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We note that although in the above examples the AViB 
has details that are closer to the CVp there are also many 
cases where the AVsB reading appears to partake of both 
the CV and EV/1419sB reading* The fact that it agrees 
with the CV means that the AVtB cannot simply have passed 
through the EV/1419sB stage. It could quite easily, how- 
everg be*a compilation made from both the CV and the 
EV/14ý9: B texts. We have already seen the agreement be- 
tween the AVtB and the AV3A(A) in the King John chapters, 
but in many of the examples in (M) the AVsA(A) has 
readings which are dissimilar from those of the AV: B and 
are also further from the CV readings* Accordingly, we 
cannot assume that the AViB is a compilation formed from 
the EV/1419sB and the AV: A(A). The same can be said of 
the AVsC, in which we again find verbal differences from 
the above AV: B readings 

The AViA(A) cannot be derived purely from the text 
of BM MSS, Harl. 24 and Addit. 12030P primarily because 
it does not show any traces of any of the peculiar fea- 
tures associated with these MSS9 Whether it was taken from 
one of the other EV/1419: A texts is more difficult to 
decide, since these texts are incompletep and in any case 
we have already suggested that some texts of this EV group 
have been lost that once exhibited a slightly different 
form of certain features than that contained in the extant 
MSS, Verbally the AV: A(A) would seem within the limits of 
tolerance for the EV/1419tAt but obviously there has been 
contact with some other AV group as the common omission 
of chapters after Arthur and the verbal agreement with 
the AVsB described above would attest* The question ist 
in which direction were*the AV texts influenced, and 
which group first made these omissions and verbal changes? 
The further questions occurt whether there was an AV made 
from the EV/1377 and whether the common features of the 
AV groups should be attributed to thi S/ 
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The unusual point at which the AVtC ends (see pp. 147-8) 
might suggest that this text was derived from an original 
AV ending in 1377 to which a 1419(men) continuation was 
added. If this is so, however, then the AV ending iri 
1377 must have differed considerably from the AVsC, for 
in its present state it could not have been the basis of 
the AVtA(A) or AVtB, both of which have readings that are 
closer to the CV sources, Once moret the AV group cannot 
be simply an abbreviation of the EV group, as there are a 
number of-correspondences with other AV and EV texts in 
features that are not contained in the Ev/1419, C, e-g-o 
1) Lud's naming of London has affinities with the 
EV/1419iA (see pe 159) and the AV: B (see Vol, II,. pp., 69-70),, 
19 This Lud loued to abide atte Troie more than at any 
othrl place of the land / Wherfore he commaunded It 
shulde no lengir be called Newe Troie , but Lodentoun or 
Ludestoua as some bokes sayR aftre his name Lud // for in 
that Cite he made moste costes. And ther he made a Gate 
oute of the grounde and called it Ludgate T And he made 
walle the towfi and dich it // And aftre this the name of 
the Cite was chaunged by Saxons tong and variaunce of 
lsqllres and was called LondoR . and yit is . but Normandjs 
callefi it Loundres and frenshmen / And Clerkes Ciuitas 
LondoR 
2) Coryn's paramour's name is given. 
3) Conan reigns after King Arthur. 

On the other handl the King John chapters are not 
the same as in the AV: A(A) and the AViBq which suggests 
that if these groups are to be closely connectedq then 
the AVtC would have to precede the others, for in these 
chapters it corresponds closely to the CV text, In its 
present form the AV: C text cannot underlie the other AV 
groupsp as a number of its readings are at a further 
remove from the ultimate CV source than those preserved 
in other AV groups, but this may point to an earlier 
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stage of the AV text than preserved in the extant MSS. 
The AVtD group of abbreviated texts does not show 

the striking correspondences noted between the other AV 
groups$ although there are points of similarity* Brie 
assumed that these texts were derived from a now lost 
group D of EV texts, i. e. an EV group with the D exordium, 
but. there is-no evidence to support thist'and the apparent 
symmetry between the EV and AV groups has been shown above 
to be false. Certainly the group appears to have been 
based on some form of EV# for unlike in the other AV 
groups (apart from the AVtA(B))t Constantine follows 
Arthur and the King John chapterst although abbreviated 
and aitered verballyt are not the same text as that of 
the AV: A(A) or the AViB, 

It seems most probable that the group is based on 
some precursory form of the EV, for it shows a number of 
features now found separately in other EV texts and in 
AV groups presumably related either to this lost group 
or to the extant AV: D. Thus we can note'the following 
similarities and points of contacto 
A) in its exact wording the present form of the D exordium. 
may be an original feature of the AVtDq but it is clearly 
based on an early EV exordium and retains reminiscences 
and verbal variations of phrases in extant EV groupso 
e. g. the details on pp, 153-7 above and the following 
additional details. See Fig. 6 on the following pagese 

IV 
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B) The phraseology used to describe and name Coryn's para- 
1/t__ lemman mour - Erneb(olurgh thin hy -'resembles that 

employed in the AVs Ct pe 182A and parallels the Short C=11iclee 
C) As in certain MSS, of the Ev/1419tA and in the Ev/1419, c, 
the Latin tag is not found. 
D) There are suggestions of the EV/1419tA text in the pas- 
sage describing the naming of London by king Ludt 
Aftir the dethe of Ely reigned hys Sonne ludde the whiche 
gougrned the lande wele and worthely and was welbeloued 
and he made in Newe Troie an Gate called ludgate and for 
he loued that Cite of london so moche and abode ther he 
made it be called luddentoune(or luddestoune aftir hys 
n. -Vne .. ludde and he made moche werke aboute london and 
diched It and dide called it london by Saxouns tung , and 
Normandes calle it eloundreso CUniv, Coll. Oxf- 154; cf. 
the A text given on pe 159 above, especially Bodl. Tanner 
188]. 
E). There is a slight hint of the Ev/1419iB in the passage 
naming the kingdoms of Engist's heptarchyp where the AViD 
reads: 
and this Engest made many kinges in the lande as was afore 
tyme the furste was kent there he reigned him self* The 
secounde was Chichestre The threde Westsexe. the fourte 
-Estsexe. The v. Norffolk and Suffolk and lyncolne, The 
evi, leycestir NorthampshiresHertford and Huntingdoun_ 
shire* The vij *OxenfordeoGloucestir Wynchestir Warrewyk 
and Derbyshire 

The ellipsis of the subject after Lh_e furste is 
reminiscent of the EV/14191A, for logically the subject 
must be 'kingdom$ and not 'king', but the subsequent use 
of ýt= and not hg-Ld is closer to the type of construction 
used in the Ev/1419: B (see the EV/1419iA and Ev/1419tB 
texts compared on PP-113-4 above). 
F) There are similarities in the Halidon Hill chapter to 
texts of various groups. Like Rawle poet* 32 and all but 
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one of the AVtB texts, material is omitted around the 
battle, However, like the AV: A(A)# only three wards of 
the Scottish army are listed, although the phraseology is 
differentv and the AVsD simply says that 'the Scottes come 
fersely in thre batailles welle arraied in here wyng=lg 
whereas the AV: A(A) lists the wards and the lords con- 
tained in each, 

The verbal affiliations of the AV texts to the cor- 
responding EV textsv i, e. those that contain the same 
exordium, show that the inception of the AV texts must 
have : been a complex compilation system in many instances, 
crossing texts of different groups and using such texts 
for purposes of collation. The best example of this is 
the complexity of the relationships between the earlier 
parts of the AViB and AVsA(A) texts and their EV counter- 
parts, 

In view of the 'poor' nature of the final texts in 
terms of accuracy to the basic CV text# it is perhaps sur- 
prising that such great effort has gone into the blending 
of different groupst for not only complete sections of 
text have been extracted and bound togetherg but there 
also seems to have been a painstaking attempt to blend 
texts on the verbal levelo Yet we see in such as Ashm, 
793 or Digby 185 that well-executed MSS. were being pre- 
pared of AV texts. 

The evidence presented above suggests strongly that 
a number of texts have been lostv and whether the exact interrelationships of the EV and AV groups can ever be 
established is difficult to predict* My own experiences 
suggest to me that close examination of those texts that 
I have been unable to examine personally would fill in 
some detailsq but would also confirm the complexity of 
the interrelationships. It is quite possible that the 
skill shown in crossing and cross-collation of textst 
together with the loss of MSS, have obscured the precise 
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lines of relationship to such an extent that complete dis- 
entanglement is impossible@ There is evidence of centres 
of production for texts, and within these there was un- 
doubtedly a circulation of both texts and ideas in an 
apparently professional and business-like atmosphere which 
could produceg if requiredp high-quality MSSeP probably in 
response to specific orderse 
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Appendix 

0 Test factors usgd in the eXamination-and-classification 
of Extended and Abbreviated-Version MSS. 

Many of the factors used in the examination of CV 
MSS'9 were used in the examination of the EV/AV textsv but 
the following sections of text and criteria occurring in 
them were also used in the classification of the latter 
versions* 
lextual criteria-in the--EV/AV 
1. ) A type*exordium and heading to the prologue 
2) B type exordium and heading to the prologue 
3) C type exordium and heading to the prologue 
4) D type exordium and heading to the prologue 
5) BM Harl. 24 heading to the whole work 
6) extra giants passage as in BM Harl, 24 
7) size of giants passage as in BM Harl. 4827 
8) extra giants passage as in the EV/C 
9) giants' mode of existence details as in BM Harl. 24 

and Rylands Eng, 105 
10) giants' mode of existence details as in BM Harl. 4827 
11) giants' mode of existence details as in the EV/C 
12) giants' mode of existence details abbreviated as in 

Bodl. Ashm, 793 
13) Eneburgh thy paramour (instead of lemman) 
14) Coryn's Ilemman' with no name 
15) Coryn's Ilemman' with name given 
16) 'after him' linkage in the chapter on the 33 kings 

of Britain 
17) kings enumerated in the chapter on the 33 kings of 

Britain 
18) the 33 kings abbreviated as in Hunt* T-3.21 
19) the 33 kings listed: as in Bodl. Ashme 793 
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20) the presence of the Latin tag in the 33 kings chapter 
21) 'worcesterl instead of lwynchestrel in Engist's 

heptarchy 
22) 'Devonshire' instead of 'Derbyshire' in BM Royal 18 B IV 
23) Engist's heptarchy as in BM Harl. 4827 
24) Conan reigns after Arthur 
25) four wards of the Scottish army at Halidon Hill as in 

Rylands Eng. 105 
26) three wards of the Scottish army at Halidon Hill 
27) material omitted around the Battle of Halidon Hill 
28) omission such as in 27, including loss of the battle 

description 
29) endings I ... in rule and good governance (Deo gracias)', 

or some variation thereof that includes 'good' 
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(c) Peculiar Texts and-Versions- 

A number of MSS, contain individualistic or peculiar 
versions of all or part of a Brut text, in some cases as 
part of a compilation made from a number of works. It is 
likely that there was only one copy of the majority of 
such versions, that is, the text we now possess, although 
we cannot tell whether other such individual or peculiar 
versions once existed but are now lost, A few of these 
texts'-fall into small groups, and where this occurs they 
are distinguished as PVtZq i. e. Peculiar Version, with x, 
as some convenient common distinguishing feature or lettere 

C MS L1_ 2.14 
The first part of this MS. is a historical work 

based on the same ultimate source as the Brutq ioe, 
Geoffrey of Monmouth's Historia Regum Britgnniaet but it 
is not a Brut text. The opening folios are now lost and 
the text begins during the reign of Constantinet the suc- 
cessor of Gracian, with the wordst 
can non other but fle a schepe before wolves 

The Cadwallader episode is present, as in Geoffrey, 
and the text of the first part reaches as far as the 
death of Henry III* The continuationg taken from a Brut 
text, begins on fol, 143 a, and is written in, the same 
hand as the preceding text but in a lighter inko suggest- 
ing that it was added at a later time by the scribe when 
a copy became available for him to use. It beginst 
And in the meane tyme dyede kynge henry at westmynstgr see [Brie, P,. 177 11*6-71 

The Queen Isabella letter is included, but the text 
is so abbreviated in the reign of Edward III (as it is 
in Edward I's reign also) that the Halidon Hill chapter 
cannot be considered. It ends during the reign of 
Richard II with the return of Henry of Bolingbroke to 
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England s 
And there he entred the londe *as [Brie, P. 357 1.26] 

Rylands Eng, MS. 207 
This text exhibits a number of lexical alterationst 

at least in its first part# and beginso 
heir vnto the Roialme bot he was not of strengthee Bot 
nevirthelesse this Donebande ,* [cfe Brie, p, 23 11,16-18] 

In the chapter listing the thirty-three kings, the 
syntactic structure is simplified thus: 
The furst was called Gorbodian and he reigned xij yere. 
Aftir him.. Morgafie ij yere. Aftir him Eighnaus vj yere* 
Aftir him Idwalier viij. yere to. [cfe Brie, Pe 30 
11.23-26] 

Constantine reigns after Arthurg and both the Cadwal- 
lader episode and Queen Isabella's letter are present* 
In the Halidon Hill chapter only four sections of the 
Scottish army are foundt 
T And of Pe iiij Bataille was thes Captains the Erle of 
Dunbar the Constable of the Castell. of Berwyk and Sir 
Alexaundir of Setoff keper of the Toune helped the 
Scottes *so [cfe the EV/1419tA reading on p, 1051 

The first hand of the MS, ends the vellum section 
of the MS9 on fol, 103 b with the wordso 
lyke vnto Tourmentours more thanne vnto Crystenmep_ And 
heaven soo [cfe Brie, po 297 lio4-51 

After a gap of one paper leaf, a second hand con- 
tinues the text on paper with the wordso 
Englond T The xx yer off kyng Edward he wente ou= in 
to BretayR 7 in to Gascoy7n soo EBriep po 297 11*11-131 

The text breaks off during the description of the 
Battle of Agincourt: 
ýer wer not dede not passed exxxvjo bodies thonket be 
Ihq_sul 11 Anone ýe kynge oo [Brie, Pe 379 11,26-29] 

This text may be an individual reworking of a 
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cv/1419 textg but there are some similarities to EV 
texts, as in the substitute '5w' heading noted above and 
In the naming of Engist's heptarchye 
The furste was kent wher him self was king and Maistir. 
The secounde was Sussexe and Chichestir. The thrid 
Westsex. The iiij. Essex ee 

However, the Latin tag is not found and the chapter 
recounting Lud's naming of London is normal, and the text 
(which may be compiled from two exemplarsp changing over 
with the change of scribe) is probably based on a CV* 

- Bodl. MS. -e Mus. 19 
This text has been classed as a PV rather than as a 

CV because although it shows no additions to the text it 
appears to be a singleton* It beginst 
Here may men here and knowe How -England ferst beegan 
and was klepid, Albioun 7 by whom it resseyuede that name 
IN thee noble land of Svrrye theer was aworthy kyng 
Myghtty and ryght riche, And of greet renown that heyghtte 
eDiaclisian 99o 

The chapter on the kings of England is alteredg and 
begins i 
Thee ferste kyng of thee xxxiij. his name was hoten 
Gorbodians and hee Regnede exij, yeere And after hym 
Regnede Morgan ij. yeere S And thanne Eighnaus vj yeer 
T I4walan viii. yeere T Rohugo oxjo yeer, so, 

The-Cadwallader episode is absentg but the Queen 
Isabella letter is found* In the Halidon Hill chapter 
only four wards are listede 
And in thee fourthe Batatayle of Scotlonde in that 
warde theer offe weren thus manye of lordys ore more Cin 
red] 
Thee Eerl of Dvnbarre 

The text ends in 1419 with the words 'in Rule and in 
governavncel 
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The text is lexically altered and although the com- 
bination of features it exhibits can be paralleled in 
certain CV texts such as in the CV1419(men): B or the 
CV/14191c, it cannot be based on or derived from these 
texts. For example, Lear is correctly named as lgvre, 
For the omission of the Cadwallader episode one can com- 
pare BodlO' MS* Rawl. B 205 (see P* 55) and Bodl. MSo 
Rawl, B 173 (see. p, ZOLý o The text is probably an indi- 
vidual reworking of a CV/1419 texto 

. LaMbeth MS., -306 This. MS, consists of a number of items one of which, 
on fol-s. a-17 bv is a highly abbreviated version of a Brut 
text* It has been edited by J. Gairdner for the Camden 
Society in Three-Fifteenth Century-Chronicleg, 1880, and 
beginst 
Cronycullys of Englonde 
IN the noble londe off Surrye was some tyme a gr__tte kynge 
and a myghty that was named dioclesyan and he was the 
moste worthiest kynge than levinge on Erthe as the story 
-seythe. Fro the begynnynge of the worlde vnto the 
distruccion of (the grete Cyte ofo added in a later hand) 
Troye was IIII M xx/IIII and III yere That is for to sey 
a for the Carnacion of Crist MC xv yere see 

With this beginning one can compare the beginning 
of the PVI 1436 (see pp, 206-7 ) and the beginning of the 
Latin Bruts (see Briep G, u*Qop ppe 127---30)9 

The Cadwallader episode is present, but the absence 
of Queen Isabella's letter may not beývery significant 

See H. J. Todd, A Catalogue of the &rchieDisgoDal Manu- 
gcl: iDts in the Library at Lambeth Ralacep Londont 1812 (repr, 1965)t MoRe James and Ce Jenkinsq A Descriptiv2 
Catalozue of the ManuscriDts in th-e Librarv of Lambeth 
Eal"c s Cambridget 1930-2. pp. 421- 1 Me Mill, Lybeaus 54 
Desconus, EETS 261,1969 9 pp. 2-39 
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in view of the synoptic text (but cf. a similar combina- 
tion of features in B14 MS. Harl. 63g another peculiar 
text described on pp, 199-200)o The text ends in the 
first year of the reign of Henry IVt land after they were 
taken and put to detheol 

These 'Cronycullys of Englondel are followed by 
Lydgatels'verses on the Kings of England and by a con- 
tinuation entitled 'The names of the kepers and 
Baylyffes of the Cite of london in the tyme of kynge 
Richarde the fyrstlt taken from a civic chronicle. 
(Both items are printed in Gairdner's edition, ) 

PeCL. 11i - ar--Vel: sion-to 1422 (Ev, 1422). and Davies's Chronicle 
The texts of MSS. Bodl, Laud 550 and BM Sloane 2027 

can be considered together and in relation to Bodl. MS. 
Lyell 34 (Davies's Chronicle), The first two texts can 
be called the PV: 1422. 

Bodl, MS. Laud 550 
The text begins: 

How this land was first callid albion and of whom it had 
that name ye shal here as foloweth aftirward 
In the yeer fro ýe begynnyng of Pe worlde M1M1M1 lxxxx 
ixc per was in Pe noble lond of Grece -e9 

Dioclician is called king of Greecet rather than of 
Syria, and since other names are Latinized more into con- 
formity with Geoffrey of Monmouth, this shows that another 
source besides the Bru4u- is being used. The Cadwallader 
episode is presentp and is followed by a chapter entitleds 
'Of ýe. departyng of the evij kyngdomes" 

This is an expansion on the descendants of the kings 
in Engist's heptarchy, and is in turn followed by the 
story of Alfredq thus omitting five of the CV chapters* 

Differences in the factual details of the narrative 
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and additional matter 1 make it clear that the compiler 
of the version to which this text belongs was using out- 
side sources of chronicle information. An interesting 
phrase concerning the beginnings of the New Forest during 
the reign of William the Conqueror is noted by Briel 
which suggests that the compiler was conscious of his 
duty to correct what he saw as erroneous details in the 
CV which forms the basis of this versiont 
Pe comyn english cronicle saith that William Rows made 
this forest but it is vntrewe Ccf, Brie, p. 138 lo261 
I& ýis Kyng Csc. William Rous] made pe new Forest$] 

The narrative is greatly abbreviated in the reigns 
of Henry III# Edward I. and Edward 119 although Queen 
Isabella's letter is found under the last, The Halidon 
Hill chapters which occurs in this abbreviated sections 
is likewise shortened (as in the following text)* As 
an accessory source during the reigns of Richard II and 
Henry IV, the Continuatio Bulgaii Historiar, _u_m 

2 has been 
usedp and in this connection it is interesting to note 
that commencing with Richard 119 each succeeding king is 
accorded a fresh leaf in the 14S. for the beginning of his 
reign, The compiler returns, howevers to the Drut for 
the reign of Henry V to the end of the siege of Rouen, 
. which includes the words 'in Rewle and gouernaunce. 1 

A short continuation followst taking the narrative 
to 1422p and ending with the death of Henry Vp 'On whos 
soule Ihu Coo*] haue mercy Amen' 

BM MS. -Slýane 202Z 
The Brut text begins on fol. 96 b, similarly to the 

preceding texte although the heading is omitteds 
12 See Briev G@u*Q9j ppe 93-4 F, Re Haydont Euloglum Historiarum, t 3 vols, t Rolls Series, 1863* The Contin- uation is printed in Vol@ 3t PP- 333-421., See also Kingsfordq pp. 127-8, 
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In the yer ffro, the be gynnyng off the world M'. Ml. Ml. 
ixeCe lxxxx? ther was yn the Noble land of grece A, 
wurthy kyng and *a. myghty -7- A, man Of grete Renoune ... 

The prologue breaks offs howevers, on fol. 97 bI 
And Callid this land bretayn as ytt shalbe seide her 
afftirwarde ... It is followed by Robert of Gloucester's rhymed 
Chronicles which end's on fol. 169 b with the ascent to the 
throne of Henry III* On fol. 170 a the Brut text resumes 
at a point during the reign of King John: 
whan kyng Iohn had don hys Curage the Enterdytyng was 

-te Relesyd thurgwh all Englond the vij day of Iull so* 
The text agrees with that of the preceding MS., and 

the abbreviation of the Halidon Hill chapter can be seen 
in the following short extract from this chapter: 
And ther he was Examined of Many ffals tresons that he 
hade done, And Of the sleyng of kyng Edward of Carnaruan 
*7 ther Of was, a-teynte-7, for ys treson he was drawe, 7 
hangide. On seint Andrews day Son afftir this kyng Edward 
wente yn to scotland. and be segide the town Off bervyke. 
and hade. a. grete bataile wlth the scottisoAt halidoune 
hyll be side the townne of berwyke, And at wich bataile 
wer slayn Off the scotte.. q exxxv*Ml and this was on seynt 
Merge. rt. q-s_ Evyn - in the yer of Our lord god M is CCC 
xxxiJ? And on ýe Morowe afftir the bataile was do / the 
scott= delyug_rde the town of berwyk to kyng Edward And 
in the xj te yer Of kyng Edward was sene 7 Aperyd yn the 
ffirmamente A lemyng sterre that was Callid stella 
Cometa. [cf. Brie, 'p. 271 1,26-p. 292 1.18] 

The text breaks off on fol. 188 b in the year 1400 
with the words: 
the Erle of Dunbarre become ys man*7*the kyng yaff ym 
the so, 
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Bodl. Ma--Lyell 14 (]2aviegl U- Chronicle)- 
The texts described above stand in close, though 

not identicalt relationship with the text of this MS. '. 
which beginst 
How this Land was first callid Albion and of whom it 
hadde ýat name and how ýe geaunte3 were y gote ye shul 
here as foloweth aft[. ]rward CapitulLm primum. 
In ýe yeer fro ýe begynnyng of ýe worlde Ml*Ml*Ml*-ixce 
1xxxx ýer wap*in ýe noble lond of Grece a worthi kyng 
and a MY3ti and aman of gret Renoun ýat was callid 
dioclician . *. .. In comparison with the preceding texts# the text of 
Bodl, ' Lyell 34 is consistently expandedt e. -g. - chapter 2 
is headeds 
How Pe iij. sones of Noe departid al Pe worlde betuene 
thaym and how Brut was gote **9 

Similar additions include an account of the visit 
of Joseph of Arimathea to Britain under the reign of 
Cymbeline and an account of the destruction of Jerusalem 
during the reign of Westmer (whom the MSe calls Marms! )e 
These additions are not found in the PVil422. 

On the other hand# a number of additions are common 
to both the PV: 1422 and to Bodle MS9 Lyell 34* Like the 
formers the latter expands on the kingdoms of Britain 
after the Cadwallader episode and omits the next five 
chapters of the CV texto Typical of these additions are 
those found in the reigns of Athelston, Edmunds Eldred 
and Edwing to each of whom is devoted a separate chapter# 
which are also found in the M1422, and which are not 
found in the CV9 Indeeds the CV takes only one chapter 

For an analytical description of the contents see A. de la. Marev Catalogue of the-Mpdiaeval Manugqripts Be- 
gueathed-jtg-the Bodlgian-Librarve---Oxfordl by James P. R. 
Lvel g Oxford, 1971, pp, 85-7o See also Kingsfordv 
pp. 29t 122-4,127-9* 
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to recount the reigns of these four kings (Brie, pp. 112-3)o 
During the narrative on William the Conqueror we find 

a similar process still at work9 with the insertion of 
extra information, although the ordering of the additional 
pieces differs between the Pvsl422 and Bodl. Lyell 34. 
Howeverg. the wording of these additions agrees well, al- 
though the phrase found in the PVil422 mentioning the true 
foundation of the New Forest is not present in Bodl. 
Lyell 34. Found in both is the following account of the 
begetting of the Conquerorg although it occurs at differ- 
ent points in the chaptert 
5 On a tyme-as duke Robert of Normandy Pat was pis william 
conquerours fadir rood PorOU3 Pe toun of Phaleis he saw a 
damysell daunsyng in Pe strete among othir Pat was a 
skynners doughtir a wonder fair wommaff and anon Pe duke 
sente for hir and held hir for his paramour and gat on 
hir william, conquerour T And whanne she was with childe 
she dremed Pat her bowellis were drawe and sprad ouer al 
Normandie and englond be Pe whiche dreme men demed Pat Pe 
child sholde be a greet lord [Bodle Lyell 34, fol. 84a] 

Unlike the m1422, the text of Bodle Lyell 34 is not 
heavily abbreviated for the reigns of Henry III# Edward I 
and Edward lIt and although the text of the Battle of 
Halidon Hill is considerably shortened, it is not so 
truncated as that given above from the PVjl422t 
T Thanne wente kyng Edward in to Scotland forto helpe Pe 
said edward and besegid Pe toun of Berewic and Pe scottga 
cam doun and faught with Pe kyng at a place callid 
halidoun, hill beside Berewice and at Pat bataille were 
slayn of Pe scottis y: jj erlis horsmeil and of 
OPM peplei XXXvj Ml. viJC# xii. I and of englishmeno 
Pat marvall is to wite, were ded a kny3t a squyer and xij. 
foot mentand nomo and this was on saint Margaretis eve in 
Pe yeer of our lord M1CQCxZxij. and ýus was Pe toun of 
Berewic yolden, to Pe kyng and Pe Castel also@ % and 
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aftirward Pe said ser Edward Bayloll as right here of 
Scotland dede his homage too kyng edward of englond'at 
New CaMtel Vpon tyne 19 And aftir Pis Pe scottis rebellid 
ayens kyng edward wherfore in Pe hard frosty wynter he 
wente in to Galoway- and wastild all Pe cuntre vnto Pe 
scottissh se and abood in Pe Castell. of Rokesbur-Fch all 

, the wyntertyme 1U Pe xj yeer of kyng Edward in Pe moneth 
of Iuyn was seen and apperid in Pe firmament a lemyng 
sterre Pe whiche clerkis callid Stella coMata and Pat 
sterre was seen in dyuers partieB of Pe firmament 
Ccfe Brie# p,. 281 1,21-p. 286 1.9, p. 291 1.1-p. 292 
1019]. in a number of verbal details this passage is clearly 
closer to the CV original than the corresponding passage 
in the Pv: 1422* 

The text continues past the death of Henry V in 1422, 
although it agrees well up to this point with the PV, 1422, 
and ends in the year 1461 with the election of Edward IV 
to the crown: 
and the Wennesday next aftgr vppon the morow Edwarde the 
noble Erle of March was chosen kyng in the cyte of london 
and began for to reygnee 7c#* 

An interesting physical correspondence that occurs 
between Laud 550 and Lyell. 34 is that thb latterg like 
its textual cousin in Laud 5509 allows a new leaf for the 
beginning of each successive king's reign after Richard II. 

The relationship between the Pv: 1422 and Davies's 
Chronicle and the CV seems fairly clear@ A CV/1419(r7g) 
text must have formed the starting-pointj and on this was 
based a version which must have shown the common additions 
and omissions of the PVjl422 and Bodl, Lyell 34 and prob- 
ably some of the additions which are now found only in 
one branch or the other. The Halidon Hill chapter and 
the ensuing text must have been shortened tp some extentt 
and the text must have concluded in 1422 with the death 
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of Henry V. From this there must have stemmed two 
branches, one represented by the PVil422, which shortened 
to some extentv and the other represented by Bodl, Lyell 
34, which tended to expand and which added a further con- 
tinuation to 1461*1 

EVI 1422 (B) 
Two further texts that end in 1422 are contained in 

MSS. NLW-Peniarth 397C and Bodlo 7549 although they can- 
not be directly connected with the PVtl422. The ending 
date of 1422 is the date of Henry V's death and is thus 
a natural concluding point@ 

NLW--P4S. Eeniarth 197C (olim H2ngwrt 1 
The text begins during the story of Passents the son 

of Vortiger: 
North countre And wolde ben avenge of his fadres deth 
Vortiggr // 

The Cadwallader episode and Queen Isabella's letter 
are presento and an attempt has been made to extend the 
material given for the reigns of the kings between Wil- 
liam the Conqueror and Henry III, mainly by the insertion 
of legendary and sentential material; Brie's suggestion 
that the compiler probably wished to make the narrative 
recounting the reigns of these kings as long as that 
covering the reigns of the three Edwards is very plausible. 

A typical addition is that of the story of Rosamondq 
the mistress of Henry IIIj and the popularity of this and 
similar stories can be seen from the fact that it was an 
addition in several Brut ýexts, e, g, in Bodl. Lyell 34, 
where a truncated form of the story appears$ and in Lam- 
beth 84, where the story has been inserted at the wrong 
Place in the text and the king is named as Edward III, 

Printed by J*So Davies (see pe 13 and Blbliogrgphy)o 
I 
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although the scribe has noticed his mistake and has 
stroked out the story, The three texts differ to some 
extent in detail and in their general moral viewpoint 
regarding this story, and the NLW Peniarth 397C version 
is as follows: 
Tho he grewe opofi and boldely mysvsid a damysell Called 
Rosamounde for whom he made abovr at Wodstoke in the 
P=ke of am=velloqs werkyng lyke to dydalis bovr that 
the quene shuide not welle fynde hir but she dyed with 
Inne a while and was buried in the nonery of Godstow And 
hathe wretofi vppofi hir toumbe these verses --- 

Hic Iace t in tumba rosamundy non rosa munda 
Ron redolet set olet quod redolere solet --- 

That is asmoche to say in englisshe here lythe in the 
tumbe nat the Clene Rose but Rosamunde she stynkith and 
not -smellith soote / That somtyme smellid with ovte 
goostly boote 

From the reign of King John to King Richard II the 
normal CV/1419 Brut text is followedl Henry IV's reign# 
however, is heavily abbreviated, and for the short account 
of Henry V's reign the compiler has turned*to some other 
sourceo The text ends with his death in 1422, 
the forsaide noble kyng henrye the v, endid. his lyf at 
Boys seint Vincent biside paryse Also in the vij day of 
novembre he was nobly enterid at Westmynster on whos 
soule Ih=u haue mercy 

B-odl, MSo 75 
The opening folio of text has been supplied at a 

later datep and the beginning of the original text ist 
And to her ffadir said thay wold make all amendis so [Brie# P- 3 11*10-111 

In its internal details the text agrees with that 
of the preceding MS*, but does not appear to have as 
many minor errors of scribal transmission* The last 
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folio, which is damaged, ends with the wordsl C,. ]rry the fyfte dyed [inserted above in another hand] 
at Boys sgint Vincent/ by side parg-s als[, e-e] Novembre 
he was entyred at westminster -on whose soule Co,. ] &mQn/ 
ExDlicit/ 

The basis of these texts is a CV of normal type end- 
ing in 1419, though we cannot say whether it ended land 
manfully countered with our English men' or whether it 
ended *in rule and governance', 

Reculiar V2rgion ending-in 1427 (PV-11427) 
A small group is made up of MSS9 Harl. 63v Edinburgh 

Univs Libe 184, and Bible Nat, Fonds anglais 309 which I 
have called the PV: 1427. 

BM MS. Harj. _61 The heading of the text is: 
How this Lond was ffirst called Albyone 
In the noble land of Surrey * *, 

Thereafter there follows an extremely abbreviated 
synopsis of a Common Version text, to which some addi- 
tional details have been added, such as a version of the 
Guy of Warwick story, The Cadwallader episode is present, 
and although Queen Isabella's letter is absentq little 
can be made of this omission on account of the extreme 
shortening of the text. 

Extra details are added to the account of the Siege 
of Roueng and the end of this section of narrative and 
the start of the following continuation readt 
And there men mowth see childgrin soke ther moderes when 
thei were deid-and men layff in the dikes gnawyng grasse. 
And eten childryfi. And so ther dide in the dikes-many 
thowsandeso And thei of the Cyte were full fayfi to yelde 
vp the Cite 7 to haVe ther lyves And become the kyng is 
ligge mefi, and of hym to holde for eugre And after in the 
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0 evij, yere of his Regne ther was a trety takeR by twene 
the said owre kyngeand the kyng of ffrau5ce and it was 
so acorded that owre kyng sholde wedde *Dame Kat2j: yne o9o 

A short continuation takes the narrative to 1427, in 
which year it ends with the death of the Earl of Salisbury 
at the siege of Orleanst 
that was oon of the wordieste knyghtes of the world and 
was buried at Bursshame 

EULML-184 (Laing 217-)- 
The'text of this MS* resembles that found in the pre- 

ceding MSand begins similarlyt 
How this lande was fyrst Called Albyou: a 
IN the noble lande of Surrey ... A number of folios are missing at various points 
throughout the MS*t and typical of the great shortening 
of the text is the chapter listing the British kings, 
where the name of the king and the length of each reign 
are given quite simplyi 
the first hight Gorbodiafi 7 regned xij yere Morgafi oij 
yere Eighnaus svje yere Idwallofi oviij yere Rowghgo xj4, 
yere ,, 9 

Constantine reigns after Arthurg as in the CV, and 
the Cadwallader episode is presents The folios are miss- 
ing that would have contained Queen Isabella's letter and 
the Halidon Hill chapterg and the text ends in 1427 at 
the same point as BM Harl. 631 
And in the vjte of his regne was the goode erle of 
Salysbury slayne atte the sege of Orliaunce with a gonne 
that was oofi of the worthiest knyghtes of the world And 
was beryed at Bursshap / 

Dibl. NationIA12-MS. -Fonds anglais 30 
The present first page of the MS. p which is written 

on paper, is damaged and begins at a point during Brut's 
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visit to the temple of Dianat 
so he desyred of hur And *so Ccf, Brie, p, 8, a. 1.14] 

Verbally and in content the text agrees with the pre- 
vious MSS. A small change typical of this group is the 
transfer of the story of Curan in the CV to Havelok. his 
father, to correspond with the popular Havelok legend, 
After the-chapter dealing with 'Aldebryght and Edelffl 
occurs the following chapter: 
Of kyng Haveloke 
And also it hapenet that /havejok/ Ryght heir to ýe kyng 
of Denmarke And went in to Denmarke And ther was made kyng 
7 aftur-he came Ageyn with moch people And slo Edolff 7 
was made kyng of yngland And reigned iij 3er 7 PeR he diet 
7 lyth At the stone henge 77 Ccf, Brie, p, 92 11*23-29] 

In common with the other texts of this groupt Queen 
Isabella's letter is not found, and the general abbrevia- 
tion of the text is illustrated by the section in which 
it would have appeareds 
7 anoR the Quene Issabell waget hur sawdiours 7 she 7 slr 
Edward hur sonne spr Iohfi henawd 7 s= Edmund of woodstok 
that was bropýgr to kyng Edward the Erle of kent come with 
gret power in to England And Arryvet At Herwhych in Suffolk 
7 quen the kyng ýgrof herd he fled toward wales Ccf. Brie,, 
p. 236 1,23-P. 2? 7 1*231 

The wards of the Scottish army are omitted, and the 
text again shows characteristic abbreviation in its 
description of the battle of Halidon Hills 
And they both came 7 lade Sege to berwyke And as they lay 
At the Sege ý= come downe opofi hoffi All the Chyvalry of 
Scotland that. is to say 1xv Erles 7 Barons C lx. knyght= 
ii Ml men of Armes Ix M1 Comyners And at halydouR hyll be 
syde Berwyke the hostes met /7 kyng Edward And Bayloyl 
hade the feld for the Scottes hade no mor fusyoun P&t day 
Ageyne the Englyssh meil theft hath xx shepe A geyne v 
wolfes for ther wer [inserted above] slayne bot vij 
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Englysch mefl And ther wer [inserted above] slayne, of the 
Scottes xxxv ml vij C And theil they of Berwyk did Beld vp 
the Towne to kyng Edward Ccf# Brie, p. 281 1.25-P. 286 
1.9, p. 291 11.1-4] 

The MS. is incomplete at the endt and ends during 
the description of the English preparation preliminary 
to the Battle of Agincourt in the chapter entitled 'Of 
kyng Henre the fyf tel i 
And he hade [stroked out] made eugl: y Archer to hafe A 
Sharp Stake A for hyi for ýgr was *@ [Bries P, 378 
11.7-91 

The. MS9 has early connections with Derbyshire, and 
the earliest known owner was Henry Lowe the Younger of 
Whittington, 

Pp. culiar Versiola rnding in 1431 (]Eyakn) and Bodl. MS. 
R, %wl. B 173 

BM MS. Egert 
The text begins during the reign of Arthur's suc- 

cessor Constantine, and begins with the wordst 
ýat Mordered had begoten ... [Brie, p. 91 1.10] 

The Cadwallader episode is present, but unfortunately 
a number of folios have been lost from the middle of the 
text that would have contained the Queen Isabella letter. 
Instead of the '5w' heading in the Halidon Hill chapter$ 
there is a headingi 'How erle of Dunbare help ýe Scottes' 

The text to the end of the Siege of Rouen ends with 
the following words and colophoni 
and manfully countered with our Englysh man. 
Here is no more of the sege of Rone and ýat is be cause 
we wanted ýe trewe copy ý= of bot who so euer owys ýis 
boke may write it oute in Pe henderend of ýis boke or in 
Pe forpgr end of it whene he gettgs Pe trew copy when it 
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is wryttyn wryte in ýeis iij voyde lyns wher it may be 
foundyn. 

It is possible that the scribe knew of the version 
ending in 1419 with the words in rule Mjnd governanceg ýut 
it would appear that he failed to obtain personally 'Pe 
trew copy', for on the following pa'ge the same hand con- 
tinues with a short continuation that beginst 
In Pat. same, yere Pe kyng lay at Pe sege of Roon ... 

This continuation is printed by Brie as E, pp. 444- 
451, and this text, which reaches from 1419 to 1431, is 
in the common-'note' form found in the London City Chron- 
icles, with the names of mayors and sheriffs given* It 
is either an original compilation or was based on such a 
lost chronicle, It ends on folo 114b i 'And left ýgr ýe 
duke of Glaucestrg leuetenauntee Nicholas Watton maioro 
(MO cccc, xxxio), 

The first part of the text is based on a CV/1419 
'men' text which the scribe or compiler has improved and 
corrected in a number of historical factual detailsl, and 
is not in the main stream of CV development@ 

Bodl. MS. --Rawl. B166 
The text of this MSet although now incomplete$ cor- 

responds with that of the preceding MS. Brie suggests 
wrongly that this MS, (a Iminderwertigen Text') belongs 
to the Common Version ending in 1377,2 It beginsi 
hom scomfited and kylled, And kynge leyre hade thon his 
lon(d) a3ayne in pees so* [Brie# ps 20 11917-18] 

Both the Cadwallader episode and Queen Isabella's 
letter are present, and the '5w' heading is substituted 
by the headingi 'How the Erle of Dunbarr holf the skottes' 

The text endsi 

Such as in the Owen Glendower passagesl see Brier G*u9Q9q 
pp, 91-2,2Briep Gou@Qog P, 59o 
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bytturly and manly fo3ten azayne the duke of Burgoyne oo* (the last word is a catchword) [Brie# p. 295 11*11-12] 

Bodl, MS. Razl. --B 129 
The heading of the text is partially illegible, but 

the end thereof and the beginning of the text proper aret 
" #9 throw whom hit had his name 
In the noble lond of Surre .., 

The Cadwallader episode is absent, but Queen Isa- 
bella's letter is found, In the Halidon Hill chapter the 
headings of the wards are left blankt as are all the 
headings after a point in the ýter Pendragon story* 

The text breaks off in 1411 after the Battle of St, 
Cloud, but presumably there was once more of the text 
than now remains since there is a catchwordt 
withouten tho that were slayne in the felde And so they 
redyn forth, (ýrough oute ffrauncel catchword) 

On the next folio begins a continuation commencing 
in 1421, written in the'same hand, This text is closely 
related to that of BM Egerton 650, and startst 

.., in his quene ... And in that yere oure king and dame katar 
[cfe Brie,. p. 445 1#33 

The text from 1422 to 1431 is printed in Brie as 
Appendix Eq pp. 452-455# and endst 
and in that yere come to londoR the Ambassiatours of 
spayne to trete of pees ---- 

The first section of the textp which omits many chap- 
ters, is most probably based on a text of the cv/1419 
(men)tB9 from which source we have argued that the 
CV/14193C was derivede This view is strengthened by the 
fact that there is a textual correspondence between the 
CV/1419tC and Bodl, Rawl, B 173 in the section of text 
printed by Brie as Appendix Ce Ppo 392-3939 which gives 
a slightly fuller account-of the time-from 1399 to 1401 
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and which Brie thought to be unique to the latter. 1 
The continuations found in BM MS, Egerton 650 and 

Rawl. B 173 are very close as the beginning of the entry 
for 1429/30 showst I 
BM Egerton 65_0 
The fi[f] day of Nouembert 
ýe Kyng# wyth hys lordyst 
ryally rode frome Kyngstone 
ougr London Bryget And so 
forth Fenchyrchg. stretes 
evyn vn-to the Tourep to 
hys mete. And ýe Maire and 
ýe Aldermen, all in Scarlete 
hodys, rode to mete the 
Kyng, And so rode forth 
with hym to Pe Toure The 
Setgrday next aftre; wher-of 
were ýe Erle of Denshyre, 
ýe Lord Spencer sonet the 
Erle of Warwyki Pe Lord 
Beamounde. And aftre nonev 
Pe Kyng, in a riall%araye, 
wLth all hys lordys Ryally 
a-rayed in cloth of gold for 
ýe most p=tt with the said 
xxiiij newe knyghtgs all in 
blewp the prestes rode 
a-fore ýe Kyng ij and ijo 
from ýe Toure to 
Westm-vnstre. CBrie, p. 450 
le34-p. 451 1*71 

Bodl -- Rawl, -B lZ3 
T The Friday, the iij de day 
of Nouemb2r, the King with 
his lordes, Rialli rode fro 
KingestoR ouer Londoff 
Brigel And so forth 
Fanchirch strete, eveR to 
the Toure, to his mete. And 
the Maire and the Aldermefi, 
all in scarlet hodes, Rode 
to mete the Kingt and rode 
forth with him to the Toure. 
the Saturday next afterg 
the King made xxxiij 
knightes of the Batho in 
the Toure of Londofil wherof 
were the Erle of 
Deuenysshshireq the Lorde 
Spencers sonne, the Erle 
of Warrewike, the Lorde 
Beaumonde and after nones 
the King# in riall arayt 
with all his lordes rialli 
arayed in clothes of golde 
for the most p=tiet with 
the saide xxxiij knightga 
all in blewe like prestas, 
rode a-fore the King ij 

1 
Brieg Part IIp p. vii. See p. 
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and ij fro the Toure to 
Westminsters [Brie, pe 454 
11.26-36] 

The Egerton MS* then adds details not found in the 
Rawlinson texto and both are possibly copied from the same 
London Chronicle exemplar, The dialect of Rawl, B 173 is 

1 West Herefordshireq from close to the Welsh border , in 
which area there seems to have been a continuing interest 
in Brut texts, for the earliest MSS, point to a Hereford- 
shire origin for the original translation@ 

Peculiar Version ending in 1416 (pV, 1436) 
Two MSSo that form another small group with a Brut 

text forming the basic framework into which many passages 
from a number of sources are inserted, are MSSo BM Harl. 
53 and Lambeth 6. A third MS*, Bodle Rawl. poet. 32p also 
contains a short extract from the peculiar continuation 
carrying the narrative beyond 14199 

BM MS. Ijarl. 53 
The Brut text begins with a Latin headings 

Liber de Cronicis anglorum primo de Albinas 
After sixteen lines of Latin verse the English text 

begins: 
Here begynne the Chronicles of kynges of EngloCoooooooooooo] 
tyme that it was first inhabit and of theire [soooooo9ooo] 
be dyuers Auctores is declaret 7 Eeoseeo*ooool 
After the begynnyng of this worlde Ml yeres 
In the noble lande of Surry ,* 

The textv which contains both the Cadwallader episode 
and Queen Isabella's letterg is greatly expanded (see Brie, 

1 Personal co=unication from Professor M*L. Samuels. 
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PP- 534-580 for extracts and see further below) and con- 
tinues past the end of the Siege of Rouen (which endsi 
'in ruylp, and-gouerngunce')p with a continuation that 
breaks off during the siege of Calais in 14361 
And whefi ýis bullewerk was pus wonne vppofi heffi of Gaunt. 
they of Brugggg were glad and logh heii of Ggunt es, [Brie, P. 580 11*30-311 

From the evidence of a coat of arms and motto on 
fol, 13 b9 the MS,. belonged to the Stokes family* 

Lambeth MS, 6 
This'magnificently illustrated MS* (which is without 

doubt the most beautiful of all the Brut MSS. discussed 
here) is closely connected with BM MS* Harle 539 It 
begins similarlye 
Here begynne the cronicles of kynges of Englond sith the 
tyme that it was, first inhabit And of their actes as be, 
dyu=s auctores is declared and testyfyed, Mi After the begynnyng of this worlde iij e CCC 7 lx yeres 
In the noble lande of Surry was a myghty kyng. and astrong 
maft of body and of gret fame 900 

The Cadwallader episode and Queen Isabella's letter 
are included in the much expanded text which agrees well 
with that of the preceding MS*q although this MS9 takes 
the text past the point at which the BM MS, ends9 and 
this continuation includes a long poem on the siege of 
Calais, This is followed by a concluding chapter of 
prose, and the text ends: 
whe-r-as lay redy in ýe hauen iijY sailes to abyde his comyng. 
Bodl. MS. Rawl. Doet. 12(2)- 

This text is a compilation taken from at least three 
certain Brut exemplars, The first part of the Brut text 
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is described under the EV/1419iBl , and the third part is 
described under the CV/1461o 2 Between these two partst 
as a linking sectiont occurs an extract from the peculiar 
1436 continuation. It starts immediately after the 1419 
(r7g) ending with the wordst 
then Caudebek 7 oP= garisons Per negh wer yeldeR vndlr. 
Pe same apoyntment. Then Pe dolffe? l Inbasitours as it 
was a fore acorded . 00 [Briet P- 559 11.18-26] 

The first hand of the Brut ends at the foot of folo 
150b , but a second hand continues this continuation at 
the top of the following leaft i. e. Hand B used the same 
exemplar for this section as Hand As As with the first 
part of the Brut textr the text is somewhat altered ver- 
bally from that found in the other copies of the contiln- 
uationt and it is followed to the end of the chapter; 
where it ends with the death of Henry Vo 
,.. he died in the Castell of Boys Vincent the last dey 
of August wheft he had reyngned ix yere, v, monythes-and 
iij wekes and iij. deys and is buried at Westminster_. 
[cfe Brieg P- 563 llo28-311 

Various extracts are given by Brie from BM Harl* 53 
(Brie, PP- 534-580,605-607)t and he also printed the 
unique conclusion from the Lambeth MS* (Pp- 581-584). 
A Brut text of the CV/1419(r7g) type forms the basis of 
these MSS-p to which additions have been made in Latin 
and Englisht primarily from Langtoft and from Geoffrey of 
Monmoutht though'a number of other subsidiary sources have 
also been used "3 

It is possible that-the Lambeth MS, is directly based 
on the precursor of the BM textt which is a late copyl 

I See p. 121-3 2 See pp. 84-5- 3 See Brie, G, u*Q, g PP* IR-9 for ;n analysis of the contents* There are also a number of correspondences with Davies's Chronicle; see Kingsford, pp, 123-5, 
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probably written in 1452-3-1 A number of Latin verses 
found in the latter are omitted from the Lambeth text; 
similarly some mocking lines of verse in the Halidon 
Hill chapter have been left outt though a space has been 
left for them for a later insertiong probably in red, 
that was not executed. In additiont the extended conclu- 
sion of the Lambeth text suggests that it was written 
after th e basic text of BM Harle 53P since the latter 
does not include it. 

Inner : Cemple Petvt MS. - 511 Vol. _a The text presented in this MS9 is a fusion of texts 
from at least two separate groupsg-which appears at the 
same time to have been influenced by texts from other 
groups. The Brut text begins on fol, 66a2: 
Here men mowe knowe how Engelonde firste was callid Albion 
and thorowe whom it hadde the name of Albion: 
In the noble londe lof Cgic] Surrye . 9* 

There are no EV/AV details in the prologuet but the 
chapter normally listing the kings of Britain must have 
been influenced by a text of the AV: A(A) i 
How xxxiij. kingis regned in pees eche aftir other aftir 
the deth of Hesidour, Capj_tulo xxxiij? 
Aftir the deth of Hesidour regned xxxiij kinges eche aftir 
othir whos names ben expressid opinly in oýer places but 
the last of them alle was callyd Ely ýe whiche regned but 
vij. monthis. And this Ely had iij. sones Lud. 
Cassibulanne, P7 Gemyoulle Ccf, p, 129] 

There is a curious break in the text after the death 
of Arthur which is probably of no greater significance 
than a missing leaf or two, but which happens to resemble 

I See Kingsford, pe 125- 2 See further Je Conway Davies, Cat. of MSS. -in the Library of the Inner jempl2t oxford, 1972, Vol, It ppe 222-4. 
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the majority of AV texts at this pointg for instead of 
Constantine following Arthurs there seems to have been 
the loss of a few chapters and as it standsg Conan fol- 
lows. Fol- 93 b ends i 
but certis this is the praphicie of Merleyff he sayd that 
his deth schulld be douteus and he said soth for meff wete 
not wheder he lyueth or dede*Arthur CBries pe 90 11.22-26] 

Fol. 94a beginst 
moche honour And solempnite. 
Hou kyng Arthur [deleted] Conan regnid in grete pride and 
slowe-his Vncles ij sonnese 

After this Curan Regnyd Conaii ... [Brie, p. 92 11.29-311 
Neither the Cadwallader episode (as a sixteenth- 

century hand notes) nor Queen Isabella's letter are presentt 
and in the Halidon Hill chapter there is no '5w' headings' 
The end of this chapter and the beginning of the text are 
highly informative regarding the ultimate sources of the 
texti 
with out eny calangynge of any man@ Deo Graciase 

How kinge Edwarde chalangid firste ýe kingdome of ffraunce. 
and how-he made vij,, 'Duchiesdof vij. Erldomes. 

IN the yere of our lord M'*C*C*Coxxxvij* and Pe xij yere 
of kinge Edward= regne *00 [cfe Briel ps 286 1198-9 and 
pe 292 11.26-311 

It appears that the first part of the text has been 
based on a CV/1333 text# which has been shortened to some 
extent. After 1333t the text has been taken from a 1419 
continuationt although abbreviation continuest especially 
from the beginning of Richard II's reign on fol* 159 b to 

See further PP. 30-le 
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the year 1419. During the siege of Rouen narrative the 
text names the lords alleged to have accompanied Henry V 
on that expeditiong and the end of the siege is given as 
follows: 
And ýe sege dured from the bigynnynge of Auguste til 
Ianaur next folowynge. and tho it was yolde to the kynge. 
And aftir he gate Gisours ... This leads to a short continuation to 1437, in which 
year the text ends with the murder of James I of Scotlondi 
And so Englishmen ben moch bounde to yelde presynge laude 
and wurship to almyghty god. the whiche of his infynyte 
godenesse full ofte tymes tho enemyes and peple that ar 
euell disposid he puttith hem vndir fotee 

NLW Peniarth MS. 343A 
This MS* contains a lateg sixteenth-. centurys abstract 

of a Brut texto based on a CV. It is my opinion that the 
text as we now possess it is the original compilationt 
and that it is not a copy of an earlier text, It beginsi 
afore PMt I will speake of brute yt shalbe shewed how ye 
lond of Inglond was first named albion 7 by what encheson 
yt so was named. 
Off the noble of surrye ... I In the chapter on the British kings, simply the names 
of the appropriate king and the length of his reign are 
givent e, g. 'Eldagan . 15, Claten *12,1 Constantine reigns after Arthur# and the text finally 
ends up by simply noting the names of the kings, the 
length of their individual reigns9 and the place of their 
burial, as on page 451 
williAm rouse his sonne xiij yere 7 is at westminster 

After this reign follows an inserted passage entitled 
'De Natiuitate D2m1ni nostri Ihesu Cristil before the 
truncated Brut text recommences, to end with Edward It 
Edward ye firste xxxii yeare 7 lyethe at westminstgZ 
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On the first page of the MS, is a contemporary(? ) 
signaturet 'William White, ' 

John Maundevyle's translation 
Of a second translationInto English of the Anglo- 

Norman Brut two MSS@ have survived* These are BM Harle 
4690 and Royal College of Arms Arundel L*8, 

BM M5, Hgrl, -46go The text begins: 
In nomine trino hoe opus incipio 
Here a manne'mey here how Englonde was cleped Albion and 
by wham itte received thate name and sine Britaine also 
7 bi wham 
ynne the nowble lond of Syrye 

In content the text resembles the CV/1333v as might 
be expected, for both translations are based on texts of 
the Anglo-Norman Long Version, Stylistically and verbally, 
however# the versions differ considerably# and it appears 
that the translation ex*emplified by BM Harl. 4690 must 
have been based on an Anglo-Norman text similar to that 
of Bible Mazarine MS. 1860, i. e., within the terms of the 
Anglo-Norman Long Version, a text as far removed as pos- 
sible from that used for the first translations, Naturallyp 
neither the Cadwallader episode nor Queen Isabella's letter 
are presente, 

- In the Halidon Hill chapter# a different layout of 
the wards is used, listing the names of the knights; 
accordingly$ the '5w' heading is not founds The layout 
is similar to that found in many of the Anglo-Norman MSSeq 
and one can also compare the English MSe Inner Temple 
PetYt 511 Vol, II which may have been influenced by an 
Anglo-Norman MSs 1 

'See further, ppe 30-lo 
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Instead of the prose description of the battle found 
in the Anglo-Norman texts (and followed in the first 
English translation) 9a poem in rhyming couplets is 
found 19 ending with the wordst 

But Godde ýatte is heven king 
sende vs pees and Gode Ending 
There is then a chronological gap in the narrative 

from 1333 to 1337 before the text continues with a 1419(men) 
continuation taken from a CV text of the other translation 
(see below)t 
Hough king Edwarde made a dewke off Corinwaile And also 
of vj oýer Erles thatte werren newe made, And off ýe 
f firste chalenge of f the Realme of f ffraunce 4, 

In ýe yeere of our lorde ih2sug Criste aM1 iiieC 7 xxxviJ 
And off king Edwarde ýe xij ... [Brie, po 292 llo26`313 

Thenceforward the text is that of a normal CVt and 
ends in the year 1419 with the words: 
and mannefully count=d wiý our Englischeme: R 

Coll. of ArMs MS@ Aj: unde 
I have not examined this MS. personally, and the fol- 

lowing description is based on Briet G, u, Q-t PPe 74-5- 
The MS@ contains Robert of Gloucester's Chronicle, 

interpolated and expanded by many extracts in prose taken 
from Geoffrey of Monmouth# William of Malmesbury. and 
othersl together with a continuation taken from the John 
Mandevyle translation of the Brut from the ascension of 
Edward I to 13339 

The text begins: 
The tabile offe cronycul offe Engelonde fro quene Albion 

'*The Romance of the Battle of Halidon Hill' t printed by 
Brie, pp. 287-9, and by J. Hallp The-Poems of Laurence 
Minot, 2nd ed., oxford, 1897, as Appendix Ip pp. 99-101. 
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the furste erthely creature that entriede in to this londe 
yn to King Richard the Secunde. 
The Ferste ether erthely creature so. 
*so Thys boke with hys Antecedens and consequens was ful 
Ended in the vj day off August the ghere of oure lorde a 
M CCCC xlviij And the yere of oure soverayn lorde kyng 
Harry the vj after the conquest the xxvjo 

The Brut text begins on fol, 51 
Here a man may hure how yngelonde was y cleped Albyon and 
by wham hit receyved the name. 
In the noble londe of Syrye 

After the prologue the text follows the text of 
Robert of Gloucester until the death of Henry IIIt where 
the text reverts to the Brut with the exposition of Mer- 
lin's'prophecy concerning Henrys 'The prophecy of Merlyn 
thus is exponyd so' 

The text finally breaks off during the poem on the 
Battle of Halidon Hills 

And thus the Scottes discomfyted were 
in lytil tyme with gret fere [Briet p. 287 11.29-301 

Brie records that there is a copy of this MS. in the 
Pepysian Library, MagdalenCollege, oxford, which was made e.. i 
for Sir William Hayward and passed to Pepys after his \ 

e- 

death@ 
The evidence for ascribing this translation to 'John 

Maundevylel is found in BM MS, Harl. 22799 which probably 
belongs to the CV/1377 f. c. Stage 1. and which breaks off 
in 1340,1 

A sixteenth-century hand has added the following liness 
This English booke that is present 
was made to a good entent 
ffor hem that Englishe understonde 

1 
See p. 41, 
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of the Chronicles of Engelonde 
This was translated by good avyse 
owt of ffrench into Englyse 
By Silre Iohn the Maundeuyle 
that hath ben person but a whyle 
In Brunham Thorp that little toun 
God graunt him hise benysoun 
The yeer of Henry I understonde 
the sexte kyng of Engelonde 
After the conquest soth to seyne 

1435 the xiij. yeere of hilse reygne 
He that sitt in Trynitee 
one'god and persons three 
Save the kyng from all mischaunce 
Bothen in Engelond and in ffraunceo 
Beside these lines are found the following: 

hic desunt 13 capo que sunt in alio libro [in a later 
seventeenth- or eighteenth-century hand] 
Thes verses written in the end of this mans translacioua 
which doth somwhat vary-from this translacloua owt of Ye 
first originall frencheo [in the same hand as the verses] 

Brie has demonstrated that there are sufficient con- 
temporary references to John Maundevyle to authenticate 
the existence of this person and that from 1427/28 to 1441 
the rector of Burnham Thorpe in "Norfolk was in fact John 
Maundevyle. 1 It can be ascertained from the records that 
John Maundevyle must have been born jo 1380l and that he 
lived most of his life in obscure parishes in Norfolk# 
Lincolnshire# and apparently Worcestershire for a timeo 
The series of parishes with which Brie associates him is 
Quidenham (Norfolk)g Flegg (Norfolk)p Brettenham's or 
Bridgeham's Manor (Norfolk)# Hamburg (Worcester)9 Great 
Cressingham (Norfolk)t Burnham Thorpe (Norfolki 1427-1441), 

See Brie, G, usq., Ppe 78-80 and references therein. 
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Ivenho (Lincoln)o and Netherhall Manor (Norfolk), 
That he is called 'Sir' John Maundevyle is due to 

his clerical status. 
The lines in Hari* 2279 must have been copied from 

a MS, of 'John Maundevylels' translationj however, the 
remark (apparently not noticed by Brie) that 13 chapters 
are missing that are in the other book suggests that th ,e John Maundevyle MS, must have received a continuation to 
1377, which would fit this number, Although Brie does 
not mention this remark at all, he raises the question 
whether the evidence of BM Hari. 469Q implies that the 
continuation to 1419 found therein was supplied by John 
Maundevyle and was thereafter transferred to the first 
translation& The marginal remark noted above now ralses 
the question whether the 1377 continuation that must have 
existed in the John Maundevyle MS. from which the lines 
were taken was first supplied by Maundevyle. Howeverp 
Brie's arguments for not ascribing the 1419 continuation 
to him can also be applied to the 1377 continuation. 
1) Arundell MS. L-8 probably contained no more than the 
end of the poem on the battle of Halidon Hill in its 
original full states 
2) There is a gap in Hari. 4690 between 1333 and 1337P 
suggesting some hesitation on the scribe's part for some 
reasons This probably reflects a change of exemplar at 
this point. 
3) A number of MSS, of the CV/1377 were written before 
1435, which is when John Maundevyle apparently made his 
translation. 

Neither of the surviving MSS9 is the original text 
of the translation, which contained the verses later 
copied into BM Hari. 4690. Since the continuation to 1419 
In Hari. 4690 is in the same hand as the first part of the 
text, it is highly improbable that it is the original, 
although the hand appears to belong to the latter part of 
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the first half of the fifteenth century. It is possible 
that the Me was copied from the original, which does not 
seem to have had much circulation or any great popularity. 

The text of the College of Arms MS* is poor# and can- 
not be the original. In any case, we have the evidence 
of the note in BM Harl. 2279 that a MS* once existed that 
apparently ended in 1377* It is possible that this text 
of which the MS. note speaks was the original. to which a 
CV/1377 continuation had been addedq but in the absence 
of the MS, p absolute proof is impossible. 

Lambeth MS. 84 
The expanded version of the Brut is the compiler's 

, holograph copy# as an examination of the physical condi- 
tion of the MS* shows, The text fills not only the normal 
pageg but is found written between the normal linesg in 
the margins# and in small notes written in the same hand 
that are inserted between the pages* Almost certainly 
there was only this copy of this individual version. 

The text begins without any headings 
In the noble land of Surre ther was a noble kyng / and 
myhty and a worthy lord of name and a man of gret 
renoun *,,,, 

After the prologue, which is greatly altered verbally 
from the usual CV textp 'the petygrew of Breutel is given, 
tracing his descent from Noah* The text is marked by 
interpolations of material# of both legendary and histor- 
ical interest# based mainly on the Polychrgnicon, William 
of Malmesburyq and on a chronicle that Fabyan also fol- 
lowedle and Brie prints a number of the most important in 
his edition of the Brute 2 An example of a passage found 

1 See Brier G, u, Q, g pp, 117-120 for an analysis of the con- tentse Brie# PP, 585-604. See also Kingsford, pp. 125-6, 
who shows that the MS* was written in 1478-ge 
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in the CV which has been expanded in this MS. is the 
naming of the British kings, where the type of linkage ist 
V Anno mundi eiii-IM-9 vjCe--I; S,, Reynyd es T Anno mundi o., 
Reynyd ., o .. yerys, 

Up to 1461 the text is based on a CV/1461p and in- 
cludes both the Cadwallader episode and Queen Isabella's 
letter, To this, the compiler has added a continuations 
probably of his own making# to take the narrative to 1479, 
and the text ends with the plague of 1479 with the wordst 
'on whois soulys god haue m=cy Amen*/$ 
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III. The ManuscriDts-used in thig Edition 

The texts presented here are taken from two MSS. held 
in the Hunterian Collection of the University of Glasgow: 

MS. As Hunterign MS. T-1.12 (_74) 
This leather-bound volume consists of 116 vellum 

leaves, 220 mmo by 300 mmo The text begins on fole a at 
and is written in double columns of 38 to 51 lines by four 
hands. Margins in brown crayon are visible. Fols. 115 
and 116 are lined but are devoid of text; if the remainder 
of the MS. was originally lined, then the guide-lines have 
been successfully erasede 

Hand A extends from fole aa to a point six lines 
from the bottom of fol, 11 b be The first page (see Frontis- 
piece) is floreated in blue, red, greeng browns and gilts 
and contains in the lower margin a shield (argent)t a chevý 
ron (sable), and an annulet (sable) in chief, dexter cantons 
This decoration is contemporary with the writing. Blue 
initials with red ornament and gestures begin the chaptersl 
which have rubricated headings. Red and blue paragraph- 
marks are usede Hand As which is clear and goods can be 
described as a fifteenth-century 'bastard' book-hands 

Hand B extends from a point six lines from the foot 
of fol. 11 bb to a point approximately 12 lines from the 
foot of fol, 92 b be Blue initials with red ornament and 
gestures in the style of those used by Hand A begin the 
chapterst which have rubricated headings, Paragraph-marks 
are used infrequently# and their use is probably attribut- 
able in part to the example of the preceding handl at any 
rate they are found in the body of the text only at the 
beginning of Hand B's section* Hand B is again fifteenth- 
century IbastardIj it grows progressively smaller and more 
cramped as more words to the line and lines to the page 
are written, Small changes take place in it as the 
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section advances, e, ge an otiose flourish is introduced 
in association with r, unconnected in writing and resem- 
bling a modern apostrophe, 1 

Hand C extends from the foot of fol, 92 b b, where a 
rubricated chapter heading in this hand is followed by 
six or seven blank lines, to the last line of fol, 113 b ae 
Blue initials with red ornamentation and gestures# and 
rubricated chapter headings are continued. Again the hand 
can be classed under the generic name of fifteenth-century 
'bastard', although it is more individual and angular in 
appearance than the preceding hands* 

Hand D extends from the foot of fol. 113 b a, where it 
completes the last line, to the foot of fole 114b b, where 
the text breaks off. The hand$ which Is poor, belongs 
probably to the very late fifteenth or early sixteenth 
century. 

One is led to suppose that the original extent of the 
text encompassed only those sections written by the first 
three handsq and that Hand D's section is a later addition, 
taken most probably from a different exemplar which con- 
tained a text belonging to a later stage of development 
than-that copied by Hands A# Bp and C (see pp. 61-2 ), o 

There are few marginalia (occasional corrections made 
by Hand C In the margins of his section are excluded here)* 
Despite the use of ultra-violet lightg complete success 
proved impossible in the decipherment of a number of 
instancesi in this respect it is fortunate that the mar- 
ginalia appear to be of generally insignificant nature. 2 

a fol, 15 P top right marginj there is a smudged scribble: 

After a careful examination I have discounted the possi- bility of a second hand at work in this section. Possibly Hand B set out to emulate Hand A's style (cf. paragraph marks), but growing weary of his task lapsed into a style more natural to him# 21n the description of the marginalia line-endings are indicated by an oblique line. 
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'and son sentel 
fol- 39 a. top margins in a sixteenth-century hand: 'in the 
nam of god ammell in the name' 
fole 39a, right margins traces of letters can be seen: 
I*** /s th he' 
fol. 83 b, top margin; in the same hand as the words on 
fol. 39 a: 'in him' 
fol. 84a, top margin; in the, same hand as the words on 
folse 39 a, 83 bt 'a BJ ss SSoeo3333 / 33 Do 3 71 / i-s 
bonsers hys' 
fol, 115 b. top lines in a sixteenth-century hand (possibly 
the same hand as on fol. 15 a), 'In beginniyng god he me' 
Epartially formed a,? ]. Below thiso 1IoFin / IoHn Io V 
Also on fol. 115 b, lower down in a different sixteenth- 
century handt in red ink: 'Henrye The eyght by the grace 
of god' 
fol. 116 as between the first and second lin es, in red: 
'A MAN' 
fol. 116 b; there are three crude pen and ink profiles of 
heads, one in red ink. B elow these in a late sixteenth- 
century hand: lboyer ys my nam so saye they near by I 
Moe / boyer ys my nam so saye they near' This is the 
same hand as on fols, 39 a. 83 b, 84a, 

The marginalia cast no light on the early history of 
the 14S, However, it is reasonable to assume that the 
original ownership of the MS* is indicated by the arms 
on the shield incorporated in the ornamentation of fole 
1a (see Frontispiece), and that the MS9 may have been 
commissioned by the bearer of these arms. The ornamenta- 
tion is original, forming an integral part of the lay-out 
of the first pageo The arms belonged to Wauton of Basmead, 
a manor held of the barony of Eaton in Bedfordshirep and 
the family was closely connected with the manor of Great 
Staughtong Huntingdonshire, some six miles distant. I 
conjecture that when the family acquired the latter manor 
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(one third in 1376p and whol2y in 1406), it removed its 
seat to the fortified manor-house at Great Staughton, 
which still standso The most likely owner of the YS. was 
Thomas Wauton, son of Thomas Wauton (? 1370-1436/7)ol 

MS_- Bt Hunterian Ma. -Y. 5.13 (443) 
The leather-bound volume consists of 176 vellum 

leaves 2v 200 mm. by 260 mme The text begins on fole 2a; 
fol. 1 is lined but devoid of text. It is written in one 
hand in single columns of 26 to 31 lines on vellum which 
is frequently holed or otherwise defective, (Some patches 
cover tears or holes*) Margins and ruled guide-lines in 
brown crayon are visible, Ornamentation is crude, limited 
to blue initials at the beginning of chapters (a number of 
initials have been effaced or smudged); underlining in red 
ink of proper names and of the opening words of a para- 
graph (both uses of red underlining are largely discounted 
after the opening chapters); rubricated chapter headings, 
often underlined in red; several paragraph-marks in blue 
in the chapter-headingsl occasional red underlining of 
unrubricated chapter headings, Where spaces were left in 
the text for the subsequent insertion of rubricated chap- 
ter headings# guide headings were written in the margin 
in black ink by the scribe. Most of these have been care- 
fully erased, presumably when the rubricated headings were 
written* In the majority of instances the guide-headings 
can be seen or read only under ultra-violet lighto but 
occasionally one has survived unerased, e. g. the example 
on fol. 88 a which, in common with the remainder of the 
MS*, has suffered from croppingi 'of Pe seg of kenywo, 
ýat dyshertel 

1 See Pp, 323-9 for the Wauton family* 2 Not as stated in the Catalogue of Manuscripts, 'ffe 1739 originally ff. 176+1* 
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Chapter rubrics are written in a different style 
than the body of the text, which is in a bold fifteenth- 
century 'free' hand, in a more formal 'bastard* hande 
They may however be the work of the same scribel they are 
boldly written in a broad-nibbed pent as in the body of 
the text, and a scribe, however unprofessional, could well 
have been master of more than one style of writing* 1A 
point that tells against this supposition is that on 
several instances this 'bastard' hand is used to insert 
words over erasures in the body of the text9 and could 
therefore be the work of a separate rubricatore 

A corrector has also been at work* to whom apparently 
the dialect of the scribe was unfamiliarg for besides 
genuine corrections of errorsq he occasionally misunder- 
stands the sense of the text and alters it unnecessarily. 2 
The corrector frequently makes alterations in the letter- 
forms, or adds letters to a word to make its form more 
dialectally acceptable, e. g. 31yth (MS* orig, =t)t slo)22 
OoPl, preto; XSe orig. slo3%), týourh (MS. orig. hour); 
Iýurh (MS, orig, ýur)j she (MS* orige che), f= (Ifirell 
MS* origs fayr); sytg (Isight'l MS, orige sy1h); mv-t2 
('might'; MS. orig. myth)j nyte (Inight'l MS* origs nyth): 
etce Erasures are frequento with corrections written over 
them$ and a number of erasures have simply a hatched 
stroke upon themp -74-/--ý 9 These appear to belong to the 
scribe, for usually no material is omitted@ Where a new 
word or part of a word is written over an erasure, in the 
corrector's hand, the erasure must have been made by the 
corrector@ 

See M*B, Parkesp English-CUrMive Book Ijandl 1250-1500, Oxfordq 1969, p, xxivi 'Many fifteenth-century scribes were able to write well in more than one script . @, and manuscripts in which the scribe has used one script for the text agd another for headings or commentaries are common# . E-9- fol- 5 a, land Swor be god ýat day / Pey (inserted above by corr. ) schull. dy' 
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There is a lacuna in the text between fole 133a 9 
about a third of which is left blanks and fole 134a. The 
intervening page'#* fole 133 b. has scribbles (for which, see 
below)# but is devoid of text, -A second lacuna occurs 
between fol. 165 b and fol. 168a. The intervening pages 
are lined and possess some scribbles (for whichp see be- 
low). b The text breaks off in the last line of fole 174 
About half the line and a catchword have been erased, 
Folse 175 ao 175 bP 176as 176 b are lined but devoid of text# 
although a number of scribbles and short notes occur (see 
below)* 

Marginalia are of no great length, and are of little 
importance in their content. Even with the aid of ultra- 
violet light a number of them are impossible to decipher 
completely or with complete accuracyo 
fol. 1 b: Idyd / Ave maria gracia plena' 
fole 24b: illegible traces of scribbles in an early modern 
hands probably notes on the text@ 
fole 73 b, 'Thomas / hathe C. ]yd at ý to 
fol. 84a top, IIRu. IRu jfemischC? ]' 
fol, 85 b tops IGYnfiI I 
fol. 104a foots in a sixteenth-century hands the beginning 
of the text: Isom tim In the nobellan off sore ther was a 
man / of grete renond kalled deiokecian' 
fol. 104b tops in a late fifteenth-p early sixteenth- 
century hand: 'Reght worschepfull' 
fol. 112a foots in a sixteenth-century hands Ithys' 
fol. 112b top: in plummets 'The' 

foots in the same hand, in plummets Ikyng whent' 
fole 113 a tops in the same hand as on fol. 112 b, in plum- 
met: 'To halle men In thys pelytge[? ] ýe devyll 
-- foots in the same hands 'In IRu set yorC? ] lac5titas 
Begynyng b7 grond of all goddness qd/s. albel 
fol. 117 tops 'Cyrd[= sir? ] huh hys bylyd[ioe. billet] 
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luyd [i. e. allowed] vn to Ihamys Smyth' 
rol, 118a top, 'Smyth or[Smythe r ?] IaMYS Smyth of kyrchaffi 
hatthe ffott[? ]' The writing originally continued down the 
right-hand side of the page but is now croppede 
-- foott in the same hand: Ithomas Smythe of kyrchaE 
hatthe fothe / thogh ? hetth[? ] ryghtt well-be-louyd 
brothere / Ih I hartly coLpend me' 
fol. 118 b top: in the same hand as on the preceding folioss 
'Iamys Smythe of kyrehame off[? ] hathe ffo Isabellis' 
-- footi two smudged scribbles. 
fole 133 bi this page is devoid of texti 'A MDB BC? ] 
CT/ Thomas Smys Ihoil Cloland / thomas ffosthere ys a 
genteyll man' 
There is a poor copy of the aboves 'A NN PC? ] BBCT 
Thomas Smys Ihoffi Claland[Clo-? ]l 
fol. 166 b: in the same hand as the preceding notes: IIHu 
lamys Smyth Deus permetj tuery 7 ffyrmytary obligZXY 
plrme. Iacobum Smyth & wyllhellme Smyth wyllhellme 7 
Duytta oxfforth In cyuytate 7 sgj: yrytate[? ] laficlaster 
Horas anster ye ffather ye ffC. ]h ye sesse worlodC? wer 
led] to good' k The first line of the above is repeated below in the same 
hand; the second line and part of the third are repeated 
in a smudged hand, The sense of the whole is unclear* 
Belows in the same hand as the longer passaget 'Anthony 
holydayl 
fol. 167 ai in the same hando 'Thomas ffosther 7 Edmund 
ffosther 7 Ihorl wylld Cypytary[? ]/ TT/ Thomas / 
Thomas ffosther 7 Edmund f/ Thomas ffostherl [other 
illegible smudged scribbles]e 
fol. 167 bi faint traces of letters in the top line of the 
ruled but otherwise blank leaf. 
fol. 173 b foot: Ithys ys that ys A' 
fole 175 a: scribblei 'much[? ] / Thys ys e9*92 
fol. 175 bi 'To hys welbelouso / Aue rosa sinaspinas tu 
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qt[e P /I; a number of scribbles, practice letters, etc,; 
'/ Aue rosa sinys tu qUe pater indiuinis magestate 
sudblymtl/ Iohn Sare I haue me comended /vnto my hopyng 
in god that you ar in good helthe moreou= I/ thl 
fol. 176ai in the same hand as the Latin hymn abovei go 
gloryus yesu 0 mecus yesu 7 moste suetyst yesu /y pry 
the that y may haue the confyssioR contrysyon oryd that 
y may se and reseye the holy body god and maR fayuore 
of all mankynd cry y sal[? ] wyt wat[? ] syfi and that/thow 
wyt my f lord god for gay me all my syns for thy /I; in 
other sixteenth-century handsi 'Ryght Trusty'/ a number 
of practice letters /OThis byll mad the iiij th Daile /9; 
a number of practice lettersv including the name Iffrancis' 
fol., 176b s- in various sixteenth-century handsi 'Ry Ry3th 
trysty 7 welbelovyd Brother I recuLpeade/ me 
Be hyt, knowen to all men / that wyll be myn own / swet 
honur[? ] 
Vt Jj_su graciafi[? ] accione parcever; / lingua Intellettum. 
ne p=veniat [The sense is unclear. ] 
preserue You 7 saue you in / helthe long to contynue / to 
your hart ys ease 7 my dayle confort 
Most Dere. mother e, this my brefe wrytyng / shall be 
to confYrme you that. I Roger gCain? 1t, /,; a number of 
practice letters* 

See F*J. Monet Lateinigghe 11yMen des-Mittelaltergg 1853-5p Vol* II, p. 111, No-. 401. 
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Dialects of Huntgrian L4S5, T, 73.12-and V, 5,13 

Hunterian MS. 1.1.12 
Hands As Bt and C were analyzed separately (Hand D 

was discounted for dialectal investigation on account of 
its short duration and because its section of text was 
probably not part of the original plan of the MS9)o It 
was found that a distinction could be made within Hand B 
in respect to certain features, between the earlier and 
later parts of its sections and accordingly these are 
listed separately* 

Using the traditional criteria for dialectal analysis# 
expounded by J. B. Oakden (see Bibliogj: aphy) and Moores 
Meech# and Whitehall (see Bibliography) and adopted by 
MED (see MEDv Elan and Bibliog%: aphy, 1954, p. ix and ppe 
8-11). Hunterian MS9 T*3.12 cannot be localized with any 
precision, but a general orientation can be obtainedel 
(i) The North is excluded by the 5 isogloss., OE I is 
not retainedo e. g. stons more# holy, both* See Moores 
Meechp and Whitehallq p, 8 and Map I, 
(ii)'The South is excluded by the -In / -eth (present 
indicative plural) lines e. g. Uchullenq trowen4 See 
Moores Meechp and Whitehall, p. 14; Oakdenq P* 351 J, and 
E. M. Wright, Elementary Middle Engligh Grammars 2nd ede, 
Oxford, 1928, Pt 1759 But -eth forms are also found. 
(iii) OE initial <f> does not appear as <v> in words such 
as Lor See Moores from, fagir, (but see Hand B below)* 
Meechp and Whiltehalls pe 151 Je and EeMe Wrightl ope cit., 
P. 107; R. Jordan, Handbuch der mittelenglischen Qra=_atjk, 
Heidelbergg 1925, P. 188. This could, however, be simply 
scribal practice. 

1 The following features apply equally to Hands A. B9 and Cy except where noted@ 
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(iv) The West Midland area is excluded by the I= / mon 
line, where OE afollowed by M or a (but not -ago mj2dq 
-mb) is represented by a in the West Midlands, e. g. man, 
answere. See Jordang op. cit., p. 48t Mooret Meech$ and 
Whitehalls pe 101 Oakdenq pe 14, The Lu-1 / hij- isogloss 
also excludes the West Midlands and the Southwest. 

We are left with a relatively large area in which 
Hunt, T-3*12 can fits ises the East Midland region* Still 
using the traditional criteria# this area can be further 
narrowed down, 
(v) The extreme Northeast Midland is excluded by the ab- 
sence of -gs endings in the present indicative plurals 
See Mooret, Meechq and Whitehallg p* go 
(vi) The Central East-Midland is excluded by the use of 
hem(e) as the predominant form of 'them's See Moore# 
Meech, and Whitehal19 p, 11 and Map Is This area is also 
excluded by the use of -eth as the ending of the present 
indicative 3rd singularo See Moores Meech# and Whitehall, 
Po l3s 
(vii) The marginal areas of the remaining Southeast Midm 
land district are excluded by the exclusive use of 
-ing endings of the present participle, See Moore, Meech. 
and Whitehallj p. 17 and Map Is 

Hunts T@3@12 can therefore be assigned to the South- 
east Midland areat excluding the m: nd. present participle 
areas of the northern half of Norfolkg East Suffolkp and 
the extreme east of Essex. 

The area to which each hand can be assigned cant 
however, be narrowed down by using the evidence collected 
by Professors At McIntosh and MoLo Samuels in their study 
of the Middle English dialects. ' To this end the section 
'For expositions of the theory and practice of the McIntosh- 
Samuels technique of dialect localization see the works by 
these scholars cited in the Biblio aDh-v, o To these can 
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of text written by each hand was taken separately, and a 
full inventory of potential graphemic factors for local' 
zation was made for eacho with an indication of the rela- 
tive frequency of variant forms. In the following tables 
and discussion the relative frequency of each form is 
shown by means of parentheses# and the following conven- 
tions are employedi 

: an oblique stroke separates forms that are used 
extensively or in about equal proportionst these 
are the predominant forms@ 

: single parentheses enclose variant forms with a 
high frequency, 1 instance per 1-5 foliose 

3 double parentheses enclose variant forms with 
medium to low frequencyg 1 instance per 5-15 
folios. 

I triple parentheses enclose variant forms with a 
low frequency, 1 instance per 15 or more folios; 
also, single instances# unless few or no other 
forms are found in the same sections , 

As far as possiblet main forms and variants are listed in 
the order of their frequency, 

Fig. 7 shows a number of potentially significant 
features with their graphemic realizations in the different 
hands for which schematized maps have been published, ex- 
cept for (6), which is reproduced below# 

be added C, Jonest All-Introductioll t2-Middle EngliSht 1972, 
esp. pp. 183-216, containing a map of 'church' forms, and B. Strangs & Histgry of-Englishv London,, 1970, espe ppo 224-39 and a map of the distribution of forms for 'she' in the N. W. Midlands on p. 420. 
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PIGURE 8 
'Hit' and 'it' in Essex 
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Hand A --North-West Essex-- 
The features in Hand A that suggest North-West Essex 

as a probable provenance arei 
(i) the combined use of it / hit 'it', See Fig* 8 and 
M, Lo Samuels# LingNistic--Evolutiong Cambridge. 1972, 
Pe 101 Map 4. 
(ii) selfe / sylf(e) Iself1l a belt of silf runs across 
South Suffolkq and it is Probable that Hand A's combined 
use of selfe / svlf(el originates near the southern 
boundary of this, See M, L, Samuelsq 'Some Applications 
of Middle English Dialectology's in Lasso po 412 Fig* 7* 
(iii) ngilýer neither' is used, not nouther or nol7ere 
See Fig. 9e 
(iv) but 'but's with no instances of bote See Fig& 10a 
(v) a= 'any' is the predominant form# with the minor 
variant g=, See M4, L, Samuelsp 'Some Applications ... It 
in Lass, p. 412 Fig. "6o 
(vi) suche Isuch't the normal Essex form# See MeLe 
Samuelsq 'Some Applications seell in Lasso p. 408 Fig. 4. 
(vii) bien 'belt wiende Ithought1t entiere linter*, etc.; 
the -1.1- spellings are an Essex feature* 
(viii) mochg, mochglg mychg Imuchts found as the strongest 
minor variants besides the major forms mUchat muchel, o See 
MoLo Samuels, 'Some Applications so's in Lasso p. 409 
Fig. 5, 

The area into which the preceding combination of fea- 
tures fits best is North-West Essexe It is noteworthy 
that the Wauton coat of arms on the first folio is drawn 
by Hand Ai as is shown elsewhere 1g the Wauton family had 
a strong connection with North-West Essexe 

See ppe 323-9. 
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FIGURE 9 
Dialectal forms of I neither 
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FIGURE 10 
Dialectal forms of 'but' 
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Hgnd B_- Central South Essex 
For the purpose of making an inventory of the ortho- 

graphic forms and variants used by Hand Bo I divided the 
long text into three sectionst partly for practical 
reasons and more importantly because certain changes were 
noticed in the orthography of the earlier and later sec- 
tionsq some forms becoming less common and others Increas- 
ing in frequency. When the three inventories were complete, 
a comparison between them led me to treat the first two 
sections as one unit and the third sections which has 
dialectal forms presumably copied directly from the 
exemplar, as a second unit. Other forms that occur more 
often or for the first time-in the later portions of the 
text possibly represent forms that the scribe did not 
originally wish to use although they occurred in his 
dialect. 1 However, to determine the basic provenance of 
Hand B. both the earlier and later parts can be treated 
together; the evidence and implications of the twofold 
division of the text are discussed after the primary 
localization of the hand. 

The following features strongly suggest Central South 
Essex: 
(i) h! _t 1it1p with it as a very minor variant, indicating 
that Hand B is to be located within the bLt area marked 
for Essex in Fig. 8. 
(ii) ngthir 'neither', with nethir as a minor variant* 
See Fig* 9, 
(III) = 'any' as the major forms with env as the most 
frequent minor form* See MeL, Samuelsq 'Some Applica- 
tions o9el, in Lass, p. 412 Fig. 6s 
(iv) mochg / moch Imucht as the major forms among a number 
of minor forms. See M-L, Samuelsq 'Some Applications *. -I, 

See N, Davist 'A Paston Handlq JIM NoSs III (1952)t 
ppe 209-21s and further below. 
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in Lasso p. 409 Fig- 5- 
(v) cherch / chirch IchurchIg with no instances of church 
See Ce Jonesp An Introduction to Midd1p, ýEnglish, 19729 map 
facing p. 196. 
(vi) (y)souen / seuen, ((soue, seuene)), (((Seven, seuen, 
seuep geue))) Igiven'l a belt of forms with -I- runs down 
through western Essex. See M, L. Samuelst 'Some Applica- 
tions ... T. in Lass, p. 414 Fig. 9. 
(vii) further points supporting a localization in the more 
southerly part of Essex are houndrg_d_ 'hundred'. sclaya 
Islain't and the doubling of consonants in wette / yLitte 
'know' and gleRpg 'call'. 

A sprinkling of isolated forms suggests some slight 
East Anglian orthographic influence from further northt 
(i) ich2 leacht. I have noted one example in the later 
section of the text, 
(ii) swech(e) 'such". This is almost exclusively the only 
form used. See M. L. Samuelst 'Some Applications ... 1, in 
Lass, p. 408 Fig. 4. 
(iii) mgkel, michel, o my-chel as minor variants of 'much's 
See M. L. Samuels, 'Some Applications ,, Ig in Lasso 
p, 4og Fig, 5, 

That the text was based on a South-Eastern, possibly 
Kentish or East Sussext exemplar is clear from luntrans- 
lated' forms temaining in Hand Bi 
(i) dought IthoughtIp thede IdidIt hj bate 'debate' (Hand 
B possibly misunderstood the sense and took h& in his 

Qa bride 'the exemplar to be the definite article), the d 
third' (Hand B again appears to have become confused in 
his copying). See M*L* Samuelsq 'Kent and the Low Coun- 
tries', in A, J. Aitken et alq Edinb=gh-atudieg in-Eng 
and acots, q London, 1971o Ps 11-D 
(ii) hondre! k 'hundred', A Kentish forms 
(iii) beke 'the same's Possibly Kentish* 
UV) & Zans 'against'. Possibly Kentish* 
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(v) sp-thnys 'since', Possibly Kentish* 
(vi) y -= f, eog, vif(e)t -vvf(f2) 'five'; vifty 'fifty'; 
viftyth 'fiftieth"; viftenýa Ififteenthle This could be 
Kentish, but it is strange that the examples should all 
be multiples of Ifivelp for which the roman numeral is v. (vii) To fol. 61aa one 'own' is used, with a single 
instance of ougLig before fol- 54b aq but from late on 
fol. 61aa the*-oupme form takes over, and oMMe becomes a 
minor form for the rest of the text to fol. 92 b bl oufma 
is a Kentish form; presumably Hand B ceased translating 
the form into his Essex form and simply copied what was 
before him in his exemplar. 

In general, we notice that a greater variety of 
forms appears in the later section# including some of the 
untranslated Kentish forms noted above (e. g. ii, iii, iv, 
V)s Some of the most striking changesg of form or of 
frequencys are tabulated in Fig. 11 on the following 
pages* 2 

1 owgnes owgeneq oung also appear as very minor forms. 20thers can be seen in Fige 7@ 
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FIGURE 11 
Changes in fo= and fregliency-of forms 

in Hand B of Hunterian MSv-T. 3, oj2 

Feature Hand B1 Hand B2 
(fols. 11 b b. 54b a) (folso 54 b a-92b b) 

'she' schel (((scholschee))) schgl ((scheoischo; 
sho))l (((hjjhj-oM 

, is, es; (Y-a) i(( Ws-) ))1 

'from' fm ((fr! 2M; froo)); (fram); ((: ffro)); 
(((fz: gMe;; Efrgme; Mfrooffromiffrome; 
froome; ffro; f =oo) fr6amp,; f fXam; from) 

$against' a5ens; ((a-sCjns)); azens / aseiens-; 
( ((as enst; a--i eyns; (& seins); ((a, -.; eveng; 
a3enstp,; & nenig; & -; ene))l -(((asen; 
a 3ein; & iene))) & senes; & 3ansi 

azayLl)) 2 

'again' W; en / wleae / a-. iein; wene; ((aseeni 
((aseinc)); (((aseene; asen))l (((aseines 
. Ae )))3 ao.; eyen I a!; eyn; en; 

a-A ei ene; a3 egign) 
"not' M to fole 35 aat noueht / nouht / not; 

n9uht / =; ((nouhte; ((nough)); (((ng3jght; 
ngwght, )); (((Ijoughtl nojLth; noust))) 
nomh,; ngwhtinouzhi 
nowth; nal))) 

1 y-s occurs strongly towards the end of the later section, beside normal =. 2There is a passage between fols. 69aa. 
and 85ab in which no a3giens forms appear* 3asein has a about equal frequency with asen and aseng UP to folo 35 al thereafter its use drops off considerably* 
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. 04 f 

Feature Hand B1 Hand B2 

'not' (ii) to fOl. 54bat 
(cont. ) Ziought, / nouht / Z! 2t? 

((( : n2wzht; nouth; nouthgl 
noua) )) 

'when' whall / whan e; wheUne / whengl'( 
whan); (((whanne; 

when))) weile 1 

'them' heme.; (((hem-, hm; h=g. / ham; ((hame)); 
h=; heyM; h=; hyMe))) (((hem; him))) 

1 whan shows a resurgence in the final pages, 
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We can also note that spellings with -X become in- 
creasingly frequent towards the end of Hand B2. eoge pjLv 
Isawlt noy Inowlp hov 'how's 

The variations and patterns of the. scribels forms for 
'through' (see Fig* 12) show in greater detail the trend 
to reproduce more forms from the Kentish exemplar as the 
copying process progressed. The variety of forms of 
'through' in Essex (see Fig. 13) accounts for the forms 
used by Hand B9 and also suggest that Hand B can be 
localized near the isogloss between Dorow, thorough, etc. 
and hours, thurgh , in the South and East and borw( 9 
lmrw(e in the North and West* The evidence suggestst 
M fols. 11 bb- 35 aa a* 54 b as Hand B is using forms known 
to himself, but may be slightly preferring the one that 
is nearer the Kentish Dors, that isp Iýourgh* 
(ii) fols. 54ba - 58 b as he prefers one of'his own forms 
that is not found in Kent and therefore was not in the 
exemplars 
(iii) fols- 58 ba- 92 b bt he returns to a form nearer the 
Kentishl while admitting more of his own forms in fols. 
75 - 929 



FIGURE 13 
Dialectal forms of 'through' in Essex 
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ýorow, thorough, etc. 
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KENT 
Kentish forms: 
mainly borz, thurgh in S, and E. mainly Dorw(e), burw(e) in N. and W. 
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Hand C- South-Eagt Euffolk-(IT)swich areal 
The features that suggest South Suffolk in general 

ares M silf2 'self' which is found beside selfe (and one 
instance of selue). A belt of the Milf form runs across 
South Suffolk. See M, L. Samuelso 'Some Applications so*'# in Lassq p. 412 Fig* 6, 
(ii) mekel( 'much' are the predominant formsq with 
meche, moche, and meky-11 as strong minor variants, Other 
minor variants are mekylp mekil, moghellt mockellq and 
myche (one instance)* 
(iii) str6nhe 'strength', which is found beside the forms 
strengtheq streng]Mg and streng-he 
Uv) no nor, (one instance) beside the normally used 
form ne. 
(v) sawe 'saw', beside the minor variants 
See M. L. Samuels, 'Some Applications eeelg in Lass, p. 415 
Figo 10t 

The following features limit the area possible for 
Hand C's provenance to the Ipswich area: 
(i) hit lit'g with hy_t as a variant are found, but there 
are no instances of it.. See MeLe Samuelsq Linguistic 
Evolutiong Cambridget 1972, p. 101 Map 4. 
(ii) byfore 'before' is the marginally dominant form among 
a number of variants, rather than latVi befor(n)e is the 
normal East Anglian form, and only South-East Suffolk 
admits hy-p although it will admit both* 
(iii) sechg 'such' with the minor variant suche and one 
instance of soche. The forms gyLich(Ilt sAech(2). do not 
occur* 

The Kentish or East Sussex stratum that reflects the 
exemplar of the text leaves different and less obvious 
traces than in the other handsg amounting to only a few 
relict forms such ast the past participle 2gretea 'writtenli 
the present participle hyringft 'hearing'; 41 'the' (one 
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instance); seluarg 'silver'; UAjt 'not', which occurs 
thrice besides the normally used notp nou3to and nost, 
The form bylende 'beyond' may also be a relict form from 
the exemplar. 

One anomalous form occurs# stringthinze, lstrengthen- 
ingIv which is found in Essex but not in either Suffolk 
(the scribe's area of provenance) or Kent (the exemplar's 
area of provenance)* 

Hunt, TP5.11 - Central Surrey 
The main evidence for locating the text in the South 

East is the interchange of k and 0_9 e. g. d-A 'the'; jjýs 
this'; dgy-p = 'they'; dy 'thy'; dynp, 'thine'; 11= 
thee'; d. = 'there'; dgthyr,, dgd= Ithither'l 4_Q 'then$ 

(for tho); etc. Reverse spellings also occurg e, ge unl7er 
'under'; Departyth 'departed'; 17ispyte Idispitel; lor-this 
'lords'; hay. 'day'; Dethe 'death'; -. ylh preterite and past 
participle endings; etce This occurred in Kentq East 
Sussexj and East Surrey, 1 

Further points supporting the same general area ares 
M &. I he I. 
(ii) hym 'them', 
(iii) hem 'him'. 

Points supporting Surrey as against Sussex or Kent 
arei 
(i) thes(-se)l W(sej 'these', but an absence of 
which occurs# at least as a minority variantg in Kent and 
East Sussex textse 

el ghl, (g(c)h Ishelt there is an absence (ii) schep gh. 
of hg (Sussex) or hy (Kent) e (iii) larelt an absence of forms in -h, such as 

'See M*L, Samuels, 'Kent and the Low Countries' in Edin- burgh Studigsin English and Scots, ed, A, J, Aitken et alp 1971v PP* 11-39 Our MS. is listed on p. 13@ 
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hyk, beth, etc. 
Uv) from 'from', not framt uramp or fro, 
(v) no trace of v- = f-s some, occurrences are usually to 
be expected in Sussex and Kento , 
(vi) owne own', not oghnev or o3gen2o 
(vii) = 'before, (conjunction)t not = or =o 
(viii) hy., 'hihe 'high's the predominant forms in Kent and 
East Sussex are hesep heil.; Q9 halo 
(ix) fyrst 'first's ferst is usual in Kentt fer2t / furMt- 
in Sussexo 
(x) chyrch 'church's cherch(e)-is usual in Kentq cherch(e)_, / 
ch=ch in Sussex. See C. Jonest An Introduction to 
Middle IMErlisho 19729 map facing p, 196o 
(xi) hard-'heard': this form is not found in Sussex and 
Kento 
(xii) = 'any's this form is found in much of Surrey# 
whereas the usual form in Kent and much of Sussex is =9 
See M, L, Samuelsq 'Some Applications in Lass# p. 412 
Fig. 6. 
(xiii) much(e) Imuch't the usual form in Kent and Sussex 
is moches See M, L, Samuels# 'Some Applications . *. *, in 
Lass, p. 409 Fig- 5- 
(xiv) suchte) 'such's the usual form in Kent and Sussex 
is swiche See M*L, Samuelst 'Some Applications **, It in 
Lass, p. 4o8 Fig. 4. 
(xv) neyth= 'neither's Central Surrey is'elose to the 
isogloss for this feature* Cfe Fig@ 99 
(xvi) xt- 'it' is the major form, but hi-t, = also occur* 
Cf, M*L. Samuels, Linguistic Zyolution, g Cambridgep 19729 
pe 101 Map 49 

Furthermore, there are orthographic similarities to 
MSS* written in religious houses south of London* The 
main feature is the doubling of final consonants, as in 
nottq w-vttq schall, lytylls ev-v3,1* Examples of such MSS9 
with early local connections are Trinity Coll. 9 Cambridge# 
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MS* B, 15-18 (Sheent Surrey), In which the form hard , 
'heard' is also paralleled, and-Bodley MS* 207 (Newark 
Priory, Surrey) . 

Accordingly, we can conclude that the dialect of Hunt. 
Me V*5*13 is Central Surreye 
Some Featureg gf- SDplling in- HuntgrigU2 MS9--V*5*13 

The scribe of Hunts MS, V*5913 uses a number of pecul- 
iar spellings which occur too often to be regarded as 
isolated errors9 and which must therefore be considered 
as idiosyncraqies, The whole text gives an impression of 
having been written quicklys and the sense is often defec- 
tive or corrupt. False starts and superfluous letters are 
common and words are frequently omitted or have been mis- 
read by the scribe from his exemplar and the resulting 
nonsense has passed unnoticed. 1 Although some peculiari- 
ties represent genuine dialectal spellingst one cannot 
escape the impression that the scribe was not a good 
speller. 

Such instances as show a reasonable consistency 
throughout the text have only exceptionally been noted in 
the commentaryp and the following list of some of the more 
widespread and obvious peculiarities should be of help in 
reading the text* 
1) g, for k2. e, g, monmrs 'monks' (fol. 109b)l honzelvz 

1 For instancep two sentences or clauses in the correct text (as judged from the CV) are often conflated into one with a common word in the middleg eog, p 'And Pane kyng Edward heryng her of A Semblyd A grett hoost And werryd a3ens lewlyne saw ýat his defens myst nott Awayll hymel (fol, 89b) 2Both this point and the followingp g for 
& are common dialect features, paralleled in other SoEo 
and in WoMidl, texts. Cfe No Davis in his edition of Tolkien and Gordon's Sir Gawain gnd thg_Qreen Knight, g Oxford, 1967, ppo 91-2t on Deruyna 'periwinkle' and po 116 on 3onke 'Young thing', 
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luncle's" (fol, 109a); thyng, 'think' (fole 115 b )I 
lanzas= 'Lancaster' (fol. 128a); drynx 'drink' (fol. 
158a); ealys 'Calais' (fol. 144 b )I an instance using both 
letters, kyngkyS lking's' (fol. 151a); etc. 1 
2) the reverse of 1)p a for g, eogo duclas 'Douglas' (fol. 
110 b ),; stronki 'strong' (fole 112 b); couernors 'governors, 
(fol. 126 b ); couernour 'governor'. (fol. 149a), sencul-er 
'singular' (fol. 146 b )i Cal= 'galleys' (fole 150 b ); etc. 
3) -tj for -ge -11, e. g. absente 'absence' (fol. 95 a), 
etc. 
4) The mosý widespread and striking singularity is the 
scribe's treatment of final jj: 
a) -! I is often omitted from words or parts of speech where 
we would expect to find it, e. g. Englon 'England'; mine 
'mind' (fol. 112a, and see comment on b) below); in past 
participles and preterites, e. g. hordyny 'ordained' (fol, 
110 b )i etc. 1 
b) -d is often used in words where we would not expect to bb find it, e, g. &n_d lag ans one' (fols. 64 9 92 , 161a); 
hond 'own' (fols. 106 bP 153 a); sgld 'soul' (folso 159a 
160a, 160b 9 174 b ); barrZd 'Berry' (fole 159 a); delvuerd 
'to deliver' (fole 174aq and similarly In a number of 
other infinitives); two plural forms using -y_d as the 
plural marker, tresspassyd 'trespasses' (fols, 89a # 95 a); 
gonstonyd 'gun-stones' (fol. 169a); onyd 1AX 'any delay' 
(folo 173 a and see note)l cround , 'crown' (fol, 158a)l etce 

The letter forms for % and d in many cursive scripts 
are certainly very similar, but it is beyond doubt that 
the scribe is using -d in many instances such as those 

Cf. the loss of final -din modern Stockholm Swedish in 
an unpublished study made by To Janson 'Reversed lexical diffusion and lexical splitt loss of -11 in Stockholm's 
reported in MoYo Chen and W*S-Yo Wang# 'Sound Changei Actuation and Implementation's Langu = LI (1975)t 
ppo 262-3o 
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mentioned abovel and these letters have been transcribed 
as g,, A significant occurrence on folo 100b is the 
scribe's use of the Tironian sign for gt land' to signify 
'one' (? or to represent an abbreviation of =o 
cf. MED, sev. I)t'in Pe 3er of our lord 7 Ml CC vij'(folo, 
100 b) 
5) The omission of final letters other than The 
letters V_ and t are often omittedp e. g. Englysme- 'English- 
men'; w=, when 'went; thought'. Medial a is also occasion- 
ally omitted, e. go coMadyd 'commanded' (fol. 174 b); hukkyl 
'uncle'; haggynj 'hanging' (fol. 148 b )t etc. In the case 
of -n7p this may sometimes indicate that the scribe has 
omitted a macron representing the mark of abbreviation* 
6) ]1 for p, primarily in but 'put'* The reverse of this, 
p_ for ]a, is also used, e. g. Rleggyngellblessing' (fole 
128b. and see note); bahtyst 'Baptist' (fole 157 b )9 The 
scribe appears to have recognized such spellings as non- 
standardq for often he has made a false start for a word, 
using one of these spellingso Where such instances are 
left undeleted or unerased, they are noted in the commen- 
taryo With this spelling point we can compare his use of 
the South-Eastern spellings d. - for th- and th- for d. -9 
7) t- for d- (or th-), primarily in several instances of 
tethe 'death'.. 
8) We can also note the scribe's legitimate, but some- 
times confusing, use of the third-person pronouns hy_m 
'them' and bm 'himto 
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The Punctuation Systems of Ilunterian MS. T-1-12 

Since each scribe who worked on the MS. takes a dif- 
ferent approach to the punctuation of his section of text - 
Hands A and C employ consistent systems, whereas Hand B 
punctuates very lightly and with no variety of punctuation- 
markers - we can deduce that the present punctuation repre- 
sents scribal intentions, and does not reflect the punctua- 
tion of the exemplaro This is reinforced by the evidence 
that Hands A and C both began with a complex system in 
mind, but soon grew tired of their taskst as the frequency 
of punctuation-markers shows, On balance, it is likely 
that the exemplar was lightly punctuated, thus allowing 
the scribes of Hunterian MSo T93o12 opportunity to impose 
their own systems and Intentions on relatively untouched 
text. With the exception of the paragraph-markers in 
Hand A's section (and the few examples in Hand B's sec- 
tion), which were however indicated by oblique lines in 
the text for later insertion, the punctuation appears to 
have been included naturally at the time of writing and 
not to have been inserted or superimposed upon the text 
by each scribe after he had completed his sectiono 

UAnd A. 
so ab Hand A of MSo To3,12 has written fol ab 

1.36, containing the prologuet chapters 1-37t and the 
chapter heading of chapter 38- In this section the fol- 
lowing marks of punctuation are usedt although not invar- 
iably in all potential positionst 
1) The paragraph mark or 'sense-unit' sign ýt which is 
represented here by To In most cases# the scribe has 
indicated the correct position for the insertion of the 
mark by double or triple oblique lines, Over these the 
rubricator has then drawn T in either red or blue* On 
seven occasions he has omitted to insert Tg leaving the 
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oblique lines uncovered. 1 On one occasions the oblique 
lines occur at the end of a linev and the rubricator has 
placed T at the beginning of the following line, outwith 
the vertical line of writing. 2 
2) The punctus elevatus, sometimes called the *inverted 
semi-colon', (. ). 
3) The capitalisation of the initial letter of a word@ 
4) The single point (. ), placed either on the line of the 
writing or half the height of a minuscule a above its The 
point is sometimes used in conjunction with an attached or 
unattached flourisho This use is restricted to the rubri- 
cated headings9 and does not indicate any difference of 
function from the simple point. On a limited number of 
occasions a short oblique stroke resembling a scratch 
comma Is used, in positions which are elsewhere occupied 
by the single point (see 4 below, and ppe 265-7)o 

1) The Daragra'gh_ Mark-or-IMense-unit'sign 
The sign % is used 152 times, and is found both in 

rubrics and in the continuous text. The positions in 
which the sign occurs are as followst 

a) To mark chapter and numberg which are always written 
in red. In this position, 19 is always drawn in blue* 4 There are 12 instances: T Capo 10 Scd33; T Capo t1cioe 
S Cao ixo4 ; TCa? xij? l T Ca? xviijo5; 19 Ca? XiXO5; 

xx05 It 0 o4 0 IR Ca? 
?4T 

Ca xxviijo; 11 Capo xxix T Ca xxxmo"i 
19 Ca? xxX* 

b) At the beginning of a rubricated chapter-headingg 
where T is drawn in blue* There are 6 instancest chapters 

'On fols. labi 5 abi 6bb; 9b al loaal l0abs On fole 9 aas 
the-following word is written too closely for T to be inserted* 20n 4, ol, 2ab. 31TScd5I is written immediately " 0, below ITCap, Written in the margin* 5The chapter and number appear in the rubric but without T. 
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le 51t 17t 18,19,21* 
c) In the continuous text as a sign between sense- 

units or groups of sense-units which are discrete in the 
logical structure of the texts but which are linked in 
narrative meaning. In this uses $ appears to begin a new 
sense-unit rather than to mark the end of a completed 
sense-unit. 2 

(i) There is a high correlation between T and 
sense-units which indicate a temporal and/or resultative 
progressions e, ge where a new sense-unit beginsi I 
temporals 'And whan . *. 1; 'And it by fille seell 'Tho 
'And anone ... 'I 'And afterwardes 
resultatives 'And so ... 1; 'And ýus ... 'And ther 
fore , *11 
temporal and resultatives lAnd so it fille 'And ýus 
it by fylle # 00 1 

(ii) T introduces direct speech on two occasions. 
Both are important speeches, The first (fol. 2aa) is the 
naming of Albion by Albanye. The second (fol. 6ba) is 
Cordeill's answer to King Leyle (i. e. Leir) when she ex- 
presses the extent of her love for him@ 

(iii) $ introduces a sense-unit giving a list of 
names* There are two simple instances in this positions 
on fol. 4b bs 
$ ýe first hight lotryne. pe second Albanacke-and ýe Prid 
kamber 
on fole 6a as 
T And ýes were Pe doghters names as 3e schullen here 
aftgýr_. ward Elgyn. ymogen, oghdas o-o 

A more complex and significant instance is found on 
fol. job bo where the reigns of 35 successive kings are 
given in 34 successive sense-units, separated by To used 
34 times* After establishing an expected syntactic 
I In the correct numbering of the chapters, 2See 29 
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structures IS And aftgE hym regned A- a sere', the prepo- 
sitional group and the verbal group are elided, producing 
IT And B- n Bere's This serves as an adequate sense-unit 
until some variation is thought necessary, and a verbal 
groups either regned or whas kynge. is reintroduced, 

T has two distinct functions to perform. When used 
in position a), the sign does not act as a means of regis- 
tering punctuation, It is used as a marker, drawing the 
reader's attention to the chapter numbers This use is 
clearly seen in those cases where chapter and number are 
found both in the margin and in the rubricated heading, 
possibly as an aid towards finding one's place in the 
text, 

In position c), T marks off discrete sense-units or 
groups of sense-units in the logical structure of the nar- 
rative, The use of capitalisation (see below, 3) allows 
the recognition of sentences, which combine to form sense- 
units, To express continuityq these are linked by IT and 
the sign's primary function can be said to be that of 
association. 1 The closeness of the association is seen 
in position c)(iii). In position c)(ii), there is pos- 
sibly a secondary function, as a marker of importance. 

The function of T in position b) is more obscure. 
Excepting chapter 1 (the end of the prologue)# and chap- 
ter 5 (the foundation of London and the naming of Britain), 
there is no apparent reason why these chapter headings 
should be considered worthy of increased attention* On 
the other hand, there is no apparent reason for T to be 
used in the associative function of position c)*' The 
simplest explanation is that it has been used randomly 
as a means of decoration* 

P, J, Lucas calls this fun6tion Inotional, 11 see PsJo Lucass 'Punctuation-Markers in John Capgravets Chronicle's Archivum Linguisticum N. S. 2 (1971), pp. 1-24, 
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2) Th2 Punctus Elevatus 
There are 59 instances of the punctus elevatuSt occur- 

ring in the following positionst 
a) After an adverbial clauset which may be qualified 

by another clause or in coordination with another clauset 
37 instances* These instances can be sub-divided as fol- 
lowst 

M After a temporal adverbial clause in sentence- 
initial positiong and before a free clauses 31 instances, 
three of which have a qualifying clause, and three of 
which have a coordinated clause, e. ges 
And a none as his men wist itýPei weren gladde i nowe in 
hertesand made Ebrak his sone kynge of Pe lande wiP muchel 
honolaX, (fole 5b b) 
And whan Pis feste whas done. 'euery kyng name hys wife and 
lad her home to hys contre and Per made her quene (fol. lab) 
And whan Belyn had be kynge xj 3ere. and foure monPes: "he 
deide and lith at newe troye. (fol. 9 bb) 
Adverbial clause + qualifying clauses 
And whan kynge latyme herde telle Pat Enneas Pat noble 
kny3t was come in to his landeýýhe vnderfongedde hya wyP 
muchel honour and wiýhelde hym for enchesouZl Pat he whas 
a noble kny3t and bold 7 hadde herde muche of hys goode 
name and of hys hardynesse (fole 2ab) 
Adverbial clause + coordinated clauses 
And whanne Bruyte herd Pis tydyng 7 wiste of whenes Pei 
werene he name hea in to hys shippes*7 made wiP hem moche 
joye, and ledde hem forthe. wyý hym. (fole 3b a) 

(ii) After a temporal adverbial clause in sentence- 
medial position, and before a free clauses 3 instances, 
one of which has a coordinated clause, e, g-i 
a none aft2r hit felle Pat Coryne deydeeand a none as he 
whas dedee lotryn forsoke Gwentolen his wife-and made 
Estrilde quene. (fol. 5a a) I 
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The second (ýO) ins 
Ande wan nyght whas comeo'Ope ladies went to beddis wiP. 
her housbondes and as Pei leyoR in slepeý'Pei kitten her 
housbond= throtes*and so they killed hem alle (folo lb b) 

(iii) After a temporal adverbial clause within a 
bound clauses 1 instances 
[he] schuld busch hym in a wode tyl vpon Pe morfi. so Pat 
on Pe morowe, whan Bruyte schuld fyght wiý hys enemyes. 'O 
Coryne schuld Pan come out of Pe buschment too (fol. 4a a) 

(iv) After a conditional adverbial clause in 
sentence-initial position, and before a free clauses 1 
instances 
And if men dedeo4pei schuld be'put vn to Pe deth. (fol. 
8b a) 

(v) There is one instance which does not corres- 
pond exactly to any of positions (i) to (iv)q but which 
has been included under the general heading of position 
a). It occurs on fole 5b bi 
ffor vp on a dayeas he wente in awode on huntyng/he 
hadde loste al his menoand whas hym selfe alone*7 wente 
VP 7 downe and gradde 7 criede aftgr his mený'Per come 
rennyng wolfes 7 drogh hym al to pecesewhan he hadde 
regned xxiiii 3eres 

This example appears to be an instance of asyndetic 
parataxis in Hand A and makes good sense if one places 
the clause '/he hadde o, o men, ' in parenthesisq and then 
considers ( :") as occurring after a temporal adverbial 
clause. 1 With this use of (ý4) might be compared its 
occurrence ins 
ffor as he went by a coost of Pe see., '**he mette an huge 
and an horrible beest as hym. Po3t Pat whas wonder blacke 

'See P*Jo Lucast ope cit, t pp, 12-13t and cf, belowe 
pp. 2709 298. 
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a (f 01. l0a and hidouse b) 
b) After a temporal adverbial clause which separates 

a nominal group acting as subject from the verbal groups 
1 instances 
And Pese damesels whan Pei comen to ageo4weren so fayre 
logo (fol. a a) 

c) After a noun object clause and before a following 
free clauses 3 instancesi 
And wel y wote Pat our housbondes han made playnt vpon vs 
to our fadersoand Pqrfore he hath vs foul repreued. (fol. 
lbb) 
but her moder Cornwefi Pat Po loued herde telle. Pat oon 
brop=e wold dystroy Pat other: Jand anone sche wente by 
twene her sones o so (f ol . ga a) [he] saiden Pat Pei were of spayný'and saiden Pei wer 
exiled out of Pe lande o,. o (folo 9 bb) 

d) Before hat in a relative clause: 1 instances 
[he] nempned it Bretaigne aft= his owne name, ýat now is 
called Engelond after Pe name of Engists! ý*Pat whas of 
Saxsoyneo (fol, 2ab) 

e) After a relative clause acting as qualifier to a 
nominal group acting as subject, and before the verbal 
groups 1 instances 
And she Pat louedyne hym beest. "schulde best be maried 
(fol. 6ab)' 

f) After a complex nominal group acting as subject 
and before the verbal groups 1 instances 
And All her other sustres; griLunted hyt wI6tII good will 
(fol, 2a a) 

g) After a prepositional group and before the subject 
group and verbal groups 4 Instancest 
A maugre alle hys enemyesý'he fley see (fol. 4aa) 
so* and wItbL ynne a lytell stownde: oBruyte and hys peple 

Position e) might be regarded as a variant of position f). 
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hadde kylled - .. (fol. 4aa) 
see 7 in Pat bataile: '*lotryne whas killed so. (fol. 5b a) 
see and so Porgh procurynge of hero4leyl her fader hadde 
so. (fol. 6b b) 

h) Before hat in the correlative so *so 17at construc- 
tion: 5 instancest 
And Bruyte 7 his companye so man-liche hem defended: OP&t 
Pei killed alle kynge pandras men, (folo 3a a) 
... and he by come so good and so meke: 'OPat men called 
hya kynge of m=CY 7 of pite (fol, 10 b a) 

i) Before so in the correlative = so's qD construc- 
tions 2 instances: 
ffor as muche as Be haueý4so moche Be bien wortheeand so 
muche y loue Bout (fol, ' 6b a) 
As myche as y hadde.; 'Oso moche y whas wortheo (folo 7 ab) 

j) Before 'Pan in a comparisont 1 instancet 
And bet= we mowe do Pis dede vnder our fadres power; ý*Pan 
in a nother lande. (fol, lbb) 

k) Between an. indirect object and thedirect objecti 
1 instancet 
I counseile Pat he 3efe vn to brute our duke: JGennogen 
his doghter to wife .,. (fol- 3a a) 

1) Between two free clauses in grammatical opposition: 
1 instancei 
so* and alle seiden vn to Brutes3e beth a lorde of oure 
nacyon and of lynageeand a stronge maneand a mystysýbe Be 
oure lorde 7 manteyne vs . ** (fols 2b b) 

m) Between two sentencesi 1 instancei 
Bruyte sawe PSt Pe lande whas fayr and pMfytable for hym, 
and for his peple as dyane Pe Goddes hadde by hyght hym. " 
Tho whas Bruyte wonder glade and Assembled vppon a day alle 
hys peple to make a solempne sacrIfice and a feste in 
reugr E: ence of dyane Pe Goddeseý&t counseiled hym, to dwelle 
7 wende in to suche a londe. (fol. 4ab) 
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As AeCo Cawley remarksi, there is a close connection 
between the use of the punctus elevatus and periodic sen- 
tence structures 2 The mark is used to indicate the begin- 
ning of a free clause in positions a) (i)s a) (ii)v 
a) (iv), a) (v)9 c)t and g), The resumption of a free 
clause after an intrusive element is marked by the punctus 
elevatus in position b) and possibly position e)e In 
position a) (iii)v the mark links an adverbial clause to 
a bound clause# and in position d) it links a relative 
clause to its antecedent, Likewise in the correlative 
positions h) and i), major elements of sentence structure 
are joined, and in positions f) and j), major elements of 
clause structure are joined, The primary function of the 
punctus elevatus used by Hand A is that of associations 
principally at the level of sentence structure* 

3) Cardtalisation 
In the case of certain letters it is often difficult 

to decide whether a capital letter has been written or 
intendedg for the scribe does not have a distinctive form 
for majuscule 2C, h, X, jig do Insteadp he uses an enlarged 
minuscule, which must be scrutinized in relation to the 
size of the neighbouring letters* Wherever there appears 
to have been an attempt to distinguish an initial letter 
(eego by a heavier stroke) In a position where the text 
has unequivocal capitals consistently elsewhereg it has 
been assumed that the scribe intended a capital letter# 
although complete consistency is impossible in this matter. 

AeCe Cawleyy 'Punctuation in the Early Versions of TrevisaIq London Mediagyal 5tudLgs 1 (1937)9 pp. 116-33* 2At least in relatively unsophisticated works, For the 
rhetorical use of punctuation, see M*Me Morgan$ 'A Treatise in Cadencelq MLR XLVII (1952)9 pp. 156-641 Ee'Saltert 'Punctuation in an Early Manuscript of Love's MirrorIq RES N. S. VII (1956), pp. 11-8. 
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Capital letters are used in the following positions: 
a) As the initial letter of a proper names The use 

of capitalisation in this position is not consistente 
b) As the initial letter of certain wordsp but not 

for the purposes of punctuation. in many cases the word 
marked in this way is a noung but verbs and adjectives 
also occur with an initial capital letters 

c) After St the initial letter of the following word 
is consistently capitaliseds except in the case of he The 
scribe never uses the majuscule ]2t but when th- is used 
after T, the initial t_ is always a capital* On one occa- 
sion the scribe has omitted*to use a capital in this 
positions Iq kyng Cutlaghl (fol. 9a a) 

d) As the initial letter of a word beginning a rubri- 
cated chapter-headings In this position there is often 
difficulty in differentiating minuscule hL from majuscule 
Ii. 

e) As the initial letter of the first word of a sen- 
tence. For present purposest the question 'What consti- 
tutes a sentence? ' has been deduced from the text, 1A 
sentence is that unit of text which occurs between two 
capital leters-which are not in the above positions a) or 
We In practicep the resulting 'sentences' correspond 
well to the traditional idea of a 'grammatical' sentence. 
The primary function of capitalisation is sentence- 
marking* 

4) Thg gingle-Point 
The single point is the most commonly used mark of 

punctuation. Besides this use, it has other functions 
which are not intended as marks of punctuation. These 

1 For a discussion of the various theoretical definitions of 
a sentence# see P. J. Lucasp op. cit., p. 12. Lucas himself 
uses Capgrave's punctuation towards deciding what consti- tutes a sentence* 
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uses are as f ollows: 
(i) A single point beforej and apparently sometimes after 
a proper name. 
(ii) A single point is often used before and/or after a 
roman numeral. This use seems to have been extended to 
cover the complete phrase I, n 3ereel Cardinal numerals 
written out in full, and ordinal numeralso are often 
treated in similar manner. 

The single point is used as a mark of punctuation 
(though not invariably in all potential positions) in the 
following positions 21 

1) &s an indigation of-sense-unit structurei 
a) At the end of a sentencet 

And so ýei wentoR out of her faderes Chambre, And Albany 
Soo (. folo lb a) 
And alle ý2, t oper pilageohe yafe to hisomen, of Pe ooste, 
And ýei soo (fol, 5 ab) 
[With ellipsis of subject]t And Bruyte by gan P= a fayr 
Cite, that is called newe Troye in reme[m]brance of ýe 
Cite of grete Troye from wiche place al her lynage whas 
comen. And lete caste downe wodes and ery landes and 
dougen hea and aftgrwardes saawe heM 7 mowdyn medewes 
(fol. 4b a) I 

b) At the end of a sense-unit before Ti 
And so he hadde wip hym. no moo T PO made kynge leyle 
sorowe *** (fole 7a a) 

In many cases it is impossible to decide whether the 
second point is associated wiýh the proper name or is 
used in position 3. c below. on account of the number of occasions on which the single point is used# these 
categories have been kept general. Similarly, since it is not always certain whether a mark is in fact a point intended by the scribe as a punctuation-markt no attempt has been made to enumerate the instancese 
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2) As an-indication of sentgnce strugturai 
a) To separate coordinate free clauses linked by a 

coordinators 
This Coryn Po by come Bruytes man-and to hym he dede 
fewte and homage. (fol- 3b a) 
And Pe kynge of frAunce come wiP, his folke97 3af hea 
batayle. but he was scomfited 7 ou. 2rcome*7 dede Truage vn 
to Belyff s, o (f ol o 9b a) 

b) To separate off a noun object clauses 
(i) The point is in clause-initial positions 

And P= for my counseil isePat we Pis nyght kytten alle 
our-housbondes throthes so, (fole 1bb) 

(ii) The point is in clause-final positions 
see [he] swore Pat he wold kylle hem eugT_ychoneeand 
ordeyned hym a strong power ... (folo 3 aa) 

c) To separate a noun object clause from a succeeding 
noun object clauses 
see and now herkeneth how Pat brute whas by gete-and how 
he quellyd first his moder. and after-ward his faderoand 
howe he conquerid Albyoun 7 nempned it Bretaigne aft= 
his owne name o*# (fole ýýb) 

d) To separate off a relative clauses 
M The point is in clause-initial positions 

In the noble londe of Sirrye P= whas a noble kyng 7 al 
so myghty and of grete renoufi that men Called DyoclecyaR, 
Pat wel and noblich hym gougrned and rewled ... (fol, laa) 
Bruyte hadde gret pyte of her soroweepat Pei hadde and 
suffred and ptiý_Ueliche wente fro Pe kynges Courte so* (folo 3 aa) 

Ui) The point is in clause-final positions 
And Po spake a wise kny3th. Pat men callede Menprisoand 
seid vn to Bruyte 9os (fols 3 aa) 

e) To separate off non-finite verb phraseso the 
second (s) ins 
ýe Ientelmen of ýe Erles of londoFiewente vpon a tymes 
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for to p; Laye .* (fole 11 b a) 
f) to separate off an adverbial clauses 

(i) The point is in clause-initial positions 
e9e as hem liked in alle mang_re ýinges. to Pat brute come 
and a ryved e.. (fol. 2a a) 

(ii) The point is in clause-final positions 
And whan Pis whas doneeQuentolen lete her coronne, quene 
of Pe lande ... (fol- 5b a) 

3) As an indication-of clause--struct3jr2o 
a) To separate two or more nominal groups acting at 

the same grammatical position in the clauses This also 
applies to a list of proper namess 
see he lete enquere of ýe wisiste maistres. and clerkes 
ýat coude many\, sciences ... (fol, 2b a) 

b) To separate an appositional group or groupst 
And whan leyle whas dede#Cordeyl, his doght= held ýe lande 
eve 3ere see, (folo 7b b) 

c) To separate a nominal group acting as subject from 
the verbal groups 
too 7 Pis. Cloten. schuld haue had alle by resoun see (fol. 
8ab) 
And Bruyte and his men, seen ýis (fol. 4ab) 
And ýe kynge a none 7 ýe queneecomeil see (folo 7b a) 

d) To separate a verbal group from a nominal group 
acting as objects 
as. ýe kynge of Denmarke wold nou3t payehis ýruage-ýat is 
a M1 l1bri by 3ere ... (fole 9b b) 

e) To separate linked elements of one complex verbal 
group: the second (, ) in: 
ýei wold no lenger a. bide. ne dwelle in his bondage so. 
(fol- 3 aa) 

f) To separate two adverbial and/or prepositional 
groupst 

(i) The groups are linked by andt 
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... but alle bycommen wers, and. wors . *. (fol. lab) 
0 so he spake to hem 7 repreued hem of her wickydnessand 
of her foly ... (fol. 1b a) 

(ii) The groups are unlinkedi 
see [he] hadde hit at his wille. al his lyves tyme so* (fol. 2b a) 

, g) To separate off a prepositional group from the 
rest of the clausei 

(i) The group occurs in clause-initial positiont 
see and ýorogh Pe gr&ce of god-we schulle ouq_r_come hym so* 
(fol. 2b b) 

(ii) The group occurs in clause-final position: 
ass 7 in whate placesI schal haue a conable dwellynge, for 
me 7f or my peple 7 in that place y schalle make in honure 
of the a noble temple ... (fole 3 ab - fol, 3ba; see also 
3. gA above) 

h) (1) Between a genitive prepositional group and the 
preceding noun that it qualifiese 

[he] made ýe mgr_uayle-of Pe hote BaPe soo (fol. 6ab) 
(ii) Between two such genitive prepositional 

groups$ 
*0 e we haue killed so muche of her peple-of Baronse7 of 
othir folke ee (fols 3 ab) 

4) a) Before direct speechi 
... Che]went to hym vn to ýe newe trpye and saideeLotryii 
nowe trewlich Ze a quyte ful euell ýe trapail (folo 
5 ab) 
see alle seiden vn to Brute. 3e beth a lorde of oure - 
nacyon ... (fol. 2b b) 

b) After direct speecht 
and ýprfor now y wil be a venged vpon ýe. and anone 

drewe out his fawchon. an hye ,* (fol. 5 ab) 
From the grammatical analysis of the positions occu- 

pied by the single point, it can be seen that it is used 
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to delineate the'elements of structure of the sense-unito 
the sentence and the clause. Accordingly# 1 the function 
of the single point is that of separations 

From th e above analysis of the positions and func- 
tions of the marks of punctuationt it is clear that a 
reasonably consistent system of punctuation is consciously 
used by Hand As on the level of the sense-unit the asso- 
ciative mark T is employedl on the level of the sentence 
the associative punctus elevatus and capitalisation are 
employede, The single point is used on all levels, sense- 
Unitp sentenceg and clause, primarily as a mark of sepa- 
ration into constituent elementse 

The purpose behind the use of such a structural 
system can be one of three* Either it provides a guide 
for the correct reading aloud of the text (elocutionary 
punctuation), or it is an attempt to make plain the sense 
of the text by conveying the grammatical construction to 
the eye (expository punctuation 2 )* These purposes are not 
mutually exclusive, and so a composite system, elocutional 
and expositoryt can be used, as is common in modern 
printed textso 

P. J. Lucas proposes two criteria for deciding whether 
or not a text is punctuated elocutionally, First he 
asks: tTo what extent does the punctuation divide the 
text into convenient units for speech-delivery?, 3 By 
comparing the average length of a unit of text marked off 
by punctuation in Capgrave's Chronicle (approx. 21s5 words) 
with the average length of a unit of intonation in conver- 
sational speechg found in an investigation headed by 4 Professor Randolph Quirk to be 5*3 institutional words 
'This function is called 'grammatical' by PoJo Lucass ope 
cit., p. 170 2See PoJ Lucast ope cit., pp. ' 3-4o 3P, jo Lucasg opo citog p, 20: 4p, Quirk et aloe 'Studies in the Correspondence of Prosodic to Gra=atical Features in 
English', in Progge of the 2th jnt2rnat, --CgngreUM-of 
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Lucas concludes thats 'Punctuation in Capgrave's Chron- 
icler though it would have given a considerable amount of 
guidance when the text was read aloud, was not designed 
primarily as such a guide. ' Lucas's test on its owng 
however, is not conclusive. Elocutionary punctuation 
need not invariably mark 0; 1 intended units of intona- 
tion. It could mark only the salient points at which a 
reader would pause while reading aloud to an audience. 
For other pauses and the use of particular tonesq the 
reader could conceivably use his discretion in the same 
way as a modern reader does when reading aloud from a 
printed text 9 especially now that the general trend 
among publishing houses*is to use as little punctuation 
as possible. In sacred texts and works using conscious 
rhetorical patterns and devices 2, the use of principally 
elocutionary punctuation is obviously desirablet for the 
reason that Alcuin givest 'Per cola distinguant proprios 
et commata sensus, / Et punctos ponant ordine quosque 
suo, / Ne vel falsa legat taceat vel forte repente / Ante 
pl*os fratres lector in ecclesia-13 It must be borne in 
mind that even relatively unsophisticated secular texts 
would reach their lay audience through public performance, 
and even solitary reading was probably done aloud. 

Linguistsp ed. H. Co Lunt. The Hague, 19649 ppe 679-91t 
and repro in R. Quirk, Essays on the English Languaget Londont 1968, chapter 12. IIn a footnote Lucas (po 21) 
refers to an unpublished'MeAe thesis (Londont 1968) by Do Davyt mentioned in Do Crystalt Brosodic Systems- and Intonation-in-English, 9 Cambridget 1969, ppo 256-7, which @shows an important distinction between length of units in conversation and in written English read aloud', 2Such as the texts examined in Po Clemoess Liturgical Influence on-Punctuati2ja-iI2 Late QE* &nd Early--ME., - MgnugcriRtst Cambridgeg 19521 M. M. Morgang ope citei E, Saltert op, cit. 3Carmgnt LXVIIt 7-10 in Frobenius EForsterjt Alcuini-OPM, Ratisbonp 1777P Vol., II, 
po 211, quoted by L-C, Hectorg The Handwriting of Enalish Documents, 2nd edot London, 1966, p. 46. 
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P. J. Lucas's second criterion for deciding whether 
punctuation is elocutionary can be applied to Hand A's 
system. The following uses of punctuation can be regarded 
as suggesting an elocutionary purposes 
a) When punctuation is used to mark the elements of a 
clause or a group. This use is not found at group-level. 
but is found at clause-levelp where the single point sepa- 
rates elements of clause-structure (see 4*3 above)t and 
where the punctus elevatus occurs between a complex 
nominal group acting as subject and the verbal group 
(2-f above)* - b) When punctuation is used to mark the resumption of a 
direct line of construction on those occasions when the 
intrusive elementl whether clause(s) or phrase, is not 
marked initially by punctuation. In the grammatical 
analysis above, punctuation fulfils this criterion in 
2, b, 2. c (in the first and third instances)v 2*eq 4,2*b 
(ii), 4,2, d (iii)* 

The use of punctuation-markers in these positions 
indicates that there is an elocutionary factor in the in- 
tention underlying the punctuation system of Hand As 
Howeverg it has been mentioned above that a composite 
system with elocutionary and expository factors is 
possibles 1 It is difficult to determine the exact propor- 
tion of each factor in the whole# for very often the tan- 
gible realisation of each factor, isee the punctuation- 
marks in the text, are the same* 2 The grammatical analysis 
of the positions occupied and functions played by punctua- 
tion-markers in the text tends to suggest that there is a 

1 This composite system is probably used in most medieval texts. 21t seems possible that primarily elocutionary marks of punctuation were progressively chosen on more grammatical principles during the medieval period. See CoGe Harlow, IPunctuation in some Manuscripts of Aelfriclo RES Nes- X (1959). pp. 1-19, espo pe 19* 
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large expository factorl for there is a definite and con- 
sistent correlation between the punctuation-markers and 
significant grammatical junctures. 

That punctuation is not invariably used indicates 
that Hand A assumed that the meaning of the text was suf- 
ficiently self-evident and did not require further clari- 
fication (or complication) by the insertion of punctuation- 
markers. Where a potential ambiguity of meaning is pos-r 
sibleg the scribe will often introduce the single point 
in its function of separator to divide the text into its 
correct elements* More significantly, within the system 
established by Hand Ag the marks of punctuation are con- 
sistently used in their functions as delineators of 
structure and of structural elementse 

It is difficult to decide to what extent the inten- 
tion behind the use of punctuation was elocutionarys and 
an examination of the use of different marks of punctua- 
tion in grammatically similar positionsq and of the 
instances where punctuation is lacking in grammatical 
positions where punctuation otherwise occurs is helpful 
in this respect, 

The usg of. (V'-) and (. ) in grammatically similar Dosi-tiong. 
In the grammatical analysis above, (: **) and (. ) occur 

in corresponding grammatical positions as followsi 

Pungtus Singlp, Point 
Elevgtn 

1) After a temporal adverbial 
clause 

2) After a noun object clause 
and before a following free 
clause 

2oa 492of (ii) 

2. c 4*2. b (ii) 



FIGURE 14 -11 Grammat Overall Frequency of in a Uical Positions in Hand A 
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FIGURE 15 Frequency of and no Punctua-Uion in Position 2. a(i) in Hand9 A 
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Punctus Elevatus 
3) Before ha-t in a relative 2*d 
clause 
4) Af ter a complex nominal 2*f 
group act ing as subject, and 
before a verbal group 
5) After a prepositional 2. g 
group and before the subject 
group and verbal group 
6) Before h&t in the correla- 2, h 
tive I-a s oo ]Mt construction 
7) Before han. in a comparison 2. j 
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Sinale- Point 
4.2. d 

493-sc 

4-3-9 

4.2, f (i) 

4.3 of Ui) 

Over Hand A's section of the MS, j the punctus elevatus 
decreases in frequency as shown in Fig. 14, There is not, 
however, a simple replacement of (ý4) by (e) in potential 
positions, for (9) is used in positions grammatically 
similar to those occupied by (: "') from the first, A 
further factor must also be taken into account# the lack 
of any mark , of punctuation at all in a position where 
or (. ) could be expected. 

Figo 15 shows the use of and no punctuation 
in a specific grammatical position (2, a (i) above), The 
position is that in which the majority of instances of 
(9*0) occurst after a temporal adverbial clause in sentence- 
initial position, and before a free clause* 

There is no significant or consistent difference in 
the immediate grammatical context of the passages whose 
type of punctuation, or lack of punctuation, are repre- 
sented in Fig, 15* There is also no consistent difference 
in the length of the bound adverbial clause or of the 
following free clause# e9goi 
(s'j)t And whan Pe ladies herd Pes wordes, ýOpei bicome 
wonder soor asshamed and seide Pat Pei wolde make a mendese 
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(f ol 1,1 b a) ti G)t And wan Brute his sone whas xx * Sere oldeehe went 
on a day wiý his fader to solace hym 7 to play* (fol. 2b a) 
No punctuations And whan ýis childe was boren his fader 
lete calle hym Brute and Pe maistres seide P&t ýe child 
schuld doon mochel harme and wickidnes in many dyu. Q_rse 
placeseand aftire he schuld come to mochel honure (fole 2b a) 
(-`0)1 And wan the kynge herde this worde'Jhe hadde of hem 
grete pite and Safe hem an yland alle wyldernes ýat no man 
yn dwellid but wild beestes. (fol, l0a a) 
(-)i And whan the feste whas done*eugryman wente to hys 
owne cuntrg (fole lab - fol. 11 b a) 
No punctuations And whan Esidur was dede P= regned xxxiij 
kynges in pees eche aftgX other. (fol. 10 b b) 

From the beginning of Hand A's section of text (: O*)t 
and no punctuation were all possible in certain gram- 

matical positions, It is noticeable that all passages 
with (ý') (except probably 2. m) can be read with a pause 
with rising intonation. The point, however, in its func- 
tion as separatorg does not indicate the tone to be used 
except in sentence-final position where a fall would be 
expected* As Hand A progressed with his section of text, 
he became less concerned to indicate precisely by means 
of, (. 'O) the tone to be used. Instead, he simply marked 
the fact that separate elements were involved in a given 
sentence. The pause is indicated by (, ) but not the spe- 
cific tone. Either Hand A expected a reader to have 
become familiar with his reading material by the fourth 
or fifth folio, or, as is more likely, Hand A was becoming 
less'concerned with judging whether a certain tone was 
desirable or not in any given position as his task of 
writing progressed* 

Where no punctuation is used, either the scribe has 
been careless, omitting to insert any mark. or the choice 
of division into tone-groups and the choice of tone are 
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left to the reader,. Where a long connected narrative is 
present, punctuation of some form is usually found at 
fairly regular intervals; on the other hand# where the 
unadorned facts of a reign are given, punctuation is 
often omittedq e. g. i 
How Seysyll whas made kynge ýat whas Guentolennes sone 
after hys faderes dethe and wel gou=ned ýe lande. 
Ca]2_itulo xxvj? 
And whan kynge Guentolen whas dede Seisil his sone was 
made kynge and goulrned ýe lande wel and wyselych as hys 
fader hadde done by fore hym and he whas kynge xv 3ere 7 
aft= he deyde and lythe at newe Troyes Cend of chapter]' 

In those passages where a reader would wish to read 
wellt where the narrative is interesting and extended, 
punctuation is more likely to be found than in passages 
which contain uninteresting and brief facts* 

Hand A would appear to have had an elocutionary pur- 
pose in his system of punctuationt but how far this pur- 
pose complements his expository purpose or simply cor- 
responds with the grammatical use of punctuation cannot 
be decided with exactitude, Probably the answer lies in 
the gradual change from a predominantly interpretative 
to a structurally based systems 2 Even punctuation with 
an elocutionary purpose tends to appear in specific gram- 
matical positions# and to this composite system Hand A's 
punctuation can be assigned* 

The short__Qb1jg]A2 --strohe in Han" 
The short oblique stroke or 'scratch commal is found 

in the following instancess 
1) And whan. humbar sawe hym comeýohe whas sore adradde for 
as muche. as hym selfe 7 his men weren vnwar and vnarmed 
and hyp sy1fe Pgre for drede lepte in to ýe wat=e and 
'Likewise chapter 27.2S ee C, G* Harlow, ope cite, esp. pp, 18-190 - 
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shamelich drenchit hym selfe and so deide he Pere / and 
al his men Per were slayne so ýCLt none of hemeascaped, and 
ý= for is Pat water called huabar and schal for eu2rmore 
for encheson Pgt humbar was Pjr in dreynte (folo 5aa 
fol, 5 ab) 
2) Lotryfi nowe trewlich 3e a quyte ful euell Pe trauail 
and deseseoýat i haue hade. and suffred wip bruyte Bour 
fader and P=for now y wil. be a venged vpon Peeand anone 
drewe out his fawchonean hye and wold han killed 
lotryne. ýere / but Etrild Pe damysell went bi twene hem, 7 
made hem a corded in pis manere Pat lotryne schuld 
spouse, Quentolen Pat whas Corynus doghter and so he dedee 
(fol- 5 ab) 
3) But Maulyfl. wold not suffre it so at Pe last Pei toke 
a loueday of a corde. and at the same day. Mempris lete 
kille his 3ongest broýere. porgh treson of hym sylf / Po 
helde he al Pe lande and lete Corowne hym kynge and 
regned (fol- 5ba- fol. 5 b, b) 
4/5) And aftgrwardes. he bicome so wicked and so sterne so 
Pat he distroyed in a litill tyme. alle Pe men of his 
lande. and by come so cursed Pat he forsoke his owne 
wife-and haunted Pe synne of sodomye-7 Pgrfor our lorde 
god. whas wrop and toke vpon hym vengeaunce / ffor vp on 
a day. as he wente in a wode on huntyng / he hadde loste 
al his men and whas hym selfe alone@7 wente vP 7 downe 
and gradde 7 criede after his men. "Per come rennyng 
wolfes 7 drogh hym al to pecesowhan he hadde regned 
. xxiiij 3ere. (fol- 5b b) 
6) And Pes were Pe doghters names as 3e schullen here 
aftg_rward Elgyn. ymogenooghdas*Guontold*Tangustell*Gorghon 
Michel, Medhan-Mailour. ondur Cambrendan*Ragan, Routleys Neast 
Chegham, ScadudoGladus-heberhyn Abalaghe And Blandano 
(fol. 6aa) 
7) Po by ganne kynge leyl to make sorowe and saide alas 
now i haue to longe lyued sith pis sorowe ys me by fallee 
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for now y am poor but somtymeoy whas woned for to haue y 
nowe / and nowe haue y neiPgrg. kyn ne frende Pat wil do me 
any manere good* (fole 7a a) 
8) And whan Cutlagh herd Pis tydyng he wayted to mete 
with Brenne. wip as many schippes as he myght haue so Pat 
Poo fletes two mettyn to gederes and sore foughten to 
geders longe tyme / But Bren and his peple, 7 hys shippes 
weren discomfited (fol. ga a) 
9) And ýis kynge Grandobodyane had iiij sones-Artogaile/ 
hesidur/lygamis 7 petitur, (fole l0ab) 
10) In this instance# the stroke is very faintly mades 
And so it by fylle afterwardes-whan god wolde Pis Enneas 
deide / and whan he whas dede, *-OAsquanius his sone Pat come 
wip hym fro Troye vndirfange Pe lande-and hadde hit at his 
wille, al his lyves tyme. (fol, 2ab - fol. 2b a) 

In the following two instances, the oblique stroke 
has a dot beneath its foott 
11) And whan Pei were come he spake to hem 7 repreued hem 
of her wickydnes, and of-her foly / and seid to hem but if 
Pei wold amende hem Pei schuld lese his loue foreugre 
more (fols 1b a) 
12) My fayr sustren. 3e wote welle Pat Pe kynge our fader 
hathe repreued vs for we schulde bene obedient 7 meke vn 
to oure housbondes 7 Pat wil y neugre dooR ýe while Pat 
I leue / sith Pat i am comen of an heyer 7a werthiere 
blode Pan myne housbondee (fols, 1ba- fols 1b b) 

In the above * instancesq it would not have been incon- 
sistent with his practice elsewhere if Hand A had used a 
single point instead of the oblique strokes The, scratch 
comma was later a common punctuation mark used by the 
early printersq and its use here may be attributed to a 
desire to use a 'modern' mark of punctuation, 
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Hamd B 
Although Hand B has written the longest section of 

textp from the foot of fol. 11 bb to almost the foot of 
fol. 92 b b, he uses very little punctuation except the 
capitalisation of the initial letter of a word as an indi- 
cation of the beginning of a sentences Other words that 
do not begin a sentence also occasionally receive a capi- 
tal initial (much in the same way as do words in Hand A 
and Hand C2 )* 

A few paragraph-marks occur at the beginning of the 
section, but are probably attributable to the influence 
of Hand A, 3 They occur as markers of sense-unit struc- 
ture, 

Apparent instances of the single point, although not 
very frequentp are bedevilled by the difficulties out- 
lined below 4, but such instances as appear to be definitely 
intended as punctuation marks are recorded in the text* 
They are sufficiently infrequent to obviate the need for 
a separate detailed classificationj they occur in positions 
paralleled in the more complex systems of Hands A and Ce 
The single point is also used with non-punctuative inten- 
tion in conjunction with numerals. 

Hand B's practice in omitting punctuation has, how- 
ever, a negative value in showing yet another system open 
to the medieval scribe and apparently acceptable to the 
medieval readers 

Hand -G The section written by Hand C of Hunt* MSe-T93.12 
extends from the f oot of f 01,92b b to the foot of folo 
113 abq containing the chapter heading of ch apter 230 to 
the 1419(men) ending of the Siege of Rouen* This section 

See pp. 253-4 2 See pp* 269-70.3See po 21go 4See ppe. 332-3: 
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is generally heavily punctuated, using the following 
punctuation markst 
1) The capitalisation of the initial letter of a wordo 
2) Double oblique strokes (//) which reach from approxi- 
mately the height of a minuscule ato a point below the 
line of the writing* on several occasions a space is 
left after the double oblique strokes, presumably for 
the later insertion of coloured paragraph-marks (cfo the 
similar. use by Hand A-of oblique strokes)@ 
3) A single oblique line (/)o reaching from approximately 
the height of a minuscule ato a point below the line of 
the writing. 
4) The single point (o)g placed either on the line of the 
writing or half the height of a minuscule M above i*t* 
5) The punctus elevatus (. '). 
6) One instance of a colon (i). 

1) Cgpitaligatign 
Capital letters are normally unambiguously distinct 

formsq although & is occasionally difficult to distinguish 
from the minuscule aexcept from a comparison of size. 
Capital letters are used in the following positionsi 

a) As the initial letter of a proper name or title, 
The use of capitalisation in this position is not con- 
sistent. 

b) As-the initial letter of certain wordsg presumably 
thought 'significant' by the scribe, such as 'castle's 
'realm'$ 'reign'. etc. This use is not restricted to 
nouns# however# and other parts of speech are sometimes 
found with an-initial capital* occasionally the capital- 
ised word occurs after a punctuation-mark, at the beginning 
of a new clause or a sentence (see d) below), and although 
certain trends in the scribal practice can be detected, 
this use does not seem to be absolutely consistent, 

c) As the initial letter of a word beginning a 
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rubricated chapter heading. 
d) As the initial letter of a word beginning a 'sen- 

tence's The working definition of a sentence used for 
Hand A cannot, howevert be applied to Hand C. Primarily 
this is due to Hand C's widespread use of the Tironian 
sign for g-tJ 7. F), for one cannot tell whether the scribe 
intends a new sentence or not from his use of capitalisa- 
tion. The prose of Hand C's section is more complex and 
the grammatical constructions more varied than those found 
in Hand A's sectiong but there is still a prolix use of 
coordination to link sentences and clauseso Accordinglyt 
there is no completely objective criterion of what con- 
stitutes a sentence in Hand C where a series of co- 
ordinated clausest whether free or subordinate followed 
by freet is founds The means of punctuation described and 
discussed below can separate or link a number of construc- 
tions, and no one mark can be taken as functioning exclu- 
sively as a marker of sentence terminations It is possible 
that the sentence as a concept did not mean as much to the 
medieval punctuator as it does to us today., Howeverp the 
following criteria have been applied for descriptive pur- 
poses to Hand C's sectiont using the text to determine 
the definition of a Isentenceli 
1) If free clauses occur with no intervening coordinator, 
especially if a mark of punctuation separates themp then 
they are regarded as separate sentencese This also applies 
if the free clauses have any associated subordinate 
clauses, Asyndetic parataxis occurst but it can be limited 
in the grammatical analysis to free clauses that occur 
without coordination or subordination within another 
clauseq i9ee in what would be a parenthetical position in 
modern punctuation practiceg marked off by brackets or 
dashes, As will be seen below, Hand C recognized this 
construction and punctuated accordingly, 
2) If the coordinator has an initial capitall then it has 
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been taken to begin a new sentence* 
3) If a puhctuation mark is followed by a Tironian gt 
signs theng as we have saidq there is no objective way 
of deciding whether a new sentence was intended or not, 
If# however, there is a considerable break in the meaning 
or continuity of the narrative, corresponding to a new 
sense-unitq then a new sentence has been assumed, Typical 
examples would bet '7 in the same year e9elt 17 afterward 
oeeli '7 when A certain amount of subjective judge- 
ment has to be applied in deciding what constitutes a new 
sense-unit, and since strictly there is no grammatical 
difference from simple coordinations such examples have 
been enumerated separately in the grammatical analysis 
below. 

2) Doublg Obligue Strokes 
Double oblique strokes have been used 253 times, and 

occur in the following positionst 

1) As an-Andi cat i o]2--. Qf sengg-unit- strgcturei 107 instanceg 
At the end of a sentences 

a) between free clauses (with any associated subordi- 
nate clauses) with no intervening coordinators 

M with a following capital initials 7 instancess 
to hea P&t weren of lower degre F lytell reputacioun 

In ýis same Bere dyede henry ýe duke of lancastre ess (fol. 94b b) 
" *9 wyse men 7 dyscrete F well proued of gode gouernaunce 
shulden be put in here stedes // So a monge alle oý=e 
ýar_e was amonge ýe comens a wyse kny3t *,. (fol. 98 b b) 

(ii) with a following lower-case initials 17 
instancesp usually with lower-case P_p for which Hand C 
uses no equivalent capitals 
0 es ýe towne was 3elde vnto him with oute any maner 
defence or deficultif beyng // ýan Pe king of Scotlond 
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(fol. 93 aa) 
so* Pat weren suche enemyes vnto kynges // whan ýis noble 
F worthi Prince hadde resseyued ýese lg_t_tres see (folo 95 bb) 

b) before a coordinator with a capital initial, often 
introducing a new sense-unitt 38 instancess 
see of whome Aje Millyouns sholde be payde a none in 
hand // And 3e shal vnderstonde ftt a Millioun is M's 
ýowsandes*// And'aft. Qr somme mennes Raunsoufi was sette at 
iij. Mlo ffloreynese 7 alle is one in effecte // And ýis 
same 3ere see (fol, 93ab) 
0 so ý&t one was Pe duke of Burgoyne F P&t op=e Pe duke 
of Barre // But ýese forsayd lordis nold nou3t come to 
Caleys .., (fol, 102bb) 

There is one instance where (//) is reinforced by a 
point's 
sea with ýe helpe of Ihpauso// And pan the dolfyn see (fole 109aa) 
[With ellipsis of subjects I instance]i 
see 7 many ýat were take pMson=es weren sette to here 
Raup_soii // And vppon here trewýe IF kni3thode were charged 

hadden leue to go home so (fole 93 ab) 
c) at the end of a sentence and sense-unit at the 

end of a chapteril instances 
see ýan he was by fore // 

How ýe Duke .. - (fole 97 b b) 
d) before the Tironian sign for gj and a probable 

new sense-unit: 37 instances (cf. position 2)s 
oo, bope Ostes vanshed a way // 7 in ýis same Zere ooe (fol. 94bb) 
*so a busshe of whete was sold for xld a boute ýe 

1 Cf. the combination of the point and the single oblique stroke (virgul&) 'used to conclude paragraphs as well as whole documents', noted in LeCe Hectort opo cit., p. 47. 
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laste ende of May 9*9 (fole 96ba) 
7 in Pe same zere was Pe kinges koyne chaunged Porowe 
oute englond by Pe king 7 his counceyle Pat is to saye 
Pe nobull half nobull 7 fferthinge of gold // 7 in Pe 
Oxiiije, Zere of kinge henries Regne ... (fol, 108b a) 

2) As an- indigation of - either sgnse-uI2Jt_ gl: - spntence 
gtructure 1 . 67 - instanceu 

Between free clauses (with any associated subordinate 
clauses) before a coordinator with a lower-case initial 
(usually =d_) or the Tironian sign for gJ (where not 
covered by position led), Many of these instances could 
be classified under position led* The lower-case initial 
of the coordinator is not a sure guide allowing one to 
assume that the following clause is not a separate sen- 
tencep for often the wording can be paralleled in 
instances where a capital initial is usedg even at the 
level of an apparent new sense-unit. Where the Tironian 
sign for q_t is used, the distinctions from position led 
are marginal and subjective, as the examples chosen show. 
65 instancesi 
so 7 an hundrid of-hir men of armes weren ý=e slayne // ; ýe erle of damice 7 Pe steward of ffraunce were ýere 

take ... (fol- 93 a a) 
see vnnethes fro mydday vnto nyzt ýey mi3t no3t come vnto 
westmynster // and ýe kinges Raunson of ffraunce was taxed 
7 sette to iijo Milliouns of Scutes @so (folo 93 ab) 
" so graciously Pey P=e a cordid // F P= was done 
songen A Solempne Masse so* (fol. 94ab) 
es PIr__e was grete Scarsite of corne; *frute F haye and 
n pis same Bere see (fol. 94b a) [he] be hySte to brynge him a grete Navee of Spayne in 

confusyoun ? destroynge of Pe Reame of englond // but 
ry3th ful god to whom no pMuete is vnknowee'-Osuffred hym 
f erste to be shent es* (fol, 99ab) 
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i [With the subject elided i. 

this case we are probably, 
with sentence structuret 6 
as o he be hy3t hym w; LtII ýe 
a3en vnto his kingdom 
(fol. 96a a) 
*so he wente in alle haste 

the second free clauset In 
though not certainlyq dealing 
instances]s 
grace of god; jto restore him 
a non lete ordeyne gadre as* 

to warde Norman4ie ? 
4estroied . ýe yle of kaux see (fole 96 b a) 

We can include here two instances of (//) occurring 
before direct speechs 
so* 7 seyde // we *No And No swerefi @, (fol. 94a a) 
[they] Sworen ýgre ýe same othe Pat was wreten vpon goddis 
body F vpofl Pe Masse boke in ýis wise // we No and No see 
(fol, 94 b a) 

3) As an-Andication, of sentence gtructurei 66 instances 
Occurring before a subordinate clauset 
a) before a relative clauseo This is a comaon use 

and it is noteworthy thatthe scribe uses a capital initial 
consistently in some of the positions where the foilowing 
word is a preposition;, it would be possible to see these 
examples as separate sentencesq but in view of the analo- 
gous positions where a lower-case initial is used for the 
following words they have been included heree (//) occurs 
before relative clauses beginning with the following 
wordst 

(i) the whichs 17 instancesi 
oeo a Sangweyne Crosse ffrom morowe vnto prime was seyne 
F appered at Boleyne in Pe Ayer // Pe which many a man 
hit sawe ** (fol. 94b a) 
*as he ordeyned hym- a parlement at westmynstre // Pe 
whiche was called Pe grete par-lement e., (fole 103 b a) 

(ii) in whight 5 instancest in four of which 
in has a capital initial: 
oee PgEre was a boystis ? stronge vessel of here Nauee ýat 
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was ougre Sailed of ýe englisshe mep_: J? Pat was p=shed 
7 dreinte // In Pe whiche Pe Steward F oPirre worpy F 
grete men of denmark weren take pr1soners so, (fols 95b a) 
see 7 Sere herry wakefeld to Pe Bisshopriche of worcestre 

In whiche tyme hit was ordeyned see (fol, 98aa) 
e Che] helde his parlement at westmynstgZsý Pe grettest 

Pa, t was seen many 3ere afore // in ýe whiche parlement he 
b axede see (fols 98 a) 

(iii) Qf whicho 4 instances, in one of 
which 2_f has a capital initials 
0" o ovijo Mle cosyn men of armes F opgre mekil peple in 
to an houge passinge nombre // of ýe whiche ý=e were 
slayne so. (fole 93 ab) 
see le ffyt3 watere'ýe lord GraunsoFa 7 oýjXe worthy 
knyt= // Of whiche kny3tes so's (fole 96 b b) 

(iv) with whoms 1 instances 
o so kynge Edward was trauailed in ýe coostes of ýe Reynee"* 
abowte Seint hillary tyde and he dep=tyd his oste 7 wente 
tooý'Burgoyne warde // with whom ýanne mette pesabely ýe 
duke of Burgoyne ... (folo 93 b a) 

(v) by whomt 1 instance, in which ty has a capital 
initials 
so. ffor to wedde Caloys dou3t= 7 haue here to wyfe 
By whom he sholde haue half ýe lordshyp so, (fol. 96ab) 

(vi) after whom: 1 instance, in which aftel: has 
a capital initials 
,, so 7 in boýe places ftt he was beried Innesý'ý=e bene 
manye meracles dofio4? wrou3t poru3 Pe grace of god to many 
a mannes helpeeo? eke vnto Pe worshepe of god F of oure 
lady // After whom folowyde nexte F was made Pope 
Gregorie see (tol, 97 a a) 

(Vii) whosgs 4 instancess 
7 in ýis same 3ere was a grete 7 an houge pestilence of 
peple F namely of Men // whos wyfes as oute of gougrnaunce 
token housbondib so, (fol. 94b b) 
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(viii) in whoset 2 instances, in both of which in 
has a capital initial: 
In ýis same 3ere deyde Iohn the erchebysshoý of 3orke 
Iohn Bisshoý of ely willjAm Bisshoý of worcestre // In 
whoes stedes folowynge 7 weren made Bisshopis (fole 
98aa) 

(ix) through whoses 1 instances 
9so counseil 7 helpe of Sere edwarde Pe Prince // Poro3 
whos counsaile . 9, (fole 95 b a) 

b) before an adverbial clauses 2 instancesi 
so* Pe whiche Pinge F articules // whan kinge edward had 
seyne hem. 'Ohe gMuntyd hem ... (fol. 94a a) 
" so 7 his hede was sette vpoR londoil Bregge // ffor ýis 
same Iohn was ful vntrewe to Pe kynge 7 to Pe Reame so, (fol. 99ab) 

c) before an explanatory clause beginning hgLt is : ýo 
siAzIme-ta: 3 instancesi 
oos 7 in Pe mene tyme were ordeyned. Iustes at londofi iij 
daies of Pe Rogaciouns // Pat is to seye Pe Maiere of 
londofi with his xxiiij Aldermen a3ens alle Po Pat wolde 
come *so (folo 93 b a) 
" so vilagis by Pe see costesoý'Cthey] hadden entryde as 
enemyes // Pat is to wete ýe towne of winchelsee 
(fol* 93 b a) 
? in ýe ovj, kallend of Iuyll lastynge Pe same parlement 
deyede Pe gode Prince edward kynge edwardus fyrste Sone 
Pat ys for to saye in Trinite Sonday ... (fol. 98 b b) 

d) before a resultative clause beginning wherefore: 
8 instancest 
so@ Pe which tempeste ful moche 3itte fered nost Pe kynge 
ne moche of his peplee'-OPat Pey ne wente forP in here viage 
Pat Pey had be gonne // wherfore abowte Pe feste of holy 
Rode day in Mayo'fastby Carnocum Pe forsaide lordis of 
ffrgLunce metynge Pere with- Pe kynge of englonde maden 
Plr_e a peseble acorde so (fole 94aa) 
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... but Pe wynde was contrarye evene to himýý? suffred 
him not long tymes*oto go ferre from ýe lande wherfore 
he abode a serteyne tyme vpon ýe See coostes (fol, 
97 b b) 

e) before a coordinated noun object clauset 3 
instancest 
0 .. tretyng and spekinge of ýe calenginge of ýe kinges 
r13t of englond ýat he had vnto ýe Reame of ffr&unce // 
And ýat he wolde a venged be w; Lth strong hande ... (fol. 
93aa) 
" so ýat is for to saye ý&t he shulde haue of eutLy persone 
of ýe lay ffeeo4bope of man F woman. 4PILt passyd sXiiiJ* 
3ere of age, 4iiijd oute take pore beggers ý&t weren knowen 
opinly for nedy pore beggers // 7 ý&t he sholdde haue of 
eugry man of holy chirche -. 0 (folo 99 aa) 

f) before a clause beginning in go that: 1 
instances 
so ý=e felle grete hinderynge F destroyinge of Corne // in 

so meche ý&t Pe nexte 3ere aftir a busshe of whete was 
sold for xld ... (fol. 96 b a) 

,t constructions 1 instances g) before h&j in such so, P-L 
he wolde abyde Batayle in Pe felde vndir seche condiciouna 

ýat 3yf Pe kynge of englonde were ouere come P= as god 
forbede hyt ý&t he shulde neu=e ýanne, ochalenge ýe kingdom 
of ffraunce *,, (folo 93 b b) 

h) before a non-finite participial verbal clauses 4 
instances: 
see ýey offrede 7 proferede vnto ýe kynge of englonde 
Requiringe his grace in all ýing ... (fol. 94a a) 
a so in pat tyme Regned 7 werred ýylke orpyde kny3t Sere 
Iohn hawkwode. 'ýat was an englisshe man Borne // havinge 
with him at his gougrnaunceo4pilke tyme Pe whyte companye 
so* (fols 96 b b) 

i) between non-finite clauses containing an infinitive 
dependent on a preceding modal verb, 3 instancesq which 
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occur in the same section of texti 
" es he sholde eugre aftir mayntene Pe Ri3th beleue 7 
feith of holy cherche // 7 also with all here Mynestres 
ry3tes 7 libertes to defende from all here enemyes 7 alle 
eueles 7 alle ý&t weren ýgre a 3enste bitterly tosýponesshe 
F destroble // 7 ýe Ri3t libertes 7 prauelages of holi 
chirche to encrese mayntene ?a mende //? all Pinges P&t 
were wrongfully be name with drawe F bore away by hym 
oý-qXe by any oý=eýýby cause of him hastely to restore 
a Sen ... (fole 95 bb) 

j) after an adverbial clause (with any associated 
subordinate clauses) occurring in initial position before 
a free clauset 4 instancess 
and whan agnU dei was do,, 'Jýe kyng beynge ýjre with his 
Sones. 'OF also witbL ýe kinges Sones of ffraunce ? oý2re 
noble F grete lordis with candelles li3t in here handisý' 
7 crosse I brou3t fforthe // Alle ýo ý&t were called ýgr 
to Fwerenou3t Swore; 'OSworen ý. qre 9,9 (fol. 94ba) 
F for ýe kynge 7 oý=e of his counceile accepted 7 taken 
raý=e ý&t here euell openyons 7 causis a 3en of holi 
chirche-'ýari he dede for to defende F maintenye ýe ry3th 
of holy chirche // hit was seen in many tymes aftur 
(fol. 97 bb) 

4) As an indication. of clause str, 3actures 12-i. 12stancep. 
a) between coordinate prepositional groupst 1 

instance: 
*eo PIre were felde in Pe felde vpon owre enemyes syde: "of 
worthy lordis 7 kny3tes#4? oýgre mene peplee'in to Pe 
Noumbre of vije Mle F moo // 7 of englisshe me but a fewe 
ýanked be god ... (fol. 96 ab) 

b) before a prepositional groupi 4 instancesi 
[hel was made duke of lancastre // by resoun F cause of 
his wyf e9*e (fol. 94 b b) 
7 in pis same Bere in Marche was stella Comata seyne 
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by twene Pe North coostes 7 ýe west so. (fole 96ab) 
c) between two coordinated nominal groupst 1 instances 

7 whan Pe place // 7 Pe tyme was a synyd *,, (fol. 94ab) 
d) between an adverb and the subject of a clauses 1 

instance, which has possibly been misread by the scribeg 
who may have associated the adverb with the preceding 
clauses 
*so and alle Pe pEllatis lordis Baronis peeres and my3ti 
men of ýat contre. "Oconsented welle to him panne // Sere 
edward ýe prince, with a greet oste gadrid vn to him ýe 
vj. day of Iulysý'went fro Bordeux ... (folo 93 a a) 

e) before a second. 1hanging' subject which is depen- 
dent on the verb of the first subject: 1 instances 
F Pe king of ffZaunce P=e was take // and Sere Philip his 
Bonger soneso? many dukes 7 noble men 7 worpi kny3tes and 
noble men of armes ... (fol. 93 ab) 

f) after a prepositional group with qualifying 
clause(s) before the subject of a free clauses 2 instances: 
7 in Pe presence of Pe forsayde men ý2, t ýIre were ordeyned 
to admitte 7 resseyue Pe Othes 7 of alle opg_r_e ýat ýp_re 
my3te be // ýe same karoll leyde his ry3th hande vpofi ýe 
patene (fol. 94aa) 
but 3ette ýoru3 Pe grace of god all my3ti. "'eu=e passinge 
any mannes strengthe // ýilke huge Oste was my3tili 
dispg, rpeled ... (fol. 96ab) 

g) after a'non-finite clause separating a relative 
pronoun acting as subject from the verb: 1 instances 
*99 ýe whiche for3etinge here owne worshipe 7 berthe 
and coupeled 7 marred hemsoto hea ý&t weren of lower 
degre as* (fol. 94 b b) [and see F 'both . 9. both'I see MED 
sev, and conj. lc. (a)] 

h) after a (passive) verb and following prepositional 
phrases before an adverb and the nominal group acting as 
subjects 1 instances 
7 anon aftir pgre folowyd. F was seen in ýe morne afore ýe 
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%0 0 sonne rysynge. 7 aftir in ýe laste day of October // but 
one sterre ,os (f ol o 96aa) 
5) As an 'indication of arouD-structures I instance 

There is one instance of (//) occurring as a marker 
at group levels between a preposition and a nominal group 
in a prepositional groups 
*so of ýe lay ffe was iij 3eres grau[n]ted vnto // Pe 
kynge (fols 96bb) 

From the grammatical analysis of the positions occu- 
pied by the double oblique stroke it is clear that it is 
used to delineate fairly large structural-elements in the 
text. It is used to join or link elements of sense-unit 
structure on 107", occasions, elements of either sense-unit 
or sentence structure on 67 occasions (a number of which 
could be taken with the first position), elements of 
sentence-structure on 66 occasions, and elements of clause- 
structure on only 12 occasionse The primary function of 
(//) can therefore be said to be that of separations 

3) A Singleg-Obligue Strokr, 
There are 251 instances of the single oblique stroke, 

almost as many as of the double oblique strokesq and this 
punctuation-marker is used in the following positionst 

1) As--an indication of senae-unit--Utructurgs. 28 ingtancegi 
At the end of a sentences 
a) between free clauses (with any associated subordi- 

nate clauses) with no intervening coordinators 
. 

(i) with a following capital initialt 4 instances, 
only one of which however belongs with certainty to this 
position, since the following words in the other instances 
could occur with a capital initial in positions other than 
at the beginning of a sentences 
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* es 7 ther they a quytte hem as gode werroMes Vnto the 
kinge / Now woll y tell 3ow whiche weren the cheffe 
capteynes and gou=nores of ýees Cetee of Rone / Moun- 
ser Guy Boteler was chef capteyne Henrr, Chamfewe he 
was capteyne of the porte de pount Iohn Matryuas he was 
capteyne of the porte de la Chastell / Moun s= de peneux 
he was capteine of ýe porte de Seint Illary *o (fole 
113 ab) 

(ii) with a following lower case initial, 5 in- 
stances, 4 of which occur before hi 
" ee 7 after he stole away / ýan the kinge a none by gode 
a vyse lete a raye hys Batayle oe. (folo 110 a a) 
" eip 7 vndir ýis composisioun was Cyielded] ýe towne 7 Pe 
Castell of B'ayews w; Lth oý=e towne forteyses 7 velages in 
to Pe nombir of xiiij. townes / vpon Pe hyll be fore ýe 
towne 7 ýe castell of Canee oure kyng pySte all hys 
tentys ... (fol. 111 b a) 

b) before a coordinator with a capital initial, often 
introducing a new sense-unit, 38 instancest 
0 es 7 ýis wynde lastyd with oute any Sesynge vij, dayes 
continualiche / And a noon aftir PpXe folowid oeo (fol, 
95 a a) 
[he] kepte him ffaste in holde tyll he was RaUnsoned / And 
in ýe oiij. 3ere of kynge henry (fol. 106a a) 
[With ellipsis of subjects 7 instances]s 
oo he toke ofte tymes grete SomT_nes of money of Pe kynge 
of his counselo4ffor men of arme 's wagesýopat he shulde 

haue payede vnto hem / And toke hit vn to his owne vsee 
@400 (fol. 99ab) 
9oo 7 Pou3te to a wenge hym_ vpon hea as sone as god wolde 
sende hyp gr : ace 7 my3te / And a none lete make tenyes 
balles ... (fol. 109a a) 
7 he returned a3en / And loggpd him be sides Pe erle of 
huntingdoun ,, (fole 113 a a) 
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c) before the Tironian sign for et and a probable 
new sense-units 24 instances (cf, position 2)t 
e., but 3et wolde not Pe kinge consente ne graunte to 
here eleccioun of Pe Cardinallý'ne Pe Pope also ne his 
Cardinals /7a boute Pe begynyng of August ee, (fol. 
98a a) 
see on whos soule god for his pete haue mercy Amen 7 in 
Pis same 3ere o, o (fole 107 a b) 
""#7 fro Pennes vnto Pe Cete of Rone /7 in pe ve, Bere 
of king henries Regne e, (fol. 112a a) 

2) As an-indication-gE either spnse-unit or sentence 
structures 101 instgnees 

Between free clauses (with any associated subordinate 
clauses) before a coordinator with a lower-case initial 
(usually and) or the Tironian sign for et (where not 
covered by position lec). The comments made above' with 
reference to the double oblique strokes in a similar posi- 
tion apply here also; a number of the instances with the 
Tironian sign for et could be classified under position 
l. c. Similarly, on a number of occasions the coordinator 
an__d with a lower-case initial almost certainly introduces 
a new sense-unit, as the examples chosen illustrate. 84 
instancest 
7 in Pe same 3ere at Bristowe was take ýe lord dispencer 
ýat kyng Richard had made erle of Gloucestre /7 Pe comaens 
of ýe towne of Bristowe toke him .., (fol. 105 b b) 
[they] weren drawe Porowe oute londoR to Tyborn 7 PMre 
hanged 7 here hedens smeten of 7 sette on londoR Brygge 
and in pis same 3ere ... (fol. 106aa) 
. o* often tyme ýey token Pe kynges Caryage 7 eujj: y day 
distroyed his peple / but Ewayne 7 his men for ýe Moste 
party a scapyd ... (fol. 106ab) 
And aftir Pe deth of king henri Pe iiije * Regned henrie 
his sone Pat was borfi at Monmouthe in walis Pat was a 
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worthy kyng 7a gr-iLcious 7a grete conqueropMe / and in 
ýe firste Bere of*his Regne ... (fols 108 b a) 
#** 7 so ýe king come ryding with his prIsengres to london 
ýorowe*ýe cete vnto poules /7ý. er_e mette with him xiiij 
Byshopis ., * (folo 110 b a) 
[With the subject elided in the second free clause: in 
this case we are probablys though not certainly, dealing 
with sentence-structures 17 instancesIs 
And on Pe Aiij. day come Sere Iohn Cheyneys Sone 7 
manly quyt hym a 3ens his aduersarie ., * (folt 107 b b) 
[he] come on message fro Pe lordis of ffraunce to Pe 
king /7 sayde to Pe king so (fol, 110a a) 

3) &s an indication of gentence structures 36 instanc2g 
a) after a temporal adverbial clause before a free 

clauses 9 instances: 
see 7 whanne Pey were PIre atte hauene Moutheo4or Pey 
myzte entre / sodenly comeo'vppofi hem a stronge Naue of 
Spayne see (fol. 97 b a) 
*so and Pan Sere Thomas Percy erle of worcestre Pat was 
Pe kinges stewarde weste 7 knewe Pis /a none he come in 

a to Pe halle ... (fol. 105 a) 
0 so 7 whan all Pis was done 7 Pe Shippis come vp / pan 
come Pe erle of warwyk a 3en vnto Pe king to, (fol, 112bb) 

b) before an 'intrusive' temporal adverbial clauses 
1 instances 
* so wherfore Pey Pat were w; Lth Inne the towne / whan. Pey 
shulde haue pleyed . songon weyalawey see (folo 109 b a) 

c) before an 'intrusive' adverbial clause of manners 
1 instances 
,, * Sere edward prince of walys / as a man enspired of god 
was In Gyane in ýe cite of Bordeux so o (fol, 93aa) 

d) before hat in a so .. @ hat constructions 1 instance: 
soe 7 PLre Pey drade to haue ben ded ýe water closyd hem so 
in / Pat ýey my3te neu=e gete oute so, (fole 112aa) 
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e) before an adverbial clause of reason: 4 instanceso 
but oure lord god wolde not suffere hit / for in hast 

oure king had warnyng ýgre of *so (fols 108 b b) 
see 7 P. Ore abode tyll hys retenewe were redy 7 come to 
him / ffor ý= was all hys Naueye of Shippis 9,4. (fol, 
,,, a a) 

The following example has been included under this 
positions although the syntax has become somewhat confuseds 
F Pis same pers was chosen speker for Pe comens in Pe 
parlement / And for Pis same pers tolde F publyssed Pe 

b trowpe (folo 98 b) 
f) before a relative clause, beginning with the words: 

(i) the whicht 3 instances: 
edwarde Prince edwarde sone / Pe whiche whan he was 

but vij. 3ere olde deyde // (fols 95 ab) 
0 .. he toke 7 made his Sonne Pe duke of lancastre gougrnour 
of his Reame / Pe whiche stode so stylle gou2rned vn to Pe 
tyme PELt he deyedes"* (fols 99a, a) 

Ui) in the which: 1 instance: 
7 Pe erle of damice 7 Pe steward of ffraunce were Pere take 
w; Lth an hundrid men of armes / in ýe whiche 3ere o,. (fol, 
93 aa) 

(iii) hat 'which': 1 instancet 
so* 7 on Pe ffryday aftir / ý&t was on Pe Mornee4Pey comen 
vnto london Pe Toure see (fole 99 bb) 

g) after an 'intrusive' relative clause: 1 instancet 
for PIre weren iij. englisshe lordis whiche ýe king 

truste meche to / for false couetice had pMr_posyd 7 ymaged 
Pe kinges deP soo (fol, logab) 

h) before an explanatory clause beginning hot, is to 
pay: 1 instance: 
* o* poyntes of tresoufi ý&t Pey were defamed of / Pat is 
forto saye, `ý&t Pey weren rebelle ,,, (fol, 97ab) 

i) before a noun object clauset 1 instancet 
And Pen come tythyngys to Pe king / Pat Pe king of 
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ffraunce and ýe dolfyne 7 ýe Duke of Burgoyne wolden come 
to rescu ýe towne of Rone see (fole 113 a a) 

j) between coordinated noun object clauses: 2 in- 
stances: 
... to se what pepul weren dede /7 Bif any were herte Pat 
my3te be made hole or holpe ... (fol, 110ab) 
o9o7 Pey answerd 7 sayde he toke hem none / ne none Pey 
wold delyu=e vnto him so* (fol. , lab) 

k) before a non-finite clauses 3 instancess 
Pe kynge come Pe same nyste to londoFi pZjUely in alle 

the haste P&t he my3te / to gete him helpe socoure and 
counceyle ... (fol- 105 b b) 
., * he ordeyned hym a stronge power of men of armes 7 of 
archers 7 mekyl oP=e stuffe P&Lt longed to werre / ffor 
to abate 7 destroie Pe malise of Pese false welshe men ... (fol. 106ab) 

1) after a non-finite clause (with any associated 
clauses)t 2 instanceso 
And Pan oure kyng by holdyng 7 seynge Pe grete multitude 
7 nombre of his enemyes to witil stonde his way 7 forto 
3eue him Batayle / Pan Pe kinge wjthLa meke herte 7a gode 
sperite lefte vp his handis so, (fol, 109 b b) 

m) between non-finite clausess 4 instancess 
And in Pe xxxj sere of his regne Pe xvj day of Ianuar ýe 
king being in pe Castell of Berwyke wj6tbL af ewe men / but 
hauyng Pere ffast by a grete oste so, (folo 93 a a) 
And a none ýe king comaujIded to berie hem /7 duke of 
3orke to be caried forpe wjtjj him so (fole 110 ab) 

n) between coordinated subordinate adverbial clauses: 
1 instancet 
0 so he be sou3te Pe kinge to 3eue hym_ xiiij. dayes of 
respite * Sif any Rescue wold come /7 3yf none come he 
to delyugre hym ýe keys 0" (fol, 111b a) 
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4) As-an indication--of--clause-structuret 34 instances 
As an indication of clause structure the single oblique 

stroke occurs in the following positionst 
a) after a prepositional groupt 2 instancest 

see 7 in ýe xij sere of kyng edwarde / was borne at Burdeux 
Ricarde ýe secunde o9o (fol- 95 ab) 
so* 7 in ý&t same sere / Serle 3eman of ýe king Richard 
Robes come in to englond ... (fol. 106 b b) 

b) between prepositional groupsi 
(i) coordinated: 7 instancesi 

in good Aray as longed to seche a worthy kyng 7 prince 
of his nobley /7 of his owne pgrsone see (fole 102 b b) 
so@ 7 Pere mette with hem Pe lord hamby at here londyng 
with a ovij. 141. men of armes of ffrenche men / and ýre 
Sergeauntes of armes with him 7 alle were putte to 
fly3th *so (fol. 108a b) 
see 7 in ýe iij. sere of king henries Regne Pe eves come 
Pe emp=ojLr_e of Almayne king of Beeme 7 of hungry in to 
englond /7 so to Pe cete of londoFi ... (fol# 110 b a) 
7 Pere he rested hym, a grete while And at the kynges 
coste so. (fol, 110 b b) 

(ii) uncoordinatedt 3 instancess 
" so where was a masse songe ful Solemplye of ýe tr_jnite / 
of ýe erchebysshop of Cauntqrburye ,,, (fol. 94b a) 
7 in Pe same sere / At Prytelwell in a Mille in Essex 
(fol, 105 b b) 

C) to separate nominal groups acting at the same 
grammatical position in the clause: 

(i) coordinated: 8 instances: 
see F eugMy man in a gode araye /7 eugry crafte with hys 
Minstralsye in Pe beste mang_re mette with here so, (fols 
100ab) 
0 so 7 Pe king welcomed him / And all hys pePull 7 made hym. 
ryzth gode chere ., * (fol, 113 a a) 
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The following example has been included under this 
f position although it is possible that the scribe misread 

the exemplar and intended a new sentence to begin after 

", a ýat is to saye Sere Alysaundre Nevyle ýe erchebisshop 
of 3orke Sere Robert ver Markeys of develyn F erle of 
Oxinford And Sere Michell de la pole erle of Southfolke 
F Chaunceler of englond 7 ýese ýre lordis wenten oupr_e ýe 
see ... (fol, 101a. a) 

(ii) uncoordinatedi 1 instance, which has a rela- 
tive clause acting as qualifier to a nominal group 
before a parenthetical nominal group separated by 
see eugl: y man womqan F childe Pgt weren at Pe age of 
xiiij. 3ere Pa bouen Porowe oute Pe Reame / pore folke 
F oý. e_r_e sholde paye to ýe talage iiijd see (folo 99 b a) 

d) to separate an appositional group. or groupsi 
(i) coordinated: 1 instances 

Che] slowe Pe Erles sone of Staffor /7 his heyre wltb6 a 
dagger a., (fol, 100 b a) 

(ii) uncoordinatedo 3 instancesi 
in ýe same 3ere Sere Rob=t knolles / kny3th Pe worthy 

werryoUn deyde at his man=e in Northfolke ... (fole 107 ab) 
see ýe king made his sone / Thomas the duke of Clarence ... 
(fol, 108a b) 
And grg6unt Iakys /a nother werryour he was capteyne see 
(fole 113 ab) 

e) to separate a nominal group acting as subject from 
the verbal groups 2 instancesq both of which have a prepo- 
sitional group acting as qualifier (cf. position 4. a above)s 
so* ýe Monkes'of ýe same cherche / Askyd 7 desyred see 
(fole 98aa) 
see henry Spenser Bisshoý of Norwyche / wente witIl a 

0 croyserie ougre ýe se see (fol, 100a a) 
f) before a second, coordinatedt past participle, 3 

instancest 
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0" . ýe knyztes hedes weren sette on poles 7 brouBt to 
londofi / And sette on london Brygge ... (fole 105 bb) 
0 oe Pe lord Cobham was a rested for lollardye / And 
brou3t vnto ýe towre of londoR ... (fol. 112a a) 

The verb in the last example could be interpreted as 
a preterite and not as a past participles 
" oo 7 whan ýe emp=ogr_e had wel'rested him /7 seie ýe 
londe dyu=se p=tyes. 47 knewe Pe comoditees eo* (fols 
110 b b) ý 

g) before a 'hanging' subject which is dependent on 
an earlier verb (cfe position 4of of the double oblique 
stroke), Grammaticallyt the contexts resemble clauses 
with the verbal group elideds 4 instancess 
soo 7 ýe duke of Clarence logged him at ýe weste ende of 
Pe towne ina waste abbay by fore ýe Porte de kaus / And 
Pe Duke of Exetre in Pe Northside byfore de Porte denyse 
e., (fol, 112 b a) 
9. * they come at / iij. or iiijor/ And at eulU gate 
. A. ij. or iij. M1 of gode meMes bodyes well I Armed 7 
manfully counterd with owre englisshe men* (fole 113 ab) 
[In this case a visual balance may have been also aimed 
at in the use of the second oblique strokeo] 

-Ind" cation of group- structurpl -2 instangeg- 5) Ag an 
a) between a numeral and a noun (forming a nominal 

group) 1 1. instances 
ses outake ýe foure / ordres of ffreres ... (fol, 99aa) 

b) between a preposition and a numeral used'abso- 
lutely (forming a prepositional group)o 1 instance: 
'D *9 they come neu=e out at oo Gate Alone but they come 
at / iij* or iiijor 9*9 (fole 113 ab) 

From the grammatical analysist we can see that the 
single oblique stroke occupies many of the positions also 
occupied elsewhere by double oblique strokest especially 
as a means of delineating sense-unit structure or 
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coordinated sentence structure. The combined total for 
the instances of the single oblique stroke in such posi- 
tions is 179# compared with a combined total for double 
oblique strokes in similar positions of 174* The number 
of occasions on which elements of sentence structure are 
indicated is lower than for the double oblique strokes 
(36 compared to 67 instances)v and the number of occa- 
sions on which elements of clause structure are indicated 
have accordingly risen (34 compared to 12 instancesl, but 
the primary function of the single oblique stroke remains 
the same as for the double oblique strokes, Lee separa- 
tion. 0. 

4) The-Single Point 
The single point is used as an indication of punctua- 

tion on 65 occasions, Besides this use, it has other 
functions which are not intended as marks of punctuation 
and which are widespread in medieval manuscripts. These 
uses aret 
(i) the single point is used extensively before and/or 
after roman numeralso in dates and elsewhere, 
(ii) it is used to enclose the initial N on four occasions, 
twice on fol, 94aag and twice on fol. 94 b a* 1 
(iii) it is used on fole 100 bb to enclose the word dukgo 
This instance I have adjudged to be non-punctuationalt 
and that the points have been used as markers of an impor- 
tant word. ' On the four occasions on which the point 
occurs after or in conjunction with a proper name, it 
occurs in a potentially significant position from the 
grammatical viewpoint and has been considered as such, 
The single point is used as a-mark of punctuation in the 
following positions: 

1 
Cf, L*C. Hector, op. cit., p. 48. 
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1) &s an indication-of-gense-unit-structure, 17 instances 
At the end of a sentence (ioes as a modern full-stop)i 
a) between free clauses (with any associated subor- 

dinate clauses) with no intervening coordinators 
(i) with a following capital initials 4 instances 

0 oo from Pens he was fette into ffraunce and buryed at 
Seint denys, In Pe x1 Sere of kyng edward ... (fole 95 ab) 

(ii) with a following lower-case initials 2 in- 
stances, both in the context of a list, with a lower-case 

and close to roman numeralss 
7 Pe Pridde was Sere Richard erle of warwyk - Pe iiije. 

was Sere herry of Bolyngbrok ... (fol. jolaa) 
Sire Richard Pe erle of Cambrigge bropp., r to Pe duke 

of 3orke , Pe oije was ýe lord Scrope treserer of englond 
006 (fol, logab) 

b) before a coordinator with a capital initials 6 in- 
stances: 
And vppon here trewpe 7 kni3thode were charged 7 hadden 
leue to go home, But Pe prince toke witb hia Pe kinge of 
ffre, unce e. (fole 93 ab) 
" .. but many a worthy man deyed in P&t viage vpon ýe 
fflyx, And in Pe , xv* Sere of kyng Rychardis Regne 
(fol. 101b a) 

The example noted above under the double oblique 
strokes (position l, b)isincluded here, as is an example 
that occurs within a chapter-headingo 
How king henre Pe ffythe . leyde A Sege vnto Pe Cete of 
Rone. And how he gat Pe Cetee witbLstrenthe 7 manhode 
(folo 112a b) 

C) at the end of a sentence at the end of a chapter- 
heading, 3 instances# 
How Pe Duke off lancastre w1th a grete Oste wente into 
flaundres 7 passede by Paryse Porow all ffz&unce Tyll Pat 
he come to Bordeux. (fol. 97 b b) 

d) at the end of a sentence and sense-unit at the end 
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of a chapter: 2 instances, one of which marks the end of 
Hand C's section of text% 
" es F so we had grete chepe of wyne Porowe oute Pe b Reame 
at that tyme ýanked be all my3tY Ihesup-9 (fol. 100 b) 
"*7 manfullY counterd witil owre englisshe mene (folo 
113ab) 

2) As gn indication of either-s2nsp, -unit or-sentence 
structur! at 13-instan-ces 

Between free clauses (with any associated subordinate 
clauses) before a coordinator with a lower-case initial 
(usually gnd) or the Tironian sign for eto Again, a num- 
ber of these instances probably occur between sense-units. 
11 instances: 
... and Pere he abode forto take his counceyle what my3te 
beste be dofi . but to him come none . 99 (fole 105 a a) 
ooo 7 Pese opgre iij. knyStes weren take 7 here hedes 
smetten offe o7 ýus Pey deyeden for here false covetise 
ooe (fol- 105 a a) 
0 ov 7 Pere Pe kyng made a ryall 7a Solempne ffeste for 
here 7 for all mangre of men Pgt Pedir wolde come in 
Pis same 3ere . 0. (folo 106 b a) 
" es he sholde Belde vp vnto him hys ryzt heritage PgLt is 
to saye Normandie Gascoyne 7 Gyane Pe whiche his 
pK2decessoures hadden holde afore hya o or ellis he wolde 
hit wyne with dynte of Swerd ... (fol, 109a a) 
[With the subject elided in the second free clauses prob- 
ably sentence structures 2 instances]: 
@so 7 ýe kinge hit grauntyd at his requeste ,F dwelled 
Pgre vn to xvij day of Marche *so (fol., 93 b a) 
0 so 7 oure lordis Pe whiche were enbassatoures token here 
leue ,7 comen in to englond a Sen oss (fol. 109a a) 
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3) As-an-indication of genteneg Stj: ucturej-Z instancpg 
a) before an adverbial clause of reasons 2 instancess 

one of which begins with (? )s 
And whan kyng henry wyste ? knowe POt he verely ý&t he was 
dede he lete Sere his body in ýe beste manere ,7 that men 
mySte see 7 knowe his p=sone ffrom alle opgre men 7 so he 
wa's brouste to londoil ... (fole 103 ba 
@so 7 Pan fel, PpSe a gret desese 7a foule myscheff , for 
Pgre weren iij. englisshe lordis whiche Pe king truste 
meche to / for false couetice had pM osyd 7 ymaged ýe 
kinges dep ... (fol. logab) 

b) before a parenthetical clause beginning h1t is to 
=s 1 instances 
And panne Pe king heringe of many enemyes vppon Pe See 
Pa, t is to say ix. grete Carikes ... (fol. lllab) 

c) after a parenthetical clause beginning ha&_ is IiSj 
wetet 1 instances 
[they] hadden entryde as enemyes // Pat is to wete Pe 
towne of winchelsee slowne alle PjLt eugre with stode 
hem ,# (fole 93 b a) 

d) before an adverbial clause of conditions 1 instances 
ooo he be sou3te Pe kinge to 3eue hym xiiij, dayes of 
respite - 3if any Rescue wold come ., * (fole 111 b a) 

e) after an adverbial clause of conditions 1 instances 
[they] seid-3if hit lyked hym to geue him any good - hit 
were well y do ... (fol. 100 b a) 

f) after an 'intrusive' temporal adverbial clauses 
1 instance: 
"o wherfore Pey PgLt were wItIl Inne the towne / whan Pey 
shulde haue pleyed , songon weyalawey eo* (fole 109 b a) 

4) As an indication of clause structurgs-24-ingtanceg 
a) after a prepositional grouPt 3 instancesi 

and on Pe ffryday nextes4pe same man=e othe in 
pr sense of Pe forsayde knyStes and of alle oýgre worthy Eft - 
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men , Prince edwarde made at louers ... (fol. 94ab) 
But aftir Pis victorie . Many a noble 7 hardy man of 
englonde [died] (fols 96 a b) 
Sone aftir in Pe xlviij. 3ere of kyng edward , Pe duke 
of lancastre with agrete oste wente in toýofflaundres 
(fol@197 b b) 

b) between prepositional groups: 
(i) coordinatedi 2 instancest 

vpofi goddis body . And alle so vpon Pe Masse boke 
(fol. 94ab) 
oo. vpon holy goddis body ,F vpoft alle Pe Gospelles 
(fol, 94 b a) 

(ii) uncoordinatedi 2 instancesi 
so. for serteyne 3eres , vnto here askyng so, (fol. 100 b a) 
see by Pe Iuggement of Pese eve lordis . in Pe same forsayde 
parlement . *@ (fol, 101a a) 

c) before an adverbial phrases 2 instancest 
so eujU strete 7 lane in londoii 7 in Pe subbarbys weren 

ful of hem logged .Fa ox* or xijo miles aboute londoR 
eug. rY way . 0. (folo 103 b b) 
see 7 Pj_re was many a lord 7 many a lady 7 grete festes 
7 ryall lustis o all ýo xij, dayes ... (fol, 104b a) 

d) to separate nominal groups acting at the same gram- 
matical position in the clauses 4 instances# all of which 
are coordinatedt 
see lyonell Iohn and Edmonde o7 xix op=e grete lordes 
see (folo 93 b a) 
Cthey] taken of hem vjc, men of armes o7 MjC. hors 
ooo (fol. 108ab) 

e) to separate an appositional group or groupsi 2 
instancesq both of which are uncoordinatedt 
so* his iiij Sones - Edwards4lyonell Iohn and Edmonde 
(fole 93 b a) 

F Sere RobIrt le veer ýQt was erle of oxinfforde . hym 
he made Markeys of deuelyn see (fols, 100 b b) 
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f) between a preposition and a nominal-groupi 1 in- 
stance: Che] granted too . all Pe peple Pat deide *to (fol. 98ab) 

g) between a verb and an inverted subjects 1 instances 
so* 7 in Pe mene tyme were ordeyned * Iustes at londofi see (folo 93 b a) 

h) between a subject and a verb: 2 instancess 
7 at Pe ferste comynge to here Iustes Xxiiije. 

ladyes . ladden Pese xxiiij. lordis of Gartour w; LtII chaynes 
of golde ... (fol. 101ab) 
0 so what crafty nam wolde come Peder (fols 
109b a) i) between an adverb and a verb: 1 instances 
so 7 Pan . come Pgre tythinges to oure king see (fol, 

110ab) 
j) before parenthetical words, possibly in apposition 

with an earlier pronoun: 1 instances 
o so F Panne kyng Richard delyuered ij plegges for hem two 
to go saffe F come saffe , his two worthy vncles Pe duke 
of lancastre F Pe duke of Gloucestre 7 Pey ije wenten ... (fol. 102bb) 

k) between a long object in clause-initial position 
and the subject: 1 instance: 

7 alle Pe opere peple P&t PIre were slayne on bope 
pgrtyes e Pe kyng lete berie ,s* (f ol, 106b a) 

1) before a parenthetical clause qualifying (or 
expanding the sense of) a nominal group: 1 instances 
", P=e was don a grete batayle in Smethefe[l]d by 
twene ije Squyers . Pat one me called Gloucetre PiLt was 
Pe appellant 7 arthure P&t was defendaunt and well 7 
manjully fouSten to gedres long tyme . *, (fole 108aa) 

m) before a second, 'hanging' subject which is gram- 
matically dependent on an earlier verb. The context could 
be described as resembling a clause with the verb elidedt 1 instance: 
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And ýanae kyng Richard wente hym ougre ýe See in to 
Irlond before witsonday next po xxije 3ere of his regne 
many a grete lord with him ,* (fol. 104b a) 

5) Ag-an indication of grouI2 structures-4 ingtanggs 
a) between a noun and a qualifier (forming a nominal 

group)t 1 instances 
so. king henre . ýe iiij. ,, (fol, 106ab) 

b) between a noun and a qualifying prepositional 
group (together forming a complex nominal group)t 2 in- 
stances: 
see men . of Armes ... (fol, 104b a) 
see Sere Richard of Scroupe erchebisshop , of 3orke ... 
(fol. 107 aa) 

c) between elements of a verbal groups 1 instances 
a wondir ryal and a costelew ffeste of Seynt George, ý 

passinge any oýer ýat eupre was .I holde ýgre euere a 
fore ... (fol- 93 ba) 

The grammatical analysis shows that the point is 
used most commonly as an indication of sense-unit and sen- 
tence structure (a combined total of 30 instances)p as 
are the double oblique and single oblique strokes. Com- 
paratively, however, the number of occasions on which the 
point indicates clause structure has risen (24 instances), 
and the primary function of the single point is that of 
separation, marking the ends of sentences, and separating 
the structural elements in sense-units9 sentencesp and 
clausese 

5) The Punctus Elevatug 
The punctus elevatus (ý') is the most commonly used 

punctuation-marker in Hand C's system, and occurs on 635 
occasionst in the following positions: 
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1) As-gn indication gf--segnse-unit gtructurei-32 instgncesl 
At the end of a sentencet 
a) between free clauses (with any associated subordi- 

nate clauses) with no intervening coordinator (see also 
position 2, c below)s 6 instances$ all of which begin the 
next sentence with a lower-case initials 
'0 ee 7 hit lastede but viij dayesýoto Pat parlement were 
Sompnede by writte of men of holi chirche Aiij, Bysshopis 
see (fol, 97ab) 

and ýus ýis worthy Mariage was Solempely doon and 
endid w; Lth_ all Ryaltee ýan ýese Aj. dukes of ffrgLunce 
wi h alle here peple token here leue e., (fole 103 a a) it - b) before a coordinator with a capital initials 13 
instances$ a number of which introduce a new sense-units 
0 .. he hyed him a3en in [to] engionde. oAnd aboute ýe 
beginnyZIge of Ianuarij he come ot, (fol, 97 a a) 
99o ? so home in to ffraunce a Bený'And a none aftir pe 
king made him redy o. (fole 103 a a) 
* oe 7 so he made his ende in ýis world: *But 3ette mekel 
peple ... (fol, 105 ba) 
[With ellipsis of the subject in the second free clauses 
1 instance]s 

he toke ýe. forsaide Cetee 7 distroyed hit all most vn 
to Pe grounde: "And slowe alle PgLt eulre he fonde in ýat 
Cetee ,o (fole 97 aa) 

c) before the Tironian sign for lt and a probable 
new sense-unitt 9 instances (cfe position 2*a): 
[he] was crownyd at Westmynstre in Pe PXJ* Sere of hys 
ageýý? in Pe secounde Sere of hys Regne ... (fole 99 b a) 

on whos soule god for his pite haue mgrcy Amen:? 
whan the b kyng had a restyd ýIs worthy duke ... (fole 103 ab 
fol* 103 a) d) at the end of a sentence and sense-unit at the end 
of a chapters 2 instancest 
*so 7 Pe heyre of henry some tyme Pe duke of lancastreýj 
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(fol. 94 b b) 
soo on whos soule alle my3ty god haue mercy, Ameno4(fol, 
99 ab) 

e) at the end of a sentence at the end of a chapter- 
headings 1 instances 
Of Pe grete wynde 7 howe the gode PrInce Edward hadde of 
his fadir the lord shippe of Guyan 7 wente Peder. "O (fol. 
94b b) 

2) As an indication-of either sense-unit or sentInce 
structureo-153 instancer2 

a) between free clauses (with any associated subordi- 
nate clauses) before the Tironian sign for g_t_: 81 instancess 
And after Somme mennes Raunsoufi was sette at iije Mle 
ffloreynes: 07 alle is one in effecte so* (fols 93 ab) 
[he] was smete 7 take with a palsie: 0 7 ý. eLe he loste his 
specheo47 on Marie Magdi-tleyne day he deyde (folo 99a a) 
so* 7a none Pey token of ýese lollardys 7 false heretikes 
7 broste hem vnto ýe kynges pUsence: 0 7 Per_e Pey toke all 
here false pqrpos ... (fol. 108 b b) 
see 7 so ýe lord Powes Meyne brou3t hym oute of walys to 
londofi in a werlegoge ej 7 ý=e he was examined of serteyne 
poyntes PgLt weren put vpon hymoJ7 he seyde not nay 
(fol. 112a b) 
[With ellipsis of the subject in the second free clauses 
41 instances]t 
see Prince edward toke ýe lordshipe of Guyanesý'? dede to 
his, fadir ffeaute 7 homage ýere fore: '? wente ouere ýe 
; ee in to Gascoyne (fol. 95 aa) 

7a noon as he was on londe Pe wynde be gan to turne. ý 
was in a noýjre coost ýan he was by fore // (fol. 97bb) 
so ýan ýe king wente ffrom Penp_es to launsoune7 wan Pe 

towne 7 ýe Brygge ... (fol, 112%) 
b) between free clauses (with any associated subordi- 

nate clauses before a coordinator with a lower-case 
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initial: 18 instances: 
0. P=e ffell a Sangweyne Rayne all moste like to blode 
at Burgoynee"**and a Sangweyne Crosse ffrom morowe vnto 
prime was seyne oe* (fol. 94b a) 
The second (. ') ins 
op. loth he was Fa shamyd to saye naye-47 to contrarye 
hemsýbut natheles he was agaste laste hit sholde be any 
prggedyce a3ens Pe pope see (fole 95 b a) 
ose ýey shold be lad Porowe hamptoua 7 at Pe Northgate 
Pg_re to be heded: ' and ýus Pey ended .*, (fol, 109 ab) 
see he toke his leue of the king. ýbut ar he Bede he was 
made knyth of Pe Garter so. (fol, 110 b b) 
[With ellipsis of the subject in the second free clause: 
8 instances]t 
[he] toke ýe towne of Remorantyn in Saloygne. 'and by Seged 
ýe castelle vj. dayes see (fols 93 a a) 

c) There are 5 instances where it could be argued that 
asyndetic parataxis occursq although it could equally be 
argued that the scribe has become confused in the convoluted 
syntax and has lost the thread of the grammatical consis- 
tency. These instances could therefore be described as 
either elements of sense-unit structure (if taken as 
separate sentences) or as elements of sentence structure 
(if taken as asyndetically paratactically joined clauses). 
Since these examples normally extend over a fairly long 
part of the text only the Immediate context and a reference 
to the appropriate folio are given herei 
so* Pe xvj day of may: oPey offrede ? pLo_ferede vnto Pe kynge 
of englonde see (fole 94a a) , 
0 so ? also grete asautes made vnto hem w; Ltb, his manyee4he 
toke Pe forsaide Cetee so. (folo 97 aa) 
ooo Saue he toke 7 raunsomed many places ? townes ? many 
mene'lete hem gone aftyr frely so@ (fole 97 bb) 
And Pey hadde here answere of Pe popeo4he engeyned hem 
Pa, t Pey sholde sertefye hym ASen so (fole 97 b b) 
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*.. where he hadde alle his luste desire 7 pUrpose, %O ne 
had ýe forsayde trewes be so sone take "0 (fol, 98a b) 

3) As an indication-of gentence-structuret 213 instances 
a) Occurring before a subordinate clauses 

(i) before a'temporal adverbial clauses 7 instances 
(cf, positions 3ei9it 39j. ii below)s 
so& he wente ougre ýe See to Caleis makynge protestacioun 
ýa, t he wolde neu=e come a3en in to englond: otyl Pat he 
hadde fully ended ýe werre by twene ffrgunce 7 hym, 
(fole 93 b a) 
so* 7 so Pey spended, mekil. goods*1or Pey my3te haue ýe 
kinges grace a 3en -so (fol, 98a a) 

(U) before a resultative adverbial clauses 3 
Instancest 
so* Pe which tempeste ful moche 3itte fered no3t ýe kynge 
ne moche of his peplesoýat ýey ne wente forý in here 
viage ... (fol. 94a a) 
The first (. ) in: 
F in ýis same tyme vpon ýe Sande of ýe Scottysshe See, *Jý&t 
many a man hit saysýoiij, dayes to gedre *so (fol. 96a a) 

(iii) before h&t in so see hat constructions 7 
instancest 
And in ý&t same 3ere ýjMre fel so mekel Rayne in hay tyme. ý 
ý&t hit wasted F destroyed boýe corne 7 haye see (folo 
95ab) 
" so but hit had be so longe euell gou=ned by evell 
officers. 'P&t Pe Reame My3te neyp=e be plenteuos of 
chaffare see (fol. 98 b a) 

(iv) before haX, in ZMch so hjLt construction: 6 
instancest 
" so Seche li3tnynge ýundres snowe F hayles"Pat hit wasted 
7 destroyed men F bestes .. (fol. 96a a) 

(v) before an adverbial clause of places 3 instanceso 
so* ýe duke of lancastre F Pe erle of herford. Wjtb6 a grete 
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coMpany of kny3tes wenten in to ffrgunceý"where ýey gat 
hem lytell worshep e *a (fol # 96 b a) , 

(vi) before an adverbial clause of conditions 4 
instancest 
9 99 Pey my3te no lenger suffre none seche birthens ne 
charges ? Pgt Pey knewen 7 wisten well P&t ýe kinge had 
I now for sauyng of him ? of his Reame., 43if ýe Reame were 
welle F trewly gougXned ... (fol. 98 b a) 

(vii) before an adverbial clause of manners 2 
instancess 
99o whoes flames 7 hete brent 7 consumed mennes cloPes 7 
mennes here walkynge vpon ýe erPeý4as hit was seen F knowen 
of many a man *, * (fol. 96aa) 

(viii) before an adverbial clause of reasons 6 
instancest 
7 of ýis myschef was no grete woqadreýoffor Pis erle was 
a ful euell leugre ... (fol. 97 b a) 

(ix) before a clause beginning for = much =s 2 
instances: 
.. trusting also vpon helpe 7 fauore of ýe pope: ffor as 
myche as hit is come to his eres .. * (fole 95 ab) 

(x) before a clause beginning in Vp much that: 1 
instances 
[he] tare him with his bele F clawis: Oin so moche PAt he 
my3te nat reste ne take no brepe @* (fol. 96aa) 

(xi) before a clause beginning j_n go_ ferforbei 2 
instances (these have been taken togethers although 
strictly only one (o4) can begin the clause)i 
[they] dede hem alle Pe harme Pat Pey coude or mySteý4In 
so ferforthe. 4PMt for soP Pey had caste hem ... (folo 
99 a a) 

(xii) before an adverbial clause of exceptioni 2 
instancest 
[he] delyuered him frely from alle man=e PMsouZjs: j Sauynge 
ferýste Pey were a corded of eiiJ@ Milliouns of ffloreynes 
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for his Raunsdi, (fol. 94ab) 
" so 7 he dede hem but lytelle harmeýoSaue he toke F 
raunsomed many places 7 townes 7 many men *so (fole 97 b b) 

(xiii) before a clause beginning wherforet 3 in- 
stancest 
Cthey] sayde to him of his mys gou=naunce 7 extorcioun 
PiLt he had done made 7 ordeyned to oppresse alle Pe comen 
pepull And alle so to his Reame Aftir. "Owherfore alle Pe 
pepull of his Reame wolde haue him deposed ... (fol- 105 ab) 

b) occurring before a relative clause beginning with 
the following wordsi 

(i) hat 1whog which': 20 instancesi 
to trete of Poo Pinges and of moo oPgres'PgLt longed 

7 fillen to Pe gou=naunce of his Reame see (fol. 94ab) 
After whom folowyde nexte F was made Pope Gregorie 
Cardynall dekene. 'Pgt be ffore was cleped Pers Roger 
(fole 97 aa) 
... he sholdde haue of eulry man of holy chirches'ýat was 
beneficed or promoted exijd see (fol. 99aa) 
so. wherfore mekel of Pe Reame weren in grete errour 7 
\grecchinge a Bens the kinge Porowe informacioun of hys 
lyes 7 fals lesingeso4Pat ýis Serle had made see (fol, 
lo6 b b) 

whichi 10 instancesi 
7 Pey were clepyd a peple wjttL oute an hedeo%o Pe 

whiche deden mekel harme in Pe parties of ffraunce so. (fol. 94b b) 
see Bysshoprychesoýwheche Pat Pey desyred 7 couetyd see (fol. 98aa) 
see a debate P&t was bytwene Pe lord. latimere 7 Sere Raffe 
fferres kny3th Pat weren a 3ens hawle F Shakell Squyers 
for a presongre PgLt was taken in Pe Batayle of Spayne by 
Pese two Squyers: **? whiche lord latymr, -re 7 Sere Rafe 
fferrers wolde haue hads'Pe whiche preson=e was Pe erle 
of dene see (fole 99b a) 
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(iii) of, which, 2 instancest 
The second ( 'J) ins 
see ýe Abbay of Seint victoro'Ofaste by Marcylee"**of ýe 
whyche abbay he was some tyme abbot *so (fol, 97a a) 
Cthey] wedded to here wyfes Petres dou3teCr]s some Ctyme] 
kynge of Spayne. 4of whiche ij. dou3ters Pe duke had ýe 
eldre 7 erle ýe 3onger so* (fols 97 b a) 

Uv) in the 12 instancesi 
Pers de la Mare was Iugged to pIrvetuall pUsouR in 

ýe Castell of Notyngham. 4in ýe wheche he was ije 3ere 
(fol, 98b b) 

(v) thrgugh th& whichs 1 instances 
The second (, 4) ins 
see suche a storme 7 tempesteaý'ýat none of owre nacioun 
herde ne sawe neu=e none seche, 4ýoru3 Pe whiche Powsandes 
of oure men - @s, (f ol. 94a a) 

(vi) to whom: 2 instancest 
Rycard prince edwardis Sone was made prince of waliss' 

to whom also ýe king 3af Pe ducherye of Cornewale ... 
(fol. 99a a) 

(vii) of whoml 2 instances: 
" so iijo Milliouns of Scutes. 'of whome ij. Millyouns 
sholde be payde a none in hand // (fole 93 ab) 

(viii) after whom: 1 instances 
The second (. ') in: 
*so Ricarde ýe secunde Sone of Prince edward of englonde 
Pe whiche Ricardookyng Ryeard of Amoryca: R heued atte 
ffonstons4Aftir whom he was cleped Ricard ... (fol. 95ab) 

(ix) among, whom: 1 instance: 
ýe worthiest men of his Reameo4A monges whom weren 

summe lordis ... (fol, 96b b) 
W whoset 2 instancesi 

see an eloquent Man. "whos name was Pers de la Mare 
(fols 98b b) 
[he] is worthely beryed At Crycherche in Caunterbury., "whos 
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soule al my3ty Ihgsul take vnto, his mlrcy Amen // (fol. 
98 bb) 

(xi) on whoset in instancet 
[he] was I beryed worshepfully at westmynstreý'on whos 
soule alle my3ty god haue mercy. (fole 99ab) 

c) before the words hIt ig to =, usually as 
the opening words of an explanatory clause, but on one 
occasion with a following noun object clause (which is not 
marked off)t there is also one occasion where (o') occurs 
before hat Jýs to My and again before a following noun 
object clause (see position d below)t 9 instancess 
so@ 7 he hadde his axynge Pat ys forto sayne vj, dukes 
. viij erles xijo lordiso'P&t is to sayne Barouns 7 worthi 
kny3tes see (fol. 94ab) 
0 so an huge froste 7 Pat lasted longe tymeý'Pat is for to 
saye from Seint Andrewes tyde vnto ýe xiiij kalende of 
aprill ý&t Pe telthe 7 sowynge of ýe erthe 7 oýggr_e seche 
felde werkes 7 hande wer, kes weren meche I lefte ... (fol. 
95 a a) 
*so F hit was graunted him. 'Jýat is for to saye Pat he 
shulde haue of eugry pgrsone ... (fol. 99 a a) 
0 so a grete othe, 'ý&t is for to saye-'Oý&t he sholde eugLre 
aftir mayntene Pe Ri3th beleue ... (fol, 95 b b) 

d) after the words h1t is ýo =t on two occa- 
sions before a following noun object clause (these examples 
could have been included under position e below)s 5 in- 
stances: 
pan Pe king of Scotlond Pat is for to says"OSere Iohn 
Baylloill concidring how ýIjt god dede many merueyle 
Pinges *, (fole 93 a a) [See the example on fole 95 bb 
under position 3oc above] 
oos poyntes of tresouR P&t Pey were defamed of / Pat is 
forto saye, 'Oý, at Pey weren rebelle so* (fol. 97 ab) 
[they] slowe mekyl dyulMse peple of englond P&t is to 
sayeo%00at winchelseye Rye 7 hastynge *. (fole 99b a) 
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e) before a noun object clauses 13 instancess 
9ee he tolde ýe kynge F his lordisý4what he had herde 
what ýey sayde ... (folo 93 b b) 
The first (e*o) in: 
" ** hit was ordeyned in Pe parlemellte"Pat men of lawe 
bope tempgrall F of holi chirche lawe: 0 ffro ý&t tyme f orýe 
sholde plete in here modir tonge *, (fole 95 aa) 
Two of the instances occur before a second noun object 
clause that is coordinated to the firsts 
" *9 charginge 7 comaunding him ýIt he sholde sese 7 stinte 
of ýMt stryf e ýat his men had be gonaeý' 7 ý@, t he dede 
amende 7 do redresse ýe euell doers F brekers of his pees 
000 (fol. 99a a) 
Two of the instances occur before a noun object clause 
that is coordinated to the object of the governing verbs 
e.. in ýe whiche pMlement was treted 7 spoken of the Othe 
7 Trewes ý&t was broken by twene hym F ýe kynge of ffraunceýý 
? how he mi3te best vpon his wronge ben avenged *9 (fol, 
96 b a) 

f) after a temporal adverbial clause (sometimes with 
" closely associated clauset eege a qualifying clause or 
" noun object clause) in sentence-initial position or 
before a free clauses 13 instancesi 
And whan alle ýinge was doon and ordeyned in ýat contreyes 
at his lusteýohe tMZnyd a sen in to englonde (fol. 
93 aa) 
eee F aftir ýgt ýey hadde ben here longe tyme, 4ijo of hem 
wente a3en home s. (fols 95 a a) 
o** 7 Whan ýe kyng had Pus done 7 sette all Pinge in 
kynde. 'on Seint, Markes day PgLt was Pat tyme hoctewesday 
he toke his hors at westmynstg_r oes (fole 111 a a) 

g) before h= in rather, o, o than constructions 1 in- 
stances 
[they] accepted 7 token raýgre ý&t here euell openyons 
causis a 3en of holi chirche, "'Pan he dede for to defende 
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maintenye ýe ry3th of holy chirche see (fole 97 bb) 
h) before an 'intrusive' temporal adverbial clause 

within the structure of another clauses 1 instance (cfe 
position 3-a-i above)l 
@** ffor alle men boýe cristen 7 hethenoýwhyle ýey leueden 

weren in good poynte drad hem wondur sore see (fol. 98 b b) 
i) after an 'intrusive' clause (with any associated 

clauses closely dependent on it and with any concomitant 
punctuation-markers) intervening within the structure of 
another clause. To describe these examples, it is some- 
times necessary to consider the salient, features of the 
grammatical contextt for often the position of the 
punctuation-marker could be described in more restricted 
local context in other grammatical positions, e. g. after 
a qualifying clause, or after a prepositional groups In 
thi6 position the (. ) occurs after many of the clause 
types that we have seen to be able to have a (. 4) before 
them in position 3. a above. In a number, of instances, 
some part of the clause in which the intrusive clause 
occurs is repeated after the intrusive clauset e, g, repe- 
tition of the subjects 

M after an intrusive temporal adverbial clauses 
14 instances3 
so@ ýe whiche Pinge? articules // whan kinge edward had 

Auntyd hem ... (fol. 94 seyne hem. '4*he gr a a) 
Le he hadde take a [repetition of h&t]t ý&t whann 

cristen woman to wyfe. "ýDt he sholde neugre come in non 
opgre wominans bedde see (fole 95 b b) 
[repetition of subjectl the second (. ') in]t 
" so 7 Pes same Ricard whan his ffadur was dedeso? kinge 
edwarde all so. he was crownede kynge of englonde so, (fol. 95 ab) 
Pe same Bere Anone aftir Candelmasse or ý&t Pe parlement 
were dones'ýe kinge axede a subsidie of ýe clergie ... (f 01.99a a) 
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(U) after an intrusive adverbial clause of man- 
ner: 3 instancess 
. so in Pe whiche parlement he axede of ýe cominalte of 
Pe Reame as he had done often tyme byfore, ýOa grete 
subsidie see (fOl. 98b a) 
see F for Pis horlynge as hit was saydesýpe kinge wolde 
noust be gouerned at P&t tyme by his lordis (fol, 
99a a) 

(iii) after an intrusive relative clauset normally 
beginning with hgt 'who, which't although there is one 
instance of (. ') occurring after a clause beginning to 
whomt 14 instancess 
"s, Alle Po PgLt were called P=e to 7 were nou3t Swore: J 
Sworen PeLre Pe same othe o, (fol, 94b a) 
so* 7 Pe Mayre 7 Pe aldermen 7 ýe comens with all Pe 
solempnite Pat my3te be dofi: oreden a3ens Pe kyng 
(f ol. 100 b a) 
[repetition of subject and verb]t see 7 he made Pe erles 
Sone of aroundell P&t come eugZe C_qic] Pe see with him 
fro Caleys in to englonde: ohe made him erle of Aroundell 
o*o (fols 105 b a) 
" .. but ry3th ful god to whom no pr&uete is vnknowe: " 
suffred hym ferste to be shent 7 spilte *so (fol, 99ab) 

(iv) after an intrusive adverbial clause of results 
1 instances 
The second (, 4) ins 
7 in Pis same tyme vpon Pe Sande of Pe Scottysshe Seesop&t 
many a man hit say: **iij. dayes to gedre P=e were seyne 
oijo Egles *so (fole 96aa) 

(v) after an intrusive adverbial clause of places 
1 instances 
The second (. ') ins 
ýis same tyme Pe Ile of Constantyne-ýOwhere PILt Pe castell 
of Seint Savyoure is InnesýP&t longe tyme was fou3te 
ateý"'? be Seged of Pe ffr&unce men: "was Pan Selden vp vn 
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to ýe f frenshe men -99 (fol. 98ab) 
(vi) after an intrusive clause beginning ýjLt is 

to _=s 1 instancet 
And in ýe xxxvije 3ere of his Regne kinge edwarde Pe xv 
day of Ianuar ýat is to saye vpon Seint Mawry day a bowte 
euensonge tymeý'P=e a Roes 7 come seche a wynde oee (fole 
94b b) 

stancei 
The second (s') in: 
0997 he dredinge P&t atte laste. ý'? Pat he shulde be 
shente 7 accused for Pe same cause. IA none he fledde 
preuely vnto Pe kynge of ffr&unce ,,, (fol, 99ab) 

J) between subordinate clausess 
(i) coordinatedt 2 instances: 

[they] a beden P=e as for plegges vnto Pe tyme Pat Pe 
Mariage ? feste was done. 'OF Pa6t Pese ij, dukes of ffra6unce 
weren come A Ben vnto Grauenyng watir .,, (fol, 102bb) 
[With ellipsis of because before Pat_]t so he sente vnto 
him a tonne full of tenyes balles be cause he wolde haue 
a do to playe w; Lth all for him 7 for his lordisý`O? PjLt 
be come him bett= Pan to mayntene any werre so# (fole 
109aa) 

(ii) uncoordinatedt 2 instancest both occurring 
between two temporal adverbial clauses (cfo positions 
3, a. i, 3*iei above)s 
The first (*10) in the two examples: 
o so F whan Pe frenshe men herd of his comyngeo'Oor PIt he 
come fully to londeopey lefte here Tentes *so (fol. 96b a) 
*so F whanae Pey were P=e atte hauene Moutheo"#or Pey 
mySte entre / sodenly come . 'vppofi hem a stronge Naue so* (fol. 97b a) 

k) after an intrusive non-finite clause, 3 instances 
(cfo the following position)s 
The second (. 4) int 

after an intrusive noun object clauseo 1 in- 
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Pan Pe king of Scotlond Pat is for to sayý'Sere Ichn 
Baylloill concidring how P&t god dede many merueyle Pinges 
7 gracious for kynge edward at his owne wille fro day to 
day: Ohe toke and 3af vp Pe Reame of Scotlond (fol. 
93 aa) 

1) after a non-finite clauses 4 instances: 
Chel went fro Bordeux goinge 7 traueylynge by many dyuprse 
contreys,! O? toke many pUsongres ,o (fole 93 a a) 
F for to strengPe alle ýese forsayde Pinges, "Ope kyng of 
englond axed Pe grettest men of ffraunce (fol. 94ab) 

m) before a non-finite clauses 
(i) before a non-finite present participial clauses 

21 instancesi 
And Pis same Sere was made a Solempne Iustes in 
Smythfelde. 4being Pgre prLsent, Pe kyng of englond Pe :2 
kinge of f fr&unce ... (f ol o 93 ab) 
ose oure men were devyded in dyuase companyes 7 places: 'O 
nou3t holdynge no strenpinge hem to gedres 00. (fol. 97 a. ) 
oes 7 Pe lordis 7 Mayer F Pe aldermen wltb, Pe coanalte: w* 
havynge Indignacioun of his couetyse 7 falsnes F his foule 
Prisompcioun A none willj&m walworthe Pat tyme beynge Mayre 
drowe his knyfe 9oo (fol, 99 b b) 

(ii) before a non-finite infinitival clauses 22 
instances: 

Pe whyche lordis of Pe danes comen afterward and sowten 
alle, aboute. ý'for to haue had a 3en here godis P&Lt Pey 
hadde loste ... (fol- 95 b a) 
Pis same Sere Pe kyng wjtb6a grete Oste entred Pe Seeý4to 
remeue Pe Sege of Pe Rochell .. * (fols 97 bb) 

(iii. ) before a non-finite past participial clauses 
4 instancest 
And Pe x day of May P=e was songen a solempne Masse at 
paris. '? aftir Pe iije. AgnU dei I seyde w; Ltjj dona nobis 
pacem 9, @ (fol. 94a a) 
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The first (. ') ins 
eoo comforte 7 helpe of Pe wronges,! **no3t only to Pe kinge 
of spayne'ldo. "Obut also for seche Pinges ý&t my3te falle 
vnto opgre kinges also ... (fol, 95 bb) 

(iv) before a coordinated non-finite infinitival 
clauset 6 instancest 
es. loth he was ?a shamyd to saye nayevýo? to contrarye 
hem ... (fol- 95 b a) 
4) As gn indication-of clause structures 204. instangggs 

a) before a prepositional groups ý 
(i) before a coordinator: 1 instancet which occurs 

in Hand C's first chapter-headingi 
And how Prince Edwarde toke ýe king of ffr&unceý4And of 
ýe Batayle of Peyters .,, (fole 92 b b) 

(ii) uncoordinatedo 22 instancest 
" 9* ýe ffrenshemen besily F wjtb6grete Instaunce askyd 
trewes. 'for her See costes ... (fole 93 bb) 
es, Pe wheche ou=e comeR oure englisshe mený'in meche 
blemeshinge hurtinge and Sleynge of many pgrsones aes 
(fol, 97 b a) 
... his p=phesie seide Pat he shold make his ende 7 die: ' 
in IerUalgm ,,, (folo 108 b a) 

b) before an adverb and a prepositional group, 3 
instances: 
see Pey had bene bothesýlonge in here prAuinces F places 
7 countres faste by see (fol* 97 b a) 

c) before an adverbial phrases 1 instances 
see Pis erle was a ful euell leu=ee4as an open lecchoure 
see (fole 97 b a) 

d) after an intrusive prepositional group (with any 
closely associated clause(s), eogs a qualifier to a noun) 
occurring between the subject and verb* Some of these 
instances resemble position 3, ioiii aboves but from the 
general grammatical context have been Included here. on 
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occasiont the subject is repeated before the verb, indi- 
cating that this position was regarded as an 'intrusive' 
syntactic structures 12 instances: 
.. * and a noon kynge edward in pElsence of alle pX11atys 
and opgre worthy men F lordis PgLt ý. Qre wereýolete crowne 
him silfe kynge ... (fol- 93 a a) 
The ix day of Iune kinge edwarde in Pe xlvij 3ere of his 
regne: *Oheld his parlement at winchestre 4, o (fol, 97ab) 
a** ýe erle of Marche at ýe same parlement holden at 
westmynstqr in pleyn parlement a monge all ýe lordis F 
comofiesý'was prociamyd erle of the Marche 00* (fol. 100 b b) 
The following example has been included here although the 
scribe has omitted the grammatical subject by error: 
And in ýe x1v 3ere of kynge edwarde wIth6vH wyse counceile 
F vndescreteý'borowede a grete some of gold ... (fol. 
96b b) 

e) after the subject before a prepositional group 
(with any associated clauses) followed by the verb, 4 
instances: 
son ýe kynge of ffraunce: in scornynge sayde .,, p (fole 
93 b a) 
ee. Pe Cardynall of englondý'ýe iiij day byfore Marie 
Magdalene day aftir mete sodenly was smete 7 take witb6 a 
palsie e., (fol, 99a a) 

f) after a prepositional group in clause-initial 
position: 15 instancest 3 of which occur in a subordinate 
relative clause after the introductory words 2; E 
whiche: 
7a boute ýe laste ende of Mayý4kynge edwarde helde his 
parlemente at westmynst= *ee (fol. 96ba) 
**, 7 ý21r: e At a castell. of hisý'he lay that tyme ... (fol, loobb) 
0 *9 Aj Castellis // of ýe whicheoý*wente oute oij, Ostes 
of armyd men ... (fol. 94b b) 

g) between. a prepositional group and the objecti 
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3 instances: 
and on Pe ffryday nexteý'ýe same man=e othe in Prasense 
of ýe forsayde kny3tes and of alle oýgXeworthymen , Prince 
edwarde made at louers to (fol. 94aa - fols 94ab) 

h) after a prepositional group before the second of 
two objects or between predicative adjectivess 5 instances3 
see Pe same karoll leyde his ry3th hande vpofi Pe patene 
wi_th goddis bodyo*"? his lifte hande vpofi Pe Missale see 
(fol. 94a a) 
[predicative adjectives]i see ffor ýis same Iohn was ful 
vntrewe to ýe kynge ? to Pe Reame, ý'F ful couetous IF 
vnstable too (fol* 99ab) 

i) between an adverb and the object or a predicative 
adjective: 2 instancest 
Cthey] ýat ýanne were pr&sente and no3t hadde swore by 
forefi. 'ýe forseyde othe see (fol. 94ab) 
[predicative adjective]t ... ý31. s ylke Northern wynde ýIjt 
is euere ýOredy 7 destinat to all evelles . *, (fol. 96a a) 

j) between prepositional groupst 
U) coordinatedt 19 instances: 

The first (. ') in, 
0 so at Wyndesore as wel ffor loue of kny3thode as for his 
owne worshepe, 4? atte Reulrens of Pesýlkinge of ffraunce 
see (fole 93 ab) 
so@ poru3 ýe grace of god to many a mannes helpe: '? eke 
vnto ýe worshepe of god 7 oure lady see (folo 97 aa) 
* so ýe kinge axede a subsidie of ýe clergieso? of ýe 
layfee see (fol, 99a a) 

(ii) uncoordinatedt 29 instancesi 
And in pis same 3ere. 'in Pe assencioull euen aboute Midday 
see (fol, 94b a) 
too he was bounde 7 Swore by his Othe afore Notaryes. 'in 
prIsense ýL 7 witnesse of oijo kinges w; Ltb6 oPgre princes so. (folo 96 a) 
see Pgr_e was treted 7 spoken of dame Alys Perrers vn to 
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ýe king. "for Pe grete wronges F euell gouMnallce ý&t was 
done by here ... (fol. 98 b a) 

k) between a prepositional group and an adverbial 
phrase: 7 instances, all of which are uncoordinated: 
"o Pg_re were gadryd F come to gedre in westmynst= 
cherchee4pe fferste Sonday of lente *,. (fol. 94b a) 
o9o Sere Thomas Percy [was] take and kepte in holdee tj -Iii, 
dayes oee (fol. 106b a) 

1) between an adverbial phrase and a prepositional 
group: 1 instances 
The second (. ') in: 
" 9o he was crownede kynge of englonde ýe-o xje 3ere of his 
Age4, '*Oporu3 ry3t line 7 heritage *, * (fole 95 ab) 

m) between an adverb and a prepositional groups 6 
instances: 
... ýe deuell apered bodylys'in Mannes licknesse ee* 
(fol. 94b a) 
[they] a resen malyciously, "a Bens Pe Abbot 7 ýe couente 
of EueshaM *,, (fol. 90b) 

n) between a prepositional group and an adverbs 1 
instances 
see F in ýe Mynystre of Teukesbery. 'worshepfully is 
beried set (fol, 98ab) 

o) to separate nominal groups acting at the same 
grammatical position in the clausei 

(i) linked by land'i 17 instances# 
boý kinges and here Soness'? ýe moste nobill men of boý 
Reames wIthLInne ýe same Bere maden ýe same Othe so, (fol. 94ab) 
" to ý=e metten. at Brugges ýe duke of lancastreo'j? Pe 
duke of Anyoye w; Lth many op= lordys *so (fole 98b a) 
There is one example where the (, 4) has'been. placed after 
the coordinatori 
see Pe grete pestlence of men F women childryn Fo4eke 
greet Beestis so, (fols 90a) 
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(ii) unlinked by land's 7 instances: 
The first (, 4) Ins 
see Pe kynge of ffraunce, ý'Pe kyng of Sypres: *'? Pe kynge 
of Scotlonde *so (fols 95 a a) 
@*@ le ffyt3 water, 'Oýe lord Graunsoin' 7 op=e worthy 
knyt= see (fol, 96 b b) 

p) to separate an appositional group or groupsi 
(i) linked by land's 1 instances 

The second UO) Ins 
so, Sere Bertram Clayken. -*Pat was cheff maker 7 causer of 
alle ýat werre. ýO? alle so ýe Cheefenteyn of ýe vauntwarde 
of ýat Bataile ... (fol. 96ab) 

(ii) unlinked by land's 6 instancess 
set dame Blaunche duke henries dou3ter of lancastre. "'jcosyn 
to Pe same Iohn *so (fole 93 b a) 
see 7 ýus ended Pe worthi kingsý'king henri Pe iiije. fee 
(fol. 108 b a) 

q) between coordinate finite verbst 4 instancesi 
[they] slowne alle ý&t eu=e w; Lth stode hemýo? witb6 sayde 
here comynge *so (fole 93 ba- fole 93 b b) 
too 7 whan. Pe empIroUre had wel rested him /7 seie Pe 
londe dyu. =Se par_tyesoýo? knewe ýe comoditees 9, o (fole 
110 b b) 

r) before a second infinitive dependent on a modal 
verb: 3 instancest all of which are coordinateds 
see he wolde benyngly admytte hem. 'J? holde hen fferme 7 

a stable see (fol. 94 a) 
[he] sholde not write a 3ens hem ý&t were chosent4but 
rather helpe hem by his lg6ttres so (fol. 98a a) 
*so ýe kinge shold not letesýne graunte no benefices so. 
(fol. 98a a) 

s) before a past participle following one or more 
past participles all dependent on a preceding verbal ele- 
ments 11 instances# all of which are coordinateds 
o, o his bones were taken oute of Pe erýe, '? beried newe 
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in ýe Abbay of Seint victor *, * (fole 97 a a) 
[they] hoped to be a vaunsed: ý*? promoted to Bysshopryches 

(fol. 98a a) 
t) between the subject and verbs 6 instances: 

Pat he. 'shold spare his men 7 his pepull .. (fol. 
93 b a) 
*** a large house of tymbre ýe whicheý'Owas callyd an 
hale ... (fole 103 b a) 

Two examples have been included here where the 
occurs after a long subject before the verbs 
o4p. and alle Pe pUlatis lordis Baronis peeres and my3ti 
men of Pat contreýoconsented welle ..., (fole 93 a a) 
see Sere Bertram Claykyfi kny3t an horped Man 7a gode 
werryoure, "Owente 7 purposed him ,,, (fol, 95 a b) 

u) before a second subject in apposition with an 
earlier subjects 1 instances 
The first (. 1) in: 
oos witil whom Pey entercountryd F metten in Pe See: 'O 
Marin=es F alle oP=e orpide fy3tynge men of Pe same 
contreý' **9 (fole 95 b a) 

v) between object and subjects 1 instances 
" ee Pe whiche Ricardo*okyng Rycard of Amorycafi heued atte 
ffonston ... (fol. 95 ab) 

w) between direct and indirect objectst 1 instances 
[they] coupeled 7 marred hem: "to hem Pat weren of lower 
degre a@e (fol. 94bb) 

x) (i) between a verb and an adverb: 2 instances: 
Pe whiche was departyd 7 deuorsyd, 4som tyme from Pe b erle of Salisburye (fol* 94 b) 

9ee 7 Pe kinge had nede Pey wolde. 'gladly eugry man aftur 
his powere 7 his astate him helpe 7 3eue *@ (fol, 98 b a) 

(ii) between an adverb and a verb: 1 instance: 
o Pey lefte here Tentes F alle here stoffe F prjuelye"O 

ffledden away 000 (fol, 96ba) 
(iii) between an adverb and the second element of 
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a verbal groups 1 instances 
so, he shulde neugre ýanneo%ochalenge Pe kingdom of 
ffraunce ... (fol* 93 b b) 

y) before a 'hanging' subject which is grammatically 
dependent on an earlier verb, The contexts could be 
described as resembling clauses with the verb elideds 10 
instancest 
one ý&t one Oste was heled ? clothed alle in white: J? ýat 
oýjr_e in Black ,o. (fol. 94 b b) 
[with a singular verb understood]s F ýis same 3ere ýMe 
were so grete 7 so passinge hetessýJ? ý=e wJth alle a 
grete pestilens in englonde so. (fol. 98ab) 
o9o? ýpre weren here hedes smeten of ;J7 many opqre mo, 
(fol, 101a a) 

z) atter a passive verb and a prepositional phrase 
before the subjects 1 instance: 
see In ýe whiche parlement was axed of the Clergye; Ja 
iijo Zeres dyme **o (folo 96 b b) 

5) As-an-Andication-of- gr6oup. _st%: uctmrCs 11 instances 
a) between a definite article and a noun: 2 instancest 

see atte ReueLrens of ýeokinge of ffr&unce *so (fole 93 ab) 
so@ by ýe, *'Okinge of englond see (fole 95 b a) 

b) between a definite article and an ordinal adjec- 
tive: 1 instances 
so* ýe. axje 3ere of his Age see (fole 95 ab) 

a) between a preposition and a nouns 2 instancest 
[he] wente tooeoBurgoyne warde see (fol. 93 b a) 
[he] wente in tooofflaundres 4,.. (fole 97 bb) 

d) between two elements of a verbal groups 2 instancesi 
so. hit woldesý'ben none oý=e in tyme of bett?, X: acorde 
(fole 93 bb) 
*so alle PCLt weren Per-e a 3enste bitterly too%-#ponesshe 
destroble '"s (fol, 95bb) 

e) between a noun and a past participle qualifying 
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its 2 instancess 
0a so,, in all ýing, ýOy wreten so, (fol. 94 a) 

see ýe a corde on boýe sydes. ýI wreten ... (fol. 94ab) 
f) between a noun and its qualifiers 1 instance# 

see Sere Iohn of Gaunt ýe sone of king edwardo4pe iij. 
was made duke of lancastre see (fol. 94 b b) 

g) between an adjective and a noun: 2 instancesi 
go in to here ownesokyngdomla ... (fol. 95 a a) : 
00 7 some: oMaistres of diulnite ... ' (fol. 106a a) 

h) between the constituent elements of a prepositiont 
1 instancet 
so* levynge bes'hinde hem see (fole 95 b a) 

The punctus elevatus has two main functionse As a 
means of delineating sense-unit structure or coordinated 
sentence structure it occupies positions occupied else- 
where by double oblique strokes, the single oblique strokeg 
and the single pointl and its function can be said to be 
the same as that of the other punctuation-markers in these 
positions, that isp the separation of major structural ele- 
ments. The combined total of instances of the punctus 
elevatus functioning in these positions (185) Is close to 
the number of instances of double oblique strokes (174) 
and of the single oblique stroke (179)o on the level of 
sentence structure and clause structure, however, the 
punctus elevatus is the main punctuation-marker, with 233 
instances at sentence structure level and 204 instances 
at clause structure level. on these levelsp the punctus 
elevatus has the primary function of association, linking 
or joining major structural elements within the sentence 
or the clause, 

The colon 
There is one instance of a mark resembling a colon: l 

'The colon is a more modern mark than the others used by 
Hand C; cf* Hand Do Pe 322 and see note, 
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07 in ýese same dayes ý=e felle F come al so i Seche 
li; tnynge ýundres snowe F hayle: jýat hit wasted 7 
destroyed men 7 bestes houses F eke Trees (fol. 96aa) 

It is acting at the level of clause structurev sepa- 
rating an adverb from a following inverted subjecte The 
position that it occupies could be read with a pause* 

The frequency-of 2unctuation 
We have already noticed with regard to Hand A's 

punctus elevatus that it declines in frequency as Hand A's 
section of text progresses* With Hand Ca similar decline 
occurs in the number of occurrences of double oblique 
strokes and of the punctus elevatus, *but there is a pro- 
gressive increase in the number of occurrences of the 
single oblique stroket whereas the single point remains 
fairly constant throughout Hand C's sections Howeverl 
there is no replacement of positions elsewhere occupied 
by other punctuation-markers by the single oblique stroke, 
The relative number of occurrences of the punctuation- 
markers per folio is shown in the following table and in 
graphic form in Fig. 16: 

f olio (ý4) (t) 
92bb 0 0 2 0 
93 46 7 54 7 
94 45 2 82 4 
95 38 5 99 2 
96 46 0 81 1 
97 23 2 74 2 
98 34 6 73 2 
99 10 8 55 0 
100 0 7 14 6 
101 0 2 10 4 
102 2 5 9 1 
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f olio 

103 1 3 13 2 
lo4 3 4 9 3 
105 1 11 17 6 
lo6 1 17 5 6 
107 0 26 0 1 
108 1 19 8 4 
log 1 20 4 7 
110 1 27 5 1 
ill 0 32 5 3 
112 0 28 15 1 
113 ba 0 20 1 2 

It would appear that the scribe set off on his task 
with good intentionsg but found as his work progressed that 
his interest in closely punctuating the text was waning* 
It is noticeable that although the punctus elevatus occu- 
pies a number of complex grammatical positions at the out- 
set of the sectiont as the section progresses and its 
frequency decreasess it is used mainly as an indication 
of sense-unit structureq to mark off sentencess The in- 
crease in the frequency of the single oblique stroke is 
probably at the expense of the double oblique strokes, 
although the striking lapse in the frequency of punctuation 
between fol, 100 and fols 105 possibly indicates ýhe lowest 
point in the scribe's 'morale', after which he decided to 
re-introduce a much simpler and reduced number of 
Punctuation-markers as he saw the end of his section in 
sights A further factor accounting for the decrease of 
the punctus elevatus was probably its partially elocution- 
ary purposep and Hand C grew less concerned to indicate 
the tone to be used by his potential reader in reading 
the text aloud. 
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Ihe_Durl2ose of Hand Cgs Run2tuation systeM 
From the analysis of the positions occupied by punc- 

tuation we can see that Hand C employs a consistent system 
in a fairly consistent range of grammatical positions, 
delineating the structure of the text in two wayst by 
separation and by association* The double oblique strokes, 
the single oblique stroke# the pointp andp to some ektentp 
the punctus elevatusp act as separators; the punctus ele- 
vatus also acts as the primary indicator of association, 
although all signs overlap to some degree in the positions 
occupied and the functions performed. The structural ele- 
ment in Hand Cgs purpose is strong, as the analysis sug- 
gestse The use of such a strongly structural system has 
a clear expository values for the prose of Hand Cgs sec- 
tion of text is often complex and the division Into 
syntactic units clarifies both the structure and the 
meaning. 

As we have discussed above# structural punctuation 
often occurs at points that can serve equally well as 
significant elocutionary juncturesp and we can apply PeJe 
Lucas's tests to determine elocutionary purpose to Hand Ce 
These ares 
a) When punctuation is used to mark the elements of a 
clause or a group. on the level of clause structurev this 
criterion is fulfilled by double oblique strokes (see 2.4 
above), the single oblique stroke (see 3.4 above)t the 
single point (see 4.4 above)9 the punctus elevatus (see 
5.4 above); on the level of group structurep this criterion 
is fulfilled by double oblique strokes (one instances see 
2-5 above), the single oblique stroke (see 3#5 above), the 
single point (see 5-5 above)# and the punctus elevatus 
(see 5*5 above) 
b) When punctuation is used to mark the resumption of a 
direct line of construction on those occasions when the 
intrusive elementg whether clause(s) or phrase, is not 
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marked initially by punctuation, We see this use with the 
double oblique strokes (see 2.4, h, 2.4.1 above), the single 
oblique stroke (see 3o3ol above)# and most commonly with 
the punctus elevatus (see 5*3, do a number of the instances 
under the sub-sections of 5*3siv 593, kt 5.4*d)o A very 
common use of punctuation is the combination of punctuation- 
markers before and after intrusive elements of structure 
within larger structuresp and this delineates clearly the 
structure of the texts In many cases this corresponds to 
elocutionary boundaries also, but it seems to be a pri- 
marily structurally conditioned practice. 

The use of punctuation-markers in these positions is 
an indication of some elocutionary purpose in the system, 
but as we remarked with reference to Hand A's systemp it 
is difficult to estimate the importance of elocutionary 
relative to expository in a composite punctuation-system 
, such as Hand C'st since the positions occupied correspond 
in many cases, 

From the grammatical analysis we can see that there 
is not a strict hierarchical pattern in structural terms 
among the punctuation-markersp for they often occupy 
similar grammatical positions, Furthermoreq when the 
punctus elevatus and double oblique strokes decline in 
frequency and the single oblique stroke increasest the 
latter occupies positions that could have been occupied 
by the other markers (although these could have been occu- 
pied from the outset by the single oblique stroke as 
well). This suggests a certain interchangeability of the 
markers as purely strugtgral indicators, especially at 
the level of the sense-unit when they mark off sentences, 

From the elocutionary point of view, however# a cer- 
tain hierarchy can be detectedt although it is not strictly 
adhered to. The double oblique strokes can be regarded as 
the indicator of a heavy pause, especially between sense- 
units* It is possible that we should incline to regard 
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a number of the doubtful instances of the occurrence of 
double oblique strokes between elements of coordinated 
sentence-structure using the Tironian sign for gt as 
marking the end of sentences and thus a heavier pause than 
between coordinated free clauses* We could then regard 
the single oblique stroke as the indicator of a lighter 
pause, and possibly a number of the instances which are 
grouped under the general heading of indicators of either 
sense-unit or sentence structure could be regarded as 
occurring between coordinated free clauses* There is no 
certain and objective way of determining thisq howeverp 
and it is clear that if this is the case then there is 
considerable overlap between the single oblique stroke 
and double oblique strokes as elocutionary markers of a 
pause* The single point can be regarded also as an indi- 
cator of a pause. The punctus elevatus can often be read 
as a pause with rising intonation, especially when it is 
used as an indicator of sentence and clause structureg 
but in those instances when it functions as a separator 
between sentencest that ist at the end of a sentenceg it 
can hardly be read as anything but a pause with falling 
intonation. 

Keeping these points in mind, test readings aloud of 
selected sections of the earlyp more heavily punctuatedt 
section of Hand C's section, show empirically that in 
general it is valid to take (a) double oblique strokes as 
an indication of a heavy pause with falling intonation, 
(b) single oblique strokes and points as shorter, lighter 
pausesp and (c) the punctus elevatus as a sign of a pause 
with rising intonation (except in sentence-final position). 
The punctuation of the early section of Hand C's text has 
therefore a developed elocutionary purposet but obviously 
Hand C found the use of such a system to be a matter of 
too much thought and judgement and thus he gave up by 
fol, 100, contenting himself with simply marking separate 
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elements of structure with no implication of the tone to 
be used, 

Hand D 
Hand D has written the last line on fols 113 ba to 

the foot of fol. 114 b b, The following Punctuation-marks 
are usedv though extremely lightly (except for random 
capitalisation): 
1) The capitalisation of the initial letter of a wordq 
e-g, at the beginning of a sentence, although other words 
are also given a capital initials 
2) The colon (0 is used on 6 occasions to mark the end 
of a sentence-' 
3) The single point is used on 3 occasions to mark the 
end of a sentence. It is also used on one occasion in 
conjunction with a numeral. 

'The colon was a relatively late punctuation-mark* Speak- ing of Latin texts copied by Italian scribes of the fif- teenth century, Professor To Julian Brown says in his rN article Pgnctuation in the Encyglopaedia Britianica Maqj: oý o pagdig (1974), that 'to about 1450 the pointand-the Pulictus clevatus seem to have been preferred for minor pauses; after that date they are often replaced by the 
virgule and what is now called the colon (i)l (Vol* 159 
p, 276)# The colon was also known to and used by Caxtonj 
see We Blades, The--Diggraph-v and Typography of Y[v CaNton,, 2nd ed, 9 1882 r p. 125 - 
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The Wauton Enily 

The history of the Wauton (indifferently Wanton# 
Walton) family, to a member of which belonged Hunterian 
MSe T*3.12, is of general interestg for the family is 
representative of the fortunes of the large number of 
Anglo-Norman families that were members of the knightly 
landowning class in medieval England* 

Thirteenth-century references connect the Wauton 
family with lands held in north-east Surrey. The earliest 
reference occurs in 1248p when Amysius de Wauton conveyed 
a carucate of land in Mitcham to Robertq Prior of Merton*' 
In 1268 John de Wautong probably the son of Amysiusp and 
his heirs received a grant of free warren in his demesne 
lands in Buckland and elsewherep and in 1289 a manor of 
Beddingtont about two miles from Mitchamq appears in the 
possession of the same John. In that year he granted it 
to his son John by Alice, daughter of Odo de Dammartine 
Sir John held other lands in north-east Surreyp eeg. half 
a knight's fee in Betchworth near Bucklando although it 
was forfeited to the king before 1291o 

Central to these holdings is the town of Walton on 
the Hill# which perhaps received its name from its asso- 
ciation with the Wauton familys Other early members of 
the family who were connected with the Court are Simon de 
Wautonq Chaplain to Henry III and a Justice of the Common 
Pleas# who was made Bishop of Norwich in 1257g and Roger 
de Wautong who was Marshal of the Household to the same 
king about 1270o 2 

The association of the family with Essex appears to 
lie in the person of William de Wautong who with his wife 

'See Vo-H-CoEg S=reyp and references therein for Amysius, John and Alice de Wauton. 2See Po Morantp Egsext 1768, Vol* IIP Pe 349 and references thereine 
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Emma brought an action in 1287 against Robert de Veel for 
the recovery of one messuage and eighty-six acres of land 
in Horsham and Stammerham in north Sussex 1v about sixteen 
miles south of Walton on the Hill* I would identify this 
William with the Sir William de Wauton who was a Knight- 
Banneret under Edward Is and who was plaintiff in a fine 
passed between him and William Chamberlain in 1302, for 
two messuag6s, 440 acres of arable, 17 acres of meadowt 
8 of pasturet 30 of woodp and 24s. rent in Steeple Bump- 
stead, north Essexq etc* to hold to the said We Wanton@ 2 
This early reference to the Wauton family in Essex is fol- 
lowed by a grant of 1310 from Sir William de Wauton to 
Robertt son of Ralph of Leaden Rodingq in respect of a 
messuage in Thaxted, beside the road to Tilty*3 According 
to the Edward II Roll of Armst Sir William's arms were 
argent with a chevron sable, 4 Sir John de Wautont prob- 
ably the son of Sir William, was Sheriff of Essex and 
Hertfordshire in 1331t and held land in Steeple Bumpstead 
and Wymbisht where the manor was called Wantons (earlier 
Tiptotes or Tiptoftst after its previous owners)* The 
lolauton family pnjoyed large possessions in Essext and have 
left their naTae to estates in Willingale Doe50 Ashdont and 
Steeple Bumpstead, Sir John died in 1347t and his brasst 
with his wife Ellen, in Wimbish church is the earliest 

'See E. Cartwright# Higtory of 3leptern Suss London, 
1830P Vol pe 2 and references therein, orantq op, 
citep po 54191. " 31 am indebted to K*Ce Newtont County 
Archivist of Essext for this referencep Essex Record Office D/DHu T13119 See also KoCe Newtonp Thaxted in-th 
gourtegnth Cent=y, Chelmsfordi 1960, PP* 7t 16 note, 4V9 4J. Foster, 5 ome Feudal Coats of-Armpp Oxford and Londong 19029 p, 201, Also Morantt ope citer Pe 558.5Probably to be associated with a Maud de Wauton (alive in 1327), 
There is a reference in 1472 to Wyl(l)yngale Doo alias Wautones Hall (alias Wauton Hall)* See P*H. Reaneyp The-Plgee-names-of-Esgex-o EPNSt Vole XII (1935)t P-m 50le 
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known example of a knight not wearing a shield. ' He was 
succeeded by his son Johne the time of whose death is un- 
recordedo but whose widow Margaret died in 1391 or 1392.2 
A Sir William Wautont knighted at the siege of Calais in 
1348, who bore as his arms argent, a chevron sablet in the 
cantel a martlet gulest was probably a relative of the 
Essex branch. 3 Margaretv widow of Sir Johno had as co- 
heirs the children of her two daughters, namely John 
Harlestong son of her daughter Margaretp and Robert Peken- 
ham, son of her daughter Elizabeth, Sir John de Wauton 
appears to have possessed estates in south-west Essext for 
Robert Pekenham received estates in Roydon, Parndon, and 
Nazeinge Thus the Essex estates passed out of the direct 
Wauton line. 

The Wauton family. in Bedfordshire and Huntingdonshire 
is probably an off-shoot of the Essex branche The earliest 

'See H, Haines, A Manual of Monumental-Drasgeg, 1861 (repro 1970). Vol@ II, po 64 and references thereint M. 
Claytont Catalog2e-of-Rubbings of Bj: asDgs_and Ingiad 
Slabs# H, MeS, O,, Londons 19689 pp 169 359 78o 4See 
Morantp oPe Cit, t P, 349o On p. ý58 Morant says that 
Margaret's daughter of the same name who married Cooo] 
Harleston died in 13919 and was succeeded by her son Ivo, 
but this appears to be erroneous. Francis Blomefieldo in An Essay towards a topogra2hical Histol: y gf_Norf. Qlk,, London. - 1807, Volo VI, po 67, notes a marble gravestone in the church at North Pickenhamg Norfolk# on which there is an inscription on brass that reads: Grgtj (Blomefield's 
error for =tg,? ) ima-Margarete de YLantono This is 
probably to be connected with Margaret de Wauton's son-in- law John Pekenhamo The district includes place-names 
such as Watton and Walton, I believe this brass is now losto Haines, OP- Cit-, Po 1540 refers to an engraving of the matrix of a cross at North Pickenhamg I(Margto de WaUtoneq co 1320)1, in a paper on 'Lost Brasses' by C, R, Manning in the Publ. of__the__Norfoj1s_and_Nor&ch Archaeol, o Socoq VI, pe 219 If the date is correctq then it cannot be the Margaret whom we are discussing who 'is buried thereo 3Fostert op, cit., p. 201o A Thomas and a Sir John also bore these armso 
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reference is to a Robert de Wautonlp whot already holding 
one carucate of land of the barony of Eaton, came into 
possession of Basmead or Basmey Manort Eaton Socon, through 
his wife Emmap daughter of Osbert de Bath who died in 1296. 
A quitclaim of 1297 gave Robert and Emma and heirs of Emma 
by Robert and finally the right heirs of Robertq one mes- 
suage. 373 acres of land, meadow and woodq and seven marks 
rent in Staploe. Robert de Wauton, described as 'of 
Basmeyl# and his descendants held the manor for the next 
150 years. The arms of Wauton of Basmead are given by 
V. H, C#E, as 'argent a cheveron sable with a ring sable 
for difference', Robert was one of the constables of the 
peace for Bedfor * dshire, *and in 1308 he complained that 
Alice Le Latimert Joan Comyn and many others had besieged 
him in his dwelling at Eaton Beauchamp CZic]9 neither 
allowing him to leave it nor to discharge his duties as 
conservator of the peace, 'They had felled his trees and 
destroyed his f encesq and thrown them, together with hay 
found in his meadow, into the River Ouse, and had assaulted 
those of his servants sent to guard the hay and cut the 2 corn, ' A William de Beauchamp had been connected with 
land in Eaton Manor in 1240, Robert was still alive in 
1328, when he acknowledged a debt of 80 marksg and appears 
to have been followed by Thomas de Wauton, who is mentioned 
in an aid of 1346 in connexion with a manor of Sudbury* 

This Thomas# who may have been Robert's sont is prob- 
ably to be identified with the Thomas de Wauton who married 
Eleanor de Stokes of Boughton in Southoel Huntingdonshiret 
which lies four miles distant from Eaton Socone Eleanor 
de Stokes died in 1349, leaving a son Thomas aged 30* 

'See V. H. C, E. t Bedfordshire, Vol, III. ) pp. 192-193; V. jjqC-E-. 1 - HuntingdonshIOX.. 1,, Yolo IM PP@ 357-358P for the family in these counties. VqHQ. -E. t Bedfordghirel Vol, IIIv, Po 193o 
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This Thomas, born in 13199 appears to have been the hus- 
band of Ellizabetho daughter of Sir Robert Aspallp who re- 
married after Thomas's death to John Tiptoft (1313-1367). 1 
Thomas de Wauton and Elizabeth had a son Thomas who came 
of age in 1376t and who was therefore presumably born in 
1355. At some time between 1355 and 1370p a John Empol 
granted a third of the manor of Great Staughtong Hunting- 
donshirer to Thomas de Wauton or Waltont a minorg son of 
Thomas de Wauton, but the grant was disputedg and action 
was postponed until Thomas should be of full age* The 
conveyance to Thomas Wauton was repeated in 1376 when he 
came of age, and in 1406 the whole manor of Great Staughton 
was conveyed to Thomas Wauton and Elizabeth his wife. 
This Elizabeth cannot be Elizabeth# daughter of Sir Robert 
Aspall# and one must conclude that Thomas (born 1355) also 
had a wife named Elizabeth. 

Thomas was succeeded by John de Wauton, and, judging 
from the dates available, John was Thomas's brothers 
During the action over the disputed ownership of the manor 
of Great Staughtong the Wautons had claimed to be heirs 
general of earlier ownersg the Creting familyp and had 
quartered their arms accordinglys using as the Wauton 
quarter agent, a chevron sable, an , annulet of the last for 
difference. 2 John de Wauton was justice of the peace and 
commissioner of array for the county of Huntingdonshire 
in 1382P and was returned as member of parliament for 
Huntingdonshire in 13939 In the visitations of Bedford- 
shire and Norfolk he is described as of Great Staughtons 

See D, N-B- sub Sir Thomas Walton or Wautont and gub John Tiptoft, baron Tiptoft; see also Fig, 170 2h 
Visitation of-Bedfg; CdMhirpj Harleian Society, 188F, ýI 
P. 1981 The Visitation-of Norfolk, Harleian Society, 1891, Po 3041 The Visitation of-Huntingdonshireg Camden Society, 18499 P, 52. V-. H. C. E. t Huntingdonshire, gives the arms without the annulet-9- e-e-ge the Essex armsg but 
this seems to be an error as the other evidence attests. 
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John de Wauton was living in 1401, and must haire been 
living after 1406, in which year his brother Thomas 
acquired the whole of the manor of Great Staughton. 

John de Wauton's son, Thomas Wauton (1370? -1436). 
was first returned as member of parliament for Hunting- 
donshire in 1396, and in a parliamentary career spanning 
30 years was intermittently member for Huntingdonshire 
(seven sessions), or Bedfordshire (probably seven ses- 
sions)# sheriff of Bedfordshire (four sessions)9 chamber- 
lain of North Wales, and Speaker of the House of Commons 
(session 1424-25). ' His arms are described by Manning as 
argentt a chevrons and an annulet in the dexter chief 
point, sable. He probably died in 1436, being survived 
by his wife Alana or Ellen 29 daughter of C,,, ] Barrey of 
Wales. She died in 1456 or 1458, and there is a brass 
in Eaton Church in her memory, 

Thomas and Ellen had four sons and three daughters9 
and Thomas's heir was Thomas Wauton of Staughton, who 
married Elizabetht daughter of George Beconsawe This 
Thomas Wauton has the greatest claim to identification 
with the original owner of Hunterian MSe T*3ol2, which 
bears the family armso In 1439 Thomas Wauton was one of 
a company of over 800 ment 'for the most part girt with 
swords'. who gathered at Bedford an the occasion of the 
assizest where they were claimed to have uttered contumel- 
ious words in the presence of the justices. However, they 
received pardon on payment of a fine# because the certifi- 3 cate against themwasmade 'of mere malicele 
1 For details see D. N. B. ands with cautions J#A# Manningg The Lives of the §Deakers of the-Ijouge of CoMMonjo London# 1850P PP9 71-4. ? -Alanat D. N. B. -i Elleni V. H. Q. E. - 

3The full 
story is given in Y-11-C-E-i Bedfords . Vol* II, po 36. For the interesting later history of the Wauton possessionsg see references to V, H, C, E. given above* Two further mem- bers of the Bedfordshire branch are Joan de Wautong who was elected abbess of Elstow on 14 May# 1315p and who died in 
13181 and possibly William of Woughton, who was elected prior of Newnham in 13959 and who died apparently in 1437o 
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ROBERT WAUTON 'of Basrney' = EMMA, da. of Osbert do Bath (? -1296) 

': (alive1297,1308, 1328) 
.. ?? 

. THOMAS DE WAUTON = ELEANOR DE STOKES of 
.: (alive 1346) Boughton, Southoe (? -1349) 

. 

� THOMAS DE WAUTON = ELIZABETH, da. of Sir Robert Aspall = 2. John Tiptoft 
:.. ::: (1313-1367) 

: 1. THMAS DE WAUTON = ELiZABETH 2. JOliN DE WAUTON of Great Staughton = 
": " 

"� 
(alive 1382,1393,1401,1406) 

.� THOS WAUTON of = ALANA/ELLEN, da. of 
Staughton ... Barrev of Wales 

' (1370? -1436/7) ) (? -1456/8 

;. 1. THdMAS WAUTON of = ELIZABETH, da. of ALIICE u" Thomas Treheron 2. NIC}OLAS WAUTON = ELIZABETH, da. 
:" Staughton George Beconsaw Somerset Herald of Kempston, of 

: . Beds. l 

1. GERGE WAUTON = ... � da. of John 2. THOMAS WAUTON JOHN WAUTON 
of Staughton Tresharn of Rushdon 

in co. Northampton 

3. WIL1LIAM 4. OSBEIT/GILBERT WAUTON = JOANE, da. of William THOMAS MARLEBOROUGH AGi'ES = 2. Gabriel Throg- 
ob. s. p. of Great Yarmouth, Eiwyn of Yarmouth I morton Norfolk 

IS1AAC WAUTON W1LIJIAM WAUTON SJSAN HE'NRY WAL1TER T'o so1ns 

: JOHN DYVE of ... In= . AIJDR'EY WAUTON = 2. Gabriel Quadring, 2nd son of Win. 
. 

.. . co. Beds. No issue . Quaciring of Irby, co. Lincoln 

�:: ARTH 

�:. PIGIJRE 17 
The Wauton Family in Bedfordshjre and Huntingdonshjre 
1Named as 'Keinsam' (Visit, of Beds. ) and 'Kernsonn' 

(Visit. of Norfolk); the place is probably Kempston, 
approximately eléien miles from Eaton Socon, and 
near Wootton. 
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Fig, 17 presents a conjectural genealogical tree of 
the Wauton family in Bedfordshire and Huntingdonshire. 
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3: extual Introduction aj2d---. EditoriaLProcedurg 

The texts of the Hunterian MSSo To3,12 and V@5o13 are 
printed in parallell the (usually) fuller text of Hunt* 
Mso T*3,12 (which is designated MS. A in the notes) is 
given'on the left Paget and the (usually) shorter text 
of Hunt. MS. V@5*13 (designated MSo B in the notes) is 
printed on the opposing right-hand page* I have thought 
it advisable in the interests of clarity to continue 
this arrangement even where one text has material not 
found in the otherl on such occasions the opposing 
Page(s) have been left blank, 

The text was prepared in the traditional manner of 
editing a MS. texto Firstly I made complete diplomatic 
transcriptions of the MSS., and incorporated therein 
representations or notes of the purely physical appearance 
of the MSSe and their orthographieso Marks of abbrevia- 
tion were represented as they stood in the texte and no 
attempt was made to rationalize them at this preliminary 
stage. Line endings and concomitant word-division were 
observedq malformed letters were noted, underlinings in 
the text were copiedg marginalia were copied at the points 
where they occurredt and any marks of decoration were 
noted. From these transcriptions, typescript copies were 
made in which the editorial conventions described below 
were employedt and these were in turn compared with the 
hand-written transcripts and with photostats of both MSSo 
The texts presented here are based on these corrected 
typescript copies and the information afforded by the 
diplomatic transcriptions and the photostats formed the 
basis of the textual notese At all stages the MSSs them- 
selves were the ultimate authority for points of difficultyO 

In the final presentation of the text the editorial 
hand has been kept discreet and the hands of the MSS* have 
been allowed to represent themselves as far as possibleo 
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Thus the spelling of the texts has been preservedq and no 
distinction has been made between 1. =L and L= Zo Simi. 
larlyp the single form used for has been reproduced 
as I in order to remain consistent with scribal practices 
and the interchange of u_/. v and 1/jhas been retained* 

The capitalization and punctuation of medieval texts 
often provide difficulties for an editor. unless ration- 
alized modern systems are substitutedel In the present 
edition scribal capitalization has been followed as far 
as possible, but on account of the difficulty in distin- 
guishing between certain lower-case and capital letters 
where the scribe has no recognizably different capital 
form, complete accuracy cannot be claimed. Subjective 
judgement on the part of the editor has to be employed 
on a number of occasionsp and although an editor of a 
text of any length may establish an intuitive rapport 
with his scribes# another eye can have a varying view of 
these decisions. The following guide-lines have, however, 
been usedo 
1) Obvious capitals, i. e. 'where a special letter-form is 
usedo are printed as such* 
2) Where'an attempt on the scribe's part to distinguish 
a normally minuscule letter-form can be detected, it is 
assumed that he intended it to approximate to a capitalt 
and it has been printed as such* This is more easily 
Judged in those cases where a letter for which the scribe 
does not distinguish a separate capital letter-form 
'See E-Jo Dobson# The English Text of the &ncrene-RjWlgLp 
EETS, 1972, pp. lxv-lxxp on the problem-of scribal capital- ization* In his recommendations for the editing of OE texts Helmut Gneuss includes modernization of capitaliza- tion and punctuation (see Re Frank and Ae Camerono edset A__Pjan_fgr, - thg-Dictignarv of Qjd Enplishl Toronto, . 1973, 
Pp@ . 13-22, esp. Pp, 17t 18-9), but some of the dangers 
are Pointed out by R. I. Pa e in his review of this work in N-Doites and Querias_, XXII R973)p PP* 146-55, espe pp. 148-9* 
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(except perhaps on rare occasions) occurs in a position 
or a context (e, go in a list of names that are otherwise 
capitalized) where the scribe would be expected to write 
a capital* However, in lists of names initial letters do 
occur that are clearly not intended to be capitalsl and 
they are therefore printed as minusculess 

The main letters for which such difficulties arise 
(in all hands) are &# D. 9 lit K. 9 E, 9.9 IT/jo Some of these 
have distinct capital forms available to and used by the 
scribe, but often the distinct capital form is not used 
and they have to be distinguished by size relative-to the 
immediate contexte 

In one case I have departed from this policy of rep- 
resenting scribal capitalization, where an apparent capital 
form (usually &) occurs medially or finally in a word. In 
such an instance a lower-case letter has been used in 
printing as there does not seem to be any useful distinc- 
tion made by the use of a capital in this position. ' 

Similarly, scribal punctuation has been retained. 
The systems used by Hands A and C of Hunterian MS9 T*3,12 
are consistent within their own terms and have proved well 
worthy of reproduction and study* 2 Again it is difficult 
to achieve complete editorial accuracy and consistency. 
It is easy to distinguish marks such as a punctus elevatus, 
a paragraph-mark or an oblique. but the single point (. ) 
often causes difficultyt as it can be easily confused with 
flaws in the vellum or specks of dirt that have become 
ingrained in the MS* Moreover, it is not always certain 
that a dot, especially if indistinct# represents a faded 
1A doubtful suggestion is made'by Ce Jones in his IntM- duction to Middle-Englisb_j 1972, po 2009 Speakin of the forms n-Amg and lAndg occurring in rhyme positfons he sayst 'If the capital <A> symbol has any significance at all, it may be there to show a point where the scribe could have utilized a translation symbol <o> but chose not toot 2See ppe 245-322* 
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punctuation mark or whether it is 'no more than evidence 
of the place at which a scribe rested his pen between 
writing one passage and memorising the next'*' Editorial 
authority and judgement have once more to be exeraisedg 
as they have to be in the case of word-divisions The 
present edition has attempted to preserve the MS. word- 
division, but MS. spacing tends to be erratic and variable. 
Where the point of division in a word occurs at the end 
of a line, any indication of hyphenation by the scribe 
(eege by the use of single or double oblique strokes in 
Hands A and C of Hunt* To3,12) has been observed silently 
in the text, 2 Superfluous and spurious hyphens that could 
be'contused with punctuation'are however recordeds Unhy- 
phenated divisions are treated according to the following 
rulese If there is no indication of linkage in a compound 
which is elsewhere one word and which is not composed of 
separable constituent elements at the point of separation 
in tfiýe MS., then it has been printed as one word, If, 
however, there is no indicatign of linkage and the word 
is elsewhere found only as separate elementsg or if the 
scribe varies in his practice, then the elements (isee 
constituent words) are printed separatelyo This difficulty 
of distinguishing 'between-word' spaces from 'between- 
letter' spaces arises primarily in the hand of Hunt* 
V*5ol3,, 

Paragraph-marks have been retained in Hunts T*3ol2 
and are represented by 'Re In Hunt, Vo3913 an I. -shaped 
mark appears to fulfil a similar function and has been 
'LeCe Hector, H&nd=itinz of Engli; III DocuMpntsg 2nd 
edet London, 1966, p. 46. ; dIn generalg further study is 
required of scribal criteria for word-division and hyphena- tion, See EeJe Dobson, ope cit., po lxxi and He Gneuss, 
OPe cite, p. 18 for the problems MS* spacing and hyp , ýnation 
pose for an editor# Regarding hyphenationt R*W* Buic'hfield# 
who has been working on a new edition of the OrmulMm for 
some timeg informs me that Orm uses a 'tolerably con-sis- tent' system of hyphenation. 
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represented on the few occasions on which it occurs by 
an oblique stroke not separated from the initial letter 
of the following word. 

Abbreviations have been regularly expanded and are 
indicated by underlining the expansions, Since I have 
retained the original underlining found in Hunt* MS@ 
V, 5,13, mainly below proper namesq a double underline 
Indicates an expansion-in such positionss, It is not 
always clear what the correct expansion of an abbreviation 
mark or a contraction should be, and on occasion a scribe 
may show inconsistency or error in his use of these signs. 
In general$ the normal praptice of each scribe in unabbre- 
viated forms has been used as a guide-line as to the appro- 
Priate expansion. Where a scribe uses a number of differ- 
ent unabbreviated forms. for a word which is elsewhere 
abbreviated or contracted# the dominant form has normally 
been chosen for the expansion of the words Oftenp I feel, 
a scribe did not consciously think of the unabbreviated 
form of a word which he found abbreviated in his exemplar, 
but simply and mechanically transcribed the abbreviated 
form that he had before him* This can mean that he uses 
an abbreviation mark that is inconsistent with his pre- 
ferred or dialectal spelling of the unabbreviated forms 
The normal vagaries of scribal practice regarding abbre- 
viation outlined by Professor Davis are found 10 and some 
points and their treatment here require special mention. 
1) Q as a grammatical sign indicating plural or genitive 
is expanded according to scribal usage elsewhere, i-ee as 
-e. _s in Hunts MS9 T0,12 but as -ygin Hunts Me V95@13, 
2) In word-final position, ý is expanded as -=I initially, 

is expanded as con-t. 
3) Superscript letters are not underlined, although the 

See N. Davis, Pgston-; Letters and-Rapers of &he Fiftgej3th Centuryp oxford# 1971t PP* lxXxi-lxxxive 
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intervening omitted letter(s) of the expanded word are t underlinedt thus hL is printed he. is printed 'Pelt t is printed 'with/wytjjl. 
4) Only where -= is definitely required is expanded as 
9-M'; elsewhere the curl has been regarded as a simple 
flourish. 
5) The Tironian sign for let' M 7) has been retained. 
Similarly, the sign for 'etcetera' (Fel) has also been 
reproduced* 
6) ifiu has been expanded as lih=ull; JZ as 'letter'; 
as 11I&Jtrel; wegtml is expanded according to the usage of 
the scribe in unabbreviated spellings of 'Westminster** 
The nomen sacum sizlum ISEý111 has been rendered as 
Icristen, cristilt etces as the context requires and is 
recorded in the textual notes, 
7) Occasionally an abbreviation mark indicates the omission 
of only one lettert whereas elsewhere it indicates the 
omission of two letters* The single omitted letter is 
underlined in the text, 
8) Otiose marks on a number of letters have been regarded 
as simply flourishes and are omitted, Davis' mentions 
the majority of theses 'curls on -It -go and -to tags on 
-d. 9 -ft and -lit strokes through -h and -11, flourishes on 
-r-9 and others'* The bar on -11 is usually otioset but 
occasionally serves as a true mark of abbreviation for 
the plural or genitive, and in such cases it is expanded 
as such, 
9) A horizontal barl a'curved-back tailo or a circumflex 
(sometimes dotted) often Indicate clearly the omission of 
-a or -nt but these signs are equally often ambiguous, 
especially in word-final position above what could be 
either -u or -n. I have normally expanded if the form 
I 

Davis, op, cit. # p, lxxxiio 
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1-un' is possible. In word-final position IoUl often 
indicates 1-_ioun. '* The signs also appear frequently as 
an apparently otiose flourish above other letters, In 
these positions they have been retained and represented 
by "I as the question of expansion or non-expansion of 
these marks is an eternal point of contention among edi- 
tors and scholars and an indication of their occurrence 
and frequency is helpful. This is the only mark that has 
been adjudged otiose that I have retained in the printed 
text. Thus# although the scribe of Hunterian MS9 V*5913 
often places an au- abbreviation-mark over frauncpl Thomas, 
bzennce 'French', this is ignored in the printed text* 
10) The abbreviations !I 'pence', Jj 'pounds' have been 

00 left unexpanded, Cap 9 Q_aZ9 etc. as contracted forms of 
9-aDitulo have been expanded# but the numerals such as 0 110019 120099 are retained* 
11) The MS. pointing has been kept for numerals and dates, 

There are two series of notest a textual series and 
a general explanatory and co=entarial series@ The textual 
notes record any peculiarities in the MSS, t such as cor- 
rections# additionsg deletionst alterations of lettersg 
etc. # and are found in conjunction with the texts at the 
foot of each page. The individual points are numbered by 
superscript numbers starting from unity for each folio of 
the MS,, and the folio number is given In the notes at the 
onset of each new group@ The same note can refer to dif- 
ferent words on a particular folio, e9go 1 Erased* The 
references are to the word(s) immediately preceding the 
superscript number in the textg except where specifically 
stated in the note, e. g. in the case of a catchword* 

To reduce the number of textual notes and to attempt 
to convey something of the Iflavourl of the MSS., certain 
points are recorded in the texte Cancellations are indi- 
cated by hyphens through the cancelled letter or word, 
e. g. ýat. Similarly# where the MS* reading is damaged or 
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illegible, the fact is noted in the text In the following 
way. If one or two letters only are concerned, this is 
indicated by C. ], C. e]s If three or more letters or an 
indeterminable number, even extending as far as whole 
wordst are concernedg this is indicated by Csoe]s Era- 
sures are also indicated in this way, with an appropriate 
note in the textual notes below. If the erased letters 
can be made out then they are given within the square 
brackets. 

Where erasures have been made by the scribe, or oc- 
casionally corrector, of Hunt* MS* V*59139 they are often 
indicated in the MSo by a hatched line (///) of variable 
length, This has been reproduced in the printed text* 
Where a word has been written over an erasure, the fact 
is recorded in the notesq but the word is printed in the 
texts Marginal or interlinear insertions are printed in 
the text# and are indicated in the textual notes* The 
hand in which such insertions are made is also noted, if 
ascertainable* 

Alterations of individual letters are recorded In 
the textual notest using the following conventionse The 
Position of the letter is shown by means of hyphenst thus, 

represents an initial gL, -&7 represents a medial &Lt and 
would represent a final &* If the identity of the hand 

that makes the alteration can be decided, then it is indi- 
catede eog. "a- from g by corr. ' means that the corrector 
has changed an original g Into a medial &I 'I- over g' 
means that an original 2 has been altered into an initial 
a, t either by the scribe or by the correctorg although 
this cannot be decided, A question mark is used if the 
editor is not absolutely certain of the identity of the 
hand that has tampered with the texts 

The second series of notes is found at the conclusion 
of the texts and is signalled by the use of superscript 
letters, again starting afresh for each folio of the MSS* 
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The entire set of notes for Hunts MS9 T93.12 is given 
before that for Hunte, MSs, V95el3e The nature of these 
notes varies somewhat between the two MSS* Those for 
Hunt* MS. T. 3.12 contain expanded discussion of textual 
points and general explanatory notest mainly of a lexi- 
cal natureg since this MS* provides the better reading 
text. The enormous task of providing a full historical 
commentary on the Brut must be left to others better 
qualified in this field than myself, and I have ventured 
into this area only on selected points of intereste, The 
general notes on Hunts MS* V95913 provide a kind of run- 
ning commentary on the errors and their genesis (or 
probable or possible genesis) perpetrated by the scribe 
and occasionally the corrector, Howeverp the notes are 
not intended to comment on every error but only on such 
as are of interest in following the workings of the 
scribe as copyistq or such as could be considered mis- 
prints or editorial misreadingso To this end, comparisons 
with or references to MS* A (Hunts, MS* T@3sl2) and the CV 
texts printed by Brie are often mades, Many of the notes 
for Hunt. MS, T-3,12 apply equally well to the second MSe, 
such as glosses and the general comments on points of 
interest. 

If there is a textual note and a note in the commen- 
tary for the same wordp then the superscript number pre- 
cedes the superscript letter in the printed texts 
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